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the high end of D/A converters
Some people determine the high end by price.

High Price = High End
...the higher the price the better.
Some people determine high end by review.

High Praise = High End
...until next month's review.
Some people determine high end by quality.

High Quality = High End
...sound quality, parts quality and build quality.
The Aragon D2A is designed for the individual that
values quality and their own listening experience
more than a high price or what someone else says.
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DCC is the July Stereophile's cover story, J. Gordon Holt having lived with aMarantz DD-92
recorder for the past few months. (My apologies to those expecting his report in this issue,
as promised last month.) As well as JGH's
thoughts on the sound of the data-reduced
medium, July will feature DCC's measured
performance courtesy of Robert Harley. Goldeneared Bob also subjected himself to doubleblind tests to see whether he could detect the
effect of throwing away three-quarters of a
CD's data with the DCC's PASC encoding
scheme. The results might surprise you. (Or,
of course, they might not.)

Small-town record retailers have abandoned
LPs faster than it takes Rush Limbaugh to decide that the thinning of the ozone layer is a
hoax on the part of "socialists" to destroy this
country's industrial base.' We thought it agood
idea, therefore, to find out where those of you
who don't live in New York, Los Angeles, Chi(continued on p.320)
1As acplained in depth April 26 on his syndicated radio program, which Itry to catch in my car every day as Idrive to
lunch. For disturbing data on the state of the ozone layer, see
the April 24 issue of Science News, p.260, for the most recent
measurements from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
(TOMS) on the Nimbus-7 satellite.
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Bru
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Cover Story: This month's coverfeatures the award-winning artwork
designed by Terry Duffyfor Hi -Fi '93, Stereophile's High-End Hi:Ft
Show. Ms. fluffy 's work for us won three awardsfrom the Santa Fe Ad
Club: an Addy Awardfor the overall campaign, aCitation of Excellence
for the Exhibitor Prospectus, and aCitation of Merit for Stationery.
Thanks, Terry!
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Why won't conventional
hi-fi speakers work
for Home Theater?

You need three front speakers -left, right and center to achieve realistic home theater. Astereo pair would place
the dialog in the center (where it belongs) from only one
listening position. You can't use conventional hi-fi speakers
for the center channel, even shielded models, because their
dispersion patterns prohibit raising them too high or laying
UNI -0 DRIVER TECHNOLOGY them on their sides.
LETS EVERYONE BE IN
KEF's proprietary Uni-edriver, which places its tweeter
THE SWEET SPOT "
at the center of the woofer, allowed KEF's engineers to create
the ideal center channel speakers, the Models 100 and 90. Their uniform dispersion
patterns let them be placed beautifully above or below the screen, creating the
impression that the sound is coming directly from the screen. Moreover, the Models
100 and 90 are both Reference Series, which not only ensures their quality and
consistency; it permits their use as satellites and their seamless integration with
other KEF Reference and O-Series loudspeakers.
The Uni -O driver. One of aseries of KEF scientific
achievements dedicated to one goal: the most realistic
performance in your home.
KEF ElecIron.cs of Amer., Inc
1701 T.,,cmone Road Leona ,HAW.. VA 23834

111

The Science of Loudspeakers
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SEE YOUR
PARTICIPATING
KEF DEALER
FOR ASPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER ON THE
REFERENCE FOR
HOME THEATER.
CALL TOLL-FREE
FOR THE DEALER
NEAREST YOU.
1-800-859-7232
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J. GORDON HOLT

A

couple of months back (March '93, p.7),
Iwrote that as far as Iwas concerned,
video was television dressed up infancy
dress, thus there was no place for coverage of the
medium in Stereophile As the magazine'sfounder,
J. Gordon Holt, has been acommitted videophile
for many years, Isat back and awaited areaction
from him. One was not long coming. Jam running
his response as this month's "As We See It"feature.
—John Atkinson

I

believe JA's March "As We See It,"
explaining why Stereophile has no plans
to cover video, was wrongheaded. Sure,
some of our readers may consider video
antithetical to audio, but enjoying movies at
home, and wanting to enjoy them as much
as possible, is not really different from doing
the same things with music.
Iagree with John that audio without pictures gives the imagination more freedom to
visualin- whatever the listener deems appropriate, but Icannot agree that this is always
agood thing. Radio drama—sadly, long
extinct in literal-minded America—works
superbly without visual images, particularly
when the listener is invited to imagine things
that are impossible (or prohibitively costly)
to show, even on amovie screen. (Does anyone out there remember Stan Freberg's
vanilla ice-cream mountain with the cherry
on top?) Opera without images can be effective too, ¡fit is specially recorded for the ears
alone. (The Culshaw/Solti Wagner Ring cycle,
for example.) But with areal-life opera or
ballet production, with its opulent sets and
choreographed staging, sound is only apart
of the whole; without visuals, the production loses much of its brilliance and intent.
And alive stadium rock concert without its
S
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onstage antics is just another less-thanstudio-quality rock recording. But 1do agree
with JA about most other kinds of nonstaged music, like orchestra concerts. These
are fun to watch once, but with repeated
viewing the visuals pall much faster than do
repetitions of the music alone.
For someone who enjoys movies as 1do,
however, home video is ablessing. Except
for rare art theater screenings and butchered
commercial-ridden showings on late-night
TV, the vast majority of history's worthwhile
films are simply not available for viewing
except on home video [or cable—Ed.], which
forces one to choose between seeing them
with amediocre picture or not seeing them
at all. Home-video sound, though, is often
much better than you'll hear in most movie
houses, and even though the NTSC picture
is nowhere near as sharp or detailed as 35mm
film, even that compromised presentation is
in some respects better than you'll get in
theaters. Many theaters run their projectors
at reduced brightness (to extend projection
lamp life) and haven't repaired or upgraded
their sound systems in 10 years.

DISMISSING VIDEO OUT
OF HAND BECAUSE OF ITS
VISIBLE FLAWS AND
ARTIFACTS STRIKES ME AS
LUDICROUS!
Yes, our NTSC video system is primitive,
and abysmally unequal to the growing
demand for "film quality," but dismissing
video out of hand because of its visible flaws
and artifacts strikes me as ludicrous! How can
any long-time audiophile, who learned years
ago to ignore LP's ticks, pops, and swishes,
possibly keep astraight face while complaining about video scanning lines? At least
they're constant and unchanging, which
makes them alot easier to overlook than the
randomness of surface noise.
And where would sound reproduction be
today if music lovers had turned their backs
on it in the early 1900s because it wasn't
detailed enough or didn't sound enough like
the real thing? There wasn't much "there"
to be heard from early reproduced sound,
either. NTSC video's loss of the fine details
8

that were present in the original film is only
avisual analog of what early recordings did
to music, and should be viewed as atechnological challenge rather than adefeat accompli.
Even with its limited-fi picture, there's often
alot more "there" in avideo image than JA
seems to realize; it just doesn't happen to be
detail-type thereness. For those who appreciate the filmmaker's art, and even for many
who don't, repeated viewings of movies
allow us to "see" things we never noticed
before, like throwaway bits of background
action, visual puns, celebrity cameos, and
unusual lighting, sets, and cinematography.
Nonetheless, Idon't believe video as we
know it today will ever become aparticipatory "tweak" hobby like audio. To begin
with, and unlike audio, there's hardly anything which defines video image quality that
cannot be measured. The video display that
measures according to the book will always
look the most like the original film, and that's
all there is to it. Tweaking can only make
matters worse.
And how much is there to tweak, anyway?
To the video purist, who insists that the
image should replicate the original film as
closely as possible (just as the audio purist
cites the sound of "the real thing" as his reference), there ain't much to tweak. For starters,
though, all monitors have at least five picture controls affecting gray scale (darks and
lights), color presentation, and apparent
sharpness, and these usually need to be
adjusted for each program. That's five user
tweaks right off the bat. And since most consumer monitors do both gray scale and color
rendition rather badly, it may be impossible
to optimize the picture. The best that can be
done is to achieve an acceptable set of compromises. This does not, however, deter the
compulsive perfectionist from spending half
the duration of afilm trying to get the sky
the right shade of blue without skin tones
turning green.
A really good monitor—and in video
today, that means professional or industrial
quality—can be pulled into proper adjustment by measurement,' after which it will
1Well, almost. One performance parameter—the color of
screen "gray"—is most accurately set by eye, using aprecision
visual comparator. The visual acuity to use it properly is an
acquired skill. Some other things, like color saturation and
hue (tint), can also be calibrated pretty accurately by eye, using
aspecial blue viewing filter, but again, this demands some
expertise.
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give you the best view you can get of the
source program material you're watching.
If skin tones on some movies are then greenish or magenta-ish, it won't be the fault of
the monitor. (Does this sound like the prototypical "accurate" audio system that reproduces the recording the way it is, warts and
all, and is generally despised by the audiophile community because it doesn't sound
"musical"?)
A major difference between high-performance loudspeakers and high-performance
video monitors is that, the better the monitor,
the less tweaking it requires. It's supposed to
be properly set up and then left strictly alone.
If you insist, you can tweak the skin tone of
the occasional film that needs it, but when
that movie is over, apunch of the Reset button restores everything to its calibration settings. If you still have ahankering to tweak,
you can experiment with high-priced video
interconnects and perhaps even convince
yourself that they make adifference. Or, you
can perform the mother of all tweaks: You
can upgrade avideo component to abetter
one. But there's not much else you can do
with that Mercedes-priced video system
except watch movies on it. This is not the
stuff of which hobbies are made!

THERE IS REALLY NO
FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN THE APPRECIATION
OF VISUAL FIDELITY AND OF
AUDIBLE FIDELITY.
The technology exists, though, to make
video atweaker's delight. Digital processing allows professional colorists—the people
who transfer films to video for home distribution—to manipulate avideo image in
ways that are impossible with film. For
example, any color can be made more intense
or more washed-out without affecting any
other colors in the scene. You can zoom in
on the picture, or you can skew the gray scale
so as to stretch or shrink highlight or lowlight contrasts (to give awider range of dark
grays, for example). Inevitably, this technology will start to become available to the consumer, opening avast new world of possiS
TEREOPHILE, J
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bilities for defiling the image. Compulsive
tweakers may then spend an entire 2-hour
film "improving" each scene, and be able to
later say that, yes, they saw the movie but
they don't remember what it was about.
All this will be roundly condemned by
those narrow-minded souls who believe the
filmmaker's intentions are worth respecting,
while the videophile community will split
down the middle between objectivists, who
will insist that only aproperly calibrated
monitor can provide the highest quality, and
subjectivists, who will find adistorted image
to be "more pleasing:' Each camp will lavish
scorn and ridicule upon the other, and the
argument will continue until video reproduction reaches unsurpassable perfection, at
which time it will be immediately superseded
by something else, and that will be an end
to it.
There is really no fundamental difference
between the appreciation of visual fidelity
and of audible fidelity. Apart from the fact
that music justifies audio and film justifies
video, both fields tend to attract the same
kind of people: idealistic perfectionists who
believe the original presentation of their
favored art form is worth trying to reproduce
properly. But video is amuch more social
pastime than audio. In audio, there is only one
"sweet spot" from which to hear the best
soundstaging and the least-colored sound,
and guests who want to enjoy the host's system to the fullest must take turns occupying
it. A well-designed Home Theater sound
system, on the other hand, has awide area
of optimal listening seats, none of which may
provide the soundstage presentation of a
good audio system's sweet spot. This is one
reason we now have the ongoing debate as
to whether it is possible for the same audio
system to equally serve both video and
audio-only sources. (The fact that none has
yet succeeded doesn't necessarily prove it is
impossible.)
It was audio, not video, that created the
"Home Theater" craze in the first place. Now
that it's happened, Ithink the audio community has some obligation not to turn its back
in scorn as though Home Theater were abastard child. Of course, home video came first,
and was already amultimillion-dollar cassette
rental business before the public learned that
the surround-sound effects that wow them
in the theaters are hidden in the soundtracks

WorldRadioHistory
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of practically every big-budget stereo-sound
film, requiring only adecoder and another
two amplifier/speaker channels to enjoy them
at home But the audio industry never spumed
its opportunity to sell stereo equipment to
video viewers who cared nothing for music
and just wanted better movie sound than
their TV speakers could provide. Once the
demand for surround-sound was there,
manufacturers were even more delighted to
sell another stereo amp, a couple more
speakers, and adecoder to the same kind of
people who had shunned quadraphonic
sound during the 1970s because all it had to
offer was greater realism. Thus was born
"Home Theater."
Surround-sound and widely spaced front
speakers (as opposed to the built-ins in TV
sets) expanded the audible field, but also
resulted in the size disparity JA alluded to.
The obvious solution—a wider screen—
created the current growing demand for
projection monitors, which in turn revealed
for all to see just how bad our antediluvian
NTSC system was. This led to the current
interest in high-definition TV (still in the
future) and its stopgap substitutes like line
doublers, edge sharpeners? and ever-moreambitious sound systems. All this can cost
big bucks—so big that few people can afford
ahigh-end audio system and ahigh-performance video system, even if they have the
space. Enough people have opted for Home
Theater, Ibelieve, to have contributed heavily
to high-end audio's market slump in recent
years.

I

DON'T BELIEVE VIDEO

WILL EVER BECOME A
PARTICIPATORY "TWEAK"
HOBBY LIKE AUDIO.
But video coverage in Stereophile? While I
certainly don't think we should be publishing
in-depth five-page reviews of monitors and
laserdisc players, Idon't see the point of
pretending that video doesn't exist. Ican only
guess how many of our readers are "into"
2Edge sharpening increases the apparent focus of "hard"
image transitions, like the outlines of objects, giving an
impression of greater picture detail. Fine detail (resolution)
is not improved, though, because it isn't present in the video
signal source to begin with.
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video, but Idon't think it makes sense for Stereophile to treat them like unpersons. Yes, there
are already several magazines devoted to the
needs of videophiles, and one of them, The
Perfect Vision, is very good at what it does?
But adesire to watch movies with as filmlike apicture as the state of the art allows doth
not avideophile make, and the video magazines cover the field in far greater depth (and
complexity) than is needed, or even wanted,
by someone who just wishes to know what's
going on in video and how to make wise
buying choices. If Stereophile devoted space
to video, it might even show that audiophiles
aren't insufferable snobs after all!
—J. Gordon Holt

J

GH makes agood case, but thefact remains
that there is no connection between someone wanting to listen to music with as high
asound quality as possible and having similar aspirations when watching movies in the home.
Given that Stereophile has insufficient space to
cover high-end audio in the depth that it would like,
to devote even ahandful of our precious pages to a
peripheral subject is counterproductive. (The reason
we don't cover in-car audio is similar, for which it
could be argued that there is agreater connection
with home audio.)
Nevertheless, ¡I.you, gentle reader, are interested
in high-quality video, then Irecommend you explore
the specialist magazines covering that subject, The
Perfect Vision and Widescreen Review, for
example. And y-you want to read what JGH has
to say about video, get hold of acopy of his Video
Home Theater magazine.' What Stereophile
has covered and will continue to cover is how to
obtain high-quality soundfor aHome Theater system, something into whichJGH went in some detail
in his review of the Snell TI-IX 500 loudspeaker
system in December 1992 (Vol.15 No.12, p.63),
and which PWM touched on in "The Ground
Floor" in March '93 (Vol.16 No3). Ihavefound
that adding high-quality sound—it doesn't even
have to be surround-sound—to even quite amodest
TV enriches the experience immeasurably.
—John Atkinson
3Published four times ayear by Pearson Publishing Empire
A subscription costs 826/year: The Pelea Vision, Box 6384,
Syracuse, NY 13217; Tel: (800) 825-0061.1 also recommend
Widesaren Review, published six times ayear and available from
26864 Mandelieu Drive, Murietta, CA 92562; Tel: (909) 6770335. A subscription costs 818/year.
—JA
4Published somewhat irregularly by Video Home Theater, 1215
Ravenwood Road, Boulder, CO 80303. Please note that there
is no commercial connection between VHT and Stereophile.
—JA
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MD-20 CD Transport

MD-20 viewed through
its custom cover

KRC-2 electronic
volume control

K

rell reconfirms its position as leader in
the art and technology of audio design. From
digital source to power amplifier, our family
of new products expands the boundaries of
musical reproduction.

The Reference 64 Processor completely
eliminates jitter when used with aKrell
transport, operates proprietary reconstructive software, and accommodates all
current formats.

To illuminate some of our latest innovations:
The DT-10 CD Transport employs
Krell—designed transport electronics and
drawer mechanics.

The 1CRC & KRC-2 Preamplifiers unite
extraordinary sonic quality with the
convenience of remote control.
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Studio 2DIA Processor

Refined engraving of the
Studio 2center panel
1111111.1fflfflallill

KSA-100S
Class A Amplifier

,Septet
Ma:- Level

The KSA-100S, KSA-200S & KSA-300S
Amplifiers utilize our patent-pending
Sustained Plateau Bias technique, allowing
full Class A power while minimizing heat
and power consumption.
Here we offer you abrief view of Krell's
range. Imagine the possibilities in your
home. Reward yourself with asystem
of the finest audio components. Own a
Krell system.

Analog and Digital Products

KRELL
35 Higgins Drive •Milford, CT 06460-2854
Phone: 203-874-3139 Fax: 203-878-8373
Distributed throughtout the US and the world.
Please contact Krellfie the outlet nearest you.
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You ONLY GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR.Right?
Well, not always. PARADIGM, the leader in
speaker performance/value, has done the
impossible -made aspeaker system that is an
absolute audiophile delight for an incredible
$199/pair... the TITAN!
WHAT DOES IT TAKE to build the finest
speaker at this price?
Quite simply, better design execution and
better materials. So, rather than typical inferior
cone-type tweeters, the TITAN uses a
wide-dispersion dome tweeter complete with
high-temperature voice-coil, aluminum former
and ferrofluid damping and cooling. Instead of
lesser paper-cone-type woofers, the TrrAN
woofer uses apolypropylene cone with ahigh
compliance suspension, high-temperature

voice-coil and kapton former. Add to this a
seamless dividing network and the results are
outstanding! Musical, three-dimensional, the
TITAN offers performance that belies its
astonishing low price.
You WON'T FIND PARADIGM speakers
everywhere. Product this good requires the
expertise of aqualified audio specialist. So,
before you buy any inexpensive speaker, visit
your AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER and listen to
the amazing TrrAN. What you will hear is
music... for asong!
INFoemArtoNwrite tO:
MPO Box 2410 Niagara Falls, NY
14302. In Canada: PARADIGM, 569 Feiunar Drive,
Weston, ON M9L 2R6.
FOR MORE

AUDIOSTREAM,
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L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.) Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time
to do it anyway! Although all letters are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very long
or address more than one topic.

don. But in my opinion, at least, her bravura perAJ
OKE?
formance can stand on its own merits. Second, with
Editor:
CDs, there is always aconflict between the amount
Over the years, I've read your publication
of information the producer wants or needs to convey
numerous times. Iusually disagree with your
and the severe limitations in the booklet's maximum
reviewers' views, but find J. Gordon Holt an
engaging old codger. With that in mind, I allowable size and thickness. In the case ofour Test
CD 2, Iwanted to include sufficient information
recently took advantage of your one-year
to enable purchasers to use it to optimally set up their
introductory subscription. Iwas all set to be
systems without requiring any more information,
enlightened and entertained for afull 12
hence the small type used. If you find the booklet
months. What Iwasn't prepared for was your
impractical, its contents did appear in our regular
Test CD 1. Tell me this must be ajoke. Listentypeface and size in our May 1992 issue, Vol.15
ing to Anna Maria Stanczyk as she races her
No5, which is availablefrom our back issue departway through abutchered reading of Chopin's
ment—(800) 358-6274—for $7 including S&H.
Scherzo in b-flat, Icould only think, leave
And in his series, "The Sonic Bridge," which started
Frederic to rest in peace. Numerous times I've
last month,Jack English makes use of the Stereoread Dick Olsher wax enthusiastically about
phlle Test CDs to illustrate his points. Other than
the Lesley test; the track is so bad it is painful.
that, our Test CD 2works as Mr. Suiter describes
Destroy all known copies of this CD! And
below.
—JA
in the future, stay out of the CD business.
M ARK ANGIOLETTI
ESSENTIAL INSTRUCTION
Chicago, IL
Editor:
[Regarding readers' inquiries about how to
ESSENTIAL EYEGLASSES
use the Stereophile Test CD:] The Test CD
Editor:
works like most other CDs. For most players,
When Iordered your Test CD 2, Ihad no
set the disc in the transport and press the Play
idea that you would also be testing my eyebutton. All other functions—ie, the skip and
sight. Even with my new prescription glasses,
review buttons—should work the same as
Ifind it astrain to read the text in the booklet.
well. Specific instructions for an individual's
We expect Stereophile to set high standards;
player should be included in the manual for
but the readability of your booklet is subsaid unit.
STEVEN B.SUITER
standard.
KENNETH J. KAHN
Athens, OH
Lawrence, NY
It is true that Ms. Stanczyk (who is one ofPoland's
more successful younger pianists) does perform the
Scherzo ratherfaster than, say, Ashkenazy on LonSTEREOPHILE, J
UNE
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NOT CROATIAN ...
Editor:
In Sam Tellig's column in an old Stereophile
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Tuning Devices

"Remarkable" truly describes the splendid
Ilarmonix“ resonance-control tuning
devices. These precision engineered products eliminate distortion caused by resonances. They will literally transport your
sound and video system to unimagined performance levels. Yes, there's aHarmonix '
tuning device designed for every audio

n Fanfare

component, even cables and entire listening
rooms—as well as digital and analogue software. You'll be awed by the life-like richness of the sound, the transients, the bass
impact, the sweetness, the delineation of
detail and the melodic lines.
At Audio Salons throughout the United States.
From the People
Who Bring You

International Inc.

i• •
New York, NY 10021
Tel: (2.12)734-1041 Fax: (212) 73,1-773.1
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(Vol.15 No.6), he gave some wrong information on tubes manufactured in what used to
be Yugoslavia. Tubes made in the Ei-Nis factory are not made in Croatia, but in the middle of Serbia, something Itake pride in.
Thanks to some enthusiastic engineers, Serbia's producer has successfully reestablished
the production of quality tubes ...Without
new valve production being established, I
don't see much future in tube technology, old
stocks of valves being problematic.
BRANKO BOZIC
Belgrade, Yugoslavia

...
BUT SERBIAN

Editor:
Perhaps agood topic for "As We See It"
would be to address the dilemma of enjoying
music through tube equipment, yet having
to maintain said equipment by purchasing
tubes from (and therefore assisting) agovernment (Serbia) that is committing genocide.
STEVEN J. FELLOWS
Seattle, WA

A FAMOUS ENIGMA
Editor:
Iwould like to announce today that Ihave
solved the famous Stereophile enigma. It is a
hideous riddle that faces most of your avid
readers.
Today Ireceived my April 1993 issue,
which Ipromptly filed. At that time Iwent
to my April 1990 issue and took it out of its
never-before-opened plastic protective wrap.
Ithen read with amazement the latest and
greatest equipment reports, penned by your
army of capable writers. At that point I
opened my April 1993 issue ofAudioMart and
purchased those latest and greatest for afraction of their 1990 selling prices. Sixty cents
on the dollar is normal. It is heaven indeed,
albeit adelayed heaven.
RONALD M ESZAROS
Malibu, CA

THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER

Editor:
Unfortunately, Iwill not be renewing my
subscription to Stereophile. My enthusiasm
for "high-end" audio has not waned in the
least, and Iam thankful for the education
regarding high quality in the reproduction
of music Stereophile has afforded me.
On the other hand, there are other aspects
S
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of the style of your magazine (and others) that
Iam seriously opposed to. As a"born-again,"
"Bible-believing" Christian, Iam opposed
to the sort of filthy language used by Mr.
Corey Greenberg. Other reviewers are pursuing this style as well. A number of your
front covers have been sufficiently occult or
macabre in theme and style that Ifelt the need
to dispose of them.
Although this trend is an accurate reflection of the values being propounded by a
powerful minority of people like yourself
who are involved in mass communication,
Icannot support it. Just because afew homosexuals and others are obsessed with what
is anal, septic, and occult does not mean that
the society at large (the Moral Majority, if
you will) has to swallow it. Iwill continue
to believe and preach that the Holy Scriptures
are history pre-written, and to declare the
values and standards therein (not that this is
amajority viewpoint). Icannot subsidize the
sort of language and values that are creeping into Stereophile and many other publications.
Ipray that things change for the better for
the whole society.
REV. DUDLEY C.CAMMOCK
Bronx, NY

A LONELY PURSUIT

Editor:
Ever since Ifirst heard hi-fi (on my parents'
Reader's Digest console stereo/furniture) back
in 1970, I've been fascinated by and enraptured with music. Back then it was Deep
Purple, and these days it's anything musical.
Of course, there have been significant improvements in the system used for playback,
but there has always been acommon goal:
to allow me to hear more of the music, and
attain that state ofjoy first experienced with
my folks' old stereo-thing.
However, as time has passed, I've come to
the sad realization that listening is as solitary
apleasure as any Ican think of. Ihave never
met anyone with the same feelings about
music that Ihave, in the sense that no one
understands what it is to listen—really
listen—to the music, and that my system
allows me to hear as much of the music as
possible. No one Iknow is touched by the
music; no one gets goosebumps or alump
in their throat.
Iwonder if there aren't some clubs or
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organizations, outside of Stereophile, that share
that common goal of reproducing music
for enjoyment's sake, not just comparing
equipment.
Until Ifind such agroup, I'll be happy that
I'm able to enjoy my music so thoroughly,
and so what if others don't understand what
the big deal is. I'll never again try to explain
high-end to someone who's happy with a
Technics receiver, because they are happy with
aTechnics receiver. Why bother? They're
happy, I'm happy. What say we listen to some
music?
J
OE PLAZIAK
Des Plaines, IL

No MORE NEUROSIS
Editor:
I ended my subscription to Stereophile
abruptly, after you saw fit to publish amost
uninformed editorial on the lack of quality
in US-made automobiles [see Vol.15 Nos.2
& 5, February and May 1992, pp.242 & 2530] ...
However, your recent invitation to
resubscribe made me realize things that Ihad
never thought about before.
1) At one time, Iwas the typical neurotic
audiophile. Ihave the equipment, cables,
stands, and accessories to prove it. Since canceling my subscription, Ihaven't purchased
any stereo equipment in over ayear and Ican
still enjoy listening to my system.
2) Ifind that Idon't listen to my system
anymore. Ilisten to the music, and Ilisten
more often, with less fatigue.
3) Ihave purchased many more CDs and
LPs than during the period when Ihad to buy
the latest preamp, DIA converter, etc., every
six months.
4) Ilisten with agroup of four friends at
least once amonth. All have nice systems.
Music is the major topic; equipment is rarely
mentioned.
I'm sure you get the point. Iwouldn't discourage anyone from pursuing their audio
dreams, but life goes on. And if you really
want your system to disappear, stop worrying about it and just enjoy the music.
Ihope that you have found many new subscribers to take my place, so that Larry
Archibald can continue to drive expensive
imported cars. In fact, I'm sure you have. The
Archibald/Atkinson Stereophile is sliding
down to the broadest group of readers possible.
GREG SALATIN
Anderson, IN
18

M ORE HOME THEATER

Editor:
Ihappen to enjoy reading reviews of video
products. Iunderstand that yours is an audio
magazine, and must focus on audio instead.
Fine. However, Ibelieve that it is incumbent
upon Stereophile to provide better coverage
of the audio side of Home Theater. This is
agrowing area, given the current (and growing) interest in Dolby Pro-Logic and THX.
This field would benefit immensely from a
careful effort to evaluate the various products and technologies available.
This is consistent with your mission as an
audio magazine. Home Theater systems may
have somewhat different objectives, but the
ultimate goal—high-fidelity sound reproduction—is the same.
Unfortunately, your coverage in this area
has been weak of late. Not since Bill Sommerwerck's articles back in 1989 have you
provided what Iconsider to be appropriate
coverage. ItakepVs "As We See It" in March
as apositive sign, and look for better coverage
in this regard.
On another note, let me point out one flaw
in Richard Lehnert's review of Leonard
Cohen's new album, The Future. The review
is fine, but, as other readers have no doubt
mentioned, the picture of Cohen (p.179) is
14 years old. It was used as the basis of the
cover for his 1979 album, Recent Songs.
J
IM DAVIDSON
Los Altos, CA

A FALSE PREMISE?

Editor:
"Most mistakes result from afalse premise,
carelessly assumed, then building upon that
premise." (H. W. Armstrong)
A true (to life) premise has to be the
inseparability of audio and video. What do
you "look" at when you listen? Even with
eyes closed?
The issue for audio/videophiles is not, "Are
they separate?" They cannot be. But are they
coordinated? If not, like life experiences, one
distracts from the other. In that case, removing the distraction, not the media, enhances
the total experience. Try consuming an Impressionist painting to the Rolling Stones.
Then to Mozart. Of course, if it's too cold or
too hot, Isuggest changing the thermostat
(which must be present in any environment
with stereo). Don't insist that personal corn-
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fort is not audio, therefore, and need not be
considered for listening. While listening to
your favorite music, watch what happens
when your six-year-old enters the room to
share the putrefying rodent he's discovered.
After all, isn't your listening experience rather
enhanced with proper video, climate, even
fragrances? (Did JA mention snobbery in his
March "As We See It"?)
FRED McAmis
Tustin, CA

A HIGHLY COLORED PLAYER?
Editor:
I've been reading Stereophile, along with other
high-end journals, irregularly for many years,
going back to the B.A. (Before Atkinson) era.
Once the novelty wore off, Iobserved cracks
developing in the intellectual surface that have
now widened into afissure. Worse, the subjective establishment, exhumed from its
"underground" status, has become inebriated
by the notoriety.
Isaw aminority group develop in the
high-end community that was rather pleased
with digital sound, solid-state, and surroundsound: J. Gordon Holt is in this corner. Icontinued reading while these conservative opinions were given a"back of the bus" lodging.
Since some with high-end aspirations were
starting to echo those in the objectivist camp,
they were printed rarely, if at all. Shades of
gray were repainted as black and white, while
your wagons circled into aprotective cocoon.
As the high-end magazines are edited in a
subtly dishonest fashion—more akin to
propaganda vehicles than subjective-review
organs—the agenda obscures the good work.
Even worse, asynthetic bifurcation has been
manufactured to brand audiophiles with
divergent opinions.
Recently, an uneasy feeling that I'd been
viewing only aprettified part of the picture
grew to afever. I'd read in afew subjective
journals many interviews with leaders in both
the audio-design and recording disciplines—
they served largely as reinforcements of the
high-end credo. This testimony was most
impressive! For here were opinions backed
by unimpeachable credentials. However, not
long ago Ispied interviews with several of
the same individuals in ajournai with different
sensibilities. The interviewees, if correctly
quoted, plainly endorsed tenets antithetical
to core high-end principles. Could these witnesses be flip-flopping àla Bill Clinton, or
20

was something else happening? A few conclusions were as follows:
1) Digital is the superior vehicle for home
audio.
2) Amplifier and cable differences are very
small or trivial.
3) Loudspeakers represent byfar the most
significant aspect of performance.
4) Blind testing is necessary to accurate
evaluation.
Idon't know whether or not interviews
in high-end publications are edited to be
"politically correct," or whether the interviewer is armed with only the "proper"
questions. It has appeared that interviewees
(expert witnesses in ashow trial) always mirror the views of the magazine. It is disturbing
that Stereophile and others give the impression that everyone who holds acreditable
viewpoint sees things in lockstep with the
magazine's editors and staff. Only in the
"Letters" section do we ever see real debate.
To anyone with more than a passing
interest in the field, it is crystal clear that subjectivists offer only an alternative perspective
The subtle and false impression tendered by
the high-end press is that "true" intellect is
dismissive of the objectivist camp. It can
more accurately be shown, however, that
while some audiophiles are true believers,
most are not.
When mainstreamers are skewered for the
heresy of holding opinions different from
those of the editors, you degenerate as aviable and honest alternative voice. If many in
the scientific community are dismissed, Ican
only imagine what reaction these reviewers
would have to the typical reader whose formal electronics background may be very
limited and whose choice of system is probably based on wrongthink. Iposit that the
typical reader is now being subtly manipulated—Mr. Holt, Ibelieve, cared more about
his readership than his position in audio's
pecking order. ..
It is both adisservice and an intellectually
repugnant act to color the news in order to
bolster asingle theory. Indeed, reasoning
from aforegone perception is antediluvian
quasi-science: "Perceptions never die, they
don't even fade away." So, even when it is
believed that one has been unfairly and
stupidly treated, aquid pro quo approach will
not right the previous wrongs. This is true
even if, "In your heart, you know you're
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right!' The subjectivist camp had contributed
much to the debate, primarily as an entertaining and didactic vehicle by dint of beautifully
written essays—it has now become repetitious in the extreme.
"Underground" reviews have now become mostly ads for the new; the unusual
non-recommendation has become apained
enterprise, like the rebuke of abest friend.
The mainstream press, by design, never prints
asour review, and apparently the High End
collectively feels that to conclude with negatives (as to pricing or sonics) is to engage in
internecine warfare. "The enemy of my
enemy is my friend," so ahigh-end company
is an ally who will be helped if possible,
irrespective of the marketability of his product. Thus, we'll see scant concern for: alack
of dealers or support, an inflated price,
impossible setup, and alack of any track record as to reliability. Notwithstanding your
reflex protestations to the contrary, the
motherly aim of nurturing the High End is
quite different from a goal of accurate
reporting.
The game has apparently gotten out of
hand, as some egos—of both designers and
reviewers—have expanded beyond justification. From an outsider's perspective, it
seems that the most genuine issue now in
high-end audio concerns which company is
afforded review space. That determines, as
you surely appreciate, who survives or falls
among cottage-industry participants. In such
aworld, Stereophile becomes merely apower
broker, more powerful with more circulation;
ie, political controversy. Sadly, Iget the feeling that this is precisely what the shapers and
movers of this journal care most passionately
about these days (with subscriptions now
offered below cost).
If advertising revenue is the financial backbone of the magazine, how can the reader be
the party best served?
It's also my recent view that measurement
and technical discussion is employed here as
asmoke screen for the true mission. It's like
Pat Robertson's foray into politics—we all
understand his underlying agenda, no matter
how it's couched. Your "technical" discussions are revealing almost anull correlation
with your perceptions; it becomes, in your
view, more of apuzzlement over time. You
conclude that the scientific method is crucial for everything except electronics and theS
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ology. Of course, it's apostulate in this mode
that one's subjective findings are sacrosanct
and blessed by gifted perceptual powers. Is
successful electronics design really more
related to perceptual faith than science? To
quote the Who, you have "Faith in Something Bigger!' Yet even in this quasi-scientific
milieu, writers should be held accountable
for any conclusion. It's pretty stale to simply moan: "There must be some as yet
unmeasurable phenomenon to substantiate
my perception, but Ican't speculate on what
it is. .Ican't substantiate for you, the reader
(whose interests Iadvance), asingle thing
about which Iwrite, yet trust me and my
prose." One can just as well conclude that the
writer is fictionalizing or stretching his
experiences to fill space. Poetic license is a
literary rather than investigative tool; it works
better in the CD review context. The problem has been acknowledged in cable-review
prologues wherein you'll note that the
applicability of the review is probably marginal, yet you proceed at length anyway.
Your essayists (the term reviewer doesn't
adequately describe the function) are selling
themselves as aesthetes rather than advancing
any usable analysis. They appear as really nice
folk, well schooled in the mother tongue and
in the general scientific principles to which
they often allude. Yet since similarly schooled
writers, both here and abroad, make contrary
pronouncements about the same object of
scrutiny, the utility of an opinion serves principally as ad fodder. The objectivists, too selfeffacing for their own good, shy away from
making striking statements simply for effect.
That approach does sadly make for boring
reading, and the public is often unhappy at
not being told what is best. Enter Stereophile
to fill the gap for male yuppies with ayen for
sound.
It's now up to Mr. Atkinson and his colleagues to do more than make wordy assertions to the flock of believers. Otherwise, the
magazine becomes as predictable and deathly
dull as the objective audio press. If for some
reason you won't expose the entire range of
intelligent opinion, Stereophile will ultimately
be judged aminor, though highly colored
player. But not much more! -TRACY BAYER
Hewlitt, NY
Tracy Bayer raises so many issues in her letter that
Iwill only address the major ones. It is naïve to accuse
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aspecialist magazine of bias towani its area ofspecialization and, therefore, of alack objectivity. All of us
at Stereophile believe that listening to music in the
home with as high adegree offidelity as possible is
agood thing, and that spending money on components to achieve that higher fidelity is also agood
thing. If we didn't believe that to be the case, then
why on Earth would we want to devote our professional lives to promoting it? If there is adegree of bias
in our editing, then this is where it would creep in.
Butfor it to be suggested that "the high-end magazines are edited in asubtly dishonestfashion" and
"interviews in high-end publications are edited to be
'politically correct' "is both insulting and plain wrong.
(AndJGH's relatively low profile in the magazine
of late is of his own choice, Ms. Bayer.)
Tracy Bayer implies that people interviewed in
Stereophile say opposing things when they are
interviewedfor non-high-end publications. However, as acareful reader of all the English-language
hi-fi magazines, Ican'tfind one example where this
has been the case. Yes, there are strong and sometimesfundamentally opposed opinions held on the
topics she mentions above, from opinionated and
highly vocal engineers, but doesn't that reflect the
currently healthy and vibrant state of the audio art?
Ms. Bayer also expresses her opinion that Stereophile has "scant concern for alack of dealers
or support, an inflated price, impossible setup, and
alack of any track record as to reliability" when it
comes to forming our opinions on the components
we review. Again, lcan'tfind the evidencefor this
within our pages. Stereophile's fundamental
ground rules when deciding what equipment to
review are that review samples be representative of
production—no prototypes—and that the product
be availablefrom five or more retailers. Our readers
can therefore be assured that the products we review
are real, in that they are in production from companies that have taken more than thefirst step on
the road to becoming responsible businesses. The
public can test our published opinions by auditioning
the components for themselves.
We always try to put performance both in aprice
context and in the context of the component's competition. But "inflated" prices and "impossible"
setup? We tell you what acomponent does and how
easy it is to achieve what it does; its would-be purchaser has to decide whether it's therefore agood
deal or not. Deciding what is appropriate to spend
to achieve improvements in sound quality and how
much of arelationship to have with something you
own can only be individual decisions, Ms. Bayer.
Where we dofall short of what we would like to
do is in our reporting on long-term reliability. We
S
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try always to mention problems we have had during
the review process. When we use aproduct over the
long term, problems we have after the review process
is over can affect acomponent's listing in "Recommended Components." But we do not have experience of anything like alarge enough sample of a
component's population to be able to say definitively
whether there is areliability problem or not. Along
with Ms. Bayer, we wish there was away for us
to be able to do so.
Finally, when she makes her insinuations about
Stereophile's dependence on advertising revenue
leading to afailure to support its readers, Ms. Bayer
fails to realize that (with the exception of Consumer Reports) all specialist publications derive
their incomefrom amix ofsubscription revenue and
advertising income. Her statement about our selling
subscriptions at "below cost" is therefore semantically void. Ms. Bayer obviouslyfeels that we allow
advertising to influence our editorial content. As
scientists will point out, it is only possible to definitively prove anegative, meaning that it is impossiblefor us to prove to her that we are honest. But
honest we are. My policy is simple. Here it is, as outlined many years ago by apublishing mentor of
mine,John Crabbe, the erstwhile editor of Hi-Fi
News & Record Review:
•Ifyou always publish the truth, readers will respect
you.
•If readers respect you, you will always have readers.
•If you have readers, you will always have companies that want to reach those readers by advertising in your publication's pages.
•Ifyou offend some of those advertisers by publishing the truth about their products, they might stop
advertising.
•But then, how would they reach your readers, their
customers?
•Offended advertisers, therefore, will always come
back.
•But !fyou lose the respect ofyour readers, those
readers will not come back.
•And fyou lose your readers, you lose your advertisers.
•You should, therefore, always publish the truth.
Honesty in publishing, as in all things, is the best
policy. Not all publications adhere to this rule—but
Stereophile does and will always do so. —JA

No ROOM FOR THE MACINTOSH
Editor:
Please be advised that aproduct mentioned
in several recent issues is not available. In fact,
it has never been developed. Iwrote to Sitting
Duck Software in Veneta, Oregon, and
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To come alive in the listening
experience, digital retrieval of recorded
source material without significant flaw
or error is not enough.The music must
be restored, in amanner that is so
involving that the listener forgets the
medium but remembers the music,
Enter the DAC2 digital converter from
Audio Research. The DAC2 is very
likely the most naturally musical DIA
converter you've ever experienced. ,
At any price. Whatever sonic criteria
considered important—midrange
timbres, ambient detail, bass extension
and impact, dynamic nuance—the DAC2
retrieves and restores it all, in astunningly natural musical envelope that is
true to the music, true to your ears.

Seced, the DAC2 has all the
co/mective flexibility you need in a
gital-based music sytetpi_
(Bo.Wo4,can
orget about compatibilityivAamied.
Selectable inputs offer ST-glass and
TOSLINK optical fibeedeleand
BNC-coaxial or AES-EB co e@Ron
standards. Standard outputs include
both single-ended and balanced XLR
connectors, plus apass-through output
for use with digital tape recorders.
There's one more thing the DAC2 will
restore: Confidence in your purchase
decision. Because this is the company
that still stocks components and
supplies for equipment manufactured
more tha twenty years ago. Why
should it
different with digital?
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ordered acopy of their Listening Room software for my Macintosh. A week later, my letter was returned with an arrow pointing to
the Macintosh and aterse message scribbled
below: "Not available, maybe never!'
Interestingly, this product was also listed
in the April "Recommended Components"
issue. Iassume it was the IBM version that
was tested.
RICHARD GALLEA
Eden Prairie, MN
Though it was the PC version of the Listening
Room that TJN reviewed back in Vol.13 No.12,
the information we had receivedfrom Sitting Duck
Software was that aversionfor the Mac would also
be available. (I note that the Audio Advisor also
advertises this Mac Version) However, we called
Sitting Duck Software after receiving Mr. Calka's
letter and were told that the Mac version probably
now won't ever materialize.
—JA
WHERE'S AMBROSIO?
Editor:
Thank you very much for the incredible
review of the new audiophile release, the
opera Ambrosio, in your April issue. As this
CD is not yet widely distributed, readers may
wish to know they can obtain this Sonora
Records release (or information on the nearest
dealer) by calling Digital Domain at (212)
369-2932.
BOB KATZ
President, Digital Domain
UNPROFESSIONAL REVIEWS?
Editor:
Please be so kind as to cancel my subscription to your magazine and refund the balance.
If you want to know why Iwish to cancel,
read on. If not, well, that's okay, too.
Every component Iown has had aprofessional review, which makes assembling a
topnotch system that much easier.
When Stereophik judges gear like the Exposure amplifier (Vol.16 No.2, p.154) and gives
it a"Recommended" stature, it makes me
shudder. When an amplifier that costs about
$1300 has so many limitations, it should be
packed up and sent back with "DO OVER"
written all over the box.
Why waste paper when there is so much
valuable gear to review?!
Sorry, critical journalism on equipment
worth owning is what Iam looking for.
JOEL DIMORA
Macedon, NY
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

It would be facetious to respond that, as Robert
Harley earns his livingfrom auditioning, measuring,
and writing about hi-fi components, his reviews are
by definition "professional." The important point
to note here is that Mr. DiMora obviously believes
that what 'c paramount in assembling a"topnotch"
system is that every component be the recipient of
a"professional" review. On the other hand, while
we at Stereophile believe that good measured performance is important, we are committed to the view
that it is subsidiary to good sound. While the Exposure amplYier reviewed by RH in February had
some minor limitations in its measured performance,
it indeed sounded excellent at its price level. The
art of agood amplifier designer is to trade offperformance in areas less relevant to sound quality
against that which is truly important. And whether
he has been successful or not is not something that
can yet be predictedfrom measurements alone —JA
LAUGHABLE QUIPS?
Editor:
Every month Ilook forward to reading the
laughable quips in the new Stereophile. April's
issue didn't disappoint. Thomas J. Norton's
review of the Hailer TransNova 9500 MOSFET amplifier is aclassic example of the type
of mistake your reviewers love to make. It
seems Mr. Norton is dismayed by the fact
that Stereophile's readers would prefer to see
more reviews of "affordable" equipment. He
goes on to imply that only manufacturers of
Hafler's status build units in the low-end
price range (certainly not Krell, Levinson,
Audio Research, or Conrad-Johnson). Readers
shouldn't expect to read reviews on equipment they can actually afford, since none of
the high-end manufacturers produce such
products. Big surprise for Mr. Norton,
Conrad-Johnson has been building two
MOSFET units under $2000 for the last two
years, the MF-80 and MF-200. Upon acareful audition, Mr. Norton might even find the
moderately priced MF-200 an appropriate
match for his expensive Wilson Audio
WATTs/Puppies.
•
Never an issue goes by without one of
your vaunted reviewers making amajor gaffe
highlighting his lack of experience and product knowledge.
MARK ANGIOLETTI
Chicago, IL
I'm puzzled, Mr. Angioletti, by your "gotcha!" letter. Is someone in the mail room intercepting your
copy of Stereophile and changing the words? Did
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The Digital Art
The beauty of Meridian digital audio components goes
far deeper than our award-winning industrial design.
Exceptional functionality is matched by a mastery of
digital and analog electronics that have won the favor
of the most serious audiophiles, worldwide.
When the first CD player was introduced, Meridian
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Ten years on, we have built a reputation for eliminating
the limitations and realising the benefits. Products such
as the Meridian MCD and the new 600 Series have
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understanding digital audio and delivering the finest
products.
Contact Meridian and listen to the digital art.
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Isay Iwas "dismayed" by thefact that "Stereophile's readers would prefer to see more reviews of
`affordable' equipment?" In rereading what Isaid,
Imerely appear to have stated that some readers
think we review too many expensive products, while
others accuse us of the exact opposite. And cannot find exactly where I implied that only
"manufacturers of Hafier's status" (and what do
you mean by this?) build amplifiers in this price
range. Infact, in the closing sentence of my review,
where Iwrote, "Hafier is not thefirst company—
nor, Ihope, the last—to prove that superb sound does
not require asecond mortgage," Iimplyjust the opposite. The word "company" is used in that sentence
without either stated or implied qualifiers.
Perhaps in your reading of thefirst sentence of
that closing paragraph, where Iwrote, "The Hafier
9500 joins that select group of moderately priced
amplyiers which make fdfficultfor manufacturen of higher-ticket electronics," you assume that
Ialso meant to add, "whom, ofcourse, build nothing
in this price range." But Idid not say this, nor did
Iimply anything of the sort. A number of manufacturers who buildfar more expensive amplifiers than
the 9500 also produce amplffiers in the 9500's price
range, afact of which we are keenly aware.
A key point to remember, however, is that these
amplifiers are typically (though I'm sure there are
exceptions) lower-powered versions of the higherticket, and (usually) higher-powered, highervisibility, and more heavily promoted amplifiers in
these same manufacturers' lines. That the ConradJohnson MF-200 is an exception to this is merely
areflection of thefact that all of their more expensive
amplifiers are either tube or hybrid designs (the
Motffi—C-J's high-end solid-state line—excepted),
and thus are not perceived as direct competitionfor
the MF-200. None of the other manufacturers you
mention markets astereo ampltfierfor under $2000,
and the output powers of their lowest-priced models
are lower than that of the Hafier. (But need ¡point
out the obvious fact that power output is not
everything?)
The existence of the C-J MF-200 is not news
to us, Mr. Angioletti. But no one, yours truly
included, can be totallyfamiliar, at all times, with
every trail and crevice on the mind-boggling and
seismically unstable mountain of components competing for our (and your) attention. Nor are any
of us immunefrom the occasional faux pas or oversight. But after my nearly 18 years of reviewing
experience in thisfield—and many more years of
following the audio marketplace closely—limited
product knowledge is definitely the least of my
problems.

li e
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Perhaps you're upset that the Hafier was given
agood review, while the MF-200 has not yet
received coverage? Pinch me fI'm wrong, but—if
Imay be permitted to read into your letter in the same
fashion as you have read into my review—I have
a
feeling that you own an MF-200. Fair enough;
it might very well be afine amplifier, though Ihave
not heard it. I
favorably reviewed the MotifMS100 several years ago and would not be surprised
to learn that the higher-powered MF-200 borrows
muchfrom the earlier amplifier. (I don't know that
for afact, however, though both are MOSFET
designs.)
Perhaps our paucity of coverage of recent C-J
solid-state products is an oversight that should be
corrected; we tend to concentrate on C-J's tube products, since that is theirfield ofemphasis and highest
visibility. But we definitely know that their other
products are out there.
-TJN

M ORE HIGH-TICKET GEAR?
Editor:
Iwould appreciate your reviewing some of
the very high-end gear such as Cello Strads,
Amatis, and Performance amps, Krell Audio
Standard, Apogee Grands, etc.
Iam pleased to see you plan to review the
Hales System One and the Krell KIvIA-500s.
Thank you for agreat magazine that is not
only informative but fun to read.
RICHARD D.DIAMOND, DDS
San Francisco, CA

W HAT WILL YOU GIVE US
MILLIONS?

Editor:
I'm very disappointed with Stereophile. All
I've read pushes the out-of-reach-priced
equipment.
I'm not making over $100,000 ayear. I'm
just middle class. I'm the builder type; Ibuilt
my own speaker cabinets. I'll put them up
against any of the high-price systems you
review. What are you going to give us? The
millions who are low- to middle-income people???
ROBERT GREEN
Central Valley, CA

W HY NO BUDGET CHOICE?

Editor:
Iam somewhat dismayed with the selection
of budget audio equipment available in the
United States. We have hardly any selections
in quality electronics.
In the $300-$500 category, the British sell
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Mrs. Arcam Alpha 3, Madame Aura, Ms.
Creek 4140S2, Dame Marantz PM-40SE II,
Miss Denon PMA-450, Mr. Mission Cyrus
I, Master Musical Fidelity, Sir Pioneer A-400,
Widow Rote! 930, etc. (see Hi-Fi Choice,
February '93, Issue 115, p.43).
Why don't we have affordable, quality
integrated amplifiers in the United States to
choose from?
LAWRENCE S.WILLIAMS
(A Budget-Level Audiophile)
New York, NY

NOT ENOUGH AFFORDABLE GEAR
Editor:
It was nice to listen to ultra-high-priced High
End [at the San Francisco Show], but Iwould
have liked to have seen some reasonable midto low-priced systems demonstrated. Maybe
aseparate section for the Audio Cheapskate!
PAMALA M EADOR
San Jose, CA

SHOW POSITIVES
Editor:
[Hi-Fi '93] was the first Show I've ever been
to. ..
great to hear all the stuff Ijust read
about. It gave me an idea of what to pursue
later for aserious listen.
Worst aspect of the Show: Ihave to agree
with CG! Ihate "audiophile-approved"
recordings! Ileft some rooms because the
music was so dull/bad. Fortunately, this
wasn't aproblem too often. And thanks for
doing the Show! Great job! Glad the Show
was in San Francisco, weren't you? Come
back again!
STEPHEN COWEE
San Francisco, CA

SHOW NEGATIVES
Editor:
Iresented needing tickets for some presentations. Idid not see those dealers. Please, next
time, no smoking throughout. The room with
the live sound was airless. In one concert
there was no amplification, in the other—tell
Corey he doesn't have to deafen people to be
heard. If you tout yourselves as Hi-Fi, the
least you can do is provide quality live sound
instead of the cheapest "house issue."
ABIGAIL CALE
San Francisco, CA

SHOW OPINIONS
Editor:
I
just got back from Hi-Fi '93 and would like
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1993

to voice some of my opinions.
Overall, Idid enjoy the Show, even though
Ithink it was alittle hectic and fast-paced for
what Ihad expected. The ticket price, $25 at
the door, was quite abargain. Ithink Igot
one hell of adeal out of the Show.
A few things Ididn't like at the Show:
Some demo rooms were just too small for
the audience. Ialso didn't like rooms with
continuous demos going on. It made me feel
like Iwas in aMcDonald's ordering food.
To me, the most sonically accurate and
believable sound system was that of Cello
Music and Film Systems. During the brief
presentation, Iswore Inever heard amore
realistic and lifelike sound than that. The
enormous impact, the sheer dynamics, the
electrifying transient attack, were simply
devastating. The demonstration in which the
cymbals, the drums, and the strings were
played was so realistic Ifound it hard to
believe that Iwas listening to reproduced
music and not to actual music. Nothing
else—I repeat, nothing else in the Show
stirred my emotion and pumped my adrenaline that much. The demonstration was also
conducted in avery professional manner, as
opposed to other demos by other manufacturers which were held continuously. Hats
off to those guys who designed this extraordinary system.
The most outrageous price was the S4500
Sonus Faber Electa Amators and the $3000
Minimas, the latter sporting a41
/"woofer!
2
Do the Italians think we Americans are made
of money, or what? My wife particularly
hates the look of the Extremas. It reminded
her of the bad fella Darth Vader in Star Wars.
A close contender is the Acoustic Energy
AE-1: expensive, minute, constricted, metallic-sounding, too hi-fi-like, and over-engineered. However, the Extremas, in terms of
sound only, did win my vote due to their
lightning-fast Esotar tweeters and their ability to play quite loud for such asmall size.
Slash their price by about 3dB and they may
get some buyers.
The Show also confirmed the hatred Ihave
for metallic cones or dome tweeters. Even
though they are sharp, accurate, lightningfast, and hi-fi-like, Ifind them somehow
lacking ahard-to-describe intangible quality
that only soft-dome tweeters possess. I
listened to the Avalons and Totems, which
employ metallic tweeters, and found that the
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metal tweeters seemed somewhat less sweet
and less musical than the soft-domes
employed in the Sonus Faber Extremas or the
Regents made by Paragon.
The weirdest, most awful-looking speakers
were the mbl 101s. They sounded okay, no
big deal. Perhaps those Germans think that
if they are successful with BMW, Porsche,
and Mercedes, they will probably be successful with these, too. Iseriously doubt the looks
of these hi-tech uglies can ever win our
hearts. Ifind their looks, and especially their
price, hard to swallow.
The best deals for the money were the
speakers from Alón. They did everything
right for afraction of the Sonus Faber's price.
Their sound was very natural and satisfying.
If Idecide to toss the system Icurrently
have, my next buy is very likely one of these
speakers.
The Show confirmed my opinion about
electrostatics or planar speakers. Idon't like
'em. They sound okay, good for church
music, opera, or something like that, but they
just don't have the substance behind the
sound. Though they are very coherent and
transparent and clean and pure and fast and
airy and spacious and God knows what else,
they sound thin and unconvincing.. ..Compare them with the best dynamic speakers
and they will be eaten alive! They are also finicky with amplifiers. Ilistened to the Apogee
Studio Grand and Iwasn't impressed, even
though Ithink they sounded great and were
the most transparent speakers at the Show.
They just failed to raise my goosebumps the
way the Cellos did.
A lot of speakers and amplifiers at the
Show were worth alisten. They all were
satisfying-sounding speakers, and Idoubt
anybody would hate any of these fine systems. The problem is that there are too many
products, each claiming to be the best. You
really have to choose among the crowd.
Any company out there will claim that it
is committed to building the best product,
but Iseriously doubt that. Ihave listened to
alot of hi-tech, sophisticated bullshit made
by so-called hi-tech companies in the last
decade. A lot of them came and went. Those
fanatics kill us stereophiles off slowly with
their lofty egos and their stinking technologies. And, worst of all, most of their claims
are just hi-tech farces. They contribute very
little to our enjoyment of music, but their
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

"expert viewpoints" do add alot to our burden of trying to understand what hi-fi is supposed to be. To me, that's hi-tech bullshit!
Let me tell those guys out there one thing:
You will never be able to reach the moon by
adding ladders. The noble ability to enjoy
music and the base satisfaction of owning
expensive hi-fi gear are two completely
different goals. Sinking money into forever
more expensive equipment cannot bring you
musical truth, but changing your mental attitude and your perception about life can. (I
particularly loathe and despise those companies who make expensive cables. They
have cropped up like mushrooms recently.)
Finally, there was another speaker system
that should have been there but wasn't. Those
are the "Line Sources" by Cizek. Had they
been there, they would have been one of the
best-sounding systems. This system, to me,
is one of the most natural-sounding ever
created. Ihave never met amore sincere,
talented, and dedicated engineer than Mr.
Cizek. He is blind and has suffered many illnesses, but he is perhaps the truest lover of
the art of making music transducers. When
Ifirst listened to his system, Ifelt like Iwas
totally submerged in the soundfield. This
feeling is not easily achieved with alesser
system. When Iasked him what makes his
speakers sound so good, so natural, his
answer was eye-opening and philosophical:
"The secret is in the design ola correct crossover, and your commitment to build the
best."
Isimply loved the down-to-earth humility
of that great engineer.
A final sincere thank-you to Stereophile for
putting the Show together. It was agreat way
to spend an otherwise lousy weekend.
V.NGUYEN
Electronic Engineer, Walnut, CA
SHOW HIGHLIGHTS
Editor:
Three long months of waiting have come to
an end. After fighting my way through the
stench of homeless excrement, Imade my
way to the front door of the San Francisco
Marriott Hotel, home of the '93 Show; and
how apropos, considering that, architecturally, the hotel is known as the world's largest
jukebox. By far and away larger than the
1989 Bay Area Stereophile Show, abroad
range of products were represented. Here are
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MONITOR AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS
-the established leader
in loudspeaker technology
• In 1986, MONITOR AUDIO led the way with its
industry changing metal dome tweeter.
• In 1989, MONITOR AUDIO introduced to the world
its now famous "gold dome" tweeter.
• In 1991, MONITOR AUDIO again rose to the occasion
with the introduction of its widely acclaimed
ceramic coated aluminum alloy metal cone woofer.
• In 1993, MONITOR AUDIO utilized its breakthrough
driver technology in its Home Theater System.
The Tweeter dome is formed from an aluminum/magnesium alloy,
gold anodised to athickness that provides the correct stiffness and
damping, which results in alinear response to beyond audibility and
moves the first order of break-up to around 28KHz. The gold dome
is thinner, lighter and more rigid and therefore more efficient than
pure metal domes which suffer from poor efficiency and uncontrollable break-up modes within the diaphragm material.
The Woofer utilizes Monitor Audio's much touted ceramic coated
aluminum/magnesium alloy cone. The cone is drawn in athree
stage process, stress relieved at each phase to ensure molecular
consistency, rather than spun the conventional way, and then
sandwiched between 50 micron thick layers of heat dissipating
ceramic resulting in acone which combines perfect rigidity and self
damping properties over its entire operating range. The outer surround is moulded NITRILE rubber.
Developed by NASA, it suffers none of the thermo-mechanical instability exhibited by other surround
materials such as pvc. Therefore, the image and tonal balance will not shift with temperature changes.
Audible frequencies are affected by different materials, so by designing both the tweeter and woofer with
the same basic diaphragm material, anatural physical and audible consistency is achieved between high
and low frequencies, resulting in unrivalled realism and cohesion right across the audio range.
Home Theater: The Perfect Experience .. Monitor Audio has applied its high performance audio
technology to the System 200 Surround Sound System. The front and rear channel gold dome speakers
are supported by the thunderous System 200 Sub-Woofer and the incredibly precise System 200 Center
Channel .. the first purpose designed Home Theater System with atrue audiophile pedigree.
Monitor Audio's inimitable gold dome technology is used in every Monitor Audio Loudspeaker
from the very affordable Monitor 7Gold all the way through to the prestigious
award-winning Studio 20SE. The cabinets are crafted from 3/4" (18mm) MDF
which, true to Monitor Audio's reputation, arc beautifully finished in avariety of
real wood veneers, hand rubbed or Grand Piano lacquers, and veneered on the
inside to balance the "stress" of the panel, ensuring that it will not warp over time.
All Monitor Audio Loudspeakers are designed, engineered and manufactured from
start to finish by Monitor Audio at its own state of the art facilities in England.
For the ultimate in quality and performance .. ask for Monitor Audio .. the one with "the gold dome"
Recipient of the coveted Stereophile 'Recommended Components' award 7times since 1988
MONITOR AUDIO USA
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my highlights of the Show.
Ifound the highly touted "Cello Music
and Film Systems" room quite impressive.
The spirited 1
/-hour wait in line was damp2
1
ened by the appearance of Mark Levinson,
the man (as opposed to Mark Levinson, the
amplifier). And it was asight to behold seeing
aslovenly J. Gordon Holt being hurriedly
sneaked into the Show through the back
door with no wait! Once Iwas inside the
room, however, words cannot truly describe
the experience. It was audio and video symbiosis far exceeding my wildest dreams. As
Isat next to the Palette preamplifier, Ifelt that
the quality of the soundstage dimensionality
could only be challenged by the crispness,
clarity, and richness of texture emanating
from the ratchets as Joseph Cali slowly
turned up the highly machined aluminum
volume knob. Soon after the presentation,
alavish lunch served on sterling silver was
wheeled in for the Cello staff. Ifound the
entire experience quite "paletteable."
Although representatives from the muchcoveted KEF, Audio Excellence, LucasArts
Entertainment, B&K, and the like "Home
Theater systems" all proclaimed that the
proper marriage between audio and video has
finally been achieved, it was apparent to me
that all except the Cello were, in fact, only
"sleeping together:'
On the loudspeaker front: Vandersteen,
Thiel, and VMPS made notable showings,
but it was mbl which stole the show. The
RoomTunes acoustic-enhancing exhibit was
somewhat of adisappointment. Ifelt too little
effort was spent on color-coordinating the
pillows on the ceiling to the curtains, or even
the carpet for that matter. The representatives
from Koss Headphones seemed to be the
most professional and congenial. But Iwas
curious to know why they were giving out
free earplugs!
Ifound one trade booth to be especially
eye-catching. A representative for amanufacturer of equipment isolator feet had apivoting hammer mounted on aboard. He successfully demonstrated that his product was
virtually impervious to any vibration caused
from ablow from the hammer. My main
problem is actually finding aspot on my
turntable to mount the hammer.
In conclusion, Iwould like to say that I
wouldn't have missed the Show for the
world, and Isincerely look forward to the
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

next one. Class A ...
highly recommended!
ERWIN WON
El Cerrito, CA

THE BRIEFEST EXHIBITIONIST
Editor:
Congratulations to everyone concerned with
Stereophile's San Francisco High-End Hi-Fi
Show: From ticket application to door signs
to location maps by floor. ..
this was an
extraordinarily well-organized and well-run
event.
And it gave me the chance to sneak in from
Hawaii to be the Briefest Exhibitionist of all.
For more than two hours on Saturday
afternoon at the Show, Itrolled for geniuses
while set up with my orange sign near the
snack bar at atable located opposite the Stereophile room.
Having lost my larynx to throat cancer five
years ago, Iwanted to meet someone, anyone, who could use his or her knowledge of
electronics and the components already sitting on the shelf today to develop an American
replacement for the pitiful, primitive buzzer
which hundreds of thousands of throatcancer survivors use today with varying
degrees of success.
Perhaps aunit with abone-conduction
speaker, adhesive stretch controls for pitch
and volume, and apowered, chest-mounted
speaker would do the trick ...?
Ihoped to show them how fame, favor,
and fortune would greet anyone who could
provide a"voice" for the enormous market
of throat-cancer survivors waiting inside the
US right now—let alone the world market.
Where better to meet these people than at
the High-End Show?
The score: Italked to 8engineers and 30
or so members of the educated general public.
A remarkable response—and one that encourages me to chase further.
Ifeel absolutely certain that if one fraction
of the intelligence and enormous know-how
demonstrated each month within the covers
of Stereophile were applied to meeting the
needs of the 40,000+ American people rendered voiceless each year through throat cancer, asuitable electronic "voice" would not
have to wait until the Japanese premier loses
his larynx—and Sony and Yamaha step into
yet another world market.
It would be most fitting if it were one of
Stereophile's long-term subscribers who came
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"Neither a lofty degree of intelligence nor imagination
nor both together go to the making of genius. Love,
love, love, that is the soul of genius."
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
1756-1791

The PS Audio Lambda is adedicated CD transport, incorporating
the very latest in laser and mechanical drive technology
It features refinements such as a high definition glass optical
path, low moving mass, sophisticated digital servo-correction,
and a silver alloy metal chassis. Three separate transformers and
thirteen stages of regulation take the notion of power supply to
what others might call an extreme. And aproprietary low-jitter
clock circuit ensures that music is reproduced with a relaxed
sense of air and space, without the glare associated with typical
digital playback.
As with all PS Audio products, Lambda is made in the USA.
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up with the answer.
Meanwhile, keep up the good work!
TIMOTHY L. COLLEY
Hawaii
MORE KIPNIS, PLEASE
Editor:
When you next hold aStereophile High-End
Hi-Fi Show in New York City, please persuade Mr. ICipnis to play again. Hearing him
live and up close at the previous shows was
an experience that Ishall always treasure.
ALAN HARRIS RUDNICK
Brooklyn, NY
WHERE'S THE NEXT SHOW?
Editor:
Iwould like to know if Stereophile plans on
having an electronics show anywhere on the
East coast. Iknow there are quite anumber
of audiophile dealers on the West coast, but
how about moving it around some? It's hard
for someone in North Carolina to come up
with the money to travel to California. Why
not shoot for a1994 electronics show in
Atlanta? That way you can have amajor city
to draw upon, and all of the East coast audiophiles.
BRYAN K.STEWART
Raleigh, NC
WHY NOT NYC?
Editor:
Ireceived your promotional mailing on the
1993 Stereophile High-End Show and ...
surprise! The next show was to be held in ...
California! For all of your "less affluent" East
coast (and maybe Midwest, North Central,
South Central, etc.?) readers, this was another
high-end show we wouldn't be attending.
C'mon, John. Wake up and smell the coffee!
You haven't held ashow on the East coast
since '87. If you have something against
NYC, you could still pick Philadelphia,
Atlantic City, and at least adozen other accessible locations. How 'bout Boston in September '93?
JOE ARCHAS
Gillette, NJ
Stereophile held aHigh End Hi-Fi Show in New
York City in April 1990. We missed you,Joe.—m.
For acity to be asuitable venue for ahi-fi show
where the ability to demonstrate sound quality
has ahigh priority, it must at minimum: a) be aktrge
population center; 19 have more than afew audio
STEREopHILE, JuNE 1993

retailers whofeel that having ashow in their city
is agood idea; c) have suitable hotels, with alarge
number of meeting rooms and bedrooms that are
large enough in which to swing more than the
proverbial cat, with good access, parking, storage
space, roomsfor live concerts and seminars, etc.; and
d) not be so tied up with labor practices and restrictions that the logistical difficulties multiply out of
contro1. 1Our recent shows in Los Angeles and San
Francisco scored highly on allfour counts. Our experiencefrom the two shows we have done in Manhattan convinces us that while Manhattan qualifies
on counts a) and b), itfalls short in the other areas.
We have thought about Atlanta and Boston, but
neither qualifies on allfour counts. Although we
had still to sign acontract with the hotel at the time
of writing, our Hi-Fi '94 Show will be held next
spring in southern Florida.
—JA
DIGITAL IS GREAT
Editor:
Iwould not go to one of your shows if you
paid me. Stereophilès editors must just sit back
in their chairs and try to dream up reasons
to justify their perceived superiority of analog
to digital. Now they have come up with platter jiggle and jitter for harshness or distortion. Hell, Ihave experienced more distortion
due to wow and flutter in the analog world
than anyone could possibly find in the digital.
LONG LIVE DIGITAL.
Digital
Is
Great!
Think
Analog
Loses.

ANONYMOUS
Somewhere

OR IS IT?
Editor:
Somebody should pin amedal on rocker Neil
Young for being the only major recording
artist to really lay it on the line about digital sound.
Mr. Young spoke eloquently about digital's deficiencies in Guitar Player some
months back, and, more recently, bluntly,
and forcefully, in the April '93 issue of
Musician:
1Ajoke that isn't for all those who exhibit at the Chica go
CES:
Q: How many Teamsters does it take to changeali ght bulb?
A: One—you got aproblem with that?
—JA
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Data basic
CD Transport
Innovative anti-jitter technology unique to Theta
Digital makes the Data basic perform far beyond its
price class.
The only thing it compares to is Theta's Data II
Universal Transport, still the reference standard for
CD transport performance.
We work just as hard to bring you the best sound for
your money as to extend the edge of the art.

1615329
4.) Li

Digital Done Right
Theta Digital Corporation
5330 Derry Ave., Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 597-9195
FAX (818) 597-1079
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"Every three or four months there's abetter way to master digitally, to get closer to
the original sound. But digital is completely
fucked anyway. We're in the dark ages of
recorded sound ...
because we're not listening to music, we're listening to areconstituted
replica clone of music. We don't hear it anymore. Since '82 it's been gone.. .
if they ever
put me in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame,
they'll regret it, because Iwill not stop talking
about it ...
it'll go on all fucking night."
Amen, brother.
Will wonders never cease? At least one
musician in this world can still hear.
Tsk, tsk, tsk. And shame on any professional musician who knowingly wastes his
or her talents on an inferior system which
should be scrapped altogether.
DOUGLAS ROLLINS
Ogden, UT

GOLDEN ERRORS

Editor:
Iam writing concerning Michael Day's letter,
and the accompanying diagram, in the March
issue (p.27). If the diagram is right, then
(applying Pythagoras's theorem) the ratio of
the sides of the golden rectangle is approximately 1.414 to 1, as 1.414 is the square root
of two. However, Iwas taught that the ratio
of the sides of the golden rectangle is approximately 1.618 to 1, 0.618 being the only value
ofx for which the following statement is true:
x/1 = 1/(1 +x). (The true figure is closer to
0.618034.) If you draw arectangle whose
sides are in the ratio 0.618 to 1, and then
attach alxl square to the longer side, you
have generated anew rectangle with sides of
1and 1.618. Since 0.618/1 = 1/1.618, your
new rectangle is simply alarger version of
your initial rectangle. You can continue this
process infinitely, each new square increasing
the size, but not the shape, of your rectangle.
This process is analogous to the development
of the nautilus shell over time.
Concerning the relationship of the Fibonacci series to the golden rectangle, if you
examine the ratios of subsequent numbers
in the series, you will find that they soon converge on 0.618034. For example, 144/233 =
0.618025, 233/377 = 0.618037, 377/610 =
0.618033, and so on. Just why this is so is
beyond my understanding, though it takes
only acouple of minutes with acalculator to
verify.

What does all this have to do with cables?
Very little, Isuspect. Did Cardas at one time
claim to use the Golden Ratio somehow in
constructing his cables? Iadmit to being abit
frustrated with the snail's pace of objective
research concerning whether short runs of
different cables really do sound different.
Maybe that's what the logo is all about.
COLIN H. SACKS, PH.D.
Orinda, CA

ELECTROSTATIC ERRORS

Editor:
In his review of the Eminent Technology
speaker [February 1993], Corey Greenberg
has his description of the operating principle
of electrostatic loudspeakers backward. The
musical signal is never connected to the diaphragm, and the stators do not carry the bias
voltage. The diaphragm's method of operation is to hold constant abias charge of several thousand volts. This constant charge is
"pushed and pulled" by the varying voltage
of the musical signal, which is connected to
the stators.
Also, electrostatic speakers themselves are
capacitive, but their input transformers don't
"present atough capacitive load to the amplifier!' These transformers are designed to be
quite inductive at audio frequencies. The benefit of getting rid of the transformer is due
to the decrease in inductive reactance and
hysteresis distortion.
DANIEL PATRICK COYLE
Grants, NM
Mea culpa, Mr. Coyle. CG 's apparent misstatement was due to editing brainfade on my part. My
apologies to Corey and to Stereophile's readers.
-JA

I
NDEFENSE OF ZAPPA

Editor:
In defense of Frank Zappa ("Letters!' Vol.16
No.1), Stereophile reader Rod Ellard has missed
some crucial music over the last 18 or so
years. Mr. Zappa has five or six dozen albums
of music on the street, right now. Iwas hooked
in 1974 when my brother gave me an 8-track
(!) of Apostrophe! Since then, I've managed to
hear everything Frank's legitimately released,
plus some bootlegs. Ieven replaced that old
Apostrophe' 8-track with first vinyl and then
aCD. Mr. Ellard should quickly go to the
store and buy One Size Fits All, You Are What
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You Is (if he doesn't mind alittle anti-religion
talk), Guitar (a wonderful two-hour set of
instrumentals with names like "In-A-GaddaStravinsky"), and afew others.
A lot has changed since Weasels, Wazoo, and
Overnite Sensation. Mr. Zappa has done contract battle with Warner Bros., switched to
his own record label (Zappa), nearly gone
bankrupt, again resurfaced with his own record label (Barking Pumpkin), and made that
label asuccessful one. Frank has conducted
and recorded several of his own orchestral
works (Orchestral Favorites, The Perfect Stranger,
London Symphony Orchestra, others). He's gone
Top-40 with his daughter on the popular
"Valley Girl." He's released instrumentalonly recordings that were originally only
available by mail order, but increased demand
allowed them to be commercially released
(the celebrated Shut Up 'N' Play Yer Guitar
series). He won aGrammy for best instrumental album (Jazz From Hell). He discovered digital early on, and some of his recordings suffer from it, but he has always sought
to bring atrue and honest sound to his

audience when the material warrants it. His
recordings have influenced countless others.
He recently chronicled his various bands
with last year's final installment of You Can't
Do That On Stage Anymore, his 12-CD series
of live recordings spanning 25 years with
absolutely no overdubs. Staggeringly creative,
Frank Zappa is without question one of our
nation's greatest musical treasures.
KENNETH HINDS

Phoenix, AZ

W HERE'S RADIO GOLD?

Editor:
I'm drawing ablank in trying to locate Radio
Gold ["Records to Die For," March 1993,
p.113]. My favorite CD store cannot find a
listing for it on Ace Records. Iwould appredate very much any assistance you can offer
me.

STEPHEN HUTCHINSON

Glendale, CA
A limited quantity ofRadio Gold CDs are availablefrom Roundup Records, (800) 44-DISCS.

ALL
CLEAR.

—RL

These are Martin Logan Speakers.
Unlike any others. Gone are the
components ola traditional
speaker. It looks like we put
nothing behind the grill. That's
our electrostatic driver,
incorporating an incredibly
advanced Vapor Deposited
Membrane that you can see right
through. With less mass than the
air it's moving. Capable of cleanly
reproducing the exquisite texture of
aStradavarious violin, yet able to
unleash the awesome power ola
Fender® bass.
Martin Logan invented
Curvilinear Electrostatic
Technology. And we packed it all
into aline of very remarkable
loudspeaker designs. From the new
Aerius starting at $1,995 apair to
the $60,000 Statement System.
All this is something you'll have a
difficult fime seeing. But you will
hear it. Clearly.

MARTIrl LoGgn LTD
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A Critical Consensus on Sonic Frontiers!
SFL-1 Linestage Preamplifier
"Kudos is due SONIC FRONTIERS for offering the audiophile aline-level preamp
competitive with any price-no-object unit I've heard to date. Specifically, anyone
contemplating the purchase of an Audio Research LS-2 would do well to also audition the
latest SFL-1; you'll be surprised.
Wake up, exalted residents of Class A Towers -the SFL-1 is knocking on the door!"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 16 No. 2, February 1993 (USA)

SFS-40 Stereo Tube Amplifier
"After hours and hours of A-B listening, the SONIC FRONTIERS rose above the crowd to
earn our commendation as aComponent of Merit. This amplifier is awinner in every
respect, and Ihave no idea how they provide so much amp for the money."
Martin G. DeWulf, Bound for Sound, issue 10a, 11a 1992 (USA)
"It is wonderful! ...the SFS-40 will likely be the beginning of along love affair for alarge
number of you who are looking for an entry point into the vast world of genuine high end
audio. We highly recommend this unit."
Guy Trepanier, Son HI-Fl Video, No. 83, Jan./Feb. 1993 (Canada)

SFS-80 Stereo Tube Amplifier
"...the SFS-80 had been one of two amplifiers [the other being the ARC Classic 60] Iused
in my system, but now Iam listening to the SFS-80 exclusively... Ican whole-heartedly
recommend the SFS-80 with great enthusiasm."
Joel Shumer, The Audiophile Voice, Vol. 1Issue 3, March 1993 (USA)
'The SFS-80 is an extremely straightforward and well-made amplifier with aHall-of-Fame
parts list and outstanding sonic performance: great power, impressive bass, realistic
dynamics and rich harmonics....the SFS-80 is amusically satisfying power amplifier and
an outstanding bargain."
Jack English, Stereophile, Vol. 16 No. 4, Apri11993 (USA)

Hear it for yourself.
Audition aSonic Frontiers product today!

SONIC FRONTIERS
INCORPORATED

760 PACIFIC RD., UNIT 19, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA. L6L 6M5
TEL: (416) 847-3245
FAX: (416) 847-5471
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US:ohn Atkinson
In Ap ril ,Imentioned that dealers who were

putting on seminars should let me have the
details so Ican publicize them in "Industry
Update!' So far, only Progressive Audio,
1764 North High Street, Columbus, OH,
has responded with information on their
monthly events featuring: Michael Harvey
of Audio Research (June 15); Richard Vandersteen of Vandersteen (July 14); Steve
McCormack and Joyce Fleming of McCormack/The Mod Squad (August 2); and
Bruce Brisson of MIT (September 22). Seating at these presentations is said to be limited,
so call Progressive at (614) 299-0565 for
times and reservations.
Dealers holding similar events should Fax
me the when, where, and who at (505) 9836327 at least eight weeks before the month
of the event—ie, if you're putting on something in September, you should get the information to me by July 1. Mark the Fax cover
sheet "For the attention ofJohn Atkinson—
Dealer Bulletin Board."

US: Thomas J. Norton

Longtime industry stalwart Irving M. "Bud"
Fried (pronounced "freed") has sold his Fried
Products Company to agroup of investors.
The company will henceforth be known as
the Fried Products Corporation, with Andrew A. Orr, Jr., as president. Fried Prod42

ucts has also moved to anew manufacturing facility in Norristown, Pennsylvania. Bud
Fried, who will still be involved with the
company under along-term management
and consulting contract, is currently working
on updates and changes to the Fried loudspeaker line. The new products should be
available by the time you read this.

UK: John Atkinson

Surprise news in April was the announcement that loudspeaker engineer Laurie Fincham, who has been at KEF for 25 years-21
as Technical Director—has left the UK company tojoin Infinity Systems Inc. of Chatsworth, California, as Senior Vice President
of Engineering. Laurie, aFellow of the Audio
Engineering Society whom we most recently
saw demonstrating ICEF's Home Theater
system at Stereophile's San Francisco Show,
was apioneer in the use of FFT techniques
to test speakers. He has published extensively
on the testing and engineering ofloudspeakers, and is also ajazz bassist of some repute.'
He will be working with Steve Rowey, In1The highlight for me of amid-'80s SCES was hearing
Laurie jamming in aChicago club with Soundwave Fidelity's Jim Gala, who plays amean piano.
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finity's VP of Engineering, and Infinity
cofounder Cary Christie? who is now Corporate VP of Marketing for Infinity's parent company, Harman International.
We announced in May that Harman was
to purchase Lexicon Inc., the manufacturer
of the CP-3 video surround-sound processor
that so impressed J. Gordon Holt last December. The sale went through in April, with
Lexicon joining JBL Professional, DOD,
Soundcraft, and Harman Advanced Technologies as amember of the Harman Professional Group of companies. (Harman already
owns surround-sound processor manufacturer Fosgate.)
KEF, meanwhile, has announced the appointment of Colin Cartwright, former
Managing Director of Bose UK, as its new
MD following the company's purchase last
year by Kinergetics Holdings (UK) Ltd. (See
"Update," Vol.15 Nos.7, p.53, and 8, p.37.)
Other appointments include Mark Dodd,
ex-Tannoy, as Product Development Manager and Stephen Halrall, ex-Mission/Wharfedale, as Marketing Manager.
Other UK news includes the announcement that Spendor Audio Systems has been
bought by the audio-mixing console company Soundtracs plc. for, we believe, around
$450,000. Loudspeaker manufacturer Spendor was founded in the late '60s by Spencer
Hughes, an ex-BBC engineer since deceased,
and his wife Dorothy—Spencer-Dororothy.
Spendor first achieved fame with its classic
BC-1 design. Dorothy Hughes has retired
following the acquisition, but her son Derek
remains as chief designer. New Chairman
Tod Wells says that he hopes to double the
company's $1.5 million annual turnover in
the next 12 months. Spendor models recently
reviewed by Stereophile include the S100
(Vol.13 No.6 and Vol.14 No.12) and S20
(Vol.16 No.1). Spendor speakers are distributed in the US by RCS Audio International, 3881 Timber Lane, Verona, WI 53593.
Tel: (608) 833-6383. Fax: (608) 829-2686.
Finally, we learn rather late that Peter J.
Walker, the founder of Quad and the designer
of both the original Quad Electrostatic and
the ESL-63, received an Honorary Doctor
of Science Degree from the UK's Kede University last November. Peter, who was
2The other cofounders were Arnie Nudell, now of Genesis Technologies, and Jolui Ulrich, now aLos Angeles-based
switching-amplifier guru.
STEREOPHILE, jUNE 1993

awarded the Order of the British Empire in
1990 for his contributions to audio, is the
curator of amind that scares the heck out of
me with its insight and ability to reduce
thorny audio problems to their bare essentials. Quite by coincidence, Ifound myself
sitting next to him while flying from Vienna
to London after the March '92 AES convention. At the end of the flight, Ifelt like Ihad
just retaken the finals for my bachelor's
degree. My thanks to long-time thorn in my
side Reg Williamson for the information, and
congratulations P.J.

US: Corer Greenber

More than ever efore, Ifind myseesliding
down into akind of dark-cloud fink whenever Iprowl the local CD huts looking for
afix. Sure, there are hundreds of truly vital
discs Ihaven't bought yet, but Ialmost never
get that kind of crazy, sweaty, speedfreak
KA-BLA/vI anymore. All the really, REALLY
seriously titanic stuffis already on my shelf
at home. All that's left now is to trawl the
ocean bed for the cool-man ethno-minutiae,
the obscurities, and the few hidden giants that
have thus far escaped my craggy claws.
And more than ever before, after yet another listless CD-hut sweep, Ifind myselfloitering in the store's magazine section, desperate to find something, anything, just to avoid
walking out of abuilding full of music without buying anything. I'm aCD-hut owner's
worst nightmare: aschmo who flips through
all the mags he has no intention of ever buying because he knows he can always come to
the store and flip through them. Truth is,
most of these mags aren't worth buying, but
Iflip cuz Ilike to keep abreast of what's happening in the various cultures of guitars, recording, tattoos, hot rods, computers, motorcycles, health, cyberpunk, magic, fairies,
blues, modern brides, sexual deviancy, and
British hi-fi.
But tonight, nestled among the various elcheapo stapled-together hardcore music fanzines every hip CD hut must stock by law—
like Aargh, P/0 0*, and my personal lave
Ebb!—I came across the most amazing little
magazine I've ever seen: 8-Track Mind. It was
hot pink, its top two corners cut off to mimic
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the shape of an 8-track tape cartridge. And
right there on the cover, under adrawing of
apunk with achain running between his
pierced nose and ear and the number 8shaved
into the side of his head, was the rallying cry:
"8-TRACK ANTIDISESTABLISHMENTARIANISM." That was all Ineeded—I
dropped two crumpled dollar bills on the
counter and hightailed it home to absorb this
strange little mag.
I'll cut to the chase: This is the coolest
magazine Ihave ever seen, bar none!! Rolling
Stone in its late '60s/early '70s prime? Not
even close. Lester Bangs-era Creem? No way.
Huh? What's that you say? Stereophile??!! Are
you nuts, man?! Good god, what are you on?!
8-Track Mind blows them all away for good,
because this is amagazine devoted entirely
to people whose primary source of music
reproduction is the deader-than-Andy-Gibb
8-track tape format!!! You think you've got it
hard trying to find new and used LPs? Buddy,
you're living in paradise compared to the poor
bastards who fill the pages of 8-Track Mind!!
This is no joke: There are evidently tens
of thousands of music lovers out there who
feel so disenfranchised, so kft out by the whole
planned-obsolescence trip forced on us by
the Foreign Consumer Electronics Giants
who keep shoving new and incompatible
formats at us every 5-10 years—just so they
can sell us back all our favorite music again
and again and again—that they've reached
back across the time-space continuum to
resurrect the good ol' 8-track tape the cheeziest, crummiest music format of all time. And
do these brave souls endure their technoregression in shame and self-pity? HELL
NO! They all write in to 8-Track Mind and
shout their love for 8-track tapes at the top
of their pot-wracked lungs!
Incredibly, the issue of 8TM Ibought is
#79, so this quarterly /nag has evidently been
around for some time now. And even more
incredibly—almost too outright eerie to be
mere coincidence-8TM was originally
founded by aguy named Gordon, one Gordon Van Gelder, who now sits on the sidelines in frustration and disgust at what his
original vision has become under the guidance of Russ Forster, the younger guy who
took it over! It's even amuch-discussed controversy within the letters section about how
disappointed Gordon is with what's become
of the magazine he created.
44

But what's really amazing about 8TM is
that, from the sound of it, most of these people could very easily afford to buy turntables
and cassette decks, not to mention CD players—they just choose to listen to 8-track tapes
exclusively. Letter after letter, it's the same
voice: "I was lost in the wilderness, I'd forsaken my own past, but now I've got ashitload of beat-up 8-track tapes and aPanasonic
player Ifound at Salvation Army for $25 and
I'm BACK ON TRACK!"
They trade sources for the now-discontinued blank 8-track tapes, and swap great
tear-jerking tales of 8-track daze gone by:
hiding their stash in ahollowed-out copy of
I, Robot; jamming an 8-track between acar
seat and the accelerator pedal for instant 90
mph cruise control between Texas and Florida; weeping into their hands when the player
finally ate their beloved copy of Leftoverture.
Most of all, they exult, celebrating their freedom from ever-obsoleted technologies by
embracing aformat frozen squarely in time—
the time back when they were young, crazed,
and every single day was abrand new universe. These people are having ablast. This
is the New Jerusalem, and these, dear readers,
are my people.
8TM isn't acrummy little cobbled-together fanzine. It's aserious, informative guide
written by and for enthusiasts who clearly
enjoy what they're doing ahell ola lot more
than we seem to—just read the letters sections
in 8TM and Stereophile, and you tell me who's
having abetter time.
Ican't sum up 8TM any better than the
mag's own "Founding Principles," which are:
"We of the 8-Track Mind are dedicated to
our one pursuit: to keep analog alive (in
whatever form) for the coming day of its
ultimate victory. We will supersede all formats yet to emerge. We and our followers
adhere to the doctrine of the 8 NOBLE
TRUTHS OF THE 8-TRACK MIND in all
of our intellectual and creative pursuits."
As an 8-track tape is an infinite loop, the
infinity sign is the religious symbol of all true
"trackers," which explains why the "8 NOBLE TRUTHS" begin with zero. They are:
0) Understanding one's fate leads to greater
acceptance; 1) State of the art is in the eye of
the beholder; 2) Society's drive is on attaining
rather than experiencing; 3) In less than optimum circumstances, creativity becomes all
the more important; 4) Progress is too often
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HYPER-BALANCED
Hyper-Balanced Re-Defines State-of-the-Art

Hyper-( hi 'par) II <Gr hyper fl pre over, above, beyond, surpassing.
Balance(d) (banns) II <LL bilanxll
1 general harmony between thé pets of anything,
_springing from théObservanceOf just proportion
. and relationship. esp..in the Arts or. Design
2 Stability or >teadiness due to the equilibrium prevailing between all the:
forces of any system Hyper-Balaaced cables are-also
available in full-balanced
'
configuration (ssith
XIR connectors),

Hyper-Balanced (WW1.-beau!)

fl

<Am.Eng.

Il

I:in advanced interconnect cable design
featuring minimal energy storage within the
music signal path, allowing the music to
come through pure and clean, unaffected by
cableinduced-distortions
quite simply, the finest audio

interconnects

available

No other interconnects come close to our Primus and Artus HyperBalanced cables. Experience avastly increased sense of realism from
'
your system. Visit one of our select audio dealers to personally audition these
superior interconnects in your own system, with our "no risk home audition program -.

Call -Esoteric Audio USA today for the name of -your nearest .'
dealer, and receive afree brochure detailing the technology..
behind the .remarkable Hyper-Balanced cables.
(404) 867-6300

ESOTERICAUDIO USK
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re.erx cd

ITIE BEST IN THE WORLD FOR THEATERS,
SOUND STAGES, RECORDING STUDIOS
AND CUSTOM HOME INSTALLATIONS.
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9480 UTICA STREET •SUITE .612
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promises, promises to get you to buy, buy;
5) "New" and "improved" don't necessarily
mean the same thing; 6) "Naïve" is not adirty
word; 7) In seeking perfection, has the obvious been overlooked?; 8) Innovation alone
will not replace beauty.
Imean, does that make you wanna cry or
WHAT?
A one-year subscription to 8-Track Mind
costs—what else?—$8. If you're like me, and
Allah help you if you are, you won't be able
to take another breath before your check is
poised in the mailbox, waiting to begin the
amazing journey that will bring you four
more issues of this incredible publication.
Send it to Russ Forster, do 8-Track Mind, P.O.
Box 90, East Detroit, MI 48021-1779. 87M
comes out in March, June, September, and
December, and back issues of #74 and #75
are available for $2 each.
Me? I'm going out tomorrow and I'm not
coming home till I've found agood-working
8-track deck and abunch of tapes, and I'm
going to join my brothers and sisters by making 8-track tapes apart of my daily listening menu. Isuggest you do the same.

- 1111 1
1
1
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r
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UK: Robert Harley
Meridian Audio of England has developed
asophisticated new box that addresses areal
need in the audio world: converting professional 20-bit signals to consumer 16-bit for
CD release. As with Sony's Super Bit Mapping ;
3the Meridian 618 converts 20-bit data
to 16-bit using psydioacoustically optimized
noise shaping. This technique shifts quantization noise away from the band, where the
ear is most sensitive (11cHz-4kHz), to the top
octave, where it is less audible. The result is
reportedly near-20-bit resolution from the
16-bit CD in the ear's area of greatest sensitivity, where much musical information lies.
The Meridian 618 has selectable input and
output word length, allowing the engineer
to convert 16-bit digital masters to 20-bit for
editing and then back to 16-bit for CD release. The degradation imposed by editors
on the LSBs (Least Significant Bits) is thus
3See "Industry Update," Vol.15 No.8 and Vol.16 No.2, for
more on Super Bit Mapping.
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greatly reduced when performed on 20-bit
data. Moreover, the 618 can shift all the data
up to the maximum level so that the loudest
peak just reaches OdBFS (all bits are used),
thus getting the signal away from quantization noise and distortion. Additionally, four
user-selectable dither types are available.
Bob Stuart, one of the 618's designers,
believes that the CD's pre-emphasis/de-emphasis system can improve CD performance
if the pre-emphasis is implemented in the
digital domain. The 618 thus incorporates
digital-domain pre-emphasis for unemphasized signals, and will remove pre-emphasis
in the incoming signal if desired.
Finally, the 618 can act as asubtractive
auto-dither encoder or decoder. The subtractive auto-dither technique, developed by
Michael Gerzon, Peter Craven, Bob Stuart,
and Rhonda Wilson (the latter aDSP engineer at Meridian), adds psychoacoustically
optimized dither during encoding, then subtracts the dither on playback. All the advantages of dither are thus retained without the
penalty ola noise-floor rise. Moreover, an
auto-dithered signal will play back on any
CD player without the decoder, but will realize asignificant improvement with the optional decoder. A dynamic range of 116dB
from the 16-bit compact disc is claimed for
the subtractive auto-dither system:'
Many high-end labels have expressed
interest in the Meridian 618. Acclaimed British classical engineer Tony Faulkner has been
using the box for several months, and we may
see some titles released this year that have
been processed by the 618. Meridian is manufacturing several units for sale to other engineers and mastering studios.
For all its sophistication, the 618 will sell
for the law price of "under $4cor By comparison, aSony Super Bit Mapping box costs
$17,000—and doesn't have nearly the features
and capabilities. The 618's reasonable price
makes it apractical tool for audiophiles
archiving their record collections, those with
digital-input loudspeakers (Meridian's D6000
and D5000, for example), and serious recording hobbyists. If we can get our hands on one,
we'll soon have afull report on the 618's sonic
merits.
4See Vol.16 No.2, p.67 for areport on the AES paper describing this technique ("Compatible Improvement of 16-bit Systems Using Subtractive Dither"). Of particular interest is how
the decoder recognizes and subtracts only the dither.
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33020, 305/925.2470
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US: Peter W. Mitchell

High-end audio grew out oían era in which
high-quality audio recordings were made
primarily to serve music. They were an independent medium, existing solely on their
own merits. But in the past dozen years widerange stereo sound has been grafted onto virtually every form of personal entertainment
—broadcast TV, cable TV, video cassettes and
discs, video games, car radios, portable radios
and tape players, plus new formats such as
CD-I and "multimedia" computer programs.
Conversely, audio recording is becoming
increasingly influenced by, and dependent
upon, both the technologies and the marketing needs of related media (notably movies
and music videos). For example, matrixed
Dolby Surround sound, developed for movie
theaters, is spreading through all those same
distribution channels. Reflecting this reality, the theme of next fall's AES convention
(scheduled October 7-10 at the Javits Convention Center in New York) is "Audio in
the Age of Multimedia!" Audio has become
the tail oía much larger dog.
Perhaps the clearest example of this is the
forthcoming format war among compresseddigital multichannel surround-sound systems. This contest will be fought first in
movie theaters and in the standards committees that will select signal formats for the
audio portion of high-definition TV media
(tape, disc, and broadcast). The winner is
likely to be the basis of the next generation
of audio-only recording formats for music.
The first two candidates were described
here last December. Dolby AC-3 is the heart
of the Dolby Stereo Digital system, whose
playback equipment has been installed in over
150 theaters to date. AC-3 encodes five fullbandwidth channels plus sub-bass into atotal
bit rate of only 320 kilobits/second. Musicam Surround is afive-channel extension of
the stereo Musicam format, the international
standard for digital radio, and is alikely candidate for European HDTV.
The next salvo in this battle will be fought
in the world's movie theaters this summer.
The groundwork was laid several years ago
when two Hollywood movie studios were
bought by Japanese electronics giants: Sony
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

bought Columbia Pictures and Matsushita
acquired acontrolling interest in MCA/Universal. Historically, Japanese companies like
to develop their own technologies rather than
licensing designs from US inventors such as
Dolby. For example, adecade ago, when they
needed anoise-reduction circuit for VHS
HiFi, rather than using aDolby or dbx circuit
they devised adbx-like circuit that is included
in every HiFi VCR and is just different enough
to escape paying royalties to dbx.
This summer Sony's and Matsushita's studios are bringing out major movies that
promise to be top-selling international blockbusters. Rather than adopting the de facto
Dolby Digital standard, each movie will be
used as aplatform to launch anew, proprietary, digital surround-sound system. Sony/
Columbia's The Last Action Hero features
Arnold Schwarzenegger and, in ahandful of
theaters, will be shown with Sony Dynamic
Digital Sound (SDDS). Matsushita/Universal's dinosaur epicJurassic Park, directed by
Steven Spielberg, will make abigger splash
in hundreds of theaters with Digital Theater Sound (DTS).
SDDS resembles Dolby Stereo Digital in
that the data-reduced digital code is recorded
directly on the film, so asingle print can reproduce either digital sound or analog Dolby
Stereo surround. But instead of Dolby Digital's 5.1 channels, Sony offers 8. According
to aSony VP, SDDS surrounds the listener
with "a continuous field of sound that can
move anywhere in the theater!' No doubt this
could be quite useful for amovie version of
the Andrew Lloyd Webber stage musical
Phantom of the Opera, which employs offstage
voices and sound effects for dramatic effect.
The chief limitation of SDDS is its installation cost, nearly as high as that of Dolby
Digital. In both cases, the theater owner must
install aspecial optical reader on each projector, plus boxes of decoding electronics, new
amplifiers, and loudspeakers.5The system
must also be calibrated by aqualified installer.
These elements add up to nearly $20,000 for
aDolby Digital setup. Since SDDS is incompatible, much of this cost would have to be
duplicated, making it unlikely that asingle
theater would install both systems. Colum5In an age when the promotion costs for ablockbuster movie
seem to be totally out of control, the cost to Sony for subsidizing, say, 1000 first-rim movie theaters to install SODS—
around $20 million—seems not unrealistic.
—JA
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eginning with the first Mark Levinson'
products, we defined quality in audio,
using superior components and
craftsmanship to heighten the experience
of music in the home. Twenty years later
we not only continue this tradition, but
enhance it with state-of-the-art engineering and manufacturing, so that
today's Mark Levinson audio equipment
is a world-wide reference standard. The
N'2 23.5 Dual Monaural Power Amplifier is
one example of this evolution.
An improved version of the widely
acclaimed N° 23 amplifier, the N2 23.5 is
not the sort of update that merely takes
advantage of newer and better parts, or
that corrects flaws in the original design.
Rather, it incorporates substantial
improvements in four areas: self-referencing voltage reference in the power
supply regulator amplifier, a new active
balanced input stage, an enhanced
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current mirror, and differential cascode
bootstrapping. If you don't understand this
technical jargon, consider that it took
a team of engineers using advanced
computer-aided design tools over a
year to perfect the N° 23.5 and bring it
into production. Such sophisticated engineering requires tools and skills seldom
found at high-end audio manufacturers,
and demands aquest for perfection that is
at odds with supplying the mass market.
The sonic improvements are as easy to
hear as the electronic theory behind them
can be difficult to grasp: greater dynamic
contrasts and clarity of fine details and
harmonic structure yield a new level of
musical excitement. The results are available for your evaluation at your nearest
Mark Levinson dealer. Audition the
N9 23.5 for yourself, and learn why Mark
Levinson products remain your best
investment in home music reproduction.
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bia will distribute two other pictures with
SDDS next fall, but if it is to be areal competitor, SDDS will have to sound obviously
better than Dolby's system and/or will have
to attract comparable support from other
studios.
Incidentally, part of the cost of Dolby Stereo Digital is related to its dramatically
increased headroom for peaks (explosions,
etc.) above the standard dialog level. Reproducing those peaks in alarge theater without distortion uses several thousand watts of
amplifier power, allocated among as many
as adozen amplifiers that supply bi-amplification for each of five discrete channels and
apair of subwoofers.
The principal selling point of MCA/Universal's DTS system is its relatively modest
cost, typically athird as much as afull Dolby
Digital system. That makes it an appealing
entry into digital movie sound for midsized
theaters that are not yet ready to invest in
Dolby Digital It's also an affordable second
system for large theaters that already own a
Dolby Digital setup. For these reasons, as
many as athousand theaters may install DTS
to showJurassic Park this summer, particularly if the initial reviews indicate that the
movie will be ahit. If digital film sound hasn't
arrived in your town yet, this may be your
first chance to experience its clarity and
dynamic impact. DTS may be only aoneseason flash in the pan, though, because it is
adual system. The digital code is not on the
film but on aseparate carrier that must be
synchronized with the film in playback—
[shades of 1927's The Jazz Singer—Ed.]—an
inconvenience that may deter many studios
from using it.
The emerging multimedia revolution is
based on the representation of all forms of
information (audio, video, still pictures, text,
and indexing logic) as digital codes. All these
signals, in any combination, can be carried
in asingle bit-stream. For example aCD-like
disc could contain an encyclopedia (with
instant-access logic, flexible indexing, and
automatic cross-referencing to related text,
6Particularly when you consider the factoid Ipicked up on
arecent visit to Dolby in San Francisco—that ticket sales only
cover the cost to the theater of renting the print. Everything
else—the cost of the equipment, the fixed overhead, staffing,
etc.—has to come from the profits made on the concessions.
So next time you go to amovie, buy alittle extra popcorn,
if only to ensure that the theater will still be there next year.
You never know; they might even install agood sound system.
—JA
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visuals, or sound examples). A similar disc
might contain amultimedia surround-sound
presentation of Beethoven's Symphony 9
with frill performance, published score, background text, and cross-referenced quick access
from any point in the music to comprehensive
information with visual or sonic illustrations
of everything from Beethoven's composing
style to the meaning of "sforzando."
Although you may be interested only in
sound recordings, multimedia technology
is changing the way those recordings are
made and how they may reach you. For several years AT&T and other long-distance
companies have been installing fiber-optic
cables and wideband interface circuits to form
an Integrated Services Digital Network
(ISDN). While intended mainly to serve as
communications highways for computer
data, in principle ISDN links can be used for
any digital code. For example, in aDecember
1991 "Update" we described Lucasfilrn's use
of Dolby AC-2 compressed-digital coding
with an AT&T T1 long-distance digital link,
allowing adirector in Hollywood to listen
to afilm soundtrack that engineers were mixing near San Francisco, 500 miles away.
Building on that idea, anew service called
Entertainment Digital Network (EDnet)
makes compressed-digital coders and anationwide network of fiber-optic links available to any recording studio that wants to
combine its facilities with those of astudio
in another part of the country. Typically this
is done for one track of amultitrack recording. For example, if agroup is recording music
for aTV commercial in Texas, avoice-over
by aprofessional actor can be piped in from
New York or Los Angeles at lower cost than
flying the actor to Texas for aday. Thus the
nightmare envisioned in Bob Harley's May
1991 "As We See It" is already coming true:
Recording engineers are using compresseddigital coding for original master recordings.
But it's happening mainly in noncritical
applications such as the example above—
with individual tracks of amultitrack session,
not with complete stereo recordings where
bit-rate compression might affect subtle
aspects of ambience and soundstaging.
Lucasfilm is expanding its reach. Two subsidiaries, Skywalker Sound (audio recording, mixing, editing) and Industrial Light and
Magic (special visual effects such as spaceflight sequences and computer-based "morph-
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ing"; je, shape-changing), have been selling
their services to many film producers, who
come to Skywalker Ranch to supervise this
work. These operations have spawned anew
company called Lucas Digital Services, which
will exploit the growing availability of digital
communication links using fiber-optic cables, satellite relays, and bit-rate compression
for both audio and video signals. Through
such links, afilm producer anywhere in the
US or Europe will be able to remain at home
and use the sophisticated audio and visual
facilities at Lucasfilm by remote control—
interacting with engineers while experiencing the results of their work as it is relayed
back home.
Of course ISDN and satellite connections
are still costly enough to make sense only for
big-budget commercial productions. But
within afew years, phone companies will
have fiber-optic lines into all but the remotest
neighborhoods. Ditto for cable-TV companies, which already have installed opticalfiber cables into at least 20% of neighborhoods. Once optical cables have brought digital signals into your neighborhood, copper
cables can carry them the last 1000 feet or so
to individual homes without loss. Phone
companies and cable-TV operators are competing fiercely to see who can best deliver a
broad array of video and digital signals
(including digital radio formats) to homes at
low cost.

New York: Michael Ullman

Readers who several years ago watched the
television special on Leonard Bernstein's
recording of West Side Story will remember
RCA's Studio A, where the recording took
place With its blond wooden walls and raised
stage, it looks something like asmall highschool auditorium. Or perhaps Ishould say
"looked": The studio, indeed the whole
building, 110 West 44th Street, has been sold
by BMG to the Internal Revenue Service,
which plans to use it for offices and storage.
When this seemingly wanton decision was
announced, fans of the 44th Street studios,
where Elvis Presley also recorded, tried to
save them. Despite acampaign that included
"Save the Studio" T-shirts and aplan to have
the rooms designated ahistorical landmark,
the sale went through, and destruction is
presumably imminent.
Ivisited Studio A on March 3, the last day
STEREoPHILE, JuNE 1993

of the last recording session to be held there.
Ihad been invited by Chesky Records, who
were recording the 75-year-old Latin jazz star
Mongo Santamaria, and Igot to observe the
seemingly casual but well-planned workings
of aself-conscious and sincere audiophile
company. Ilearned something about Cheslcy's
sincerity. At various times—the session began in the morning and lasted until 6:30pm
—I was approached by virtually every employee, who told me something about the
Chesky philosophy, to use agrand term, and
questioned me about my recording views.
(They're all Stereophile readers.) Several
expressed doubts about the latest highly touted
developments in digital sound—including
20-bit mapping and HDCD recording.
("Who's going to buy that decoder to decode
ahandful of discs?" Iwas asked.)
Iasked engineer Jeremy Kipnis, grandson
of the great bass Alexander 1Cipnis and son
of harpsichordist and Stereophile contributor Igor, what Chesky is doing differently
from other companies. He turned to the
heavily weighted, specially adapted single
microphone, and said, "That's the single
most important instrument we have" He
added that he, producer David Chesky, and
engineer Bob Katz spent eight hours setting
up, and asked rhetorically, "How many companies are going to do that?" The setup was
complicated by the use of an electric bass, and
the fact that, in this very live room, the piano
could be virtually inaudible because of the
four percussionists, bass, and the three horns
in use that Wednesday. (An earlier session featured flutists Hubert Laws and Dave Valentin.) The solution was to add two "cheater"
mikes, as they were freely called by Chesky.
(There were also two monitor speakers in the
room, designed, Chesky said, to give the
musicians the sound they were used to hearing in clubs.)
After abrief though cacophonous discussion, the cheater mikes were turned off during the final number, apercussion piece that
featured the rhythm section, bass, and some
chanting in the Yoruba dialect still used in
Cuban religious ceremonies. The consensus
in the studio was that the sound was tighter,
though less spread out, with the additional
mikes turned off. The other most important
instruments, Iwas tempted to add, are the
trained and musical ears of the engineers and
the producer.
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During several takes of an earlier number,
"Azteca," which was written by conductor
Marty Sheller, Isat in the middle of the band,
acouple of feet behind Mongo Santamaria.
The sound of the four-man rhythm section
was electrifying. Now slowed by astroke,
Santamaria nonetheless was clearly the master drummer, complicating the already complex rhythms established by the others. But
the sound from amid the band was hardly
perfect—the piano couldn't be heard, and the
rhythm dominated the horns. The same was
true when Isat in front of the band. Several
of the problems were solved by minor adjustments in the positioning of the players—
when trumpeter Eddie Allen moved forward
and afew steps to the side, he was no longer
in competition with the timbales, for instance.
But the balance in the auditorium seemed far
from perfect.
Inside the control room, it was different.
With the band, Itrooped in to hear the playback in the company of the Chesky staff,
visiting musicians, and wandering dignitaries
such as producer Orrin Keepnews. Santamaria, his benign face wreathed in adetermined smile, modestly refused to sit down
while others stood. His eyes lit up during the
playback: The sound was clear, precise, and
balanced. The mood was celebratory—at
least until Santamaria shrugged his shoulders and announced, "We can do better. We'll
do another take:'
That take went well, and so did several of
the percussion piece, "La Magolla." "Audiophiles are going to love this one," Chesky
announced to no one in particular. The session ended in hilarity as Santamaria, who is
asteady if not harsh disciplinarian, muffed
the ending. Those final bars repeated, the session was over—an hour early.
David Chesky had arranged for much of
the session to be videotaped. Now, he staged
anot-quite-impromptu dance to Santamaria's newly minted music, and various members of the staff and visitors, such as pianist
Ronnie Matthews, were interviewed on camera. As Ileft, Ipassed aman pushing acart
of what looked like inexpertly labeled tapes
that may have contained possible treasures
no one will hear again. Aheavyset man yelled
to him, "Make sure Iget my tapes." Another
disconsolate-looking employee was pulling
aposter of Elvis off the wall. Studio A was
now just another office.
S
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The non-audio media does amixed job of
covering matters of sound quality. Normally,
professional courtesy demands that we
politely ignore gaffes, but some recent articles
raised our eyebrows. First, in the April 27
issue of PC Magazine—an issue that Ibought
for Craig Stark's reviews of multimedia audio
boards 7—I was perturbed to read one Robin
Raskin writing that level differences in music
samples recorded on CD-ROM were due to
the use of "conventional CD Audio" on some
CD-ROMs, while others used "digitized
audio" (p.30). The level differences Ms.
Raskin is talking about are due to different
types of music having different peak/mean
ratios, meaning that amastering engineer not
wanting to clip the peaks on aspiky waveform—voice, guitar—has to accept alower
loudness compared with amore uniform
waveform—organ, wind band, synthesizer.
But for awriter presumably to confuse data
compression with the difference between
analog and digital is alarming. Iam reminded
of the NPR commentator last year who
stated that the difference between MD and
CD is that, unlike the latter, the former is
'digital!'
Second, Corey Greenberg recently choked
as he drank his breakfast joe while reading
aKnight-Ridder syndicated column by one
Jonathan Takiff in the Austin, Texas AmericanStatesman. Writing about Sony's MiniDisc,
Takiff concluded that MD achieves highfidelity sound quality by listening to atest
recording he made by—and CG swears he is
not making this up—plugging a$75 Sony
microphone into the MD deck and pointing it at
"home stereo speakers cranked up to 100 decibels"!!!
"Fed such 'hi-fi' material," Takiff enthused,
"the MD recording quality was excellent!'
Yeah, right. Maybe we can persuade J. Gordon Holt, who is currently reviewing a
Marantz DCC recorder.,
to perform asimilar
test. Forgive me; Iforget: the venerable JGH
knows where the machine's line inputs are.
7Only the $599 16-bit Turtle Beach Multisound board
offered measured performance that approached what Iwould
consider ahi-fi standard. Iwas also alittle alarmed by Robert
Kendall's statement that "in anoisy environment with cheap
speakers, there's achance you might not even hear adifference between 16-bit and 8-bit .. .audio:' I've tried an 8-bit
ADC and I'm here to tell you that you most certainly can
"hear the joins" with digital audio operating with just 256
discrete quantizing levels. Fascinating statistic time: 1.8 million
PC sound boards were shipped in 1992; there are alot of people making solitary music out there!
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Third—and again courtesy of the wellread CG—in describing the method of data
compression by which MiniDisc achieves its
74 minutes of playing time, Catherine Arnst,
in the February 8issue of Business Week
(p.131), explained that "Sony compresses the
data by eliminating tones above and below
the range audible to the human ear" Now
you all know that Sony's ATRAC algorithm
doesn't do this, instead throwing away lowlevel audio whenever aloud sound such as
asnare-drum beat occurs during recording.
Eliminating tones above and below the audible range is called "bandpass filtering," which
is something entirely different from data
compression of any sort whatsoever, and not
nearly as damaging as aprocess that ignores
vast portions of the music signal.
We are not publishing these instances to
poke fun at journalist colleagues who are
probably as overburdened as we are. But
there is aserious point to be made: When you
read coverage in the general media ola topic
of which you know agreat deal and you realize that it's just plain wrong, you have to wonder just how much of the coverage of topics
you don't know all that much about is also
wrong.

1JS: Itobert Harle

While in San Francisco for Xe Stereophile
High-End Hi-Fi Show, Ivisited the design
and manufacturing facilities of UltraAnalog
Inc. UltraAnalog makes the unique and
highly regarded digital-to-analog converters
(DACs) used in some of the best high-end
digital processors. The company also makes
the 20-bit, 128x-oversampling analog-todigital converter (ADC) found in many professional A/D converters (including the highly
acclaimed Bob Katz/Chesky AID heard on
Chesky CDs and the Manley used for Stereophile's Intermezzo CD and Test CD 2).
Instead of making aDAC or ADC from
asingle integrated circuit (called a"monolithic" device), UltraAnalog uses acombination of discrete and monolithic components mounted on aprinted circuit board
encapsulated in a2" by 3" module. This
unique design allows alevel of manufacturing
precision not possible in amonolithic chip.
At the factory, Isaw the elaborate testing
and calibration procedures that each DAC
undergoes. The small pcb that will become
the DAC is mounted in ajig connected to
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1993

Component testing and DAC calibration at UltraAnalog

UltraAnalog-designed test equipment. A
burn-in rack next to the test fixture keeps the
DACs warm so they aren't calibrated before
being fully warmed up. The test station automatically performs more than 100,000 measurements on each DAC; digital codes are
input and the resultant analog output levels
measured.8
The analog output signal is amplified with
ahuge gain (2 12 ), converted to digital, and
analyzed. UltraAnalog claims this process
yields 24-bit measurement resolution (equal
to 1/16 of aLeast Significant Bit). This is
astounding precision, particularly in a20bit DAC. This technique of amplifying the
signal is analogous to looking at the quantization step sizes under apowerful microscope. Moreover, the effect of residual noise
on the readings is reduced.
Armed with this measurement data, acomputer calculates the errors in resistor values
(caused by component tolerances) and provides the operator with aprintout of the exact
trim resistor values needed to make the DAC
nearly perfectly linear. A technician then
hand-solders tiny metal-film resistors to the
pcb. This trimming results in very close
matching between resistor values, and, thus,
excellent linearity. Note that this exacting
procedure is performed on each DAC. The
testing process is repeated after the pcb has
been encapsulated in the module to assure
that it meets the published specifications.
8A20-bit DAC has aresistor ladder; with 20 "rungs" each
resistor corresponds to one bit in the digital code There must
be an exact doubling of the resistor values between rungs if
the device is to accurately convert the digital code to an analog
signal. Any deviation from adoubling of the resistor values
results in poor linearity; ie, the output level differs from what
is intended by the digital input word. And it might even be
non-monotonic; je, an increase in the digital input word by
1LSB might result in adecrease in the analog output voltage.
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Much of the high cost of UltraAnalog DACs
(about five times the price of apair of premium Burr-Brown PCM63PICs) is attributable to this individual testing and calibration procedure.
UltraAnalog also showed me three new
products: an "A" version of their D20400
DAC, an S/PDIF input receiver module
called the AES 20, and an entirely new DAC
called the DAC 20.
The new "N" version of the D20400 DAC
is the first significant change to the product
since the device was introduced. The internal
architecture is identical to the original design;
the changes are in the implementation and
parts choice, the latter made following listening evaluations. The new DAC, compatible
pin-for-pin with the D20400, reportedly has
better resolution of low-level detail and
improved dynamic performance.
The AES 20 input receiver module was
designed as ahigh-end alternative to the
Yamaha YM3623 and Crystal CS8412 monolithic input receiver chips. As with the DACs,
the AES 20 is acombination of discrete and
monolithic components encapsulated in a
module. The device uses adual PLL scheme
(see my review of the Meridian 263 in this
issue) for low jitter. The sensitive clockrecovery circuits are encased in asolid brass
enclosure. The result is areported 40 picoseconds of clock jitter, no periodic jitter components, and high immunity to jitter in the
incoming data stream. UltraAnalog designed
and built adevice that allows them to create
any amount ofjitter at any frequency in the
S/PDIF data stream. This custom test hardwave was reportedly invaluable in evaluating
the AES 20's ability to reject jitter from the
transport.
The new DAC 20 is very similar to UltraAnalog's standard 20-bit DAC, but gives the
processor designer more flexibility in implementation. The DAC 20 has no internal I/V
(current-to-voltage) converter, allowing the
designer to implement his own IN stage. In
addition, the DAC will accept an external
DC reference voltage that can be shifted up
and down to effect control of volume in the
digital domain. Because the left and right
audio channels have separate DC inputs,
digital-domain balance control is also possible. The DAC 20 is not pin-for-pin compatible with the D20400.
Digital processors using the new devices
S
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should begin appearing in stores later this
year. Based on my experience with UltraAnalog-based processors, Ihold out hope
that these new parts will continue to advance
the state of the art in digital audio conversion.
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UK: Ken Kessler

Whatever the state of the economy or the
trends in hi-fi, you can always count on British loudspeakers. At least in the UK, that is.
It's as if the "small, two-way loudspeaker"
is some kind of religion here, and that's taking
into account such realities as at least one Japanese firm, big in OEM, producing more
drivers in aweek than the UK speaker industry does in an entire year. Or even adecade.
And there's at least one major American firm
with aproduct turnover some ten times that
of the entire membership of the Federation
of British Audio. Still, the British speaker
industry must be healthy if I'm actually getting press releases from the likes of Castle
Acoustics.
That's not meant to sound too sarcastic;
it's just that Castle isn't known for spouting
off, even when it has reason to. I'm talking
about acompany so politely British that it
makes Spendor seem almost loquacious. Not
that the press release contains anything earthshaking. It merely states that the company,
founded 20 years ago by former Wharfedale
managers, has just been purchased by ateam
of, yes, former Wharfedale managers. They're
supported by aventure-capital company
called L.E. Ventures. (This is something of
acurrent fashion, venture capital having
financed the KEF salvation and the purchase
of Celestion last year.)
Castle has always been one of the steadier companies, so no great changes are expected. At least Ihope they don't mess with
the company trademark woodwork, so fine
that it's enough to sell the speakers on its
own. What's implied is that the company
might suddenly start marketing itself properly; indeed, there are plans to double production over the next two years, to 15,000
pairs of speakers per annum. This means
adding staff, something worth crowing
about in abusiness climate where every TV
news program seems to begin with higher
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The New 11-IIEL CS3.6
A new generation of THIEL loudspeakers has evolved from over 15 years of research,
design, and engineering dedicated to the highest level of home music reproduction.
The new CS3.6 continues the high standards set by the critically acclaimed reference
model CS5 and the more affordable CS2.2. Using all THIEL designed drivers, the CS3.6
provides an extremely high degree of tonal, spatial, transient, and dynamic accuracy.
The THIEL tradition of innovation and superior performance continues.

The same 1" metal dome
tweeter used in our flagship
model CS5 eliminates
resonances, energy storage,
and colorations in the audible
range. The short coil/long gap,
large suspension design
provides very low distortion
and high dynamic range. The
result is high frequency
reproduction of unparalleled
clarity and realism.

The 4.5" midrange driver uses
our unique double-surface,
air-core diaphragm (patent
pending) which practically
eliminates "cone breakup"and provides exceptionally clear response. A short
coil/long gap magnet system
is used for very low
distortion. Rigid, cast
magnesium chassis are used
in all CS3.6 drivers to
improve clarity.

The new 10" woofer employs
arigid anodized aluminum
diaphragm to eliminate cone
"break-up" and unwanted
energy storage. A specially
shaped magnetic pole greatly
reduces distortion, and heavy
copper rings maintain an
ultra-stable magnetic field. In
conjunction with the bass
radiator which eliminates the
resonances and noise of a
bass port, the result is
remarkably clean and tonal
bass reproduction to 27Hz.

The baffle is sloped to
properly position the drivers
for correct time alignment
and accurate reproduction of
transient musical information.
It also incorporates rounded
edges to greatly reduce
energy diffraction which
contributes to very "open"
reproduction.

A 3" thick baffle, 1" thick
cabinet walls, and extensive
internal bracing greatly
increase cabinet stiffness. By
reducing unwanted vibration,
both clarity and imaging
performance are improved.

The synthesized first-order
acoustic crossover is a25
element unit implemented
with 36 parts. It provides
extremely uniform tonal
response (±1.5dB), and
completely phase accurate
transitions between drivers to
preserve the recording's
spatial information. Custommade polystyrene capacitors
and low-oxygen copper, aircore inductors are used for
very low distortion and highly
transparent reproduction.

Cabinets are finished in either
mirror-matched Amberwood
or Black Wood. Custom
finishes are available by
special order.

Suggested Retail $3900/pair •Call or write for literature and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
WorldRadioHistory
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington,
Kentucky 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427

Limited have just announced their plans to
UK unemployment figures. But it bodes well
return to the consumer Hi-Fi market by
for the dealers and customers who have suplaunching anew range of products throughported this firm.
out this year, which will be supported by an
I'm pleased to see that one of the new faces
aggressive launch of their new logo and
is none other than Fred Clayton, an ace combrand identity." It's going to take more than
pany man unceremoniously dumped by
anew logo (it looks like ageneric speaker
Wharfedale (the previous rather than current
baffle with the letter GLL below it) to undo
management, Ihasten to add) when he was
the down-marketing of the brand over the
an employee the company should have
past decade. Although Goodmans can boast
retained. Let's just hope that Castle doesn't
65 years' worth of history and whacking
allow Clayton to run wild with marketing
great OEM accounts with the likes of Ford
ideas, such as dressing up the staff at hi-fi
and Sony, the company hasn't exactly been
shows in mermaid outfits or pirate finery.
furthering the state of the art in recent years.
As for Wharfedale, well, I'm not quite cerOld-timers recoiled in horror to see the
tain what's going on there, or Iwasn't until
amemo was leaked to me afew days after I revered name on badge-engineered Far Eastern portables and other appliances, while they
returned from the Festival du Son in Paris.
recalled with fondness the original bargain
At that show, Wharfedale was exhibiting
classic, the Maxim, the wonderful Eleganzia,
with great enthusiasm, showing aslew of
the Magnum, and others from the early days
new models, including amonster ola floorof British audiophilia.
standing design that reeked of High End.
But somebody obviously reminded them
Wags and cynics haven't been too kind about
of past glories, and just in time. This year will
Wharfedale since the marriage with Mission
see the appearance of the Maxim 3, the first
has placed Mission people at the helm, but
product from the "new attitude" Goodmans.
that's underestimating Mission's Farad Azima
It will be followed by two larger models later
and his appreciation for something as valuthis year, culminating in aradical mini featurable as Wharfedale's heritage.
ing "ICT" technology. Let's just hope that
The memo, in essence, confirms what
there are enough reviewers and retailers left
everyone here knew all along: that awide
in the UK who remember what the name
broom was sweeping through the Yorkshire
Goodmans once meant.
factory, and that the world is about to hear
An unexplained blast from the past greeted
from anew, revitalized Wharfedale. A new
me in Paris. I'm just about old enough to
chief executive has been appointed, one John
remember when the name "Lowther" set
James, who used to run Finewood Products
pulses racing, the company's horn drivers
(speaker-cabinet mantacturing), then moved
being among the best in the world. The PMon to Mission. In addition to anew boss, the
6was/is something ofa modern classic, afrillcompany has also been treated to new adherange driver which, when fitted to the right
sive technology and computerized coilenclosure, will extract more level out of a
winding facilities. Offices have been redesmall amplifier than even the Japanese 300Bsigned and reequipped, with acomputer on
Users Club could imagine. There, with flashy
every desk. Some would say that they were
literature, ahuge sign, and loads of hardware,
purchased to replace slide rules and abacuses.
was
aLowther exhibit in the Palais de ConOther details in the newsletter involve the
gres. And there Iwas, living less than an hour
removal of the sales team, to be replaced with
away from their British address, thinking I'd
direct telephone sales. Product news? All the
seen aghost.
letter would allude to are "exciting, revoluLowther has been avirtual "non-company"
tionary products in both the hi-fi and A/V
in the UK for at least six years, perhaps closer
areas." Expect these to be ready for the auto ten. I'd rather not tempt legal action by
tumn round of shows, unless something
recounting sad or sorrowful tales, but seesneaks out for this month's CES in Chicago,
ing aroom full of new drivers and enclosures
or maybe for the German shows at the end
with Lowther badges was like seeing a
of the summer.
showroom frill of Studebakers or Borgwards
Goodmans, meanwhile, is also reassertor Cisitalias. The French importer, not wishing itself as one of the UK's most important
ing to be drawn into UK politics, was polite
brands. Iquote: "Goodmans Loudspeakers
STEREOPHILE,PNE 1993
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enough and understanding of my confusion,
so Ichose not to embarrass him. But Idid
shoot aroll of photos to show to colleagues
back in the UK as my next party trick.
The grapevine is buzzing with other rumors
of pending sales and takeovers. At least three
spring to mind, but I'll stay silent until various dotted lines are signed. What's certain
is that I've angered the folks at Rogers with
my recent wailing and gnashing of teeth
about the demise of the LS3/5A. They're
charging that Iworship the little blighter on
grounds of sheer nostalgia. [See "Manufacturers' Comments," April '93, p.325.—Ed.] So
I'll end this month's column with achallenge,
already undertaken by two Rogers headoffice staffers in the UK.
My argument: Given that alistener/customer is prepared to forgo 1) deep bass and
2) headbanging levels, the LS3/5A is apeerless
design unapproached by anything in its size
or price categories. I"proved" this to the
Rogers personnel who delivered the new
Studio 3to me for review. Both agreed that
the LS3/5A belied its age, size, and price, and
both preferred it to the young upstart. Not
that the Studio 3is bad. It's aterrific little
speaker. For acertain kind of listener—one
who needs more bass or more level—it's the
dream choice. But it ain't an LS3/5A by any
stretch of the imagination.
Any card-carrying Rogers employee or
distributor from around the world is more
than welcome to visit me at my studio, where
I'll let them hear the two speakers side-byside, using whatever equipment they care to
supply or specify. Then I'll play 'em my way.
And I'll even supply abox of tissues so the
listeners can dry their tears.
I'll leave you with the Rumor of the Decade, whispered to me aday ago and which
I'm not able to confirm before my deadline.
And because I'm writing this too close to
April Fool's Day to take anything without
akilo of salt, Irepeat: This is arumor.
Think of the most conservative, anti-tweak
brand in the UK, if not the world. Want a
clue? The son of the founder is on record as
saying, "We don't sell people what they want;
we sell them what they need." Need another
clue? The company takes, oh, 18 years between new speaker models. Right, you've got
it: Quad.
Hand on heart, Iswear that I've been told
on good authority from someone not known
S
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for telling fibs that Quad has launched ...
a
speaker cable!

US: Peter W. Mitchell
Things change. Based on phone conversations in mid-January with Kevin Voecks of
Snell and Neil Sinclair of Theta Digital, Isuggested in the March issue that the High-End
Show in San Francisco would provide a
splendid opportunity to compare the sonic
performance of three contending DSP systems for speaker/room correction. Alas, that
was not to be. Neither the Theta/Fidelis
Smart Box nor the Snell/Audio Alchemy
processor was on exhibit. Snell focused its
efforts on Home Theater. Voecks told me
that Audio Alchemy's software engineers
were refining the design of the complex DSP
algorithm, and it won't be exhibited to the
public until it is bug-free.
The design of the Sigtech TimeField Acoustic Correction system was substantially complete last year, but in the exhibit at the HighEnd Show it made surprisingly little difference to the sound. As luck would have it,
when the B&W speakers were set up at the
most conventional locations in the room,
they delivered nearly flat response to the
prime listening area—leaving little work for
the DSP to do. Of course it was possible to
find other locations in the room where the
speakers sounded bad, and then use the Sigtech to make them sound good again. But
demonstrating the product that way would
make as little sense as breaking aleg to justify
using abrand-new crutch. Since the proper
use of DSP is to correct the speaker/room
problems that remain in abasically good
setup, and since the B&Ws worked amazingly
well in that room, the correction had only
amodest effect, mainly in the deep bass.
Incidentally, Idisagree with CG's complaint (April, p.77) that room reflections cause
infinitely deep nulls that DSP units can't correct A total null would occur only with a
single reflection of reverse phase and exactly
matched amplitude. In real rooms with mul9However, Ienthusiastically endorse Corey's praise of NHT's
brilliant execution of Roy Allison's speaker-design rule—
optimizing the speaker/room interface by locating woofers
near room boundaries while keeping midranges and tweeters
far away from those reflecting surfaces.
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The new Naim CDI
Getting things right the first time is
atradition at Naim Audio.
Which is why our first CD player,
the CDS, has received such worldwide acclaim.
We are now delighted to introduce
a second model, the Naim CDI.
The Naim CDI incorporates all of
the technological innovation and
expertise gained from the development of the CDS. Designed to be the
best

"

s

a

in

its class and devoid of

gimmicks, here is an affordable player
capable of providing true musical
enjoyment.
Our efforts are bearing fruit

Peach'

lot

As,

Now you know what's in aNairn.

naim audio-north amenca-inc.
1748 North Sedgwick Street •ChiCagO
•Illinois b0(14 •Tel (312) 944 11217
WorldRadioHistory

tiple reflections and imperfectly rigid walls,
cancellation notches are typically 10 to 20dB
deep. Occasionally adeeper notch may occur,
and in such acase the wisest course is to alter
the notch geometry by moving the speaker
afew inches. (Purely electronic correction
would involve boosting the amplifier's output by afactor of 100 or more at the notch
frequency, probably overdriving the woofer
into distortion.) In any case, we know from
psychoacoustics that dips are less offensive
to the ear than peaks. The subjective benefit of DSP arises from its removal of
standing-wave peaks and its exact matching
of the two channels, rather than from fillingin cancellation notches.
To obtain flat response in the listening area,
aDSP unit corrects for aberrations in the
speaker's response and for room reflections
and standing waves. Every speaker system
has aunique sonic personality, aconsequence
of its frequency response, driver colorations,
box resonances, and radiation pattern. How
much of this personality will disappear when
the response is flattened? To find out, one
night after Show hours Iarranged to borrow
apair of PSB Stratus Mini speakers and
invited Sigtech's Ron Genereux to participate in abrief experiment. We installed the
PSBs on stands beside the B&Ws, calibrated
each in turn using the Sigtech, and compared
the sound of the speakers with and without
DSP correction. The PSBs and B&Ws are individually good, but they sound quite different.
When the correction was switched in, my
first impression was that they became quite
similar. Flat is flat. Without correction, the
PSBs sounded warm and closed-in, while the
B&Ws seemed more open and spacious
(because of more prominent treble). With the
correction, both systems sounded similarly
spacious and comparably bright. But each
speaker still had adistinct personality. Perhaps three quarters of the subjective difference between the PSB and B&W had been
canceled, but the two designs could still be
identified by ear. The Sigtech's measurements
on the computer screen indicated one reason why: Each speaker's response, measured
at the listening position, still had noticeable
(and quite different) irregularities in midrange
response, producing consistent colorations
in timbre.
Some of these disparities might be reduced
if we spent additional time doing amore
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

careful DSP calibration. We also noticed that
the Sigtech was correcting for strong reflections off the ceiling. If we had eliminated
those with some well-placed acoustic absorption, more of the system's correcting power
might have been available to do abetter job
of equalizing each speaker to be flat. In summary, DSP is an addition to, not asubstitute
for, well-designed speakers and primary
acoustical treatment of the listening room.
It will not, in the ancient phrase, transform
asow's ear into asilk purse. In audio terms,
it will not make cheap dynamic speakers
sound like the best electrostatics. A speaker
whose midrange response is inherently flat
within 0.5dB will always sound more uncolored than one with 2dB irregularities.
Ihave aSigtech AEC-1000 at home now.
I'm planning other experiments to learn what
DSP can do, and what it cannot do, to correct
the sound oían audio system.

US: Guy Lemcoe

We've all had musical experiences which have
profoundly affected us, transforming our impressions of the world, and giving us glimpses
into the spiritual. For me, living in Houston
in the '50s, it was Elvis at the Coliseum. In
St. Louis in the '60s, it was John Coltrane at
the Jazz Workshop. In the '70s, it was the
Mississippi River Festival and Janis. In the
'80s, it was Keith Jarrett at Avery Fisher Hall.
Irecently experienced an event which joined
those others in its impact: Ustad Ali Akbar
Khan performing aconcert of North Indian
classical sarod music at the Christ the King
Chapel of Saint Anthony's Seminary in Santa
Barbara. The sarod is astraight-necked, fretless, lute-like instrument with apolished steel
fingerboard, goatskin top, deer-horn bridges,
asmall, brass resonator located below the
tuning pegs, and 25 metal strings: 4main or
melody strings, 6drones, and 15 sympathetic
strings. The exquisite 65-year-old instrument
played by Dr. Khan was made for him by his
uncle from the wood oía teak tree felled in
astorm over 200 years ago.
The sarod plays avital and fundamental
role in North Indian, or Hindustani, classical
music. In the right hands—and for this event
it was in the hands ola man Yehudi Menuhin
has called "the world's greatest musician"—
it's capable of almost limitless musical expression. In addition to its versatility as an instrument capable of both understated sensual-
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Most Subwoofers Give You
25% More Than You Bargained For!
"Muddy" or "boomy" sounding bass is the byproduct of TONAL HARMONIC DISTORTION
(THD), the result of an increase in sound pressure level and adecrease in definition. THD is
caused when aspeaker is unable to accurately
reproduce the required musical signal, creating
extra harmonics that don't belong in the music.
And suerisingly, 25% THD is atypical
accepted distortion speaficatkmfrr most
ofthe suburmfers on the market today.

The Velodyne F-1500 reaches less than 2`',,
distortion, even at the lowestfrequencies.

"It is the cleanest low-frequency
reproducer I've ever heard." *
Velodyne solves the distortion problem with
their patented "Motional Feedback —High Gain
Servo" System. Unlike most "Servo" systems,
which are based on voice coil impedance
fluxuations and offer little improvement,
Velodyne's system is based on amotion sensing
device called an accelerometer.

compares the differences between the pure
signal from the source and the signal derived
from the speaker's motion. These differences
represent distortion.
The signal going to the woofer is then corrected (at 3500 times per second). to match
the source signal. The result —clear, powerful
bass with virtually no distortion —is the
sound of aVelodyne.

I
In'spaph itlyirsenIs aOffetent "setvo" subttoofer.
The distortion eueettç 25% at somefrequencies.

"...the Velodyne produced no
distortion Icould hear or see
on the scope...This placed it in
aclass by itself" *
Velodyne invented high-technology, low
distortion subwoofers over ten years ago,
receiving such critical acclaim from the audio
press worldwide that it remains the standard
by which others are judged.
Which is exactly what you bargained for.

"...Ifyou want it all, the
Velodyne is the subwoofer of
choke." *

Velodyne
This device is mounted directly to the speaker's
voice coil, specificially to measure the acceleration of the speaker cone. The information is
then sent to acomparator circuit, which

The Bottom Line In Bass
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1070 Commercial St., Suite 101 San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-7270 800/835-6396

•Graphs &quotes oproducedfrom "MINDER Pt' THE LISZT KG MOH by
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ity and overt passion, the sarod's timbre can
uniquely duplicate the subtlest inflections of
the human singing voice.
The purpose of Dr. Khan's visit south to
Santa Barbara from his home in California's
Marin County, where he founded the Ali
Akbar College in 1968, was to tape his third
recording for Water Lily Acoustics: adouble album in celebration of his 70th birthday. The venue couldn't have been more
complementary. The Chapel, behind St. Anthony's Seminary, commands apanoramic
view of Mission Canyon; the Santa Ynez
mountains are visible through the haze in the
distance. It is aplace of peace and tranquility.
The 65-year-old chapel was built using
poured, reinforced cement (a common construction material at the time). The overall
length of the chapel is 100', the sanctuary is
42' wide, and the curved wooden ceiling rises
30' above the floor. Behind the altar where
the recording took place is amonumental,
finely sculpted reredos with aTree of Life at
its center. This was an appropriate symbol
for the music; above all else, India's classical
music affirms and celebrates life.' °
The night before the session, produced
engineer Kavi Alexander was busy at the
chapel, setting up equipment in the vestry
behind the reredos, placing microphones, routing cable, and testing everything to ensure
incident-free recording the following evening. Accompanying Khansahib (as Dr. Khan
is affectionately known to friends and students) to Santa Barbara and performing on
tanpuras were two of his disciples, James
Pomerantz and David Trasoff. On tabla was
an associate of Khansahib's since the late '60s,
the internationally recognized percussionist
Sri Swapan Chaudhuri. The musicians weren't
dressed in the common recording-session
garb of T-shirt and jeans. As befit their stature
as classical musicians, they donned formal
Indian attire, as if the chapel were filled with
people and the event aconcert instead of a
recording session. This visual clue underscored Dr. Khan's no-nonsense attitude toward the occasion.
Covering the stepped altar was abeautiful,
handmade Oriental rug which, in addition
to cushioning the musicians from the cold,
hard cement, added to the occasion's solemnity. Jimmy and David seated themselves

behind and within arm's reach of Khansahib, the three forming an equilateral triangle. The maestro sat about ayard from the
microphones, percussionist Chaudhuri afew
feet to his left. Scattered around Khansahib

TECHNICAL NOTES
The following is adescription of the recording chain from microphone to tape
head, provided by Kavi Alexander to help
listeners better understand the rigid requirements of his approach to recording.
It should be noted that the entire recording chain, from microphones to tape recorder, is all tube, triode, and fully balanced, designed and custom-built by Tim
de Paravicini.
Microphones: Transformer-coupled,
triode, dual-rectangular capsule designs
with afrequency response of5Hz-20kHz
(-2dB), run off 150V power supplies.
Cables: All interconnect cables and
power cords are Teflon-dielectric cable
from Discovery Cable Co.
Mike prearnps: All-tube, transformer-coupled designs.

Tape recorder. Studer C37 chassis and
motors. A 1", 15ips, two-track machine
of all-tube, transformer-coupled design
with afrequency response of 7Hz-351cHz
ldB. S/N ratio and dynamic range:
85dB. Bias frequency: 1601cHz. The capstan motor is run from an external,
crystal-referenced, class-A power amplifier. The EQ curve is proprietary.
Recording tape: Scotch 996, arelatively new low-noise, high-output formulation.
Note: All critical capacitors in the
microphones, mike power supplies, mike
preamps, and record and reproduce amps
were replaced with MIT MultiCaps by
Richard Marsh prior to this recording.

10 Historical and construction data provided courtesy of the
Archives of the Santa Barbara Province Franciscan Friars.
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were several coconut-shell plectra and a
wooden box in which he kept sacred items
and personal mementos. After much time
spent by Kavi moving the musicians around
to get the right balance, and the maestro's
meticulous care in tuning the instruments,
Khansahib looked up to indicate that he was
ready to begin the first rag. Kavi retreated to
to the vestry, and the handful of invited
friends, musicians, and luthiers nestled into
their favorite listening positions. The talking stopped as Iput away my cameras, and
the already quiet chapel grew silent. "Rolling!" shouted Kavi from the vestry, and
within seconds the sarod's first resonant
notes, pulled from the steel strings, rose
effortlessly above the tanpuras' constant
drone. Khansahib's passage through rag
Durga, the first of two evening rags to be
recorded, had begun.
After the overtones of the last note drawn
from the cryogenically treated strings of
Khansahib's sarod had faded and the Chapel
walls had returned to silence, Kavi appeared.
Grinning from ear to ear at the mesmerized
audience, he announced that he had atake.
It was time to relax, grab some refreshments,
retune, and get ready for the next rag. The

musicians were soon poised and ready to
begin rag Hemant. They waited for Kavi's
shout, but it didn't come. After several minutes, Kavi finally came out and told everyone that the bias oscillator module of the tape
recorder was not getting power. As if on
command, the pro, semipro, and amateur
troubleshooters present disappeared with
Kavi into the vestry to give alook-see. Among
them was Roger Modjeski of RAM Labs,
who earlier had performed apre-session
check on the recording chain.
The Studer's tape transport assembly was
lifted back, exposing the machine's innards.
Much chattering was heard as probes were
made, circuits checked, measurements taken,
and tubes exchanged. Istayed out of the way,
feeling about as useful as atoo-short cable.
Feeling Ishould do something, Igrabbed my
camera and began snapping away.
About then Inoticed that the maestro had
appeared on the scene. He stood there quietly,
arms clasped behind his back, looking down
at the backs of the heads of Kavi, Roger, and
audio consultant/designer Richard Lees. I
wish Icould have read his mind.
Roger and Richard finally traced the problem to the bias oscillator module's power

The microphone's view

"The overtones of the last note drawn from the cryogenically treated strings of Khansahib's sarod had faded
to silence''
68
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Announcing aNew
Generation of Fried Products
An Evolution of Design
Irving M. "Bud" Fried (pronounced "freed") has
been advancing the state of the art in loudspeaker
design for over five decades. Our evolutionary
design process has resulted in outstanding speakers
with consistently accurate sound reproduction
across the entire product line. Highly regarded by
reviewers and sought after by musicians, our speakers always surpass expectations.
The Next Generation
Today Fried introduces the latest evolution of our
products. As always, these speakers surpass their
previous incarnations with tremendous sonic
advancements achieved through improved drivers
and crossover designs, coupled with newly engineered damping systems. At Fried we don't throw
out good speaker designs for the sake of change.
Our new models always start with the many comments and suggestions we get from the field. It can
be compared to the process of bringing out anew
version of aclassic software program. We keep all
of the good parts of the old version and incorporate into the new version everything that we have
learned from our customers, dealers, suppliers and
countless hours of listening tests.
The Signature Series
The Signature Series consists of the Seta V, the
Q/5, the A/5 and the R/5. Each of these models
has been improved dramatically. All have an
improved 1" soft dome tweeter and new diffraction-reducing bevelled grills that result in greater
detail and imaging. All of the crossovers have been
further refined to provide seamless, flat response
over their intended frequency range.
From the very affordable Seta V to the new A/5,
Fried's two-way designs are nothing short of incredible. Line tunnel bass loading produces the tight,
accurate bass that has always been amark of Fried
speakers. Don't be fooled by the "boomy" bass that
most speakers create. Once you hear the difference,
you will never want to go back to the resonant, reactive designs of others. All of these models are available in black ash or dark oak laminates.
The R/5 is Fried's lowest priced three-way design.
A deeper cabinet for improved bass response,

newly positioned drivers and an
improved crossover network make this
speaker even better than its well-known
predecessor, the R/4. This speaker is now
offered in three wood veneer finishes:
black ash, light oak, and walnut.
The Reference Series
The Reference Series includes the Studio V,
the C/3-L mini monitor, and the D/2
subwoofer. These speakers represent the
state of the art in loudspeaker design. The
Studio Visa three-way monitor with full
transmission line loading of the bass and
midrange. The C/3-L is atwo-way minimonitor with transmission line loading.
Although outstanding on its own, it is
naturally teamed up with apair of D/2
subwoofers for acomplete system. The
D/2's footprint matches the C/3-L and is
afull transmission line bass unit.
Our latest generation of products, the
Signature Series and Reference Series,
designed without attempting to break or
bend the immutable laws of acoustics,
brings us one step closer to acoustic
truth. In buying aFried product, you
will not "lock yourself out" of progress in
the field, in that we will continue the
long-standing Fried policy of sending
newsletters describing new developments
and providing, at reasonable cost, speaker upgrade kits.

FRIED
PRODUCTS 0 CORPORATION

1323 CONSHOHOCKEN RD.
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401-270 7
215027701014 FAX 215027704390

To request product literature, reviews,
and information about the dealer nearest
you, please call 1-800-255-1014.
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cord. The plug's contacts had oxicli7ed; simply unplugging and plugging it in again
removed thelayer of oxidation, reestablishing
current flow to the module. The tubes which
had been removed were put back exactly
where they had been—Kavi didn't want an
exchange of tubes at this point affecting the
recording's consistency or quality. With the
recorder running again, the session resumed,
capturing rag Hernant on tape without further incident.
The next day's session began around noon
with rag Alain Bhairav, an early-morning rag
composed by Khansahib soon after his
father's death in the early '70s. The mood of
this mode is one of devotion, pathos, and joy.
During the performance, however, an airplane approached the seminary. As it got
closer, Iwas relieved to hear Khansahib gradually increase the intensity and volume of his
playing until the music masked the noise.
Later on, just before the entrance of the tabla
in the Gat, and as notes flew off the strings
like sparks, the maestro's left arm and right
hand were blurs. During one moment of passion, Khansahib played with such intensity
that he broke astring. After restringing and
retuning, he resumed playing from where he
had broken the string and the rag was captured on tape without further incident. (A
post-production edit the next day joined the
two takes flawlessly.)
Megh-Sarang, the final rag, was anew composition of Khansahib's recorded here for the
first time. It is acombination of two separate rags of strong, contrasting moods: Megh
(tumultuous) and Gaur Sarang (peaceful). This
was to be achallenge for Dr. Khan, who
admitted afterward to co-producer Sallie
Reynolds (late of The Abso!ute Sound and now
of Music Interface Technologies) that mixing
the two was "like two lions in acage!' It was
obvious even to my ears, which have had
relatively little exposure to this music, that
something special was happening. In addition
to Khansahib's virtuosic playing, Iwas especially amazed at the communication between
him and Sri Swapan Chaudhuri. They performed as if each had insights into the other's
thoughts; the music was magical, deeply
moving. The climactic end of this intense rag
was capped by Kavi offering Khansahib a
yellow flower. The humility of that gesture
perhaps best summarizes the most appropriate approach to this sacred art form.
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The demands of recording behind them,
their instruments safely put away, the musicians retreated to their rooms at the El Prado
Motor Inn to freshen up for an informal party
later with Khansahib. Amid the party fare of
deadly chocolate mousse cake, chips, nuts,
dip, beer, wine, and Scotch, Khansahib sat
puffing on aDunhill Gold, occasionally sipping from aglass containing three fingers of
Chivas Regal. The seriousness of the past two
days was past. It was time now to enjoy the
company of others in relaxed surroundings.
Relaxed it was, with guests standing, or sitting on chairs, the bed, the floor. It wasn't
long before guitars were brought out and all
present were treated to guitar and vocal duos
by Dan and Jeannie Flowers.'' The music of
Patsy Cline and Hank Williams, along with
several original tunes, filled the room to the
enjoyment of all—especially of Khansahib,
who seemed entirely at ease with and appreciative of this music and who was obviously
having agreat time. All smiles, he radiated
his good-naturedness throughout the room.
The jollity of the occasion was infectious.
Equally irresistible was the music that had
been laid down on tape—some of the most
sublime, affecting, passionate music I'd heard.
Each rag immersed me in astate of bliss and
left me just shy of atrance. Ifelt ajolt when
each ended, as if amysterious spell had been
lifted. If you feel so compelled, study this
music to discover its extremely complex
structure and fascinating rhythmic logic.
Don't overlook the forest for the trees; don't
let unfamiliar rhythms, modal harmonies,
and new forms distance you from this music.
As Iwas getting ready to send this article
off to Santa Fe, Ireceived test pressings of the
sessions from Record Technology, Inc. Indian
Architexture (Water Lily WLA-ES-20) will be
available initially as an autographed, two-LP
set limited to 1500 copies.' 2 A two-CD set
will be available by the middle of 1993. If the
production run sounds as good as the test
pressings, music lovers and audiophiles will
have been well served. The 180-gram premium vinyl, as flat as the Western horizon
at sea and as quiet as the Borrego desert at
night, is the next best thing to having been
there in person.
11 Look for the Flowers' album, An American Tradition (Water
Lily WLA-CS-29).
12 Available only from Finch & Marsh, 2457 Cascade Trail,
Cool, CA 95614. Tel: (916) 885-2279.
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As aStereophile reader you
appreciate the benefits of
exceptional sound reproduction.
Accepting anything less has never
been aconsideration. So why
should you be offered less than
outstanding audio performance in
your selection of Home
Theater electronics?
Rotel has developed a
home theater system that
incorporates our "no
compromise" approach to
design which sets us apart
from other brands with
independent products that
deliver the goods.
We have designed a
premium, yet affordable
Dolby Pro-Logic preamplifier

At the heart of the system is the
remote-controlled RSP-960, a
Dolby Pro-Logic surround sound
decoder and pre-amp combination
featuring superb engineering that
includes three video inputs and
video monitor output. You can

r _

A

RB960/980

that enables the videophile
to enjoy the same superior
audio excitement that Rotel has
become renowned for throughout
the world. Now, the drama and
power of the movie theater can
truly be experienced in your
home.
The layout on this page
represents our
recommendation for
building aHome
Theater system of
exceptional audio
performance.

also select from either S-type or
video composite signals. An
additional line input allows for the
connection of aRote! CD player or
Tuner along with aTape Monitor
circuit, thereby expanding your
Home Theater into ahigh quality
audio/video system.
Low frequency performance is
an important aspect in the true
home theater experience. Rotel's
RSP-960 offers the user either a
powered or passive subwoofer
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into mono.
Now that we

SUBWO FER 4

remarkable components provide
flexible installation options
including a"bridge" mode which
triples the amplifiers rated output

ACTIVE

RB960 (60wpc), RB980 (120wpc)
or the RB990 (200wpc). These

have your attention,
why compromise on
your components when
you can recreate the
cinema experience in your
home with the finest components
available. Rotel, seeing is
believing.
We know
you are
listening!

L

design by incorporating level
attenuation and aselection of
crossover points.
For outstanding performance for
the critical front, rear, subwoofer
and center channel speakers we
suggest using either the Rotel
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For further information regarding these or any Rotel products talk to
your nearest dealer or Rotel at the address below:
ROTEL OF AMERICA
PO BOX 1470 • BUFFALO • NY 14240-1470

USA

TEL 1-800-724-3903
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Presenting The "1000" of CD Transports.
For two decades,the Nakamichi
1000 model designation has been
reserved exclusively for music
reproduction systems built to the
highest standards possible.
The 1000 Discrete Three-Head
Cassette Deck, the TX-1000
Computing Turntable, and the
1000 Digital Audio Recording
System all took their places at the
pinnacle of the state-of-the-art.

The new 1000mb CD Transport,
featuring the unique MusicBane
system, now joins this proud
family of legendary components.
The 1000mb's proprietary
Acoustic Isolation' system provides an "Acoustic Shield" from
the acknowledged detrimental
effects of airborne and mechanical vibrations, virtually eliminating
spurious focus servo activity.

This leads to agreatly enhanced
sense of sonic realism.
Employed in concert with
Nakamichi's 1000p Digital Audio
Processor, with its DA-111p Digitalto-Analog Converter Module, the
Nakamichi 1000mb CD Transport
achieves astandard of CD
playback performance that truly
upholds the "1000" tradition.

Nokomichi 1000mb

Nakamichi
WorldRadioHistory

Nakamichi America Corporation
19701 South Vermont Avenue, Torrance, CA 90502
(310) 538-8150 Nakamichi Canada (604) 324.7535

Acoustic Isolation and MusicBank are trademarks ol Nakanuchi Corporation.
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t's official.
My friend Lars is henceforth known
as Larsik.
Ihave Marina to thank—Russian wife
(mine, not his). It's acommon custom to add
the suffix -ik to certain male names, making
anickname Marina's family dog, for instance,
is Yulik. He's aproduct of Chinese Communism/Imperialism—a Pekinese The name
is short for Yun-on-Din, which sounds like
something Iate the other night.
Sam becomes Samik.
"If your name is Samik, then mine must
be Larsik," said Lars, without considering the
consequences. Of course, the name now
sticks.
Larsik was impressed right away by the
new Martin-Logan Aerius speakers, which
have replaced the Spica Angeluses in what
passes for my reference system: AR 'table,
with Shure Ultra 500 cartridge in SME 309
arm; Audible Illusions Modulus 3preamp;
Pioneer PD-65 CD player; no DIA processor; Sonic Frontiers SF-80 amp alternating
with aConrad-Johnson Premier Eleven. Lars
is big on what he calls "tonality" and Icall
"truth of timbre." (Truth of timbre is why I'm
so keen on tubes.) Whatever you call it, Larsik
and Iagree that the Aerius speakers have it.
Like my friend Lou, I've been on-again,
off-again with electrostatic speakers. Itried
to make love to the original Martin-Logan
Sequels, then the Sequel Ils. As with several
of my earlier Russian girlfriends—Nina,
Irma, Svetlana—it was an affair that almost
clicked. But the integration between electrostatic panel and dynamic woofer left something to be desired. The bass sounded thick,
slow, overdone. (I gather that the latest
version of the Sequel is more successful.)
The strengths of electrostatic speakers are
S
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openness and speed. Especially speed. There's
something startlingly quick—and real—
about the way all electrostatic speakers handle
transients.
Another big advantage is freedom from
box coloration. All speakers with drivers
stuffed in abox suffer from coloration to
some degree. It's noticeable as aslowing,
muffling, and sometimes athickening of the
sound. This is why minimonitors are so
popular. Small boxes don't boom. (The problem is, neither do they woof.)
Drawbacks of electrostatics?
Deep bass has not been a strength of
speakers such as the original Quad, the Quad
ESL-63, or the Martin-Logan CLS. Electrostatics don't have the dynamic get-up-andgo—the (ahem) testicular vigor of the best
box speakers.
Electrostatics are not always champs when
it comes to imaging, or what Larsik calls
"focus!' They present aspacious, open sound,
but one which can be somewhat vague,
imprecise. Iremember when Iowned apair
of Quad ESL-63s and received apair of
Celestion SL700s for review. The Celestions
presented aprecisely focused image—stuff
was there instead of "Where?"—and the
Quads couldn't manage the feat to the same
degree. The same focus precision is characteristic of the relatively inexpensive ($850/
pair) Epos ES-11.
Spicas, too, are like the Celestions when
it comes to precision of focus. Both the Spica
TC-50 ($550/pair) and the Spica Angelus
($1275/pair) throw avery wide, open, and
palpably real soundstage—particularly with
tubes. On good recordings, every vocalist or
instrumentalist is precisely located in space.
The Spica speakers do agreat job of minimizing cabinet colorations, too: Their odd-
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ball shapes aren't for naught.
But like all box speakers, the Spicas aren't
as quick as apair of electrostatics. They don't
start and stop as fast as apair of Quads or
Martin-Logan CLSes, and this start-stop
quality makes music sound more alive. (Britcrit Alvin Gold talks about "letting go of the
notes." Yack English talks about music
emerging from black backgrounds. It surprises me that with all his mumbo jumbo
about black backgrounds, Yack doesn't own
electrostatic speakers.' But he's arocker; and
as Corey Greenberg will tell you, panel
speakers and rock don't exactly mix.)
The best sound Lou says Iever had was
with his Croft OTL tube amps on my Quad
ESL speakers. And Isay the best sound Lou
ever had was from the same Crofts, which
he still has, with apair of Acoustat 2+2
speakers. Unaccountably, the no-longermade Acoustats languish in Lou's basement
while some box speakers Idon't particularly
care for are the pride of his living room. (This
is awell-known tendency of audiophiles:
When they finally get it right, they can't leave
well enough alone, and so proceed to screw
things up. The worst offenders are Brass Ear
and Howie Hyperfy. Howie changes systems
so often that half the time he has nothing to
listen to!)
The Acoustats were very open and
spacious, but lacking somewhat in focus. But
what the hell. Do you worry about the
imaging when you go to Symphony Hall or
Carnegie Hall?
Meanwhile, Istill like the Angeluses and
the Thiel CS2 2s. The Thiels don't image like
the Spicas, at least in my room, but they have
truth of timbre—as do the Aerius speakers.
The Thicls also have, ah, dynamic thrust.
Like the Sequels and the Quests, the
Martin-Logan Aerius speakers are hybrids—
dynamic bass drivers on the bottom andfor
the bottom, and electrostatic panels on top.
The speakers are fairly small and weigh 55
lbs each—they are UPSable. The reasonable
size means you can move them around
easily—something which is extremely important. The speakers list for $1995/pair in
the basic version. If you want to bi-wire, add
$200. For oak side panels, ante up another
$300. If you want the speakers wired and
assembled, add $900 (just kidding).
1Yack—I meanJack—English does have an on/offlon-again
relationship with Martin-Logan CLSes.
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Martin-Logan Aerius

loudspeaker

First, the tonal balance. It's excellent,
although Larsik said the speakers may be a
little "lied-back."
"Lied-back? Do you mean laid-back'?"
"Laid, lied, what's the difference?"
"Pretty big difference in some cases," Isaid.
"You never let anything pass. Not one
syllable. You are yust waiting to exploit the
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Phalanx delivers unmatched musical
enjoyment. The emotional involvement that
Phalanx provides is truly unique and cannot
be compared to ordinary speakers.
Experience Phalanx for yourself.

Come join us at the
Consumer Electronics Show,
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is that they do not overwhelm aroom, either
visually or sonically. The finish is first-rate.
he oak side panels are worth the extra
$300.) The Aeriuses are probably agodsend
for listeners with relatively small listening
rooms—you don't need 10 tons of amplification to drive them. If you have company,
you can easily move the Aeriuses out of the
way. (But be sure you mark where they
stood: You wouldn't want to go through the
exacting process of repositioning them. An
inch or two can make asignificant difference
in the Aeriuses' ability to form acoherent,
unified soundstage.)
Amplification is critical. Solid-state amps
sound like solid-state amps, and tubes sound
like tubes. That's not to say you should avoid
solid-state. The wrong amp—either solidstate or tubed—will give you less than satisfactory sound. With solid-state, beware of
MOSFET mist in the treble and MOSFET
glare in the upper midrange; beware, too, of
bipolar hardness. (You see why people turn
to tubes?) With tube amps, beware of amps
lacking balls in the bass.
The Krell KSA-150 worked well, especially in the bass—subjectively extending the
reach perhaps another half-octave compared
with the tubed amps Ihad on hand.
But tube amps have aspecial magic with
the Aerius—particularly in the areas of truth
of timbre and palpable presence. The ConradJohnson Premier Eleven and Sonic Frontiers
SF-80 are excellent choices. With both amps,
the bass is surprisingly extended and tight.
It shows you that both tubes and solid-state
have come along way. Incidentally, the little
40Wpc Sonic Frontiers SFC-1 "control
amplifier" (integrated with line-stage only)
did acredible job of driving the Aeriuses, too.
Since Iwas acquiring anew wife as well
as new speakers, the wife acceptance factor
(WAF) might come into play. These little
'Logans looked nice—especially after Marina
had been staring at the Spica Angeluses.
"Are you going to keep these?" she asked.
"No. I'm going back to the ugly speakers."
And Idid—for several days—just to be
certain Iwanted to keep the Aeriuses. Here's
what Ifound: The Angeluses do indeed
"focus" better than the Aeriuses. Performers
are more there, there. You can tell exactly
where they are. Also, the Angelus speakers,
properly positioned, throw awider, perhaps
deeper soundstage than do the Aeriuses—at
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

least in my room. This is no surprise. The
Angeluses are imaging and soundstaging
champs.
But Icouldn't go back to the Angeluses
after the Aeriuses. First of all, the bass with
the Angelus speakers just isn't very good. It's
not extended. What's worse, it thudded—at
least in my listening room—wherever I
placed the speakers. Sound Anchors stands
for the Angeluses helped, but not enough.
Also, the Angelus doesn't have the same
refinement of timbre that the Aerius has (and
that the Thiel CS2 2has—let's not forget last
year's favorite). There's something abit raw
about the sound. Still, the Angeluses retail
for about $1000/pair less than the Aerius
speakers with all the trimmings.
As for the Thiel CS2 2, this too is afine
speaker—of comparable quality to the
Aerius. In fact, in this price range, the Thiels
and the 'Logans are two speakers I'd put at
the top of my "must audition" list. A number
of dealers carry both. Please don't infer that
Ithink the 'Logans are better because I
bought the Aeriuses and said toodle-oo to
the Thiels.
Look, these speakers do have limitations.
I'd like it if they imaged deeper, spread the
sound awee bit wider, focused alittle more
precisely, played louder, went lower in the
bass. I'd love it if they sounded as good—
dynamic, dramatic, and detailed—as the
Martin-Logan CLS Z and Kinergetics subwoofer combination at Stereophde's High-End
Hi-Fi Show in San Francisco. Iwant it all for
$2000/pair, and Iwant the bi-wiring and oak
side-panel options to be free of charge.
But let's get real. At alittle over $2000/pair
with options, there's very little else I've heard
that can touch the Aerius speakers by way of
refinement. The Thiel two-twos. That's it.
You can spend five grand or more on apair
of speakers and still have alist of complaints
awhole lot longer than any minor quibbles
Imay have about the Aeriuses. In the things
that matter to me—speed, freedom from
coloration, truth of timbre, reasonably good
soundstaging and focus—the Aerius speakers
are hard—maybe impossible—to beat at the
price. Frankly, Idon't see how Martin-Logan
could have done any better—not at this price,
not with speakers this size.
After six weeks, the speakers really
sounded broken-in—these are extraordinary
speakers and an exceptional value.
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Hi -Fi '93 "Ask the Editors"
sessions were perennially popular
John Atkinson (standing) and (I-r)
Guy Lemcoe, Sam Tellig,
Robert Harley, and Peter Mitchell
help showgoers overcome
audiophile angst.
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J. GORDON HOLT, ROBERT DEUTSCH, AND CLARK J
OHNSEN
REPORT FROM HI- FI'93,
Stereophilis HIGH-END SHOW
HELD IN SAN FRANCISCO IN M ARCH,
WHILE JOHN ATKINSON COMPILES
THE VOTES CAST BY SHOWGOERS
FOR THE BEST SOUND M THE SHOW.
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The Highest Performance Audio
Meets the Highest Performance Video.
And the M Series® Tradition Continues.
When Monster

first introduced the M Series', we established

new performance standards for audio cable performance.
Now, with the arrival of home theatre and high performance
A,'V systems. Monster' meets the challenge of video.
Introducing M Series' Silver Video', the new video reference standard cable from Monster Cable>. Utilizing new technologies in video
cable design such as aspecial gas-impregnated dielectric and silvercoated Copper center CeinductürS, Silver Vide0 haS the widest bandwidth. most exacting 75 ohm impedance, and the lowest attenuation
at any video cable ever made.
The result is the best possible picture with more accurate color
rendition, freedom from noise, and acrisp, sharp picture the maximizes your audio and video enjoyment.
We proudly invite you to audition M Series' Silver Video

along

with our outstanding M Series speaker and interconnect cables.
Call 415-871-6000 for the M Series dealer nearest you.

SERIES'
Advancing The Art Of Audio & Video
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MONSTER CRE1LE
tn Sap t-eLipsco. Ça 9408o-676r
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ROBERT DEUTSCH ON AUDIO HARDWARE

T

he Consumer Electronics Shows are
fin in ahectic sort of way, but as a
total immersion course in audiophilia, the CESes don't hold acandle to the
annual Stereophile High-End Hi-Fi Show.
There's no video (well, not too much), Nintendo, computer hardware or software, car
stereo (okay, there was one in-car manufacturer, Precision Power, at Hi-Fi '93), no cellular phones, adult videotapes, or any other
non-audio- or non-music-related material
vying for your attention. There is, however,
achance to see and hear alot of audio equipment and to buy hard-to-find records and
accessories at "Show Special" prices. There
are demos of new technologies like DCC,
panel discussions involving noted audio designers, question-and-answer sessions with
Stereophile editors, and almost-continuous live
music, which, apart from its intrinsic value,
serves to remind us that even the highest of
fi falls well short of the real thing.
As aStereophile writer, Ienjoy the fact
that—in contrast to the CES, where Ifeel like
avisitor or even an intruder—at the Hi-Fi
Show I'm Staff It says so on my badge. Ican
smile with becoming modesty when people tell me how much they're enjoying the
Show and compliment me on how smoothly
it's run. And then, of course, if somebody
comes to me with, aproblem ("We need a
new sign for our exhibit!" or "Where can I
get tickets for the Amanda McBroom concert?"), Ican refer them to the real staff Show
coordinators Ralph Joluison and Mark Fisher,
and the merry band of men and women who
make sure that the Show doe run smoothly.
Imissed this year's Las Vegas WCES, but,
through the magic of Fax, I've just read all
about it in apre-publication copy of what
must be the new record-holder in the Guinness Book of World Records category of "Longest
Consumer Electronics Show Report by a
Periodical with Editorial Offices in Santa Fe"
(see April, pp.70-133). I'll try to avoid as
much as possible overlapping with the
WCES show report.
Debutantes: Considering that Hi-Fi '93
came just two months after WCES, it feaSTEREOPHILE, jUNE 1993

tured afair number of new product introductions, as well as some final versions of products that had been previously shown only in
prototype form. Apogee chose Hi-Fi '93 to
introduce their $12,600 Studio Grand, aribbon/dynamic hybrid based on the Duetta and
filling some of the gap between the $85,000
Grand and the $5200 Stage-based Mini
Grand. Driven by Krell ICSA-300s with Krell
Reference 64 source in the Stereo Plus room,
the Studio Grand did not take well to the San
Francisco Marriott, apleasant hotel with a
great location, but one whose walls double
as drums. Jason Bloom kept banging his fists
on the walls, partly to demonstrate this effect
and partly, Isuspect, to vent his frustration.
Apogee has an enviable track record, so I
look forward to listening to the Studio Grand
under more favorable conditions.
In his April WCES show report, Bob
Harley made acryptic allusion to Meridian's
plans for a"major product launching" at the
Stereophile Show. He was referring to the D5000, a"digital loudspeaker" (built-in D/A
converter, DSP crossover with listening axis
and room placement controls, three 75W
amplifiers) similar in design to the D-6000
that Bob reviewed so enthusiastically in
Vol.14 No.9—except this one is to sell for
under $5000 rather than $15,000. Apart from
an overly rich midbass (the Marriott's walls
again?), it sounded great, with exceptional
dynamics and precise imaging. The D-5000
can be fed directly from atransport in aCDonly system, or from adigital preamp, such
as Meridian's current model 601 ($4500) or
its forthcoming $1000 model intended specifically to match the D-5000. When you
consider that the $5000 gets you not only a
pair of speakers, but also six channels of
amplification and Meridian's highly regarded
delta-sigma DIA converter and DSP (digital
signal processing) crossover, the D-5000
seems like abargain.
Also arriving on the digital front was PS
Audio's new $4500 Reference Link LS digital
preamp. PS has followed apurist approach,
eschewing DSP features like surround-sound
and equalization and offering only volume,
balance, and input selection. (DSP functions
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They declared
it awinner.
Tom Norton

Robert Harley

John Atkinson

Guy Lemcoe

Jack English
"The clear "winner" in terms of overall
performance is the wonderfully
satisfying Epos EMI. It stands apart
from the other loudspeakers
auditioned blind,..."
-Jack English, Stereophile,
Volume 16, No. 1 January 1993.
(Summation of the relative ranking of 23
loudspeakers auditioned in three sessions.)
Music Hall, 108 Station Road, Great Neck, NY 11023
Tel: 516 487 3663 Fax: 516 773 3891

TUBE POWER

Premier 11 and Premier 12

•All-Tube Power Amplifiers
•Premier 11-70 Watt Per Channel Stereo
•Premier 12-140 Watt Mono
•Priced at $2995
,
Call or write for
rinátion
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can be added through adigital loop.) All
incoming analog signals arc converted to digital by aproprietary A/D converter said to
have better performance (jitter in the 10 picosecond range) than the majority of professional A/D converters. DIA conversion is via
acustom UltraAnalog 20-bit DAC and lowjitter Crystal receiver chip. Converting analog signals to digital and back again goes
against my grain, but PS Audio's Randy Patton says that they found the Reference Link
to be more sonically transparent than any of
their pure-analog preamps, virtually undetectable in abypass test. The Reference Link
LS should be available by the time this report
appears. Playing throughout the Show in the
room PS shared with Mirage and Transparent
Audio was aproduction sample of the longawaited PS Lambda CD transport ($1695).
It looks very well made; Ihope to get one into
my system in the near future. Monarchy had
the DT-30 laserdisc-player-based transport
at the Show, but this one looked like an early
prototype, without even afront panel.
Ithink it's fair to say that Quad's initial
CD-player entry was greeted with adegree
of disappointment by all except diehard
Quad fans. Their new model, the 67CD (I
don't think the number indicates the year they
started on the design), may get avery different reception. Still adhering to the classic
Quad styling, the 67CD ($1800) features the
latest technology: Philips CDM-9 transport,
low-jitter receiver, Crystal delta-sigma conversion. Quad also showed the new Gradient
SW-57 subwoofer ($1800) for the original
Quad ESL.' Amps are not included, but the
crossover offers considerable operational
flexibility, including bass, mid-frequency, and
treble fine-tuning adjustment. Unfortunately, the demo was in atiny room that had to
accommodate apair of ESL-63s and their
matching subwoofers, so it provided only a
hint of what the SW-57 does for the ESLs'
sound. Obviously, this is aproduct that ESL
owners should check out. Also from the US
distributor of Quad come Pink Triangle
turntables and the new Woodside/Radford
tube amplifier line, of which the ISA230
($2000) was on display.
Paragon Acoustics, acompany sufficiently self-effacing to refer to itself as an
"upstart loudspeaker manufacturer," intro1Some refer to this speaker as the "old" Quad ESL. As an
ESL owner, Iresent this. "Original," yes. "Old," no.
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The new Dzurko speaker from Audio Concepts

duced two from their line of five models.
Model names are The Regent ($2400) and
The Jubilee ($1250), which make them sound
thoroughly British (or Australian), but the
company was, in fact, founded by Hansoo
Kim, an electrical engineering student at the
University of Minnesota.
Audio Concepts, well-known for its loudspeaker kits, showed the first in what is to be
anew line of fully assembled speakers. The
speaker demoed was so new that the model
designation and price hadn't been determined
(between $8000 and $9000, according to
Audio Concepts' Mike Dzurko). Also new,
at least to me, was the Vella Research VR-1
($6500), afloorstanding speaker that appears
to have been inspired by San Francisco's
TransAmerica Tower.
As the owner ola set of Stax Lambda Signature headphones, Iwas quite interested in
the news that the SRM-Tl headphone amp
is about to be replaced. Stax president Takeshi
Hayashi brought to Hi-Fi '93 the first sample
of the SRM-T1S. It has both balanced and
unbalanced inputs, the RCA jacks can now
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Joseph A Rosen
Le,

Do you really hear the unique character of your music? The personality?
The soul? To experience the essence of music, some audiophiles build systems based
on impressive technical specs. Others rely on their highly developed perception.
Exposure Electronics creates amplification systems which satisfy both
inclinations. Extraordinary technology, capable of extraordinary performance. All built
with an ingenuity which disproves the myth that stunning sound quality is achievable
only at extreme prices. The right system enables you to hear the true character
of your music. To Exposure character is everything.

Serious Amplification Systems

EXPOSURE ELECTRONICS N.A. INC.
P.O. BOX 26736 AUSTIN TX 78755-0736
512-338-1315 512-338-1343FAX
EXPOLSE E.F.C,ON Es.'-i*ORnS E
,
950 , -5"
ES.SSE,
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EgglestonWorks speakers looked real nice."

withstand the onslaughts of today's heavyweight interconnects, and there are slight
interior changes. Alas, the SRM-Tl is not
upgradeable to the "S" version.
Remember speakers camouflaged to look
like pieces of furniture? Well, acompany
called EgglestonWorks has resurrected this
idea. "Guests will marvel over the 'Hepplewhite' with its antique mahogany design, and
The End Table' is adignified masterpiece for
the person with exquisite taste," says the
promo blurb. Prices range from $2200 to
$11,425. How was the sound? Um, they
looked real nice.
DSP room-correction technology was
conspicuous by its relative absence from the
Show. The only such unit at Hi-Fi '93 was
the SigTech TF10D-3; Ilistened to it in the
two rooms in which it was featured, and
thought the effect was far from dramatic. It
appears that this technology is still having
teething problems, or maybe they're finding out that you must crawl before you can
walk. (I leave it to JA, with his vastly superior
knowledge of child development derived
from 2-year-old Harry and 4-month-old
Emily, to determine which of these metaphors is more apt.)
Speakers, speakers, & more speakers: A
new offering from Acarian Systems is the
Alón I($1299), little brother to the II and the
IV. Like ayoungster knowing his place, the
Istood quietly against the wall in The Audio
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

Chamber's room while big brother IV was
busy making good sounds driven by the
Aragon Palladium monoblocks and Aurum
preamp. The Aura 18" subwoofer (no relation to the Aurum, but I'll take my segues as
they come), using technology discussed by
Peter Mitchell in Vol.16 No.2, made its
appearance in the Parasound GMAS-18, but
Ifound its performance disappointing. The
technology, allowing previously unattainable
linear voice-coil excursion, is potentially
exciting, but the GMAS-18's bass sounded
on the flabby side. Aura's Larry Shultz admitted that the greater excursion capability exposes limitations elsewhere in the driver system (the spider and the surround), but said
that these problems will be solved in the next
version of the driver.
The best subwoofing Iheard at the Show
was in the Mirage room, where apair of the
new BPSS-210 bipolar subs ($1200 each) and
Mirage 1
-Sis (also used in the Aura demo)
produced bass that was deep, powerful, and
well-controlled. The Energy Ventas v2.8
that TJN liked so much in Las Vegas sounded
very good in San Francisco as well, and Energy has made its contribution to lowering
the price of entry-level hi-fi with the $150
Excel, which sounds like it could give the
sensational $200 PSB Alpha agood run for
its money. PSB's new offering was the Stratus
Silver, replacing the original Stratus. With
aslim cabinet occupying less than asquare
foot of floor space, and with 91dB sensitivity
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p7-at
THE LINK BETWEEN TECHNIQUE AND EMOTION"

"THE FIRST"
"THE SECOND"
THE FIRST NON METAL CABLES
THE FIRST DISTORTION FREE CABLES
THE FIRST VIRTUALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE CABLES
THE FIRST AUDIO CABLES THAT NEED NO BURNING IN
THE FIRST CABLES WITH PERFECT TRANSMISSION PROPERTIES
THE FIRST CABLES WITH A NO OBLIGATION MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
VAN DEN HUL AND A. P.C. OFFER YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIENCE THESE REVOLUTIONARY AUDIO
INTERCONNECTS, AT HOME WITH A NO OBLIGATION 7 DAY TRIAL. PLEASE CONTACT YOUR AUTHORIZED VAN DEN NUL
DEALER IMMEDIATELY TO SECURE YOUR PAIR, AVAILABLE IN 1.0 METER, 0.8 METER AND 0.6 METER SETS.
(Avallable only through authonzed participatIng van den Nul Dealers)
FOR INFORMATION OF WHO YOUR LOCAL DEALER IS, OR SIMPLY FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THIS
TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH, PLEASE CONTACT Mr. JEFF HARMAN OR Mr. GEORGE RENNER AT,
A. P.C. TECHNOLOGIES GROUP
7216 34TH AVENUE KENOSHA, WI
PH (414) 666-0717 FAX (414) 656-0718
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"tree

4

. Fanfare International
500 E. 77th Street, New York, NY 10021
Tel. 212-734-1041 Fax 212-734-7735
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Finally, digital components
that are really musical
•

Ordinary digital components call attention to themselves and draw you away from the music. When you
become aware of different aspects of the sound, it's aclue that something is wrong. Why aren't you
enjoying the music? Creek digital components are built to be musical. Every circuit is designed,
cSus\ part 1, scles Cc,' tor the purpose of making music.
CREEK DAC-60
lite Creek DAC-60 uses the sers latest Colinear converter technology
from Burr Brown in its select grade 20-bit, 8-times oversampling digitalto-analog chips. Audio grade, copper legged capacitors by Elna are used
along with mechanically damped surface mount chip capacitors. All
components are mounted on areduced ferrous content PCB. The
CREEK DAC40 DIA CONVERTER.
internal layout provides for independent, isolated digital and analog
power supplies.
CREEK CD-60

CREEK CD-60 CD PLAYER

The Creek (:1)-60 features aselected grade 16-bit Crown digital-toanalog cony erter with 4-times oversampling and athird order GIC filter.
Clean power supplies are behind the integrity of sound of the CD-60. It
has doubly regulated power lines at the source near the transformer and
at the supply end. Special voltage regulators are used to supply power to
the servo circuits. All components are mounted on adouble-sided,
plated-through circuit board.

ANYONE CAN MAKE HI FI .CREEK MAKES MUSIC
Nlusic I'all, 108 Station Road, Great Neck. NY, 11023 Tel: 516 487 3663 Fax: 516-773-3891

sound (soimd) 1. The sensation of hearing.
2. Free from flaw. Alternate spelling VAC.

Ye

VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY
PO

805 4609 U SARASOTA

FL 34230 LISA• TELEPHONE 813 377 7884• FAX 813 925 1220
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The omnidirectional mbl 10Is impressed many visitors with their "boxless" sound.

and bass extension to within 1Hz of the
acclaimed Stratus Gold, all for $1500/pair,
the Silver should be awinner.
The NEAR 50M, whose performance
DO had some reservations about last December, is history. It's been replaced by the
50Me: new tweeter, new woofer, improved
bracing, some crossover and venting changes.
With Kinergetics digital front end and
Bruce Moore Audio Designs amps in the
Audio Designs room, it sounded very nice,
with aparticularly sweet and clear top.
Hi-Fi '93 was my first chance to hear the
rtibl 101, a.k.a. the Watermelon Speaker. My
initial thought was that this omnidirectional
design was too bright, in the "German"
manner, but Ireturned for asecond visit on
the last day of the Show and had to revise my
opinion. The brightness seemed tamed (the
Jadis amps hitting their stride?), and the
clean, "boxless" character of the sound was
very appealing.
What else? CG's fave rave, the NHT 3.3,
is astriking-looking speaker, but Icouldn't
form aconsistent listening impression. Ihad
intended to return for asecond listen, but
somehow didn't. Next time.
There's alot of it going around: Bright
Star's isolation devices (the sand-filled Big
Foot platform and the Little Rock "pod"
that's placed atop the component) were ubiquitous, doing their bit to quell bad vibes in

anumber of rooms. The Big Foot is recommended by WI for use with the TNT turntable, and has also been endorsed by Jadis and
by Cary Audio, so Bright Star must be doing
something right.
ASC's Tube Traps have made amove to
recapture some of the limelight from RoomTimes. The former's new, leaner (less tubular,
if you like), lower-cost Tower Traps were at
work trying to tame the often-untamable
acoustics of the Marriott rooms. RoomTunes'
new entry is the wall-mounted Tuning Strip,
akind of puffy shawl that apparently offers
most of the benefits of the standing 'Tunes
at alower price. The cables most in evidence
at the show were TARA Labs RSC interconnects and speaker cables? Matthew Bond
told me that they now make an RSC digital
cable, which is half the cost of the $595 Digital Master and sounds even better.
A neat gizmo: At last year's WCES, Iran
across aproduct called the Microscan AntiResonant System, abook-size device ($170/
pair) that attaches to the rear of loudspeakers
and is supposed to absorb cabinet vibrations.
It seemed to work well to reduce the boxi2Iused to think that the TARA Labs RSC cables were pretty
stiff and hard to handle, but it's all amatter of degree At Hi-Fi
'93, there were interconnects from acompany called Cable
Technologies that are euphemistically described in the product literature as having a"semirigid configuration." In stiffness, they bore amarked resemblance to 3
/'copper tubing.
4
lguess that's what's meant by "hard-wired."
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Stereophile President Larry Archibald being interviewed live on San Francisco's KJAZ FM station, which
broadcast live from the Show from the moment the doors opened to the beginning of Amanda
McBroom's closing concert.

ness of apair of very boxy-sounding speakers, but Iwondered what its effect would be
on speakers with more solid enclosure designs. Well, at Hi-Fi '93, Microscan demoed
the Anti-Resonant System with Snell E/IIIs,
speakers that are at least average in cabinet
rigidity. (They also had acomparison involving B&W 802s, but Ididn't hear that demo.)
Once again, the pair with the Microscan
gizmos had greater midbass clarity and generally sounded more open. Microscan may,
indeed, be on to something here. It also has
anew product called the Transfer Deck, designed to deal with vibrations in CD players.
Calling all vinyl junkies: ViTaL Records,
the folks responsible for those superb-sounding jazz LPs and CDs, has announced that it
will be remastering for LP the entire catalog
of analog recordings from Fonè of Italy. The
catalog includes early music, baroque, classical, and romantic music, alot of piano, as
well as some opera and vocal recitals. Fonè
uses tube microphones and recording venues
typical of the places where the music was first
performed: eg, churches, country residences,
drawing rooms, etc. ViTaL/VTL% David
Manley told me that some of these recordings
had been previously released on CD from
digital masters, but that Fonè's Giulio Cesare
Ricd had wisely made parallel analog masters
as well. ViTaL will, of course, be using the
analog masters. Incidentally, vinyl junkies
STEREOPHILE,PNE 1993

thinking ofupgrading their gear may want
to consider the Verdier turntable ($7200),
which had its first public showing at Hi-Fi
'93 in the Ultra Systems room. It's agreatlooking marble-based 'table, whose motor,
mounted several feet from the platter, drives
it via what looked like aloop of dental floss.
This arrangement did not seem all that safe
(I can just imagine getting entangled in the
thread and bringing everything crashing
down), but Iwas told that the motor can be
positioned at various distances, the farther
away the better.
Ifl were arich man: Without adoubt, the
best audio/video demo, and probably overall
the best sound, was to be found in the Cello
room. It had the best large-screen video
image I've seen, and the sound, whether
reproducing the gunshots and crashes of the
de rigueur chase scene from Terminator 2or the
CDs of Mark Levinson (the man)'s recordings from the '70s, was simply stunning in
its immediacy (Cello Master speakers in the
front, Stradivari Premiers in the back, Audio
Palette, Series 8DAC, Duet 350 amps). Some
of my Stereophile colleagues felt that the level
was too high, and alower level probably
would have been more lifelike, but Icouldn't
blame the Cello people for wanting to show
off the system's effortless dynamic capabilities. The price for the entire system—without the $25,000 HDTV projector—is about
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$140,000. Expensive? Absolutely! Outrageous? No way! When we talk about $15,000
for an 8' pair of speaker cables (Kimber SP
6010 3), $62,500 for an integrated amp (Audio
Note Ogaku), $179,000 for apair of 50W
power amps (Audio Note Gaku-On), now
that's outrageous!
Good sounds: Hi-Fi '93 had good sounds
in rooms other than the ones I've already
mentioned. The system in the Hailer room,
using aTheta digital front end and Thiel
CS3.6 speakers, sounded extremely coherent
and well-focused until anote came along that
excited ahorrible standing wave in the room.
The Reel To Real Legacy Focus, with Pioneer laserdisc transport, Monarchy D/A, and
two of Coda's 25W class-A amps, gave a
good account ofitself. Ialso liked the sound
of the Scientific Fidelity Joules, driven by
aVAC Vintage 70 amp and VAC DAC II.
Other effective demos included Roy Hall's
Epos/Creek system, the Chapman T7s
driven by the new Michael Yee electronics,
and the Signet SL260s in asystem with the
McCormack transport/Bel Canto Aida
converter/Rowland Consonance/Crown
Reference.4
A mini—or, rather, micro—system that I'd
like to have, if only because it looks so darn
cute, is one based on the hardly-bigger-thana-portable Micromega Microdrive ($1200),
VarioDAC ($975 for remote-control linestage preamp and bitstream D/A converter!),
and Harbeth HL-P3s, driven by an Audio
Research Classic 60. (I guess they couldn't
find a"micro" amp.) The system sounded a
little forward on voice, but was otherwise
very clean and open. On the Home Theater
front (the Show had alot of Home Theater
demos, as JGH describes below), the Snell/
THX, KEF, and Sonus Faber-based demos
were quite impressive. (The Cello was in a
different league, however.)
Among the pure-audio demos, my favorite
and that of attendees was the Martin-Logan!

Kinergetics. A pair of CLSes in the latest
"Z" version (higher impedance, presenting
an easier load to the amplifier) were paired
with the ICinergetics SW-800 tower subs.
Except for the "Z" update of the CLS, this
is the system reviewed by Jack English in
Vol.15 No.3, and previously heard in various incarnations at CESes. The sound had
adelicacy and transparency that still elude
dynamic loudspeakers, but with power at the
bottom end that electrostatic-only systems
can't match. Needs alot of room, though.
Good times: Hi-Fi '93 featured agreat deal
of very fine audio equipment (over $2,000,000
worth, according to the ads), but my fondest
memories of the Show have to do more with
music and people than with hi-fi per se. These
include times like:
•Looking for the Stereophile gang in the Marriott's Atrium bar and being stopped in my
tracks by the singing of the Water Lily Gospel Tho, the Rev. Michelle Lawyer hitting
a something-or-other-above-high-C as
Bishop Pat Patrick shook her head in mock
annoyance.

•Walking by the VMPS room and hearing
"My Time of Day" from the new Broadway
Cast recording of Guys and Dolls. Iwas on my
way somewhere, but couldn't resist going in
to listen. (If you're interested, the speakers
were the $6800 FF-ls, and they sounded like
good ones, too.) Brian Cheney says this is one
of his favorite recordings—and he doesn't
even know Ipicked it as one of this year's
"Records To Die For."
•Returning exhausted to the room Ishared
with Tom Norton at what would be past 3am
by my body clock, then spending another
hour talking about what we'd seen and heard
during the day.
•Meeting and chatting with attendees, like
the two fellows from Vancouver—one of
whom uses Castle Clydes in his video system, just as Ido—or the one from Dallas with
whom Ihad along talk at the 1992 Los
3Production on these cables is four per month, and is spoken
Angeles Stereophile Show.
for until November 1993, which means that it's just possi•
Dinner with Larry Archibald, Laura Chanble to get apair for Christmas as an audiophile stockingcellor, Mark Fisher, and David Fletcher (constuffer.
4Although combining aS450 pair of speakers with asyssultant to SOTA, ex-head-honcho of
tem that retails in the mid-teen-thousands is agood way of
Sumiko), David regaling us with mostly
demonstrating the potential of agood inexpensive speaker,
unprintable stories about the high and the
Iwould bet that such asetup does not exist outside of
manufacturers' demos (and reviewers' listening rooms).
mighty in audio.
Surely, anyone who can afford to spend over S10,000 on elec•Going for awalk early Saturday morning
tronics is not going to be satisfied with aS450 pair of speakers,
no matter how good they are in their price range.
and hearing what sounded like live singing
WorldRadioHistory
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The Price of Audio Heaven Just Came
alittle closer to Earth.
When we first introduced the
Clearfield Metropolitans, there
was aquite alot of speculation:
"What is CounterPoint doing
making loudspeakers?" But then
people started hearing them.
And the speculation changed
to "How can Iafford to get apair
of Clearfield loudspeakers in my
home?" How indeed? By staring
off with the new Diplomats.
This world class
design features
custom made glass
fiber drivçrs and
the ferro- fluid
damped metal
tweeter found in a
rival speaker costing five times this
price. Add to
that arock solid,
triple-layer constructed cabinet
for clarity and
transparency unrivalled by other
two ways. At just
$1 195 apair, msrp.

Add the EmBASSy Wooferstands
when you're ready for upgrading your Diplomats, or just
about any other small speaker you own, because we
made them user adjustable.
For the price of apair of
high end loudspeaker stands
alone, buy yourself true bass
response down to 30 Hz. At
just $795 apair, msrp.

Counterpoint. The Audio Technology Company.
2281 Las Palmas Dr., Carlsbad, CA. 92009
Canada & U.S. (800) 275-2743 Fax (619) 431-5986
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The age of music is back
with the T series of amplifiers
and preamplifiers.
The unique T 2truly balanced

0

preamplifier and advanced
IGBT Ti amplifiers are the
forerunners of awhole new
design philosophy from
Threshold.
Please contact us for more
details and preview locations.

•
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Threshold
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at the Monster Cable-sponsored end-ofby an operatic tenor. There he was, in front
Show concert. After that, her big hit, "The
of Macy's, abig bear of aman, singing opera
Rose," seemed almost anticlimactic.
and Neapolitan songs with boom-box ac•The morning after the Show, as Iwas taking
companiment. A street performer by the
the elevator down to the lobby, my bags
name of Robert IClose, he's apparently somegrown fat with records and product literathing of alocal celebrity. People stopped and
ture, the other person in the elevator recoglistened. Ibought acappuccino from the
nized me, told me how much he enjoyed the
street vendor (only in San Francisco. ..), and
Ilistened, too. "M'Appari, tutt'amor. .." I Show, and asked where the next one will be.
"It's not definite, but Miami is being considlove this city!
ered," Isaid. "See you there!" he replied
•Amanda McBroom's powerful, go-forbrightly.
broke version ofJacques Brel's "Carousel"

J. GORDON HOLT ON HOME THEATER

W

hile purist audiophiles still dismiss video as an obnoxious intrusion in the hallowed halls of
hi-fi, Home Theater continues to retrace the
developmental path of home audio by starting to branch out into two familiar directions:
mass-market gear on the one hand, and highperformance (high-end) equipment on the
other. Since there are no high-end video
shows, it is understandable that anumber of
video manufacturers who see themselves as
high-end players were eager to exhibit their
wares at Stereophiles High-End Hi-Fi Show.
Their demos, mostly featuring scenes from
recent blockbuster films on laserdisc, must
have been arevelation to visitors who had
never seen anything better than an electronicsmart Sony or Magnavox or Panasonic. (During one demo, ayoung man sitting next to
me kept muttering, "Jesus Christ!" over and
over, as though unable to grapple with the
emotional assault of the huge widescreen picture and home-THX audio system.)
Video display systems are much easier to
exhibit successfully at shows than audio-only
systems, because the video image isn't victimized by the vagarids of room acoustics (all
it needs is adarkened space), and the picture
draws critical attention away from the sound.
(Even after years of listening experience, Istill
find it difficult to be critical about sound
quality when there are arresting images on
the screen. This is no problem at home,
where Ican just turn the monitor off while
listening, but in show demos and movie
theaters Ireally have to work at listening for
things that would be conspicuously audible
without the picture.)
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1993

It was interesting to note that most of the
Home Theater exhibitors have rediscovered
the structured demonstration—a scripted
series of short takes, behind dosed doors and
according to aposted schedule—that was
once popular in high-end audio. It makes a
lot of sense, for the same reasons. Too many
people in aroom make it impossible for anyone to hear quieter portions of the sound, and
the constant comings and goings make it difficult to connect emotionally while watching
or listening. Perhaps more such controlled
demonstrations by high-end audio people
would persuade more casual show visitors
that we are as serious about music as we profess to be.
Cello: The highest-priced (at $140,000)
Home Theater system at the Show, Cello's
exhibit included a$35,000 customized Arnpro
data projector, an audio processor OEM'd 5
from Lexicon and based on the CP-3, aline
doubler based on aFaroudja, and, of course,
Cello amps, Palette equalizer, and speakers.
The sound was much too loud, even by
movie-theater standards. Recordings of a
harpsichord and an Amati bass fiddle were
ridiculously overblown and inflated, but a
drum kit at the same level sounded close to
real life—ie, painfully loud at times, as it
would if heard live from the apparent recording distance. The sound was incredibly clean
and detailed, with astonishing bass control
and impact, but disappointingly, Cello prexy
5OEM stands for Original (or Other or Outside) Equipment
Manufacturer, and refers to products purchased from Company A for resale by Company Bunder their own brand name.
OEM products are often customized in various ways to meet
Company B's special needs.
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The Most
Accurate...

"...superb clarity and
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achieved
ghtness

exaggeration. ..I've heard
speakers that are as
tying with both pop
classical music."

— Peter W Mitci
Stereophile
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Conventional loudspeakers propagate anarrow
(40 to 60 degree) beam of sound. Not only is
that beam narrow, but it's flat (planar), and
contains reflections from the speaker's
diaphragms and baffle. These reflections
degrade transient response and smear the
stereo image. This explains why your speakers
don't sound like live musical instruments: they
propagate adifferent wave.
Authentic reproduction of athree dim
soundwave must include the entire
part of it just won't do.,j'1.Í.gitented
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Hear us at SCES
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Musical instruments propagate ahemispherical
(180 degree) soundwave toward the listener,

Thar natural Soundwave propogation, and
you will hear the difference.
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Mark Levinson had elected not to play any
large-scale pieces such as for orchestra, chorus, or pipe organ. Icould only assume the
system would have been less kind to them
than to the material he played.
Except for some reservations about midrange tonality (it was light and relatively gutless) and the spatial limitations of twospeaker reproduction, Ifelt the sound from
the music-only portion of the demo was
comparable to the best I've ever heard.
The projected video image, abetted by a
Pioneer Elite LDS-95 combi LV player, was
arevelation! JA saw it. Does he still say video
is just TV 6 (see "As We See It:' March p.7,
and in this issue)? Gray scale was right on,
outlines were so sharp they began to suggest
the look of film, and edge outlines were completely free from overshoot (the thin white
lines that often appear to the right of darkto-light transitions). Only the hue was consistently abit off, tending toward magenta.
Ampro's projectors have an unusual, perhaps unique, formatting feature that allows
user selection of several aspect ratios, with
total blacking-out of the unused screen areas.
(This is aprecise video equivalent of the projector-gate masks that conscientious theaters
use when showing widescreen 35mm films.)
It allows the densest (darkest) parts of the picture to remain slightly visible, as they often
are when properly screened in atheater,
without having to deploy mechanical screen
masks or juggle with conflicting demands
of the set's black-level control.
The video sound was oddly and surprisingly disappointing, considering how good
the music selections sounded. Dialog intelligibility was only moderately good, and gunshots (which were much louder than Dolby/
THX's 105dB guidelines) had rounded-off
attacks. This could have been due to the CP3's softening tendency, made more apparent
than usual because of the speaker's awesome
openness and snap, but it could also have had
something to do with Cello's Audio Palette.
The Cello audio system is not THX-approved, and isn't likely to be in the foreseeable
future. Aside from the fact that their speakers
don't have TH)(-type dispersion characteris6Yes, it was one of the best NTSC-derived pictures Ihave
seen. However, it was put firmly in its place by the final segment Iwatched in the Cello room: atrue high-definition
video image Current video quality is to Hun/ or 35rtun film
as aboombox is to ahigh-end audio system. In my humble
opinion.
—JA
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tics, Cello encourages its customers to use
the Audio Palette according to taste with film
sound as well as with music. This is not what
the LucasArts people have in mind. When I
deigned to raise aquestion after the demo
about the film director's intent with regard
to sound, Mr. Levinson's response was,
"What does he know? Look what he listens
to!" So much for the director's intent?
Thomson: In an exhibit room shared by
B&K amplifiers and Thomson's Video
Acoustics speaker subsidiary, Thomson
Consumer Electronics was featuring aProScan 60" rear-projection IDTV monitor.
The picture was excellent, albeit abit softedged, and was marred only by what appeared
to be alens flare problem. Bright images near
the top or bottom of the screen were washing
out the solid black of the letterbox bars. Not
asevere flaw, but Ifound it annoying.
The non-THX sound was impressive, having (among other positive attributes) an unusually robust and theater-like midrange.
Video Acoustics' surround speaker is asinglebox Bose-like affair with speakers firing to
the rear and sides. Surround point sources
(like voices) were centrally placed (which I
didn't much care for), but ambient effects
created anice sense of space, although not
comparable in breadth to two-speaker surrounds like THX's dipolar decorrelated system or Fosgate's split-surround point-source
configuration.
Snell: Snell was demoing its large-room
Senior home-THX speakers with THXapproved Bryston 7B Amps, aLexicon CP3, Sony 1251 projector, and the mandatory
Faroudja line doubler. Both the sound and
picture were superb, but again, the picture
wasn't quite equal to what I'd seen in Cello's
room. The sound had marvelous midrange
—gutsy, authoritative, and natural—very
much like atopnotch theater installation. An
ideal system for film buffs, but not necessarily
for high-end audiophiles.
Runco: Ifinally got to see Runco's SuperIDTV projector (with their LJR-1 laserdisc
7It strikes me that the disparity to which Mr. Levinson
referred should be the springboard for adialogue with some
sound-conscious film directors, rather than grounds for their
summary dismissal as abunch of Philistines. What rnightiohn
Cameron's or Steven Spielberg's future films sound like if
mixed on an audio system as analytically revealing as Cello's?
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player) on a10' foot screen in the Audio
Excellence room. While Iwas very impressed,
Iwasn't exactly flabbergasted. It was alittle dim, and although the picture was of
excellent quality (being, obviously, well set

Martin-Logan Aeriuses at the rear, two 18"
Velodyne subwoofers, Lexicon's CP-3, surround processor, and Classé amps. The
sound was disappointing, to say the least—
murky and bass-heavy, with astonishingly

The "Women in Audio"
workshop—chaired by ex—The
Abso!ute Sound Managing Editor Sallie
Reynolds (now of MIT), with Marcia
Martin (Reference Recordings),
Karen Sumner (Transparent Audio),
Sheryl Lee Wilson (Wilson Audio
Specialties), Kathy Gornik (Thiel),
Patty Wilson (dB Audio), and Joyce
Fleming (McCormack), and with
Larry Archibald, Robert Harley, and
Corey Greenberg representing the Y
chromosome—attracted abig crowd.

up), it looked noticeably less crisp 8than the
Ampro in Cello's room. (But then, Runco's
projector is amodest $15,000, including its
own line doubler; Cello's Ampro is an
immodest $35,000, and the Faroudja doubler adds $15,000.)
One demoed cut was from the 1942 blackand-white Casablanca, and it underscored
something that has been bothering me increasingly in recent years: the video industry's standard for screen "gray!' This produces apicture that, in comparison with
theater projection, looks deficient in green;
Ifound watching such an otherwise film-like
image as Runco was getting with the wrong
B&W "color" distinctly offputting.
Audio Excellence was using the unusuallooking Sonus Faber Extrema speakers in
front, Thiel CS3.6es at the sides, and
8Visual sharpness comparisons are valid only when done
from whatever viewing distances are needed to make both
screens look the same size.

poor dialogue articulation and what sounded
like occasional overloading on upper-midrange peaks. Home THX is looking like a
better idea all the time!
Pioneer: Long aleader in rear projection,
Pioneer may be losing its edge, if what Isaw
at Hi-Fi '93 was any indication. They were
demoing (continuously, in an open-door
room) a60" Elite set with the pan-and-scan!'
laserdisc of IndianaJones and the Last Crusade,
and the picture—while fully up to Pioneer's
usual high standards—was no longer clearly
superior to what I've seen on some other
recent rear-projection sets (from Sony and
Thomson/ProScan, for example). The sound
was okay, but was obviously not being featured; it was just loud enough to hear the dialogue. (There were few visitors in the room
on the several occasions Ipeeked in.)
9Naughty, naughty!
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Others?! Itried, Ireally tried to visit all the
Home Theater exhibits at the show, but it
seems Istill may have missed some. Ilearned,
after it was too late, that Infinity had theirs
tucked unobtrusively behind aheavy black

curtain that was backing up apassive display
of their monolithic IRS V. And Ihave no way
of knowing what other modestly concealed
HT demos Imay have overlooked in other
rooms. To those exhibitors, my apologies.

CLARK JOHNSEN ON THE EXHIBITOR'S VIEW OF THE SHOW

0

ut again on the audio campaign
trail, mule hooves klip-klopping
along, the Stereophile High-End
Hi-Fi Show draws me to partly sunny California just before the Storm of the Century
descends on Boston. Ye Angels of Audio
must be watching o'er me, although hunkering down in snowdrifts has its cozy rewards.
My function in San Francisco was to demonstrate some East Coast goodies, renew old
acquaintances, and form new ones by playing
CJ the DJ in Brian Cheney's VMPS booth
[and maybe sell afew copies of g's book on Absolute Polarity, The Wood Effect, see later—Ed.].
Trucking over to the Wurlitzff Marriott from
East Bay with avan full of equipment at 9am
Thursday, America's Gem of aCity doesn't
S
TEREOPHILE, J
UNE 1993

look so glamorous. At the gaping maw of the
freight entrance on Fourth Street, we are
assigned our place in line by ablue blazer
with walkie-talkie, and Imind the Econoline while Brian trundles inside for badges.
Hey! There's Garth Leerer of Micromega,
Benz, and Harbeth distributor Musical Surroundings hailing me. "Clark! I'm just in
front of you, could you hold the keys to my
Subaru while Iregister?"
"Sure thing, amigo!"
Cooling my heels in the mild San Francisco sunshine, Iwatch vehicles of every
description roaring in and out. Presently, the
blue blazer tells me, "You're next after that
Subaru." Hmm! No dilemma here. Ihand
him Garth's keys, fire up the Ford, and de-
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PUT YOUR TV
ON STEROIDS.
The average TV

is a98 lb. weakling
when it comes to
pumping out the
sound. In fact, even
when they're beefed
up with stereo speakers, today's TV's just
don't have the muscle to put you in the
picture. What you
need is the added strength of anew Sound
Dynamics Home Theater Surround Sound
Speaker System.
Six powerful speakers working through
aDolby ProLogic" receiver flood the
room with sound. Two mini-satellites in
front and two behind move the sound as
the action moves on the screen.
A cleverly ported Duovent" subwoofer
provides seamless crossover to each of the
satellites, and incredibly strong bass from
anywhere in the room. Finally, acenter
channel speaker delivers all the actors'
voices from precisely where it should—
face to face with the audience.

With Sound
Dynamics Home
Theater Surround

Sound System,
watching TV is like
being right in the
movies and at front
row center for your
favorite sporting
events.
But you don't
need an Olympian budget. Because a
Sound Dynamics Speaker System leaves
your wallet in good shape too.
If you want to hear how good your TV
can be, visit the Sound Dynamics dealer
nearest you for amost powerful demonstration.
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scend into the dimly lit grotto. Another blue
blazer waves me to an open slot and Ibegin
unloading RoomTunes, huge Counterpoint
Natural Progression amplifiers, Krell Digitals, aVendetta, VMPS Tower Ils, Jadis JPL,
atall rack, kit-bags, boxes, and more boxes.
Brian reappears with adolly, pallet, and
human puller, and the first load goes upstairs.
The second load, including a pair of
VMPS 350-lb speakers, the FF-lses, proceeds with similar dispatch. Unexpectedly,
we find ourselves ahead of schedule, thanks
to efficient Marriott and Sfrreophile staff And
there in the room is David Price of Cogent
Research, who hopes to share the suite with
his display of radical four-channel reproduction (discussed by Peter Mitchell in Vol.16
No.3, p.51)—nothing in the rear, all four
speakers up front!
Gads! Never heard such athing! As we
unpack, Ibecome acquainted with David,
who'd arrived even earlier and carefully plotted the positions each speaker must occupy
along the long wall of a13' by 18' room. I
express severe misgivings, but David politely
persists, and, in Brian's absence, 1am swayed.
So, along the long wall the FF-lses and
Tower Ils go. Meanwhile, Isample David's
literature on his patented circuit; mathematically it's out of my league, although I'm
eager to hear the speakers.
Still, Iharbor reservations on this particular
installation. Within a120° arc and 10' radius,
how many people can listen properly? We
complete the setup just as Brian reenters, and
he quickly scotches the project. Ifeel David's
disappointment keenly, for this would have
been his first public display. Manfully he
regroups and helps rearrange the room. I
promise to visit him soon in Laguna Niguel,
California, for apersonal demo.
Registration follies: my Danish surname
misspelled. Ilocate the show HQ and find
Laura Chancellor on the phone, pleasantly
and persistently chatting up the Show to an
obviously un -High-End-aware caller.
Among her friendly responses to his apparent
challenges Ihear. "Yes, of course Iwork
here." Later, she smiles at me: "I know you,
you're..
"Clark Johnsen!" Iget my badge efficiently corrected, another auspicious sign of
the Show to come.
Hello! There's John Atkinson. 1go over
and poke him: "So I'm 'a thorn in your side,'
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1993

am I? Pretty blunt instrument, I'd say!"
"Clark, I'vejust arrived after a1200-mile
drive. Ican't feel anything, sorry."
Back at the booth, some feeble glimpses
of good sound are poking through the shell,
even as vendors circulate in the hallways. Silver! Gold! Seven-9s copper! CD Condos!
Barry Kohan especially charms us with his
Bright Star line of bases, including Big Foot
and Little Rock. Excellent under the Krell
transport, elsewhere they fail to displace
Mango Large Cones and Bear Traps, while
for the Jadis JPL it's definitely Cornbak Feet,
dot down. But such are the exigencies of
Showtime. No exhibitor makes final decisions here, nor should any customer. As setup
day continues, we fine-tune and ring the
changes: Seakay Line Rover AC powerfactor corrector; Audio Magnum and
Promethean Power-Flo for digital and analog line filtering, respectively; Jon Kardell's
8-gauge Cape Cod Power Cords; Mapleshade digital cable (clearly better than AT&T
glass!)—and proudly watch the system grow.
It's no easy task in ahotel room. Will the
public appreciate everyone's enormous effort
and generously excuse shortcomings when
something sounds wrong through, perhaps,
no fault of our own? Fortunes of numerous
small companies hang in the balance here, but
still these shows must go on, because retailers
and reviewers alone can't (yet) be trusted to
convey the enormity of truly great sound.
The high-end industry itself must bring that
experience directly to the public, ably facilitated nowadays by Stereophile.
By 7:30pm. the system is sounding pretty
good—though nothing like lknow it can—
and Ibus off to my old buddy John Devine's
pad in Golden Gate Heights for our quadrennial get-together. Long ago he taught me
how to tune acolor TV. Now he has a50"
screen and 2500 video tapes.
Next day. viaim of my native Eastern time,
I'm at my post before 7ain. auditioning various discs for quality sound and correct absolute polarity, the better to grab an audience.
Polarity varies greatly on CDs, much as on
LPs. so Ialways check it beforehand. Unfortunately the Krell 64x converter lacks a
switch, so Icreate two piles of discs presorted by polarity—to avoid changing
speaker wires too often. The exhibit thus
fully armed. Brian floats in at 11 am and soon
disappears again, leaving me to fend alone
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most of the day.
OK, ready! Send me your heard-it-allbefores, your digital burnouts, your pure
innocents. I'll give 'em agood time! The first
few arrive shortly, followed by averitable
stampede at noon. Situated in acul-de-sac
opposite asilent display, there is no competition; Ican play loud or soft, with no noisy
interference. Constantly querying the audience, Isoon discover the favorite music, by
far, is jazz. A classics man myself, Ican easily
adjust: Both forms are acoustical, meaning
natural, the better for comparison to familiar,
actual instruments. Besides, the tonearm wire
has failed, and our best classical selections are
on LP. Jazz it is.
By 1pm Idevelop several sequences of
tunes in each polarity and aline of patter to
take the audience beyond mere equipment
auditions. Icall this "participatory audio:'
Stopping the music every eight or ten minutes to mention a"tweak" product or procedure, Iask whether anyone would care to
hear it. Sure, they say, doubtless having read
already about this dubious stuff. Idemonstrate: the Benjamin CD Degaussern° ("It's
really about static electricity, folks, and it
greatly reduces glare. .."); Mango EdgePen
("Not just the edge, but both rims too! And
it enhances low-level resolution ...");
Mapleshade Digital Cable ("Better than
glass, listen to the detail. .."); and, of course,
polarity. Almost everyone detects the enhanced musicality and appreciates the fact
that such improvements are relatively inexpensive. They really get akick when the discs
are their own proffered favorites, now heard
afresh.
The arduous but pleasant task of initiating people to the world of audible phenomena continues apace. One trick in the bag
eludes me, however, until David Tam from
Ultimate Sound asks to substitute his
Monarchy converter. Carefully, we keep
each variable intact: the digital cable, the
Kimber KCAG interconnects, and AC power
cord. When fired up, the Monarchy sounds
just okay, nothing like Irecall from Boston,
but let it play, let it play. Then, oho! Irecollect
the Monarchy wants "normal" AC orientation (prongs in regular position), while the
Krell prefers "reversed!' Instantly Istop the
music, announce my intentions, perform the
10 Benjamin International Inc., 1460 Old Country Road,
Plainview, NY 11803. Tel: (516) 753-0700.
— JA

necessary plug switch, press Play, and voilà!
Well, the fellow next to me, an older gentleman, goes bonkers: "I heard that! What
ahuge difference! Inever believed in this stuff
before, but Iguess Inever tried it. Omigod,
and after degaussing and green-inking, too!"
Calming him down, Iexplain to everyone
that for any single AC plug reversal to be
audible, the others must be already aligned.
The difference in sound is usually pretty
obvious then—just as we heard."
So the day goes, aheady brew for participants. But not to neglect the musical front,
which caters to every taste: Our most popular
CDs are Bela Fleck's Flight ofthe Cosmic Hippo
(the eponymous cut); Duke Ellington's hot
Hot Summer Dance, 1960; Oscar Peterson's
We Get Requests with the incomparable Ray
Brown, 1962; Aaron Neville's Watch Your
Heart ("I Bid You Goodnight," aBahamian
gospel tune); Reference Recordings' HDCD
sampler and ViTaL's old reliable, Test Record
One, AudioQuest's Mokave I; and Water Lily's
Gathering of Elders. Also, three new Mapleshade CDs sound good, likewise Yellowjacket's Live Wires. Nothing on hand in the
classical CD repertory sonically equals those,
apart from my selection, Biber's Mystery
Sonatas on Newport Classics, which no one
wants to hear. It's apity that Reference Recordings' 180gm LP reissue of Gershwin's
Rhapsody in Blue can't be played. It should
knock the socks off any of the above CDs.
Finally, two guest Mali CDs impress us; the
whole catalogue looks worth investigating.
The audience seems to be enjoying the
good time they paid for. They press in, nod
friendly greetings to the operator, and settle down for the ride A conservative-looking
gentleman enters, hangs around, and asks
some tough questions about how Iknow
what I'm talking about. Fair enough! But he
gives me such static, Iedge around to catch
the badge on his waist. Tom Nousaine! An
ancient nemesis of mine—and of Stereophile!
"Tom! At last we meet! Hey, Ididn't know
you wrote for The Sensible Sound."
"Indeed Ido. You should be reading it."
"Yes, that's a$ensible Suggestion," Ismile.
"But let's get straight to the point: Some of
us seem to hear things you don't believe in."
"I suppose that's fair to say:' Nousaine
11 See CG's instructions on how to measure acomponent's
chassis potential in order to get the AC plug polarity correct
elsewhere in this issue (p.169).
— JA
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—Gene Pitts, Editor, Audio Magazine

smiles back, "although 'believe' sounds
somewhat pejorative."
"Say no more, perish that thought. Back
to the nitty-gritty: I'll pick an example: Do
you believe in—excuse me!—hear Absolute
Polarity?"
"No one has proved it. Ihaven't seen any
evidence"
"Ah! Ithink I've made agood case for it.
Did you catch my 1991 AES paper?"
"I not only caught it, Iwas there. Idon't
think you proved athing. Your paper was a
mess."
Iroll with the punch. "Well, how about
Prof Lipshitz's proven 99% confidence level
that polarity can be heard with music over
loudspeakers?"
"It took him along time and considerable effort to achieve those results and Iwas
there for that one, too. It doesn't prove a
thing."' 2
Hmm! How do Ihandle this one? Then
someone asks, "Hey, could you can the talk
and play us some music?" Of course! Ihave
abandoned the audience!
"Tom, excuseme. Much as Ienjoy our
conversation, Ihave ajob to do. Won't you
be seated and listen?"
Someone passes me aCD, and suddenly
Ithink Ihave my answer to Tom. Isay alittle
prayer and ask the stranger, "Yessir, which
cut would you like to hear?"
1
"Number Two!"
Thankfully, it's in inverse polarity, the better to perform alittle experiment on six random persons and Tom Nousaine. After 30
seconds of muffled sound (not a`good way
to sell loudspeakers, or anything), Ithrow the
mute and start talking: "Please bear with me
while Imake aquick change. Can you all
stick around for five minutes?. ..Good!
We're doing atest, okay? Now, here we go
again, the same music."
Ihave switched the wires behind both
12 Tom "All Amplifiers Sound the Same" Nousaine has
repeatedly criticized Sterrophile in print because we don't exclusively conduct double-blind tests to accompany our published
component reviews. Ifind it amusing, therefore, that he rubbishes the statistically significant results of double-blind tests
that indicate the audibility of something he apparently believes
to be inaudible. (For background on the Lipshitz tests, see
Stanley Lipshitz's published letters in Wireless World, May '77,
p.62 and October'77, p.60, and HFN/RR, January '79, p.81,
his "A Little Understood Factor in AR3 Testing" in The Boston
Audio Speaker, March '79, as well as my own "Listening Tests
and Absolute Phase:' HFN/RR, November'80. A complete
list of references is included in Clark Johnsen's The Wood
Effect.)
—JA
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speakers to correct the polarity error. Will
everyone hear as Ido? After 30 seconds, Istop
again and face the people. Except for Tom,
their eyes are bright, and one fellow asks,
"Could you play it the first way again?"
"You bet!" And for good measure Iplay
it the second way again, too, carefully noting
that the one lady present is bopping to the
music, but only on correct, non-inverted
polarity. Now I'm about to ask whether anyone hears adifference, but someone pipes up,
"I heard abig difference, what did you do?"
Everyone nods in agreement, except Tom.
I'm about to ask whether one way was perhaps better, and the lady declares, "The second way sounded alot better!" Iknow she
knew, just watching her, but the vocal confirmation warms my heart.
So Itell them what happened and how
everyone may achieve the same results at
home by respecting polarity. Better sound
for free! Afterward, Itake Tom aside and say,
"I hope you took my point. Istaged awholly
impromptu demonstration for you, granted
unscientific, not even single-blind, but it
worked."
"1th-felt sounded better every time you
changed."
What aweasel!
"Tom, Tom ...1 used any old.xecording
and arandomly chosen group.
for six
heard adifference and spontaneousl agreed
on which way was right. Doesn't that count
for anything?"
"That's not how Isaw it."
"OK, well, forgive me. Iforgot you were
here, too. That makes it only six for seven,
right?"
"That's not what Imeant. You have a
clever line of patter; you obviously know
how to work acrowd. I've seen it all before.
Get one guy to nod his head 'yes' and the
others see that and follow along."
"What, like cattle? C'mon, Tom, that's an
insult! My experience of customers is, they're
individualists. Conning everyone to swallow the same line, well, that would be
remarkable. No sales method known to me,
except maybe Neuro-Linguistic Programming, which Ihaven't taken, could achieve
those results. Tom, you said you wanted to
see evidence You could have seen it today—
you only had to look at people's faces! Listen, let's cool off and hear the test cut clear
through."
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Adcom would
like to make
this perfectly
clear.
R

egandless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an AC
outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
ADCOM's ACE-515 AC Enhancer significantly
improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC
power, unveiling apure, noise-free power source.

Listen To The Critics
"...the effective suppression of AC `12F hash by the
ACE-5I5 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players. ...the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb.. .it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile. Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself

and surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line
protection—you can pay alittle for it now, or you can
pay alot for it later:"
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment from
damaging line voltage disturbances. Once
again, ADCOM lives up to its reputation of
offering superior performance at areasonable
cost. For complete technical data, please
visit your Adcom dealer. You'll discover the
ACE-515 is more than an accessory. It's a
necessity.

Apcom ,

The ACE-515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high-voltage spikes
11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, Ni 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
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Iclap my hands. "Okay, everyone! Music
time!" It's Sing Along with Count Basie (on
Blue Note), surely aCD from heaven. As we
listen, Tom turns to me and whispers, "Joe
Williams is afabulous singer." Iagree, though
I'm not so familiar with the material. Then
he adds, "And if you like this, Irecommend
aCD of the Fairfield Four, agospel quartet.
Search for it!" 3
Thank you! Ireward the musical Nousaine
with an autographed copy of The Wood Effect,
my book on the subject of polarity (however
much he may hate it).' 4 It's appropriately
inscribed with arefrain from the Joe Williams
song: "Ya gotta know, to have that blow."
Saturday morning, out and about at last,
free! Free! Yet aself-assigned research project directs me around the Show to score not
sound per se, but the correctness of polarity,
assessing how it may split among the rooms.
My theory says you could toss acoin and get
the same results, except that Iexpect to find
more people in attendance wherever it
sounds right. Early afternoon Iinterrupt my
project to attend the Digital Designers forum
being chaired by Robert Harley.
Keith Johnson (Reference Recordings and
Pacific Microsonics): "I was on one of the
first Stereophile color covers [Va. 7NM, August
1984.—Edl, ranting against digital audio.
Digital at that time simply wasn't able to record or decode the music we hear. Today we
can listen to it and even have some fun."
Ed Meitner (Museatex, aid/s/): "If we look
at how long it took to develop LP, progress
on digital is healthy. The learning curve has
been very fast."
Mike Moffat (Theta): "We won't get any
more bits or samples on CDs, and Ithink we
can live happily with 16-44. But I'm still
appalled at those early players."
Bob Stuart (Meridian): "During the first
decade of CD, there were no improvements
in the digital realm; it was only analog electronics working at clipping. [laughter] In the
second decade, we attack the digital domain
directly. We are sitting on the edge of anew
era in digital music recording and computation power."
Later, at another RH-chaired seminar, I
13 The Fairfield Four's Standing in the Safety Zone (Warner Bros
26945-2) was Stereophile's "Recording of the Month" in
February '93.
—RL
14 For those who didn't get to the Show. Clark's book is available from The Modern Audio Association, 23 Stillings Street,
Boston, MA 02210. Tel: (617) 357-8040.
—JA
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meet the Cable Designers (Bill Low, Noel
Lee, Ray Kimber, Matthew Bond, George
Cardas), except mostly this is twaddle, no
secrets vouchsafed. There are, however, at
least two good questions.
Q: "What's the best contact conditioner?
What do you recommend?"
BL: "My own, so Ipass."
GC: "TC-2 from Torumat. Hard to find,
but look for it."
RIC: "I agree."
Bob Harley: "Here's the burning question,
since no one else has asked it: Do you recommend long interconnects and short cables
or vice versa?" [laughter]
BL: "Long cables, short interconnects, definitely."
GC: "No question about it, long interconnects and short cables." [laughter]
RK: "How about long interconnects and
long cables?" [much laughter]
My modest audio career began in 1980
when aclever salesman got me to buy 24' of
Monster Cable for the princely sum of
$18—when zip cord cost 12e/foot at True
Value. Thank you.
At noon Iresume my DJ post with further
enjoyable encounters. Later I'm invited
downstairs to the Atrium Lounge for draft
brew and roundtable. Not normally adaytime drinker, nonetheless Iaccede to the
request, and, by the second Spâten, am having
aroisterous time. Ifinally wheel smoothly
back upstairs in a'93 Good Mood and ask
the first man Imeet in the elevator, "Hey,
how was the Show?"
"Lots of expensive stuff?" he blurts.
Out in the hallway: "Hey, how was the
Show?"
"Too many minimonitors!"
Lurching slightly: "How was the Show?"
"Great, I'm learning lots of new ways to
BS people!"
Just afew more quick stops.
At Crown: "Clark! Here, let me play arecord for you ...
Now isn't that better than
CD?" It's major Crown enthusiast Howard
Sosna of the New Jersey Audio Society. He
puts on Tennessee Ernie Ford's "Sixteen
Tons"—mono!—and it sounds great, really
great! "Nearly as good as my 78rpm original:' Iremark
Istop at Jadis, mbl, and Harmonix:
Here's Mr. Kiuchi of Combak Dot fame, but
where's Fanfare's Victor Goldstein? "Oh, he
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Since their introduction, asurprisirigiy.
o*f today's' finest
audio components have been ddegned aneeviewed with LYRA
>cartridges. Resonance control, mechanical rigidify, the latest high tech
materials an-d manufacturing processes, with hand assembly and
tuning by one master craftsman, yield aprecision instrument of
undisputed balance. Audiophiles have developed arelationship with
LYRA cartridges that has endured the passing infatuation of specialized
sounds and marketing gimmicks. Compare our sound, quality, and
upgrade program with any other, and begin arelationship of your own.
North American distribution through IMMEDIA. Phone (510)654-9035 FAX(510)654-9039
WorldRadioHistory
LYRA cartridges are manufactured by Scan-Tech
Co LTD Tokyo. P053-487-3441 FAX 33-487-3486

had to fly back Friday because of the storm!'
Our first loss! What is any show without the
charming Victor?
"What did you think of the Show?"
"Lots of garage tube fanatics pursuing the
American Dream!"
The new SP-6010 speaker hawsers are at
Kimber Kable. "Impossible to ship UPS,
Ihear. What is it? Alcohol content? Gunpowder?"
"No, Clark, sheer weight. A 7' pair
exceeds the 70-lb limit. Mighty lead shields!
Can we truck you some?"
"Hey, how was the Show?"
"It sucked!" (This from alocal retailer.)
"Actually the Show was great, just the rooms
sucked."
"Emmanuel Go! Finally we meet!" This
little Philippino (his own self-effacing
description) makes a48-tube preamp, the
famous First Sound passive control, and the
handsome Presence Audio tubed line stage,
none on display today. The hot item here is
atwo-volume full-color set of oversized softcover books highlighting high-end designers
and detailing their designs. Published by the
estimable Winston Ma in English and Chinese, they deserve aplace on every serious
hobbyist's coffee table. Cheap at the price:
$40/pair, plus shipping.
"Did you like the Show? Oh! Iremember
you—Kirk, right? You bought aWood Effect."
"Yes, and you might not have had the best
sound of the Show, but definitely you gave
the best show!"
Well, thank yew!
Wrap-up time. Apart from the live music,
three pervasive sonic deficiencies stand out
at the Show: digital glare, boomy or nonexistent bass, and afrequent wrong-polarity
condition. For glare there is no excuse, as
several procedures and/or components now
ameliorate or eliminate it. Only the insane
insistence on CDs at any cost produces
headachey sound. As for boomy bass, Iblame
the rooms and inadequate room tuning, and
for absent bass those mini-silli-monitors.
Very little of Goldilocks's `just right" bass,
alas, can be heard.
Regarding the transient-blunted sound
found in many rooms, my informal survey
confirmed the expected 50/50 split between
right and wrong polarity. How could it be
otherwise, with no given specification and
most operators unaware of the effect? Here
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1993

Iblame phase-incoherent loudspeakers, the
great majority, for not alerting people to
Absolute Polarity. But hasn't this been agreat
audience?
Ladies and gentlemen, Isalute you!
Six o'clock and the Show's over! In the
stairwell Irun into DO. "Dick! Hey! How
was the Show?"
"It was good! Excellent, actually. But Ipity
the poor exhibitors; they have only aday to
set up, and those small rooms—well, some
of the big rooms gave people just as much
trouble. Those long glass walls! And there
are always problems fitting asystem together,
even worse when two or three different companies share asuite. To afford it, some guys
have to share with total strangers. It's amazing
they can make amatch."
"I agree. I've been asking everyone ariddle:
Of three readily distinguishable groups in
audio, which is best able to set up afine highend reproducer: a) retailers, b) designer/manufacturers, or c) reviewers?"
But Dick isn't biting. Good man! Then
comes J. Gordon Holt bounding up the
stairs. Rather than repeat the riddle, Iquickly
give DO the answer: "None of the above!
The correct response is: d) the well-informed,
careful consumer who spends time on his
system!"
"Hello, Gordon!'
"Yes! Dick! Clark!" [firm handshake] "Last
time Isaw you, you were sitting behind a
stack of red books."
"That was Stereophile's 1990 New York
Show, although Isaw you afterwards in Santa
Fe; we were sitting in lawn chairs. But jeez,
Gordon, look where all your seed effort has
led: Perhaps ahundred thousand fans and
these magnificent shows."
-"Well, thank you, but it's been Larry and
John more than me."
"Don't sell yourself short, Gordon," says
Dick. "You started it and you're still here."
"That's right:' Iagree. "And speaking of
starting, I've often told the story of my Iowan
hi-fi boyhood, when Iwould eagerly head
to the library to catch each new issue of High
Fidelity. And the first column Iturned to
always was "TITH," and soon Icould recognize the initials JGH."
"Tested In The Home! Ican't believe you
remember that!" Gordon smiles.
"Yup. Back then, it was revolutionary!'
"Still is!"
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New father y1
4(left) and newlywed ST (right) illustrate the tendency for sedentary audiophiles to develop a
/
little lower-midrange spread.

JOHN ATKINSON ON THE BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW

A

sat previous Stereophile Shows, visitors were asked to vote for the room
offering what they thought to be the
best sound. 645 attendees responded compared with 626 in 1992; my thanks to them.
As an incentive, all ballots were entered into
alottery for afree round trip to visit Stereophile in Santa Fe with the companion of their
choice The winner was Chris Calwell of Berkeley, CA; we look forward to treating Chris
to some Southwestern hospitality and good
sound here in the "Land of Enchantment:'
The Show Guide asked visitors to list the
best, second-best, third-best, and worst sounds,
for which Iallocated 3points, 2points, 1
point, and -1 point, respectively. The winners are listed in the table, and Iwas gratified by the wide spread of voting-70 different rooms were nominated for best sound.
Despite the generally ordinary hotel-room
acoustics, the standard of sound was overall much higher than Ihave experienced at
other shows, even including our 1992 Los
Angeles Show. Well done, everyone. If the

High End can't demonstrate sound to knock
people's socks off, then it has no reason for
existing!
A couple of points should be noted about
how the votes were tallied. In cases where an
exhibitor had two rooms—Audio Excellence,
Ultra Systems, and Lenbrook Industries—
there was no way of discriminating between
the two, so Ilumped together all the votes
each of these exhibitors received. In cases
where voters had split their choice for best
sound over more than one room, Isimply
divided up the vote between those rooms.
Where exhibitors moved to adifferent room
from the one listed in the Show Guide, I
sorted out the confused scoring by using the
clues given by the components listed. I've
tried to list both the exhibitor and the brands
and/or components demonstrated as listed
in the Show Guide and from my notes of
what Stereophile's staff heard. My apologies
if I've left anyone or anything out.
The "Best Sound at the Show" winner—
by acommendably wide margin given this
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BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW
Exhibitor

Brands/Components demonstrated

Martin-Logan, Kinergetics, Monster Cable
Fanfare International
Jadis, Harmonix, mbl
Stereo Plus
Apogee Studio Grand, Krell, Straight Wire,
Magnum Dynalab, Sound Anchor, Rega, Nakamichi
Cello Music &Film Systems, Billy Bags Designs
Timbre Technology
Sound-Lab, KSS Audio Engineering
Audio Excellence
Thiel, Theta, Runco, Classé, Sonus Faber,
Velodyne, Lexicon
Crown International
Crown, Avalon, VPI, Graham, Klyne, Benz-Micro
The Audible Difference
Spectral, Magnepan MG20, MIT
PS Audio, Mirage Loudspeakers, Transparent Audio, Well-Tempered
The Tweak Shop
ProAc, VPI, Koetsu, Music Reference, Apex
Oracle Audio USA
Oracle, Jadis
Ultra Systems
RoomTune, Sonic Frontiers, Wave Perfect, Verdier,
Purist Audio Design, Melos, Arcam, Hsu Research, Audiostatic, Audio Synthesis, American Hybrid Technologies
Lexicon, Snell, Bryston
Snell, Bryston, Lexicon, Sony, Vidikron, Faroudja
Vandersteen Audio
Vandersteen
Stereo Unlimited
Audio Research, Music By Design, Avalon
KEF Electronics of America
KEF Home Theater
Sound Goods
Mirage, Snell, VTL, Velodyne
mbl of America
mbl, Jadis
May Audio Mktg.
Totem Acoustic, QED, Alphason, AudioPrism,
Castle, Roksan, Target, Opus 3, Proprius
Sound Distinction
McCormack, Apogee, Threshold, B&W, Vampire
Stereo Unlimited
Acoustic Research, Day Sequerra
Esoteric Audio USA
Esoteric, Avalon, Theta, Audio Research,
Intrinsic Power Systems
Music Hall
Creek, Epos, dB Audio
VMPS Audio Products
VMPS, Counterpoint, Jadis, Monarchy, Onkyo,
Ultimate Sound
Sounds Like Music
AudioNote Ongaku, Forsell
The Audio Chamber
Aragon, Mondial, Acarian Alón, Space &Time,
Audio Alchemy
Energy, Krell
Energy Loudspeakers
Audible Illusions
Audible Illusions, Vandersteen
McIntosh
McIntosh Laboratories
NHT
NHT
B&W 801
B&W
Esoteric Speakers
Esoteric
Quad, Gradient, Pink Triangle, Woodside
Quad USA
Classic Audio Reproductions Hartsfield
Chapman Sound, Michael Yee Audio
Ensemble USA
Ensemble
Quad, XL0, NEAR, Kimber Kable, Kinergefics,
Audio Designs
Dynaco, Bruce Moore Audio Designs
Sonic Frontiers, Gold Aero,
Sonic Frontiers, Gold Aero
Martin-Logan Quest, Stereo Unlimited
Signet
Signet
Monitor Audio
Kevro International
Meridian D-5000
Meridian America

Percentage
10.40%
7.63%
7.49%
6.97%
3.80%
3.52%
3.09%
3.05%
2.93%
2.89%
2.39%
2.17%
2.12%
2.07%
1.85%
1.79%
1.69%
1.66%
1.59%
1.47%
1.32%
1.31%
1.29%
1.21%
1.13%
1.10%
1.04%
1.04%
1.02%
0.99%
0.96%
0.96%
0.91%
0.85%
0.83%
0.80qt
0.79%
0.78%
0.77%
0.77%
0.77%

All other rooms scored less than 0.67% of the total vote.
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Simply the Best
Flatline Cable represents abreakthrough in cable technology. Derived from
extruded Teflon® manufacturing techniques developed for the space progra
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• Separate rectangular conductors
minimize skin effect and eliminate
strand interaction

• Made in the USA
• Delivers cleaner sound

DISTRIBUTED BY
AUSTRALIA:
Architectural Audio Design, Pty.
P.O. Box 90
Dee Why 2099
(02) 968-3299

GERMANY:
Soundstage Ltd.
Kettwiger Str 22
4300 Essen
(20)) 236388/234595

SWEDEN.
Peter Lidman Salj AB
Hjortberga Grand 4
212 30 Malmo
(46) 40 494535

CANADA:
Absolute Sound Imports
7651 Granville Street
Vancouver, BC V6P 4Y8
(602) 264-0414

MALAYSIA: Sound Stage Sdn. Bhd.
SINGAPORE: 10 un Tun Mohd Fuad 2
Taman Tun Dr. Ismael
6000 Kuala Lumpur.
603 7176969

TAIWAN Taifu Electronics Co
No 5Alley 6 Lane 995
Ming Sheng E. Rd., Taipei
23419137

FRANCE:
Pilote Films
22 rue Godefroy
92800 Puteaux
(I) 49 001350

SPAIN:
Naja Espana S.L.
Olimar 57
Avda Mips E29648, M
(34) 52 462259

UK:
ProPlus Sound
28 Stoneyfield Lane
Edgeware, Middlesex HA 895
g19591982
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420 Franklin Street
Framingham, MA 0170 1
(508) 879-1242

high standard—was the room shared by
Kinergetics and Martin-Logan. A combination of good equipment, well set-up in
areasonably good room, with awell-structured demonstration of good music, was
their winning formula. In the words of one
visitor: "My God spoke to me!" Special
mentions should also be made of the room
shared by Chapman Sound and Michael
Yee Audio; the Totem loudspeaker-based
system in the May Audio room; and the Signet room, all of which were mentioned a
number of times as offering the best sound
for the dollar.
There were many suggestions for the best
music being played by exhibitors—including
the CD-R of favorite tracks that Stereophile's
TJN was carrying around with him—but the
most mentioned were the Cello drum recording and the Sony SBM release of Miles
Davis's Kind of Blue. The most ubiquitous
music being played was Eric Clapton's Unplugged, and the worst "music" used was, by
anumber of votes, the Space Shuttle lift-off
being used in one of the Home Theater
demonstrations.
As at previous Stereophile shows, some felt
that asking for the "worst sound" at the show
was in bad taste; at least two noted that all the
sound was good. The reason Iinclude this
question, however, is to get an indication of
the unanimity of the voting. The Kinergetics/Martin-Logan and Cello rooms, for
example, received almost no negative votes—
one attendee picked out the Cello Home
Theater system as being what he would buy
in his next life—but some rooms, the Stereo
Unlimited room featuring Acoustic Research gear, for example, received quite afew
negative votes for playing the music too loud.
Two other rooms, which shall remain nameless, were rated as "worst sound at the show"
for their staffignoring the members of the
public who wanted to listen to their systems
in favor of personal conversations. Ialso
won't mention the overall worst sound, other
than to note that it was one of the more
expensive systems, extremely poorly set-up.
One of the runners-up for worst sound,
however, was none other than Stereophile's
Corey Greenberg, who turned up his pink
Stratocaster's amplifier to "11" for arendition
of Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit." This
was during aconcert by aband featuring the
Tweak Shop's Elliott Killen on keyboards,
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

Immedia's Allen Perkins on drums, Theta's
Neil Sinclair on percussion, Monster Cable's
Ric Mancuso on harmonica, vocalists Rob
Sample of Paradigm and Michael Fremer of
The Absolute Sound, and yours truly on bass
guitar. Robert Harley captured it all on DAT,
so some of this wretched musical excess may
well find its way onto Stereophile's Test CD
3, due for release some time in 1994.
And aspecial award to singer Lesley 01sher, whose Lesley album on ViTaL records
got an equal number of votes for both "Best
Sound" and "Worst Sound" at the show.
Finally, Iwould like to thank all the musicians who performed at the show, but particularly: Amanda McBroom for demonstrating that asuperb singer doesn't need
sound reinforcement; violinist Arturo Delmoni, who played the Praeludium from Bach's
E-Major Violin Partita for me; pianist Mike
Garson for his virtuoso and impromptu
improvisation on Gershwin themes; Bruce
Dunlap and Sara K for holding their audience
spellbound with their acoustic guitars; the
street musician playing saxophone on Market
Street, who got anumber of votes for best
sound at the show; and Dean Peer, who
demonstrated the solo potential of the electric
bass guitar in amanner which will linger in
my memory for along time.
And as well as commenting on the way the
Stereophile staff took time off from their day
jobs at the magazine to run the Show so efficiently, I'll take this opportunity to thank:
Reference Recordings, Chesky Records,
Monster Cable, and Water Lily Acoustics for
sponsoring the live music; Kevin Conklin
and Carl Baugher for looking after the
people-moving for the musical events and
seminars; David Birch-Jones of Marantz and
Will Hammond for allowing showgoers to
hear, or not hear, the effect of the PASC datacompression scheme used in the DCC
medium with their own choice of music, Thiel,
Meridian, Power Wedge, and Monster Cable
for their loans of equipment used in these
demonstrations; Robert Harley for chairing
the "Meet the Designers" sessions; Sallie
Reynolds of MIT for chairing the "Women
in Audio" seminar; all the high-end celebrities who graciously agreed to take part in the
seminars; and the Stereophile writers who were
put in the hot seat for the "Ask The Editors"
sessions.
See you all next spring in Florida.
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Enough
Pretty pictures, elegant graphics
and clever taglines don't make
state of the art audio but, we do.

8
,,

We built the

best store:

Nine private demonstration
rooms, each set up like aliving room
without trick acoustics so you can hear it
like you would at home: Tranquil and real.
Krell Reference 64/MD-10

We sell the best:
Audio and video components.
From inexpensive to cost-noobject we have culled and
sifted out the most musical hi-fi
and sharpest video from the rest.
And that is all we sell.
Krell Model KAS

We offer the best service:
BENZ
MICRO

REF

To us that means doing whatever it takes to
ensure that your needs are met; the ones
you are aware of as well as the ones you
may never know about. Delivery,
installation, loaners, exchanges, on
premises and in home service, on site
surveys. Whatever it takes to make you
smile. We do it.

Benz-Reference
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Gimmicks.
We make
the best sound:

In your home. The idea is to make
it work in your living room, not
ours! So, we use only the most
experienced and skillful installers—
ones who can hear as well as hook
up components. They cost us alot
more, but they get the job done.

Conrad-Johnson Premier 8

We are the best!

From presentation thru installation each
member of our staff gives 110%. Competent,
caring, expert, thorough and friendly, we
exemplify the term professional.

We have simple tastes:
We like nothing but the best for us,
but more importantly, for you.
Wilson WATT/ Puppy

SOUND by SINGER
HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
Call Toll Free 1800-882.5271
AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS •Acoustic Energy •Acurus•Adcom •AMC CVT3030 •Apogee
Grand Series •Aragon by Mondial •AR Classic •AR Limited •ASC(Tubetrap) •Audible Illusions •
Audio Access •Audio Quest •Aural Symphonics •Benz-Micro •B+W •Cal-Audio Labs •Cardas
Audio •Conrad Johnson •Convergent Audio Technology •Creek •CWD •Day Sequerra •Denon •
Duntech •Enlightened Audio Designs •Ensemble •Esoteric •Epos •Fosgate •FosgateTHX •Grado •
Graham Tonearrns •Hales Audio •JBL Synthesis THX •Koetsu •Krell. Krell Audio Standard •
Krell Digital •Lyra Cartridges(Clavis) •Martin Logan •Marantz •Monitor Audio •Monster Cable •
Muse(Subwoofers and amps) •Museatex •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Ocos •Onix •Pioneer
Elite •API Power Wedge •Proton •PS Audio •Quicksilver •Ram Labs •Rega•Revolver •Rockport •
Roksan •Room Tunes •Runco IDTV•SBS Powerverter •Simply Physics •SME•Snell Acoustics •
Sonance •Sonographe •Sonus Faber •Stax •Sumiko •Target •Terk •Theta Digital •Valve
Amplification(VAC) •Van den hul Grasshopper •Vandersteen Audio •VP! •Wadia Digital •
Wheaton Triplanar Tonearms •Wilson Audio•Wilson WAMM* •XL0
Bold listings available in New York exclusively at Sound by Singer. .Exclusive US Dealer
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PART TWO

JACK ENGLISH CONTINUES HIS GUIDE TO AUDIO JARGON

A

ssume someone is speaking asingle sound. This sound has a
specific volume level, or amplitude. Let's further assume that the
sound was recorded, and that you are in possession of the LP or
CD. You can play back this sound at any volume you want, or that your
system is capable of. There's no absolute volume reference You may be listening to the sound at ahigher or lower level than that at which it was originally
spoken.
Now let's complicate the example slightly. Assume recordings of two
people, each making adifferent sound at adifferent volume level. As in the
first example, you can play the two sounds back at any volume you wish.
However, there is acritical relationship between the volume levels of the
two sounds—their "relative levels." Assuming you set the overall volume
level to roughly approximate the original level, the relative differences in
volume between the two sounds should be the same in your playback as
at the time of the recording. This relative re-creation of volume is the basis
for my following discussion of "tonal balance."

TONAL BALANCE

If two sounds at different frequencies are recorded at the same volume level,
they should be reproduced by your system at the same volume level. If there
is ajust barely perceptible difference in the reproduced volume of the two
frequencies to the average listener, the reproduced volume levels of the two
sounds are described as typically differing by 1deciBel (1dB). 1The essential

1The deciBel was invented so that the differing levels of different sound sources could be expressed
in away that mimicked the way the human ear hears loudness. Mathematically, for two sound sources
you take the logarithm of the ratio of their sound-pressure levels and multiply by 20. The dimensionless
figure you end up with is the difference between their levels expressed in dB. negative for asource that
is quieter (lower in level) than another, positive if it is louder (higher in level). 103B = 1Bel (named
after Bell Labs), but this is inconveniently large, which is why the deciBel (one tenth ola Bel) has become
the standard unit of level difference.
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Listen
to what
these
magazines
have
to say.
Then listen
to our new
100-CD
Jukebox.

"A CD "changer" with better error correction
than single-disc units? In aword, yes."
Hiqh Performance Review
"Our overall impression of this system,
both in its concept and its execution, was
overwhelmingly positive."
Stereo Review
"Their Favorite Program System CD 3101
appears to be the world's most convenient
CD player ... an elegant piece of engineering."
Popular Electronics
"Very few CD players, even high-priced
separate CD transports, have been able to
achieve this level of performance ...
unfailingly reliable and incredibly fast."
Audio
"The NSM setup performed just about
perfectly, delivering superb sonic quality ...
most interestingly, agrowing number
of manufacturers are integrating the
(NSM CD 3101) into their own multi-room
systems."
Audio/Video Interiors

MI«

NSM

The Performance Machine'
For more information & the dealer nearest you, contact:

NSM of Germany's
CD 3101 FF'S 100 Compact Disc Jukebox

NSM Consumer Electronics
694 Ft Salonga Road •Northport, NY 11768
WorldRadioHistory
Phone (516) 261-7700 •Fax 7751

concept here is not the actual volume levels of the reproduced sounds (which
you control with your volume control), but the levels of the two sounds
relative to one another. A doubling of sound-pressure level represents apositive difference of 6dB; ahalving of sound-pressure level represents anegative
difference of 6dB.
Using the two concepts of audible frequency range (20Hz-20kHz) and
relative volume levels, we can construct agraph. Along the horizontal (or
x) axis we'll plot the audible frequency range from 20Hz-20kHz, frequency
increasing from left to right. Along the vertical (or y) axis we can plot relative
volume level in deciBels. Somewhere in the middle of the yaxis we can draw
aline horizontally across the graph to represent OdB. This will be our reference level. If asound is lower in level than our reference OdB level, it will
be located below the OdB line (-dB). If asound is relatively louder than the
reference OdB level (i-dB), it will be located above the OdB line. If every
frequency was present at exactly the same relative volume level, our graph
would have asingle straight line drawn horizontally along the OdB point
ranging from 20Hz-20kHz. This is what reviewers mean by "flat response";
every frequency covering the entire audible frequency range is reproduced
at the same relative level.
If we were to draw the graph I've just described, it would be overly complex for the purposes of this discussion; we can greatly simplify it. For example, we can continue to assume that the bottom axis represents every audible
frequency, but we can limit the number of frequencies indicated. For our
purposes, we will restrict the audible frequency points identified to: the
lowest audible frequency (20Hz); the point separating the bass from the
midrange (160Hz); the point separating the midrange from the treble
(1280Hz); and the highest audible frequency (20kHz). At each of these points,
we will draw avertical line on the graph. What this does is break down the
audible frequency range into three areas: bass, midrange, and treble.
We are now ready to draw our first graph. We will assume that we have
aperfect sound source that reproduces every audible frequency at exactly
the same relative volume level. Our graph will be astraight horizontal line
drawn at the OdB point. This first graph is shown in fig. 1. But how can you
hear an example of this curve?
Let's take the test tones from Stereophile's Test CD 22or the Woodford
test CD (Woodford Music WM CD 1112).3Though each of these tones is
recorded at the same relative volume level, they do not represent every audible
frequency. A plot of how these tones should sound is also shown in fig.l.
Since we only have tones at certain frequencies, the plot is aseries of points
or dots shown at the same level. We can use the points to represent the complete straight line.
INK NOISE IS DEFINED AS A SIGNAL WITH EQUAL
AMOUNTS OF ENERGY IN EACH OF THE TEN OCTAVES OF
THE AUDIBLE FREQUENCY RANGE.
The "pink noise" tracks on Stereophiles Test CDs 1and 2—tracks 4and
15, respectively—do include every audible frequency at the same relative
volume level to create the solid line shown in fig.1 (provided the noise is
2Both Stereophile Test CDs are available from P.O. Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM 87502. Test CD 1costs
$6.95; Test CD 2, $7.95. S&H is $2 per CD. For credit-card orders, phone (800) 358-6274.
3Available from, for example, J&R Music World in New York for $6.99.
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Your ears have an amazing memory, which is why you
seek aloudspeaker that's as unforgettable as live musk.
Had nature intended sounds to travel onty forward,
acoustics would he asimple science. •
Unlike conventional speakers, Mirage's M-si Series
Bipolar loudspeakers set the music free
over afull 360 degrees.
It's only natural.
fiât dçfines dedound of music ias much
physical space surrending them as the instrurnentS
bi reproducing music, aloudspeaker must

Ogee you, the audience, in that space.
Ntrage's Bipolar speakers do just that.
(But before you audition the M-si Series at your
Mirage dealer, take in alive concert or two.
Then you can experience for yourself just how
ettably life-like the esi's really are.

MIRAGE LOUDSPEAKERS

e

See the music.®

CLASSIC STEREO

Both Locations
Grand Rapids/Kalamazoo, MI.
616/957-2130 or 324-0665

STEREO EXCHANGE

SHELLY'S STEREO

627 Broadway
New York, NY
212/505-1111

Santa Monica/Woodland Hills
310/451-0040 or 818/716-8500
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played long enough to average out momentary fluctuations). For audio purposes, pink noise is defined as asignal with equal amounts of energy in each
of the ten octaves of the audible frequency range: all frequencies are represented in the overall sound at the same time. With pink noise, however, we
cannot isolate specific frequencies.

1

I 1I

I
BAss Ii
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Fig. I

Track 33 on the Woodford CD contains a"sweep": every frequency of
the entire audible range is represented, but in acontinuous manner. The
sweep starts at the lowest frequency and climbs rapidly; only asingle frequency is produced at any given point in time. A sweep, like pink noise,
will produce the solid line shown in fig.l. The problem is that, without
additional equipment, we can never be sure ofjust what frequency we're
hearing at any given point. Since I'm assuming that you do not have additional test equipment, we'll go back to our discrete test tones. While they
don't cover every frequency, they do present arepresentative sample over
the entire audible range.
You now have three sources—test tones, pink noise, and asweep—that
can produce the graph shown in fig.l. This graph shows no change in relative
volume level for any frequency over the entire audible range. Such acurve,
considered the ideal state, is described as "flat," "neutral," or "accurate!'
We know these three sources produce aflat tonal-balance curve. But what
will you hear when you listen to them? If you had perfect hearing, aperfect system, and aperfect listening room, aplot of what you were able to
hear should be the exact image of the source material: aflat tonal-balance
line. However, this is not the case. There are limitations in your hearing,
your system, and your listening room.
The first limitation we have to consider concerns those frequencies that
are inaudible to you with your system. These will most likely be in both
the bottom and top octaves. If we assume that all of the other audible frequencies are reproduced at the same relative volume level, we obtain the
top curve shown in fig.2. In the extreme bottom, there is no sound (maximum -dB). The same is true in the upper-treble region. The curve starts
at the bottom of the chart, goes up in astraight line at the first audible tone,
progresses along the OdB point through the entire audible range, and drops
back down to nothing at the point where you no longer can hear the test tones.
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Fig.2, no matter how humbling, is still an idealized depiction of what
you're probably hearing. The faulty assumption is that all audible frequencies
are being heard at the same relative volume level (le, the sound simply is
or isn't there). More likely you'll begin to hear sounds at some point that
are audible but significantly lower in level (-dB) relative to other tones. At
the lowest frequencies you'll hear nothing. At some point you'll begin to
hear the test tones, but they'll be low in volume level. With successively
higher tones, the level will grow louder. There will be abroad range of sounds
that seem very similar in level. At some point, the volume level of the test
tones will begin to decrease. Each tone will be quieter than the one before,
until you reach apoint where you can no longer hear the tones at all. This
situation is depicted in the bottom curve in fig.2.
Iwould expect that you're feeling somewhat depressed at this point. You
know you have three sound sources with ideal tonal balance. You've been
forced to admit that you can't even hear some of the tones. You've been further forced to admit that the tones you do hear aren't all at the same volume levels. Could it get any worse?

THE ROOM PROBLEM
You bet. Now is the time to factor in the reality of your listening room. Sound
is generated in the form of waves which reinforce or cancel out each other
in your listening room. Some frequencies will be reinforced, which makes
them louder than others (+ dB). Other frequencies suffer from varying
degrees of cancellation, which make them lower in level (-dB). The sum
effect of these reinforcements and cancellations is to make any smooth curve
ragged or jagged. Such acurve is shown in fig3. In all likelihood, that perfectly flat source depicted in fig.1 is going to be heard by you, as shown in
fig3. There will be ranges at both top and bottom where you'll hear nothing.
There will be gradual increases and decreases in volume as you approach
each of the limits of your hearing/system/room. Within the audible range,
the overall tonal-balance curve will be uneven and jagged. Even with aperfectly neutral source, it's unlikely that you'll hear aperfectly flat tonal balance
Don't shoot yourself By now you should begin to understand what you're
really hearing from your system in your listening room. We all have the
same problems.
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NOW ON COMPACT DISC

LIVING SIERLO
was much more than
spectacular sound. The
brightest stars in the musical firmament recorded
for RCA Victor, leaving an extraordinary legacy of priceless performances that continue to set the standard for
musical virtuosity in our time. Now, after months of
meticulous remastering, LIVING STEREO lives
again...on compact disc! The cherished recordings that
serenaded the world are back by popular demand. in

breathtaking digital situod
RCA Victor reaches into its
legendary vaults to present 10 treasures of LIVING
STEREO, with more exciting releases scheduled in the
months ahead! The packaging is in acustom long box,
deluxe CD booklet with historical notes. photographs. etc.
RCA restored the original tube type machine and amplifier and hired some of their original staff-John Pfeiffer
reissue producer and Anthony Salvatore remastering
engineer to oversee and master the reissues.

THE REINER SOUND The Great
11141 FIEDLER RimskyKorsakov, "Le coq d'or:
Reiner in aLiving Stereo
Landmark. Conducted by
Suite; Rossini, William
If you purchase all ten of the RCA-$120, we will give you
Reiner CSO. Ravel,
Tell: Overture;
free postage and afree RCA audiophile sampler that includes:
Rapsodie EspagChabrier, Espana;
13 super selections; over 60+ minutes Living Stereo Classics; special pricing.
Liszt, Hungarian
nole/Pavan or a.v
Co er resembles Destination Stereo LSC 2307 with upcoming release from
Rhapsody No. 2,
Dead Princess; Liszt,
Rakoczy March.
Totentanz; Weber,
Bartok Concerto for Orchestra (CRCA 61504); Listz Hungarian
Rhapsody No. 2Stokowski (CRCA 61503), and Copland Rodeo
Boston Pops
Invitation to the Dance;
cond. by Gould. (CRCA 61505)
Orchestra -Arthur
Rachmaninoff, Isle of the
CD =CRCA 61567 $7.00
Fiedler, cond. The Inimitable
Dead, Op. 29. CSO-Fritz
Maestro in His Prime. ORIG LP #
Reiner, cond. Recorded 1956, 1957,
LSC 2100 CD =CRCA 61497 $12.00
1959. ORIG LP #LSC 2183 CD =CRCA 61250 $12.00

FREE!

VIRGIL FOX ENCORES A virtuosic Display of Organ
Ø Fireworks.
Organ showpieces of Bach, Handel,

CELLO CONCERTO Olympian PerformO PIATIGORSKY/
ances of Cello Masterworks. Dvorak, Concerto in B

dPERCUSSION A Toe-tapping Celebration of
O BRASS
Musical Americana. "Brass & Percussion".

LEONTYNE PRICE/A PROGRAM OF SONG Assorted songs
Ø
Mir of Faure, Poulene, Strauss, Wolf. Leontyne Price,

Boyce, Mulet, Purcell, Schumann, Widor. Virgil Fox,
organ. Recorded 1958. ORIG LP #LSC 2268
CD =CRCA 61251 $12.00

Conducted by Gould & Symphony Band. Brass Band
showstoppers of Sousa, Goldman, Gould, Bagley,
Meacham. Morton Gould and his Orchestra. Recorded
1956 & 1959. ORIG LP #LSC 2080 CD =CRCA 61255
$12.00

O Zarathustra,
RICHARD STRAUSS IN HI41 Strauss, "Also sprach
Op. 30"; "EM Heldenleben, Op. 40".
Chicago Symphony Orchestra -Fritz Reiner, cond.
Recorded 1954. ORIG LP #LSC 1806 & 2077 CD =
CRCA 61494 $12.00

O

HEIFETZ/ VIOLIN CONCERTOS Unforgettable Performances by the King of All Violinists. Brahms, "Concerto
In D, Op.77"; Tchaikovsky, "Concerto in D. Op. 35".
Jascha Heifetz, violin; CSO -Fritz Reiner, cond. ORIG
LP #LSC 1903 & 2129 CD =CRCA 61495 $12.00

RUBINSTEIN/ PIANO WORKS Radiant style and ImpeccO able
Musicianship -A Living Stereo Classic. Saint-

Saens, "Concerto No. 2in G Minor, Op. 22". Franck,
"Symphonic Variations"; Liszt, "Concerto No. 1in EFlat". Arthur Rubinstein, "piano" Symphony of the Air/RCA Victor Symphony Orchestra -Alfred Wallenstein,
cond. Recorded 1956 & 1958. ORIG LP #LSC 2234
CD =CRCA 61496 $12.00

Minor, Op. 104; Walton, Cello Concerto. Gregor
Piatigorsky, cello BSO- Charles Munch, cond. ORIG LP
LSC 2490 & LSC 2109 CD =CRCA 61498 $12.00

soprano. David Garvey "at the piano". Historic Debut
Recording. Recorded 1959. ORIG LP #LSC 2279 CD =
CRCA 61499 $12.00

get

AHI-FI SPECTACULAR A Sonic Tour-de-force. SaintSaens, Symphony No. 3in Minor, Op 78 "Organ";
Debussy, La Mer; Ibert, Escales (Ports of Call). BSO Charles Munch, cond. Ber) Zamkochian, organ. ORIG
LP #LSC 2111 & 2341 CD =CRCA 61567 $12.00

morel 1-800-525-1630

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
Ka. 130X 2043 •SALINA. KS 57452-2543 •USA
TELEPHONE 913-825-8609 •FAX: 913-825-0156
SHIPPING Continental U.S. $3.00 for the 1st item; $.30 for each
additional item. Call us for costs outside the Continental U.S.
Catalog $3.00 U.S. /$5.00 Elsewhere
9"
7111
refundable coupon with catalog
Sheffield Lab -Mobile Fidelity -Wilson -Reference Recording Chesky -AudioQuest -Harmonia Mundi -DMP Proprius -RCA
Living Stereo LPs -Klavier -Mercury Living Presence -Opus 3Delos -TBM -London Blue Backs.
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Beyond Audio and Video...

The Cello Music
& Film System
designed by
Mark Levinson
and
Tom Colangelo
Is there anything
more to say?

Yes.
Series 8digital converters

by Apogee Electronics and
Cello, Ltd.

o

Video Palette by Faroudja
Laboratories

112 East 71st Street
New York, NY 10021
212-472-5016
Fax: 212-879-1434

VRP 890M video reference
projector by Anim o Corp.

All products built
exclusively for Cello
Music & Film Systems.

9080 Shoreham Drive #5
Los Angeles, CA 90069
310-273-2203
Fax: 310-275-2279

Please send me reprints and literature
on the Cello Music & Film System, and
your showroom brochure.

Name
Street

Send me the 95-page Cello book.
Ihave enclosed my check for $10.

City

Please call me to arrange a private showing
to demonstrate the talents oF Mark Levinson
and Tom Colangelo, coupled with cuttingedge digital conversion by Bruce Jackson
of Apogee Electronics; video decoding,
scan conversion, and bandwidth expansion
by Yves Faroucha; high-resolution video
projection by Ampro Corporation; and
the design, installation, and support resources
of your showrooms.

State

Zip

Telephone

STP
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Stereophile ERIDGE_3 AMPL(dBr) vs FFEQ(Hz)
10 080

24 DEC 86 14:0S:53

Ap

BANDWIDTH

This is agood time to introduce another audiophile term that should begin
to make you feel somewhat better: "bandwidth." Few components have
aperfectly flat tonal balance; their deviations from the flat line are expressed
in +or -dB. Taking this into account, "bandwidth" defines that portion
of the audible frequency range over which the relative volume levels are
within 3dB of the midband level (for our purposes, the midrange). In fig3,
the combination of you, your system, and your listening room has abandwidth defined as ranging from somewhere in the upper bass through the
lower treble. This is the range within 3dB of the level of the midband performance. Virtually all audio equipment is provided with abandwidth
specification.
For the moment, we'll set aside the realistic in-room tonal-balance curve
shown in fig3 and return to the perfectly flat curve of fig.1, using this curve
as astarting point to illustrate typical tonal-balance problems.
The first of these problems occurs when there is adeviation at aspecific
frequency or over anarrow frequency range. See fig.4: there's an "elevadoe or "peak," in the midrange. Once again, "peak" accurately describes
the visual phenomenon shown in the upper curve in fig.4. A "resonance"
tends to produce aproblematic peak, there being excess energy generated
at the resonance frequency. As Martin Colloms described in Vol.10 No.1,
the Martin-Logan CLS speaker suffers from just such aproblem in the midbass area. Historically, many tonearm/cartridge combinations have suffered
from peaky/resonant problems in the deep-bass region. Poorly designed
ported speaker enclosures may suffer similar resonant problems. A roomreinforcement problem can also create apeak. Listen to the sweep from the
Woodford test CD. If any particular frequency appears to jump up in volume,
you're suffering from afrequency peak. An audio peak will sound very similar to an accented musical note.
The opposite of apeak is a"suckout." The lower trace in fig.4 shows a
suckout in the midrange. A common source of suckouts are poorly designed
crossovers in which the outputs of two drive-units actually cancel rather
than neatly summing to give aflat response. Room cancellation effects that
are often found in the bass regions can also result in frequency-specific suckSTEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993
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CALL TO ORDER STEREOPHILE'S RECORDING OF THE MONTH

The Ultimate CD,
Tape &Video Catalog
VIRTUALLY
EVERY TITLE
IN PRINT!
288-pages of Rock,
Classical, Jazz, Blues,
Nashville, Opera and
more from major
labels plus thousands
of independents
including:
Acoustic Disc,
Analog Productions,
Audioquest, Rounder,
Hyperion, Nimbus,
Paraclete, Mapleshade, Red,
Proprius, ViTal,
Delos, Wilson and
many, many more.

FREE MUSIC
UPDATES
for active subscribers featuring
bestsellers,
new releases,
recommendations
and more.
ONLY $6 —
completely
refunded with
1st purchase
from catalog.
COMPETITIVE
PRICES And
special sales. Save
on future orders with
our catalog coupons.

1-800-451-BOSE
Outside U.S. call:

1- (508) 879-1916 x2008

There are two ways to subscribe
D Trial Offer: Send me the current catalog for $6.00. #CAT93
(11 Regular Subscription (includes FREE CD Sampler): Send me the current catalog and each
new edition (approx. every 9mos.) —all with aFREE CD —for $6.00 per edition. Enclosed is $6;
please bill me for future renewal charges. Ican cancel at any time without obligation. #AUTOCAT

E Check* E Credit Card El Visa

El MC

111 Amex

EDiscover

'International orders —Credit Cards only.

Credit Card No.

exp.

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Express Music*
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9323 Fax: 508-875-0604
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outs. As you listen to the sweep from the Woodford CD, if any particular frequency drops dramatically in level, you have asuckout at that point.
In general, narrow-range suckouts are not immediately obvious, and are
less intrusive than most other colorations. All of us will have atendency
to overlook asuckout unless it is at acritical frequency, is severe in magnitude, or covers awide frequency range.
If awide range of frequencies is affected, as opposed to asingle frequency
or narrow range of frequencies, other terms are used to communicate the
broader range of the coloration. Fig.4 illustrates an elevation over anarrow range in the midrange. Fig.5 also shows apeak in the midrange, this
one spread over abroader range of frequencies. This broader range of elevated
performance is described as a"hump" or "plateau," depending on the nature
of the problem. As shown, the anomaly is best described as ahump. If the
entire affected range were elevated to near the same level, the curve could
better be described as aplateau. Once again, the visual image of the curve
24 DEC 86 14:85:53
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Find out how good
your system REALLY is.
With Stereophile CDs & LPs.
A reference standard since 1989! Sonatas for
POEM flute
and piano by Prokofiev and Reinecke,

plus Poem, by Charles Griffes. Thrill to the sound of
tube-miked performances which seem to
happen live. Space! Air! Ambience!

INTERMEZZO

Our follow-up triumph! All Brahms. ..
all brilliant, featuring piano virtuoso
Robert Silverman. Piano Sonata in f, Op.
5. Three Intermezzi, Op. 117. Full, rich
sound, recorded with tubes for truth of
timbre!

Available
on 1,1' or CI)!

TEST CD1

Phase your sYstem,

test loudspeakers
and room, hear the difference amike makes.
Take this disc with you when evaluating loudspeakers and other gear—contains excerpts
from some of the finest recordings ever made!

TEST CD2

Jude your speakers,
their placement
and performance. Test how much distortion
you can really hear. Check your amp for distortion and hear what CD jitter sounds like.
Determine what your system is doing
right. .or wrong.

QTY.

Mall to:

POEM
OR CALL
1-800-358-6274

STEREOPIIILE
P.O. Box 5960
Santa Fe, NM 87502

NAME (Please Print)

INTERMEZZO

LP

X

CD

x $11.95 — $

LP ___

X

$16.95

$

CD ___ x $16.95 = $
TEST CD1

X $

6.95 = $

TEST CD2

X $

7.95 = $

*SHIPPING &HANDLING:
STREET

$11.95 -= $

At $3/item U.S. and Canada
Al $13/item Foreign (airmail)

*S & H = $
TOTAL -

crrY

Check enclosed
Please charge my D MC

D VISA

0 AMEX

STATE/ZIP
ACCT. NO.

Payable in U.S. funds. Make checks payable toWorldRadioHistory
Stereophile. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
SIGNATURE

EXP.

dictates the proper description. For example, the Acoustic Energy AEI was
described in "Recommended Components" (Vol.14 No.10) as sounding
as if it had amild midrange hump, while the Rogers LS7t was described
as having abass hump.
The opposite ola hump is a"depression," also shown in fig.5. This type
of curve is often described as "dished out," or as having a"valley." With
adepression, there is adecrease in relative level (-dB) over abroad range
of frequencies. lithe decrease in level is shown over anarrow range or at
aspecific frequency, it's called avalley or suckout. The Triad System 7was
described in "Recommended Components" as having adepression in the
upper bass region.
In one of the worst of all possible cases, frequency performance has some
combination of peaks, suckouts, humps, and depressions. A sample of this
is illustrated in fig.6. Here we have amild suckout in the bass, apeak in the
midrange, and adepression in the treble. Such aresponse is described as
"jagged," "discontinuous," or "uneven." True in-room reinforcement and
cancellation effects create tonal-balance curves with this jagged nature This
problem is typical of dipole speakers in real-world listening rooms.
More commonly, tonal aberrations occur over arange of frequencies. The
top trace in fig.7 depicts agradual "rolloff," or "attenuation," of treble frequencies. The loss of level in the lower treble is subtle. In the higher treble,
however, the loss is substantial. Many speakers have responses like this, including the Acoustat Spectra 1100, Celestion SL600Si, and Magnepan
SMGa. Recalling our earlier discussion, agradually rolled-off treble curve
probably reflects your own hearing ability. You can hear this form of tonal
balance by listening to something with the treble control turned all the
way down.
At the opposite frequency extreme could be rolled-off bass performance,
the middle trace in fig.7. This is typical of many speakers' in-room performance, especially such minimonitors as the Celestion SL600Si. You can
hear this form of tonal balance by turning the bass control all the way down.
The bottom trace in fig.7 shows atonal balance rolled off at both frequency
extremes. Such acurve has been described as "tube-like:' or "psychoacoustically balanced:' A number of rninimonitors, such as the Spica TC-50, have
bandwidth performance as depicted in this figure. You can hear what this
24 DEC 96 14:85:53
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We've changed the way you'll
listen to headphones.
You've probably seen our ad in the

"The amp is spectacular! Icannot

past few issues and have asked your

overstate my delight in finally

self, "Why the heck should Ibother,

acquiring such an accurate device

Ihate headphones"!

and Ihereby appoint myself as yet
another goodwill rep for this

We hated them too. That's why we

quality breakthrough amplifier".

decided to find abetter way. And

Jerry Barnes, Resmiranda Records

now that we've got afew customers

(Call ikeee folks for absolutely wondeful choral recordings. 802-674-5886)

under our belt, we thought you

"You have really given us a

should hear what they say:

product that is long overdue,

-I'm

the quality and sound is uncanny".

using HeadRoom as apreamp to

James Gebhart, Maumee OH

my Stax SR-Lambda Signatures and
the Audio Image Processing is avery

If you'd like to be happy with

real improvement".

headphones too, give us abuzz at

Woody Glenn, Boston MA

(406) 587-9466. We'll send you a

"..detailed mid. .more bass slam ..

free 13 page white paper on how

more musical.. put the fun and

HeadRoom works.

pleasure back in headphone audio".

Head Room

John Wilson, Lakewood
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Headphone Amplifier &
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sounds like by turning both the treble and bass controls (if you have them)
all the way down. You can also hear what this form of tonal balance sounds
like by listening to National Emblem (track 6) from the Ste reophile Test Cl) 1.
The opposite of arolloff is an "elevation." The top trace in fig.8 illustrates
atreble elevation. This type of curve is also defined as an "emphasis" or
"exaggeration." You can hear this effect by turning atreble control up all
the way. This describes the sound of many moving-coil cartridges, and
speakers which appear to exhibit this form of tonal balance include the Signet
SL260 and SL280, and PSB 40 Mk.II. The middle trace in fig.8 shows an
elevation in the bass. Abass contour or level control will produce this type
of curve, as will an improperly adjusted (too high in level) subwoofer. This
effect can be heard by turning the bass control all the way up and/or by using
abass contour switch while listening at aloud overall volume level. The
Shahinian Diapason/Double Eagle system reviewed in May had just such
atonal-balance curve in the bass.
24 DEC 66 14:6S:S3
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AT
HOUSAND-DOLLAR S
YSTEM U
PGRADE
FOR $159?*
What improvement are listeners looking for when they
upgrade an amplifier or preamplifier? More impact. Better
dynamics. "Holographic" soundstaging. Natural high-end.
Improved articulation. Tight, well-defined bass.
Quantum III PLUSTM by Tara Labs isn't an amp, preamp or
magic black box, but it can make your current system
perform at its best. It's aspeaker cable that will dramatically
improve the performance of any system currently using
budget speaker wire or the stuff the salesman threw in
when you bought your system.
Tara Labs' cables have long been famous for "Class 'A'
performance at abudget price" and this speaker cable is
dramatic proof that that's no hype. We guarantee it.""
Visit your authorized Tara Labs dealer and try Quantum III
PLUS Speaker Cable for aweek at no risk to you. If you
don't hear asignificant improvement, just return it for afull
refund.
Call 503 488 6465 to locate your nearest Tara Labs Quantum
series dealer.
© Copyright 1993 TARA Labs. Inc.
*Mfrs suggested list price for a10-h. pair:
termination extra.
"Most Tara Labs dealers offer areturn privilege
if not completely satisfied with our product.
See your dealer for details

TARA LUS
Space & Time Audio Products
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If both treble and bass are elevated, the bottom trace in fig.8 results. This
is agood description of the "boom & sizzle" you get when the bass and
treble controls are turned up all the way. This form of tonal balance can be
heard from many mid-fi and mass-market speakers; it's very unlikely that
aspeaker with atonal balance of this type will ever make it into "Recommended Components"
In some cases, no single area of the tonal balance is dramatically altered.
Instead, there is agradual shift in relative level over the entire audible frequency range. Fig.9 shows an "upward-tilted" or "counterclockwise" shift
in relative level. Many audiophiles have described the ProAc Tablettes as
having such aresponse curve. In reality, they have amore typical curve, like
the one shown in fig.7—a severely rolled-off bass. Since there is no deep
bass, the presence of the flat, extended trebles appears to be psychoacoustically out of "balancer The relative level of the treble by itself is fine, but
it doesn't sound so because of the lack of extension at the opposite frequency
extreme. When we hear an upward-tilted tonal balance, the overall sound
will often be described as "light" or "thin!" To hear this form of tonal balance,
turn the bass control down and the treble control up. The Jamo Concert
2speakers that Ireviewed last January sounded as if they had an uptilted
balance.
Finally, fig.9 also graphs a"downward-tilted" or "clockwise-rotated"
tonal balance. This type of overall sound is typically described as "dark."
To listen to an approximation of such atonal balance, turn the bass control up and the treble control down. The Dana Audio Model 1and the original Celestion SL6 have been described as having downward-tilted balances.

Fig.9

ANALYSIS

To truly hear what these aberrations sound like with music you know well,
you'll need to open up that wallet once again. In this case, Iencourage you
to buy (heaven forbid!) an equalizer/analyzer. While an equalizer capable
of offering true high-end performance is arare and expensive beast, an inexpensive equalizer is an excellent educational tool, while an "analyzer" visually
displays the relative volume level by octaves or, better, by 'h-octaves over
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993
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introducing ECLIPSE, the dazzling
star (!f the
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line, created

by noted cable designer David Salz.

The connectors are equally outstanding.
Phono plugs* are as gratifying to use as
they are stunning to behold, with a
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FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33312 USA

TEL 305.962.2650

FAX 305.962.2603

the entire audible frequency range. Most analyzers can be connected via
your tape-monitor loop. This way, you can analyze the signal being fed to
your preamp by your CD player/processor. You'll be able to use the analyzer
to see the relative levels using the test tones, pink noise, or sweep from the
Woodford or Stereophile test CDs. All three sources should yield anear-perfect
tonal balance These curves depict what you should hear if your hearing, system, and room are perfect.
Most analyzers come with amicrophone. Place the mike at your listening
position: As you play the test tracks, you can switch the analyzer to display what's being picked up from the source, or what's being heard by the
mike. This comparison will tell you agreat deal about the performance of
your system and listening room.
The more important component is the equalizer. This allows you to adjust
the relative volume of each octave or perhaps 1
/-octave or 1/
2
3-octave. For
the following tests, you can use any source material of your choosing,
provided it contains musical information throughout the audible frequency
range. (You can determine if you're selecting appropriate material by reviewing fig.1 in last month's article.)
With the appropriate source material, the eque7er, and the figures we've
just discussed, you can now hear exactly what each of these tonal-balance
problems sounds like. Simply adjust the level controls on the equalizer to
have the same shape as the curves in each of the figures. When the level controls have the same general shape as the figures, you'll hear the tonal-balance
changes that I've described.
To complement these two articles, in subsequent issues .). Gordon Holt
will be offering aguide to the most common terms used by reviewers, discussing the meanings, synonyms, and antonyms of each.
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R EPORTS

M ARK LEVINSON NO.3I REFERENCE
CD TRANSPORT
Robert Harley

Mark Levinson No.3I CD transport
Single-play CD transport. Outputs: one AES/EBU on XLR jack (110 ohms), one S/PD1F on RCA jack (75 ohms), one HP ST-Type
optical (AT&T-compatible), one E1AJ (Toslink) optical. Additional inputs and outputs: slave in and slave out (for communication with other Mark Levinson digital products). See text for features. Dimensions: 19.375" W by 5.56" Hby 13.726" D
(14.426" Hwith lid open). Shipping weight: 62 lbs. Price: $8495. Approximate number of dealers: 65. Manufacturer Madrigal
Audio Laboratories. P.O. Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203) 346-0896. Fax: (203) 346-1540.
At a"Meet the Designers" panel discussion
at the 1992 Los Angeles Stereophile High-End
Hi-Fi Show, Iasked agroup of successful
digital designers' each to state how much of
IThey were: Doug Goldberg (Audio Alchemy), Gary Gomes
(UltraAnalog). Mike Moffat (Theta), Don Moses (Wadia),
and Bob Odell (PS Audio).

adigital front end's sound quality they believed was due to the transport, digital processor, and interface between the two. There
was virtual unanimity: Nearly everyone
agreed that adigital processor accounts for
about 50% ola digital source's sound quality,
the transport 30%, and interface 20%.
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These rough figures from my straw poll
corresponded closely with my own experience: The digital processor is by far the most
important component in the digital playback
chain. Although changing transports can
have avery large effect on the sound, adigital
processor's fundamental character—and intrinsic musicality—remain the same.
The digital processor's overriding role in
digital sound quality would seem to be
strengthened by the fact that newer digital
processors have less and less recovered clock
jitter. Not only are the jitter-inducing input
receivers found in every processor getting
better, but digital designers are learning ways
to reduce jitter. With greater ability to reject
jitter from the transport, one would expect
the transport to have adiminishing role in
sound quality.
But this thinking was turned on its head
after Itook one listen to the new Mark Levinson No.31 Reference CD Transport from
Madrigal Audio Labs. The $8500 No.31, a
Herculean design effort on the level of the
Mark Levinson No.30, made alarger single
difference to my playback system than almost
any other component. This was as true with
the transport used to feed state-of-the-art
processors (the Levinson No.30 and Meitner IDAT) as with budget converters.
In fact, after JA heard what the No.31 did
for his system, driving either the No.30 or
aGeneration III Theta, he bought one. Let
me tell you why.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

As with other aspects of the No.31's performance, the transport's features, user interface,
and functionality are unprecedented. The
No.31 operates like no other CD transport.
I'll first give you abrief overview of the
No31's operation and features, then acomplete description of the No31's unique user
interface.
Visually similar to the No30 and the new
No35 processor, the No.31 is atop-loading
unit with front and top panel controls. The
No3 l's dominating feature is the large motorized lid that opens to reveal the transport
mechanism. A row of transport control buttons runs the length of the top panel in front
of the lid. The towers on either side of the
chassis, which contain the No31's power
supplies, further add to the Mark Levinson
family resemblance.
STEREOPHILE, J
UNE 1993

The front panel features alarge alphanumeric LED display similar to that of the
No.30. This display provides elapsed time
and track number readouts and messages to
the user such as "No Disc," "New Program,"
"Opening," "Insert Disc:' and "No Damper."
Most of the front-panel controls pertain to
programming functions.
A 25-button remote control provides key
transport control and display functions. The
built-from-scratch remote is gorgeous, easy
to use, and very heavy; it's asolid block of
extruded aluminum. The No31's remote
includes afunction unique for atransport:
apolarity inversion switch. This feature is
made possible by acommunication link
between the No.31 and other Mark Levinson
digital processors (the No.30 and No.35)
which sends the inversion command to the
processor. The link also allows the No.30 to
recognize that it is connected to aNo31; the
No.30 shows "No.31" in its display when
connected to the transport.
With that overview, let's take acloser look
at the No.3 1's remarkable features and
operation.
The thick motor-driven lid opens to provide access to the transport mechanism for
disc loading and unloading. After putting a
disc on the spindle, adamper disc is placed
over the CD and held in place magnetically.
To prevent the disc from spinning off the
spindle if the damper isn't installed, asensor inside the lid prevents the transport from
turning unless it detects the damper's presence. In addition, the front panel display will
show the message "No Damper." Despite
being driven by apowerful motor, the lid will
stop nearly instantly if obstructed by ahand
or other object; the software-controlled
motor stops when any resistance is encountered. There are many technical reasons for
the lid and top-loading design—reasons I'll
discuss in the technical description.
The large top-panel buttons, which provide the usual transport control functions
("Play," "Pause:' "Next:' "Previous," "scan,"
etc.), are machined from aluminum. In anice
touch—and the No.31 is loaded with nice
touches—the buttons are inset in smooth,
tightfitting bushings so they don't stick.
The No31's front panel can be intimidating until you spend some time with the unit.
The features and operational possibilities are
vast, befitting areference product. Most of
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the front panel controls program the No.31.
In addition to the standard programing flancdons we've come to expect on CD players
and transports, the No.31 includes afew
unprecedented tricks. For example, it will not
only remember the track programming for
specific discs and repeat that program each
time the disc is played, it will also switch
absolute polarity on atrack-by-track basis!
Here's how it works. Find the disc's correct
polarity by using either the No.30's or
No.3 l's remote polarity-inversion switch,
then press "Program Saver The No.30 will
always play that disc with the polarity you've
selected. The polarity switching can be over
an entire disc or on individual tracks if so
programmed. The No.31 will remember the
programming for about 1300 discs. Note that
these extraordinary features are made possible by the communication link between the
No.31 and other Mark Levinson digital
products. Incidentally, you won't lose your
programs if there is apower outage: the
RAM containing the program information
has abattery backup.
The display has 17 messages. These provide information about the No31's status and
make programming easier. In addition to the
usual track number and display functions, the
display can be configured to show avariety
of elapsed/remaining time modes. Pushing
the "Display Mode" button scrolls through
four time-display options. LEDs clearly
show which mode is selected. Like the No.30,
the display can be dimmed or turned off
completely. Dimming the No.3 l's display
also dims the No.30's readout by the same
amount. The position of the No31's frontpanel controls parallels those of the No.30,
making its use intuitive if you're familiar with
the No.30.
Although the No.31 is continuously powered, a"Standby" switch turns off the display. After my first day of listening to the
No.31 (driving the No.30), Iput the No.30
into Standby and got asurprise. The No31's
lid, which was open, closed automatically,
and both the No.30 and No.31 went into
Standby mode. This finiction doesn't work
in reverse: It may be desirable to put the
No.31 in Standby and still use the No.30 for
decoding another digital source. Taking the
No.31 out of Standby activates the No.30 and
causes the No.30 to lock to the No.31, no
matter which of the No.30's inputs had been

previously selected. Further, pushing any
button on the No.31 or No.31 remote causes
the No.30 to select the No.31 as its input—
even if both units are in Standby. One touch
and the whole digital front end is powered
up with the correct input selected and ready
to go. This kind of "smart" operation is a
harbinger of the future as audio components
become more sophisticated in their user
interfaces?
The rear panel has all four standard digital outputs: coax on an RCA jack, AES/EBU
via an XLR connector, Toslink optical, and
ST-Type optical. The communication ports
and an IEC AC jack finish off the rear panel.
Needless to say, the No.31 is extraordinary
visually, functionally, and tactilely. The unit's
feel, operation, features—in fact, the user's
experience—are far beyond that of any other
transport. The No.31 was ajoy to use. The
top-loading design, motorized lid, and
damper make disc changing alittle slower
than drawer-type transports, but never to the
point of inconvenience.
Many products have been described as
having excellent build quality and fit'n'finish.
The No.31 transcends such descriptions and
previous assessments of product build. The
lavish standard to which the No.31 is built
is beyond previous measure Even the smallest details—such as the way the LEDs fit into
the front panel, or the color and grain matching between chassis parts—are executed with
extraordinary precision and craftsmanship.
The No.31 is awork of art.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The No.3 l's stunning build quality and
unique functions only hint at the sophisticated technology inside the unit. Never before has such amonumental engineering
effort been put into recovering data from
Compact Disc.
The primary technical goal behind the
No.3 l's design was isolating the disc from
vibration. Virtually all aspects of the design
and build contribute toward keeping the disc
and mechanism stable during playback. This
was accomplished in several ways, including the top-loading design, damper, and
motorized lid. The most dramatic vibrationisolation feature is, however, the transport
mechanism's suspension.
2This is just ahint of the No31's features; there are far too
many to describe here.
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This lid and seal structure not only preBased on aheavily modified Philips CDM
vents sound from reaching the disc, but pro4industrial mechanism, the transport subvides apitch-black environment for the disc
assembly is floated inside the No31's chassis
and optical system. In ascheme in which pits
on large springs filled with foam. A cutout
on the disc are converted to varying light
in the panel above the pickup (beneath the
intensity, it makes sense to keep stray light
lid) provides access for disc changing. Gently
out of the photodetector. As I'll describe in
pushing on the transport through this cutout
the listening impressions, the lid's effect on
gives an idea of the way the mechanism is
the musical presentation was profound.
suspended.
There is one more critical component of
The laser pickup itself would be virtually
the No.3 1's vibration-resistant design: the
unrecognizable to its designers; it is encased
carbon-fiber damper disc. This lightweight
in alead sandwich, bringing its weight to an
disc, just alittle smaller than aCD, is placed
astonishing 14 lbs. The pickup is then susover the CD and held to the spindle with a
pended on the lead sandwich—chemically
tiny yet powerful neodymium magnet. A
sealed to prevent lead poisoning—by arublayer of damping material covers the damper's
ber mounting. A recessed bubble level and
bottom side. The damper's purpose is to
four hex bolts allow the user to level the
reduce the CD's vertical displacement (uptransport mechanism.
and-down motion) during playback. The
This entire structure—foam-filled springs,
lead sandwich, and suspended pickup—rests
reduction in vertical motion provided by the
damper is reportedly visible to the naked eye.
on the chassis floor, which is designed to be
When you consider that the playback lens
nonresonant. The chassis is made from three
must be kept at aprecise distance from the
layers of material, two of which are differspinning disc to maintain focus, you can see
ent thicknesses of aluminum with asheet of
how reducing up-and-down motion will aid
damping material between them. Even the
in reading data from the disc.3The damper
No.31's feet are designed to decrease vibraalso greatly reduces current drawn by the
tion; the user is given the option of compliant
focus servo system, creating many ancillary
feet or spikes. The pickup mechanism itself
benefits:'
is thus suspended on the 14-lb lead sandwich,
Madrigal's choice of alightweight damper
which is mounted to the chassis by the large
disc runs counter to general industry thinkfoam-filled springs. The springs rest on the
ing (except Naim, who use asimilar magnetic
nonresonant chassis bottom, which sits on
clamping system in their Naim CDS CD
damping feet. To give you an idea of the level
player). Many believe that adding mass to the
of mechanical isolation between the outer
CD makes for smoother rotation and less
chassis and spindle, a70g acceleration applied
vibration. Indeed, this is the idea behind
to atable on which the No.31 is resting
many afterrnarket CD rings and damper discs
reportedly produces just 0.4g at the spindle.
Although these design features isolate the
3The objective lens on aCD mastering machine must maintransport from structure-borne vibration,
tain its distance from the spinning glass master to within ±02
acoustic energy impinging on adisc can also
microns to keep the recording beam focused. There are
25.4ism in athousandth oían inch.
make it vibrate. While it may seem inconse4Servo current draw affects other systems—particularly
quential, acoustic energy can be asignificant
power supplies—and degrades the system's overall perforsource of resonance. Ifound this dramatically
mance This was dramatically illustrated to me when Iworked
in CD mastering. Our custom mastering machine would
illustrated when Ireviewed the Nakamichi
occasionally lose control of turntable rotational speed for no
1000mb transport ayear ago (m Vol.15 No.6).
apparent reason. After weeks of head-scratching, we discovered that this loss of control occurred exactly at the point
The 1000mb has an "Acoustic Isolation"
where there was adefect in the glass master. This defect—
door shielding the transport mechanism from
typically abump in the photoresist coating—caused the focus
servo to instantly draw alarge current. The focus-servo power
acoustic energy. One listen to the difference
supply also supplied asmall preamplifier that amplified the
in musical presentation with the door open
turntable's tachometer signal, which was phase-locked to a
reference frequency. When the focus-servo current demand
and closed illustrated the effect of sound
was high because of the glass master defect, the power-supply
striking the spinning CD. This is where the
rail to the tachometer preamp was dragged down, causing
No.31's large, thick lid comes in. It meets a the tach signal to be lost momentarily and the turntable to
break phase lock.
rubber ring surrounding the plate covering
Although the No31 has ahuge, heavily regulated, and dedithe transport mechanism, forming an acouscated servo supply, the disc playback mechanism still works
much better when servo current draw is kept to aminimum.
tically isolated disc-playback chamber.
STEREOPHILE, jUNE 1993
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The No 3I 's transport section sits on springs and
can be leveled.

fhis mass, however, can actually degrade
rotational servo performance by slowing
servo response and making the motor work
harder. Moreover, transports and their rotat
ional servos are designed around aspecific
mass—that of aCD. Greatly increasing this
mass may radically change the transport's
operation.
lit addition, aCD doesn't spin at aconstant
speed. Instead, it slows down as the pickup
moves toward the outer radius to maintain
aconstant linear velocity as seen by the laser.
When you jump from track 10 to track 1, the
motor must increase its speed from about 200
RPM to 500 RPM. According to Madrigal,
adding mass to arotational drive system that
was designed to spin only the mass of aCD
can degrade its performance and possibly
shorten motor life. The No31's damping disc
was designed so that the transport operates
within its mass specification. Finally, alightweight clamping mechanism doesn't increase
mechanical coupling between the disc and
chassis.
This extraordinary attention to mechanical
isolation is just the beginning. The No.3 l's
electronics, servos, power supplies, and digital output stage are no less impressive.
The No.31's two power supplies are located on removable cards in the two towers
flanking the unit. One supply feeds the microprocessor and digital circuitry, while the
other is dedicated to the servos. The microprocessor supply consists of alarge low-noise
toroidal transformer, dual bridge rectifiers,
large filter caps, and two pre-regulation
stages. Additional capacitors form an RF
filtering network. The incoming AC is filtered and protected from surges by an MOV.
AC from this supply is sent across the
No.31's front to the second supply in the
142

opposite tower. To protect the rest of the circuitry from AC contamination, the ACcarrying wires are shielded in an enclosed
steel channel. The servo supply is very similar
to the microprocessor supply, but has two
pre-regulation stages. Additional regulation
is performed on the main boards next to the
circuits they supply. The servo board, for
example, has eight regulation stages, with
each regulator input having its own RFI filter.
Electrolytic caps associated with the regulators are bypassed with film types. To preserve DC purity, the No.31's two main pcbs
are four-layer, with the interior layers dedicated to ground and carrying DC. This
expensive technique not only minimizes
noise on the power-supply rails and ground,
but also allows more direct routing of the
critical digital signals. Madrigal's tradition
of superb power-supply design and execution is expanded upon in the No.31.
The No.31's unique functions and user
interface are made possible by aMotorola
68HC11 microprocessor running Madrigal's
custom software. In combination with Philips chips, the microprocessor-based No.31
can perform functions not possible with
standard Philips implementation. Software
is contained on asingle ROM, mounted in
aZIF (Zero Insertion Force) socket for easy
replacement. Note that the microprocessor
and servo boards are separate, and located on
opposite sides of the transport mechanism.
Handling of the digital signal is performed
with utmost care and attention. The HF
(High Frequency) signal recovered from the
disc is filtered and cleaned up before it reaches
the decoder (a Phillips SAA7310). The digital
output stage uses avery expensive, mil-spec,
temperature-compensated crystal oscillator.
This component is critical; it is the timing
reference for the output signal. A pulse transformer couples the S/PDIF digital signal to
the final output jacks. Although this is acommon technique, Madrigal uses an unusual
trick to optimize the transformer's performance. A DC voltage biases the transformer
on all the time so that the digital signal
doesn't cross the ground transition. Madrigal
didn't say why, but the company says it found
that this technique greatly improved the
transformer's performance.
The ST-Type optical output is the higherbandwidth Hewlett-Packard device (150MHz
vs 50MHz for the standard AT&T variety).
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The AES/EBU output has a110 ohm output impedance (in accordance with the AES/
EBU ipecification), but can be changed to
10 ohms by adjusting aDIP switch on the
output board. RCA and EIAJ optical (Toslink) are also provided. Most users, however,
will opt for the ST-Type or AES/EBU output. The No.30 and No.31, along with
Madrigal's MDC-1 AES/EBU interconnect,
form afilly realized AES/EBU interface. (For
some reason, however, the No.30's AES/
EBU indicator does not illuminate with the
No.31, nor could aPanasonic 3700 DAT
recorder lock to the '31's AES output.)
The No31's level of design is astonishing;
there were many other design refinements I
didn't have the space to include. No detail has
been left to chance. From the mechanical and
acoustic isolation, through the digital signal
handling, to the unique user interface, the No31
sets anew standard for CD transport design.

LISTENING

Though the No.31 was auditioned primarily
with the No.30 processor, it saw action with
avariety of other converters. These included
the Meitner IDAT, Sumo Theorem, Meridian
263, PS Audio UltraLink, and aProceed
PDP 3. Ialso experimented with the different
interface types and will report on these comparisons.
Loudspeakers were Thiel CS3.6es, driven
by aMark Levinson No.23.5 via an 8' run of
AudioQuest Sterling. The No.30's balanced
outputs drove an Audio Research LS2B
through short balanced lengths of AudioQuest Lapis or Diamond. A second run of
balanced Lapis connected the LS2B to the
No.23.5 power amplifier. Unbalanced interconnects included AudioQuest Diamond
and Monster Cable Sigma. AC power was
conditioned by aTice Power Block and Titan.
Digital interfaces included astandard STType optical cable, AudioQuest's Digital Pro
2ST-Type cable and AES/EBU Pro, Madrigal's MDC-1 (AES/EBU), avariety of coaxial interconnects (but primarily Aural Symphonics Digital Standard), and generic and
high-end Toslink cables. When driving the
No.30 from the No.31's coaxial output (for
interface comparisons), Iused aMadrigal
cable with RCA on one end and XLR on the
other: the No.30 has no RCA input.
Ihad previously thought the No.30 had
revealed all its secrets to me. But when it was
STE REOPHILE, JUNE 1993

driven by the No.31 transport in my listening
room, my jaw dropped. The No.31 showed
me just how much more music could be
extracted from the Compact Disc.
Iwas immediately struck by how similar
my impressions of the No.31 were to those
when Ifirst heard the No.30. The qualities
that make the No.30 such agreat product—
particularly its high resolution without being
analytical—were elevated to an even higher
level by adding the No.31. In fact, the No.31
proved to be as revelatory as the No.30.
Together, they produced apresentation that
far exceeded what Ihad believed to be the
bounds of the Compact Disc format.
The No31's effect on the system can only
be described as magical. Even compared to
other excellent transports, the No.31 was in
another league. The soundstage became more
expansive and transparent. Instrumental
timbres were portrayed with liquidity and
acertain harmonic rightness. Bass was deeper,
tighter, and better defined. But the area in
which the No.31 really knocked my socks
off was its resolution of inner detail.
In fact, if Ihad to sum up the No.31 with
one word, it would be "resolution." Just as
the No.30's great strength was its ability to
reveal musical information without sounding
aggressive or analytical, the No31's defining
characteristic was its fine resolution of detail.
The No.31 just presented so much more
information to the listener. Despite this
extraordinary resolving power, the No.31
was the antithesis of analytical, etched, forward, aggressive, "ruthlessly revealing," or
any of the other adjectives used to describe
products which force the music into your
face. The more Ilisten to digital, the more
importance Iplace on the ability to resolve
detail without etch and fatigue. The No.30,
and now the No.31, are unique in their ability
to present what were formerly two mutually exclusive qualities.
The CD Three-Way Mirror (Reference Recordings RR-24CD), engineered by Keith
Johnson, dramatically illustrated the No31's
ability to reveal more music. The disc has
layers and layers of fine detail, particularly
in the many percussion instruments. When
switching from even the excellent Proceed
PUT 3to the No.31, Iwas amazed at how the
presentation seemed to have more instruments
with the No.31. This impression of more
instruments was aresult of the No31's ability
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to present each instrument's unique character
intact. If the low-level cues that define the
instruments' sounds are obscured, the instruments tend to sound more alike, becoming
fused. But if these cues are resolved, the listener is able to hear each instrument individually. This is why the No.31 seemed to reveal
more instruments. Going back to the PDT
3gave the impression that an entire layer of
music was missing.
Another example is from Bela Fleck and
the Flecktones' first record (Warner Bros 9
26124-2). The guiro is aLatin percussion
instrument in which ahollow wooden gourd
with ridges is rubbed with asmall stick,
creating aseries of transients. With lesser
transports, the instrument is asynthetic, continuous sound. Through the No.31, the
method by which the sound is created is
clearly apparent, with the individual transients that make up the instrument's character
resolved. Don't think for aminute, however,
that Idwell on such matters when listening
to music. Ididn't enjoy the No.31 for these
sonic characteristics, but for the musical effect
of them. Iuse these examples to analyze and
convey just why the No.31 seemed to present more music. With such fine resolution,
the music was more real and lifelike, making listening more involving and satisfying.
The No.31 also was unmatched in its ability to resolve the spatial position of instruments in the soundstage and present them
as individual images. Even massed voices,
which often fuse together, were presented as
many small and individual voices. The sonically superb CD Testament (Reference
Recordings RR-49CD) is agood example;
Icould clearly resolve individual voices in
the unaccompanied chorus of the opening
track.
If you've ever flown over acity in the
Southwest on aclear and dry night, you can
get an idea of the type of spatial resolution
I'm describing. There are certain conditions
under which it is possible to resolve individual street lamps from the vast expanse of
the city below. Rather than the city appearing
as amass °flight, it is revealed as composed
of many pinpoint objects that are clearly separate from the mass °flight. So it was with
the No.31; the smallest of details were sharply
delineated, finely resolved, and distinct from
the rest of the music. The result was apresentation overwhelming in the sheer amount

of musical detail revealed. Discs with which
Iwas intimately familiar were ashock: There
was just so much more information within
them.
Soundstaging was spectacular. Switching
to the No.31 seemed to open up the presentation, revealing avast expanse of space (on
certain recordings), depth, and three-dimensional layering. Icould clearly hear fine gradations of depth; instruments were behind
others, with apalpable feeling of space between them. Adding to this impression, the
No.31 had a stunning transparency that
allowed me to see deep into the soundstage.
The tambourine in "Jupiter" from Hoist's
The Planets (London 417 553-2) was at the
very rear of the soundstage, yet had presence
and immediacy. Moreover, the soundstage
maintained its extraordinary width far to the
back of the presentation, allowing reverb
decay to fall away seemingly outside the
listening room boundaries.
The No.31's bass was nothing short of
stunning. The depth, control, pitch definition, and detail all exceeded previous standards. Rather than hearing merely lowfrequency information, the No.31 snapped
tight the lower registers, providing an astonishing degree of resolution. Bass notes were
clearly articulated, with aterrific sense of
pitch. Ihappen to like fast and intricate bass
playing; the No.31 was arevelation in its ability to reveal nuances in bassists' performances. On the great Bill Bruford record One
o
faKind (Editions EG EGCD 40), bassist Jeff
Berlin really works out, particularly on the
Alan Holdsworth composition "The Abingdon Chasp." On lesser transports, the fast
runs and subtleties tend to be lost in ablur.
The No.31 snapped the bass into tight focus,
with far greater ability to hear exactly what
he was doing. The musical effect was significant; there was more feeling of the bassist's
contribution to the music and greater rhythmic drive. The No.31 didn't have the slowness or bass fatness that often characterize
lesser transports.
The No31's overall perspective was laidback and unaggressive, particularly in the treble. Moreover, there was complete lack of
hashy grain overlaying treble textures. Violins
had asweetness and smoothness uncharacteristic of digital. Cymbals sounded more like
brass being struck than bursts of white noise
With the grundge gone, cymbals had amore
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"brass-like" shimmer instead of achromium
splatter. The result was asense of ease, lack
of fatigue, and ability to listen for hour after
hour without wanting to turn down the
music.
Finally, the most important indicator of
aproduct's musical worth is how strongly
it compels you to continue playing music.
Some products just don't let you leave the
listening room; you can't turn off the system
until you've heard along list of favorite
music. The No31 is musically addicting.
But is such ahigh-quality transport really
necessary if the digital processor has awelldesigned input receiver and can reject jitter
in the incoming data stream? The answer is
yes. When Iwas auditioning the Audio Alchemy DTI, ajitter-reduction device, Ifound
it degraded the performance of the Meridian
263, aconverter with avery good input receiver and very low measured jitter. Switching from the Marantz CD-94 CD player
used as atransport to the No.31 driving the
263 made my jaw drop once more. The
presentation's transformation was vast. In
fact, the No.31 driving the 263 was in many
ways equal to or better than the Marantz
transport driving the No.30 processor.
Incidentally, Iwas able to audition the
No.31 with its lid open by ahidden software
command. This allowed me to hear the lid's
effect on the sound. Opening the lid added
ahardness and glare to the upper mids and
treble. The presentation became brighter and
more metallic, reducing the sense ofease. The
soundstage flattened, and the space between
images narrowed. This could be either the
effect of light on the detector or of acoustic
energy impinging on the disc.
Because the No.31 has all four types of
digital outputs, Iauditioned each and compared them. As expected, Toslink was adistant fourth. The soundstage collapsed, fusing
instrumental images into asynthetic continuum (by comparison). There was also an
impression that the music was riding over a
layer of grundge, making the space between
notes less black. Coax was vastly better, with
abigger and more transparent soundstage.
The big battle, however, is between AES/
EBU and ST-Type optical. I've been abig
proponent of ST, it has consistently beaten
electrical interfaces on other products I've
auditioned. The AES/EBU interface in the
No.30/No.31, however, is perhaps the most
STEREOPHILE, JuNE 1993

fully realized implementation of AES/EBU.
It was aclose call, but Iultimately preferred
AES/EBU to ST for its tighter bass and better
resolution of fine detail. The ST had aslight
edge in spatial presentation—a more transparent soundstage and better separation of
individual instruments—but the AES/EBU
was more rhythmically involving. The No31's
spectacular resolution was also at its peak
with AES/EBU, revealing the finest detail in
instrumental timbre. This gave the instruments aslightly more believable texture. In
fact, Iended up doing nearly all my listening with Madrigal's MDC-1 AES/EBU
interconnect.
Note that these impressions are not transportable to interfaces on other products.
Those components with aless well-designed
electrical interface will undoubtedly benefit
from ST, which requires very little engineering to make it sound good.

FOLLOW-UP: THE NO.30
I'll take this opportunity to write avery brief
follow-up to my No.30 review in Vol.15
No.2. After living with aproduct (off and on)
for many months, one's insights into the
product increase. This was true of the No.30.
My unbridled enthusiasm for it has grown
after extended auditioning. Although the
No30's bass presentation was exceeded by
the Theta Generation III and Meitner IDAT,
it has aunique quality: the ability to resolve
musical information without being in any
way analytical. This is the No.30's great
strength, and what makes it so compelling.
I've come to value this quality much more
in digital reproduction after living with the
No.30. By comparison, other processors
sound either analytical or of lower resolution. The No.30 is singular in its ability to
provide high resolution without fatigue.

CONCLUSION

Just as the Mark Levinson No.30 Reference
Digital Processor set anew standard in digital
to analog conversion, so too has the No.31
Reference CD Transport redefined CD transport quality. It proved to be as revelatory as
the No.30.
The No31's musical presentation was
remarkably similar to that of the No.30 processor. The No.31 presented music with an
uncannily realistic portrayal of instrumental
textures, asmooth and natural treble, terrific
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bass, exquisite resolution of fine musical
detail, and an expansive, crystal-clear, and
beautifully resolved soundstage.
Iam at aloss to criticize the No31. It produced such atransformation of my system
that the newfound musicality may have
blinded me to its faults. More likely, however,
it will take atransport of equal caliber to
reveal the No31's weaknesses. For now, the
Mark Levinson No31 is unparalleled. Further, Ican't say enough about the No.31's
gorgeous build and sophisticated user interface. Both these aspects of the No.31 are
unprecedented.
My experience with the No31 taught me

AMC

just how crucial the transport is in the digital
playback chain. Not only was it vastly superior to every other transport I've auditioned, but it revealed just how weak alink
the transport has been in digital playback
musicality. Moreover, even processors with
very good input receivers and low jitter had
their sound transformed by the No.31.
If you haven't heard your system with the
No31 at the front end, and if you can afford
the best in digital playback, the No31 holds
some very pleasant surprises, indeed. Be forewarned, however. Once you hear what the
No.31 can do, you may find yourself, as JA
did, unable to live without it.

CVT-3030 INTE GRATED AMPLIFIER
Jack English

AMC CVT-3030 integrated amplifier
Integrated, hybrid amplifier, with MOSFET preamplifier circuits and tube (EL34) output. Inputs: Phono (MM), CD, Tuner,
Aux, DAT, Video, and Tape. Outputs: Main (4 or 8ohms), Tape, and Headphones. Tone controls: bass and treble. Convenience
outlets: three. Power output: 30W into 4or 8ohms (14.8dBW, II.8dBW, respectively). Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz,
±1.0dB. SIN ratio: 80dB. Dimensions: 17" (430mm) W by 4.5" (II2mm) Hby 11.34" (288mm) D. Weight: 30.8 lbs (I4kg).
Price: $899.95. Approximate number of dealers: 32. US distributor Weltronics Corp., Division of the IEEE Group, 1414 S.
Fair Oaks Ave., Suite 7, South Pasadena, CA 91030. Tel: (818) 799-6396. Fax: (818) 799-6541.
tor oil, or eating your spinach, or bundling
All right, class. Your assignment is to write
up when you go out in the cold ...
or pracapaper persuading people to do something
ticing safe sex? Naw, too obvious. How
good for themselves that they really don't
about convincing audiophiles to buy alowwant to do.
powered amplifier? That's tough alright, but
Let's see.. .
how about taking your WorldRadioHistory
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how about areal challenge? Let's go for alowpowered integrated amp. That's better. How
about an imported low-powered hybrid integrated amp with tubes and tone controls? That's
really tough. Maybe too tough—let's balance
it out by making the amp cheap! Yeah, that's
the assignment.
MID -FI PRICE & FEATURES
At just under $900, the AMC CVT-3030
appears to be anew product from anew
company aimed squarely at the mid-fi market. An integrated amplifier with tone controls certainly doesn't appear to be targeted
at the High End. Or is it? While the name is
new, the underlying "company"—the 25year-old IEEE Group from Taipei—is anything but. IF.FF has been doing OEM work
for years for such household brand names as
NAD, aid/s/, and Luxman. The amp was
designed by Peter Bath, who has worked for
NAD, Dolby, and AR. Given this wealth of
experience, AMC isn't really new at all.
The 3030's resemblance to NAD equipment is striking. The black (or silver) front
of the 3030 is 17" W by 4.5" H, with a
smaller rectangle recessed into the faceplate
containing all of the controls. Odd among
these were bass and treble tone controls,
bypassable via the Direct/Normal/Phones
switch. There is no balance control; instead,
left- and right-channel gain is set with dualconcentric, or ganged, volume knobs.
At the rear of the unit are the expected outputs for tape and speakers (4 or 8ohms, fiveway, gold-plated binding posts), as well as
three convenience AC outlets. The combination ola headphone jack, tone controls,
and convenience outlets should make the unit
more familiar to the typical mid-fi buyer.
These same features will tend to be viewed
negatively by the typical high-ender. On the
other hand, the typical mid-fier will be very
surprised to find output tubes in this modestly sized integrated amplifier. Price and features point to the mass market, while the
NAD-like appearance, naming conventions,
and tubes make it clear that the AMC is also
aimed clearly at the High End as well. Can
it possibly satisfy both?
The AMC CVT-3030 is aone-piece box
of reasonable dimensions, not too heavy or
bulky. Even though it has two fans, these are
effectively invisible and inaudible. There are
ample inputs, including one for phono
S
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(MM). Everything is clearly laid out and easy
to understand and use. Installation is simple;
the unit will not intimidate any potential purchaser. For my auditioning, Iused the 3030
in multiple setups, including my reference
system, and dragged it along to anumber of
friends' houses. In every case, it performed
flawlessly.
While the 3030 has tubes (from Siemens,
no less), most people were unaware of it.
There was no start-up cycle, biasing requirements, or visible tube presence. Since the
tubes themselves are soldered directly to
replaceable boards, the tweaks among us will
be frustrated. You simply can't experiment
with different tubes. Nor can you use the preamp and amp portions as separate units, as
was the case with the lovely little NAD 3020
and its pre-power jumpers on the rear panel.
The AMC is not intended for tweakers,
but to bring the sonic splendor of tubes to
the average music lover in aconvenient package. In this regard, it has succeeded admirably. Of course, Iwould have preferred an
MC phono stage, but with cartridges such
as the Sumiko Blue Points, various Grados,
and even Sam Tellig's beloved Shures, this
shouldn't pose an inordinate problem for
most listeners. After all, there is aphono stage.
But, for all us audiophiles, the unit runs in
class-A.
HIGH-END SOUND?
Ibelieve that truly satisfying systems can be
assembled for very reasonable prices. This
assertion is always made in conjunction with
the listing of recommended components. As
proof, Imated the AMC CVT-3030 with a
Rote! 955 CD player and apair of PSB Alpha
speakers for arecent East Coast meeting of
The Audiophile Network. The overall performance of this system was wonderful—
period. I'm convinced that those attending
this meeting, if blindfolded, would have estimated its price as four or five times greater
than it was. Since the Rotel and PSBs have
already received extensive praise in the pages
of Stereophile, you know that I'm about to lavish asimilar level of praise on this wonderfully satisfying amp. The CVT-3030 offered
superb performance for the price, with abevy
of features thrown in.
UPSIDE
Sonically, the major asset of the 3030 was a
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near total lack of additive colorations (with
the exception of the uneven lower treble).
Sonic errors were generally those of omission and were, in my opinion, relatively easy
to deal with. The 3030 had apunchy midbass, good overall clarity, and afine sense of
rhythmic integrity. The midrange was asatisEctory mix of detail and body. Soundstaging
was large, especially in terms of width.
Dynamics were acceptable, and power handling was pleasantly surprising, given the
30Wpc specification.

DOWNSIDE
Before Audio Research, Jadis, ConradJohnson, Melos, Quicksilver, Audible Illusions, Cary, and ahost of others begin to
worry, the wonderful little AMC unit does
fall short of the state of the art. For under a
grand, the level of overall performance was
wonderful but it was certainly not up to the
level of separates costing many thousands
more. Using live music as areference revealed
the CVT-3030 to have anumber of shortcomings.
The major area in which the 3030 fell short
of the best concerned the re-creation of the
original recording space. Depth was foreshortened, making it more difficult to sense
the halls or clubs where recordings were
made. Width was somewhat odd, with more
sounds coming out of the speakers themselves, or from center stage, with aless realistically continuous spread from left to right.
The sense of spaciousness was also diminished, with less air, fewer echoes, less reflected
sound, and decreased ambience. All of these
effects were more pronounced in the Normal mode with the tone controls in the circuit. While the shortcomings were still present, they were less problematic using the
Direct mode, which bypasses the tone controls. All of these soundstaging/ambience
shortcomings were evident on Midori's
excellent Live at Carnegie Hall (Sony SK
46742). They were equally evident on the
artificial QSound-created space of Roger
Waters's Amused to Death (Columbia CK
47127).
On the other side of the coin, the overall
perspective through the AMC tended to be
asatisfying mid-hall one. While performers
were not ideally placed left to right and front
to back, they were stable and did not wander or have vague locations. The different
148

perspectives of large halls and small clubs
were always obvious, if not necessarily realistic. While the sense of spaciousness was
diminished, the overall sound was not closeddown or lifeless. On the Waters CD, all of the
unusual QSound effects were there, with
sounds placed well out in the listening room.
On the Midori, it was clear that the recording
was live, but the dimensionality of Carnegie
Hall simply wasn't re-created.
A second area where the AMC fell short
of the best was in dynamics. While it sounded
fine at low or high volume levels (eg, Tom
Cochrane's Mad Mad World, Capitol CDP
97723), it failed to fully re-create the complete palette of dynamic contrasts. Subtle volume changes were obscured on recordings
such as the Midori or Waters. The little 30watter was clearly able to play loudly, even
with moderately efficient speakers. What was
missing were many of the tiny shifts in level
that provide music with much of its emotion.
A good example was Sir Adrian Boult's interpretation of Pomp and Circumstance (Concert
Favorites, Chesky CD53). If the volume was
set high enough for realistic peaks, the softer
passages were too loud. Conversely, if the
volume was set for realistic re-creation of the
quieter passages, the peaks were severely restricted.
A third area of criticism concerned the
resolution and richness of midrange detail.
While never thin, analytical, or transistorlike, the CVT-3030 was neither rich nor lush.
It exhibited neither atypical tubelike nor a
MOSFET character. Harmonics were good
but never great; detail resolution was good
but not outstanding. Once again, the Midori
CD provided an effective illustration of these
shortcomings. Midori's violin lacked the harmonic richness that was indeed captured on
this excellent recording. The sounds of the
performers and audience moving about and
physically being there were much harder to
pick out, or missing entirely.
Throughout the frequency range, information was somewhat obscured. Returning
to the Elgar, it became more difficult to pick
out the harp through the midrange, or triangle strokes or cymbal decay in the treble.
On Mendelssohn's The Hebrides from the
Boult recording, the percussive body of the
timpani was somewhat lightweight in the
bass. The deep bass was moderately attenuated, but this was psychoacoustically offset
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its S/N ratio (unweighted) measured 69dB
in the Normal setting, 68dB in the Direct (the
reverse of what might be expected, presumably due to additional band-limiting outside
the audio band in the Normal mode) at a
reference level of 1W into 8ohms.
Fig.1 shows the line-level frequency
response of the AMC. The top pair of traces
are into 8and 4ohm loads from the 8ohm
taps, the bottom pair from the 4ohm taps.
Note that the response from the former holds
up well to 40kHz, after which it drops off
abruptly. The response from the 4ohm taps
rolls off smoothly, but the drop is more pronounced below 20kHz and thus is more
likely to have audible consequences by
softening the top octave.
The 3030's squarewave responses are
shown in figs.2 and 3, taken from the 8ohm
tap into an 8 ohm load. Fig.2 is alkHz
squarewave taken at the 3030's Normal setting, with tone controls engaged but centered
—Jack English
(flat). A slight amount of ultrasonic highfrequency ringing is visible at the leading
ATTHE TEST BENCH WITH T
J
N
edge, with asmall downward slope at the top
All the results shown here are for the Direct
indicating the low-frequency rolloff (in the
setting, unless otherwise noted. Following
Direct setting—not shown—there is still
the standard one-hour, one-third power
visible ringing, but to amuch smaller degree).
preconditioning, the top cover of the AMC
Fig3 shows a10kHz squarewave in the same,
CVT-3030 was very warm, but not uncomNormal setting. Here the ultrasonic overfortable to touch. Beginning with the amplishoot and ringing are more apparent. The
fier's line-stage, its output impedance at its
Direct setting (not shown) has less ringing.
8ohm taps measured just over 1ohm, with
It's well-damped, however, and is high
insignificant load- and frequency-related varenough in frequency (around 100kHz) that
iations. From the 4ohm taps it was slightly
it is unlikely to have audible consequences.
lower at 0.7 ohms at 20Hz and lkHz,
Fig.4 indicates the response of the 3030
increasing to amaximum of 1.3 ohms at
with the tone controls engaged; both max20kHz. The line input impedance was just
imum boost-and-cut and one-quarter boostover 20k ohms, the maximum gain 37.7dB.
and-cut settings are shown. Note that at the
The output impedance of the tape outputs,
smaller rotation the resulting curves are
with asource impedance of 25 ohms, was
almost shelving in nature. Fig.5 shows the
988 ohms; with asource impedance of 600
frequency response, still in the Normal setohms, the tape output impedance was 1477
ting, tone controls engaged, but here with
ohms. This suggests resistance in the tape
the controls centered (flat) at the 8ohm taps.
output circuit, but no active buffering. (With
The center positions are not very well caliactive buffering the tape monitor output
impedance would be unchanged with a brated. Clearly, if you're not actually using
the tone controls, you'd be well advised to
change in source impedance.)
use the 3030's Direct setting.
Perhaps due to very-low-frequency noise,
The tracking of the level control was good,
it was difficult to assess DC offset at the
however, with amaximum channel differ3030's output. This fluctuated considerably—
ence of 0.7dB occurring at one-quarter rotaand rapidly—in both channels, making the
tion. The line-input crosstalk (fig.6) is reareading difficult; my calibrated eyeballs
sonably good, with the typically encountered
judged it to range between 03mV and 40mV
increase at higher frequencies caused by
in both channels. The 3030 is noninverting
capacitive coupling. But note the interestthrough both its line and phono inputs, and

by aslight midbass emphasis. With recordings already heavy in the midbass (such as
The Jayhawks' Hollywood Town Hall, Del
American 26829-2), there was atendency
toward boom or bloat. In this area, the 3030
had avery tubelike sound.
Oddly, the treble occasionally became a
bit harsh and edgy—not at all tubelike. This
was heard in the cymbals from both the Boult
and Cochrane recordings, as well as in Midon's violin. Like the bass, the treble was
attenuated at the extreme top, but uneven or
elevated somewhere below that. While this
list of criticisms may appear lengthy, Iwant
to reiterate that my comments are made in
comparison to live music. Looked at another
way, these criticisms are all qualified with
words like "slight" or "moderate At the
3030's price, Iwould have expected the
shortcomings to be far more severe, with
qualifiers like "prominent" or "intrusive:'
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ing contrast between the top and bottom
pairs of curves: the crosstalk is actually lower
in the Normal position, though less consistent from channel to channel.
The curves in fig.7 (8 ohm tap) indicate
suitably low levels of distortion in the mid21 MY

111:01:23
Ap

range but an increase at higher and lower frequencies, this typical of circuits using tubes
and an output transformer. The extra current
drawn by lower impedance loads also results
in arise in distortion. There is generally lower
distortion from the 4ohm tap (fig.8). The
THD +noise waveform for 4W into 2ohms
from the 8ohm tap (fig.9) indicates aprimarily third-harmonic component plus noise
which, subjectively, will be relatively innocuous. Into 8ohms and 4ohms and from the
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Fig.I AMC CVT-3030, Direct mode, frequency
response (from top to bottom): at I
W into
8ohms, 2W into 4ohms (8 ohm tap); at IW
into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms (4 ohm tap)
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 AMC CVT-3030, effect of tone controls set
to maximum, minimum, and '/, settings (8
ohm tap) (right channel dashed, 5dB/vertical
dry.).
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Fig.2 AMC CVT-3030, Normal mode, tone
controls centered, IkHz squarewave at I
W
into 8ohms (8 ohm tap).

Fig.5 AMC CVT-3030, Normal mode, frequency
response (from top to bottom): at 2W into
4ohms, I
W into 8ohms (8 ohm tap) (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 AMC CVT-3030, Normal mode, 10kHz
squarewave at IW into 8ohms (8 ohm tap).
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Fig.6 AMC CVT-3030, line input/power amplifier
crosstalk (from top to bottom at 2kHz):
R—L, L—R (Direct mode); R—L, L—R (Normal
mode) (5dB/vertical div.).
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4ohm tap (not shown), the distortion was
still primarily third-harmonic.
This was reinforced by the plot showing
the spectrum of the '3030's output when
driving a50Hz tone into 4ohms at alevel of

.0

1.•

1.00

Fig.7 AMC CVT-3030, 8ohm tap, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at 2kHz):
4W into 2ohms; 2W into 4ohms; IW into
8ohms (right channel dashed).
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20W (fig.10) using the 8ohm tap. The second harmonic lies at -67dB (about 0.045%)
with the third harmonic noticeably higher
at -42dB (0.8%). The remaining harmonics
fall off with increasing frequency (the next
highest being 250Hz at -64.5dB or 0.06%,
and 350Hz at -73.5dB or 0.02%). Various
power-line noise artifacts at 60Hz and its
harmonics are also visible, though low in
level. The result measured from the 4ohm
tap (not shown) was similar, with the artifacts
just slightly lower in level and showing the
same general trend with increasing frequency.
A similar spectral plot is shown in fig.11,
this time the result of the amplifier driving
an equal mix of 19kHz and 20kHz tones at
15.9W—just below visible waveform clipping with this signal—into an 8ohm load
from the 8ohm tap. The graph shows the
intermodulation between these two frequencies. The highest artifact is the lkHz difference frequency (at -54dB, or 0.2%) followed
by 17kHz (-56dB, or about 0.15%) and
00010 ruclaiug arae-22.
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Fig.8 AMC CVT-3030, 4ohm tap, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at 2kHz):
4W into 2ohms; 2W into 4ohms; IW into
8ohms (right channel dashed). Note that,
as in fig.7, rising distortion in the low bass
and above I
OkHz will restrict the amplifier's
output power at these frequency extremes.

Fig.9 AMC CVT-3030, 8ohm tap, 'kHz
waveform at 4W into 2ohms (top),
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom).
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Fig.I0 AMC CVT-3030, 8ohm tap, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC—I kHz, at 20W into 4
ohms (linear frequency scale). Note that
the third harmonic at 150Hz is the highest
in level, 42dB below the level of the 50Hz
fundamental (0.8%), followed by the fifth
(250Hz) and second (100Hz).

Fig.I IAMC CVT-3030, 8ohm tap. HF
intermodulation spectrum. DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at I5.9W into 8ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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21kHz (roughly the same at -57dB). Into a
4ohm load from the 8ohrn tap (not shown),
the artifacts were several dB higher at 18IcHz
and 21kHz, slightly lower at lkHz and
17kHz (at 15.7W, again just prior to visible
clipping). The results from the 4ohm tap
were similar, with the primary difference
being aconsiderably smaller lkHz artifact
(-67dB or 0.045% into a4ohm load, and
-71.4dB or about 0.025% into an 8ohm
load). These figures emphasize the importance of matching the amplifier's output tap
to the speaker's nominal impedance rating
to get the lowest distortion.
The manner in which the THD+noise
level changes with output power (at lkHz)
is shown in fig.12 (8 ohm tap) and fig.13 (4
ohm tap). (Below the minimum distortion
level between 1and 2W output, the measured
figure is dominated by noise; above that level,
it is dominated by true distortion harmonics.)
Note again that the optimum balance of
maximum output with minimum distortion
results from matching the load impedance
to the output tap. With an actual loudspeaker
load, of course, the situation is more complex
-because the impedance itself is complex-

requiring some experimentation to find the
optimum match. The discrete clipping power
measurements (Table 1) merely reinforce that
result. They also indicate the amplifier has
no problem meeting its specification, using
Table 1 AMC CVT-3030 Clipping
(1% THD+noise at 1kHz)
Both Channels
Driven

LOAD

One Channel
Driven

W (dBW)
W (dBW)
(L)
(FO
(L)
8ohm output tap
8ohms 32.3 (15.1) 30.9 (14.9) 32.9 (15.2)
(AC line) 122V
120V
120V
4ohms 24.4 (10.9) 21.7 (10.4) 34.7 (12.4)
(AC line) 121V
120V
121V
2ohms
10.0 (4.0)
(AC line)
121V
4ohm output tap
8ohms 20.5 (13.1) 20.6 (13.1) 20.8 (13.2)
(AC line) 123V
123V
123V
4ohms 31.6 (12.0) 30.8 (11.9) 33.0 (12.2)
(AC line) 123V
123V
123V
2ohms
36.0 (9.5)
(AC line)
123V
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Fig. 12 AMC CVT-3030, 8ohm tap, distortion vs
output power, from bottom to top into 8
ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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fig.14 AMC CVT-3030, RIAA error (phono input
-tape output) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.I3 AMC CVT-3030. 4ohm tap, distortion vs
output power, from bottom to top into 8
ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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lab

Fig.15 AMC CVT-3030, phono input, THD+noise
vs frequency at (from top to bottom): 5mV
at kHz (dominated by noise); 75mV at
I
kHz.
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the appropriate output transformer tap.
Moving over to the 3030's MM phono
input—all phono measurements were made
at the tape outputs—the RIAA error (fig.14)
is impressively small. The phono crosstalk,
taken at a75mV input level (at lkHz) to minimize the effect of noise, is not shown but
smoothly rose from -100dB at 100Hz to
-78dB at 20kHz. This is afirst-rate result,
the increasing crosstalk with frequency likely
due to interchannel capacitive coupling.
Finally, fig.15 shows the THD +noise vs frequency for the phono input with input voltages of 5mV (top curves) and 75mV (bottom
curves). The 75mV used for the bottom
curves minimized the contribution of noise
to the result. The top curves—for a5mV
input—are included here to show that
although the noise at this level (typical for a
moving-magnet cartridge) increases the
overall reading, the THD +noise is still very
low. The phono-stage overload point (1%
THD +noise) was very high, reached with
an unequalized input signal at 155mV at
lkHz, 16.4mV at 20Hz, and 1.47V at 20kHz

—the differences are due to the characteristics
of the RIAA phono equalization curve. These
are equivalent to overload margins of29.8dB,
303dB, and 29.4dB, respectively. CVT-3030
owners need not fear using high-output MM
or MC cartridges. The phono-stage gain is
35.8dB.
The bench results of the CVT-3030 are
very respectable for arelatively low-powered
(and low-priced) tube integrated amplifier.
Iwas most impressed by the phono-stage
measurements—hardly inferior to any number of stand-alone (and generally more
expensive) tube preamps we have tested.
—Thomas J. Norton

JE

SUMS UP
For just under $900, the AMC CVT-3030
attempts to do for tubes what the venerable
NAD 3020 did for solid-state. While it isn't
astate-of-the-art contender, the AMC CVT3030 is very likely to please alarge number
of music-loving audiophiles. It is awonderful
little surprise and agreat buy at the price.
—Jack English
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SONY CDP-X779ES CD PLAYER
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Sony CDP-X779E SCD player

One-piece CD player. Front-panel controls: Digital Output select, track step, forward/reverse shuttle. Drawer open/close,
Play, Pause, Stop, Line Out/Phone Level, Play Mode, Display Mode, AC Power. Remote controls: All the above, plus Peak
Search, File Recall, Continue, Shuffle, Program, Custom Index, number buttons (0 to 20), program Clear, custom File. Erase
file, Fader, Slow/fast search, Index search, A-B Repeat, Time, over-20 numeric, Check. Outputs: fixed and variable singleended line and fixed balanced line, 2V at 50k ohms, headphones up to 100mW into 32 ohms, coaxial digital 0.5V p-p at 75
ohms, optical digital. Frequency response: 2Hz-20kHz ±0.3dB. S/N ratio: >119dB. Dynamic range: >100dB. Harmonic
distortion: <0.0015%. Channel separation: >100dB. Power consumption: 38W. Dimensions: 18%" W by 5" Hby 14%"
D. Weight: 36 lbs (I6kg). Price: $1900. Approximate number of dealers: 400. Manufacturer. Sony Corp., 1Sony Drive, Park
Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 930-1000. Fax: (201) 930-4748.

Sony's first CD player, the much-maligned
CDP-1 (reviewed in Vol3 No.10), did all the
STEREOPHILE, jUNE 1993

things we'd been promised from CD except
deliver perfect sound. It met CD's incredible
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claims for frequency range and linearity, harmonic and intermodulation distortion, and
signal/noise ratio, yet—despite my own initial
enthusiasm for it—it proved ultimately to be
adisappointing-sounding player.' Its sound
was rather hard and grainy, and quite spectacularly uninvolving to listen to. But considering that it was the first of its kind, it was
agood start despite its many sonic shortcomings?
High-end manufacturers, however, were
so disconcerted by the initial hostility of their
market to CD that they initially stayed away
from it, for fear of being tarnished by its unsavory reputation. After all, everyone assured
one another, vinyl would still be around for
ten years or so. Well, it wasn't to be. The entire industry was shocked at how quickly record stores ditched their entire inventories of
LPs and replaced them with CDs. By 1990,
the LP was dead and practically buried.
I'm not sure which was the first high-end
manufacturer to take the plunge, but for the
record, the California Audio Labs Tempest
and PS Audio CD-1A were the first players
from small American firms to be reviewed
in Stereophile, three years after our CDP-101
review. The dam was broken—the deluge
brought with it unprecedentedly detailed
scrutiny of CD's shortcomings and an explosion of technological refinements that must
have surprised even CD's inventors. Ever
since, the CD majors have been working
furiously to stay abreast of the advances. And
although the highest-priced player/decoder
combinations arc still judged to be the top
of the sonic heap, Tom Norton's review of
Sony's previous flagship model, the CDPX77ES (Vol.14 No.1), compared it favorably with more modestly priced separates.
Like all of Sony's top-line products, the
CDP-X799ES is loaded with bells and whis1Some crinasms of CD made at that time were wrong, however. such as the common assertion that adigital system with
44.IkHz sampling cannot reproduce a20kHz smewave. It's
true, of course, that the best it can do is take slightly more than
two samples of each 20kHz cycle, which logic tells us would
cause truly prodigious distortion. But .the lowest (2nd) harmonic of 20kHz Is 40kHz, and the very sharp output filter
on all CD players eliminates any 40kHz signal, as well as all
harmonics above it. And, by definition, afundamental without harmonics is .1 pure sinewave.
2Edison's early phonographic efforts weren't all that great
either, even though his promotions touted their sound as "Just
like being there." (At least he had the restraint not to tack "forever" at the end of it.) Analog audio's "legendary" quality
and musicality, which we smugly hold up as proof of digital's wrongheadedness, took 116 years ro develop. We're only
II years into consumer digital.
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ties, most of which—like Custom File and
Shuffle Play—are of little interest to serious
audio types. However, unlike the typical
feature-laden product, in which performance
is heavily compromised to keep the price
competitive, the 779 gives every indication
of real attention to quality. It's built like the
proverbial brick outhouse, with aheavy, lowresonance chassis, ahefty power-transformer
case (which apparently houses two transformers), and so on. The deck is solidly built
and sounds that way, being reassuringly
smooth and quiet in operation. It maketh no
clunks, no bangs, no grinding-gear noises
when the door opens and closes.

DESIGN FEATURES
Most of the 779's basic design is the same as
that of the earlier CDP-X77ES, to which
review Irefer interested readers. So Iwon't
go into along and tedious description of the
799ES's circuitry, chip sets, and interior
decor. Rather, I'll mention only the features
Sony felt were important enough to cover in
atechnical white paper about their 1992
players. (Yes, the 779 is that old.)
Complementary PLM A/D Converter
Instead of the X77's two DACs per channel,
the 779's "high-density linear converter"
uses four per channel to output its pulselength-modulated (PLM) bitstream at 90
million pulses per second? This is claimed
to provide even higher waveform precision
than before and, as aside effect, an incredible
131dB S/N ratio!
Direct Digital Synchronization: Sony's
attack on the jitter problem involves introducing the clock signal right into the DAC,
at the point where the digital signal is converted to analog.
DC Servo FET Line Drive: The analog
section in each channel consists ola servocontrolled, DC-coupled FET, with no capacitors whatsoever in the signal path. This
addresses what has been shown to be the
major shortcoming of most CD players: a
mediocre analog section. The "servo" control
is simply to ensure that no DC offset can
appear at the output. I've always had aweak3Long "pulses" are made up of acontinuous senes of short
ones, the shorter the short ones—that is, the more of them
per second—the smaller the amplitude steps that can be
PWM-encoded: or, as Sony puts it, the higher the resolution.
But like S/N ratio, the ultimate resolution of any Cl) player
is system-limited—in this case, to 65,536 discrete amplitude
levels.
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ness for FET sound, particularly in low-level
circuits, because it combines the best aspects
of tube and transistor sound, with none of
the shortcomings of either. The benefits of
acapacitorless signal chain are unarguable.
Digital Servo: This refers to the servo that
controls the player's laser-optical pickup.
Long considered legendary in the disctracking department, Sony's players haven't
seemed to need "improving" in that respect
for anumber of years, so this latest innovation
would seem to be just icing on the cake. First
used on laserdisc players, where tracking
problems are exacerbated by the disc's 12"
diameter, digital servo control simply means
the analog output from the pickup is converted immediately to digital, kept in that
form to do the necessary filtering (of noise
and disc eccentricities) and control-voltage
calculations, and then D/Nd just before feeding the servo control amplifiers.
Laserdisc players with digital tracking control have proven to be much more stable and
glitch-free than with analog control, both
in sound and picture, so there's no reason to
believe CDs wouldn't be similarly helped.
Whether the difference would ever be audible
from CD is moot. But then, Sony's high-end
players have always been designed with the
view that "[fit might conceivably help, why
not do it?" (In high-end, we call this "noholds-barred.") Because digital control-signal
processing consumes less current with less
current-drain fluctuation than analog processing, it should cause less signal-modulating power-supply voltage change in other
parts of the player.
Solid Deck Platform: New materials and
even heavier construction than in previous
models reduce even more any tendency for
the deck as awhole to resonate in response
to rapid servo movements, for more precise
and stable pickup positioning.
Improved Drive Motor: The turntable
motor is abrushless, slotless (no large gaps
between rotor segments) design to minimize
cogging, and the bearing is apolished sapphire (When, [wonder, will we see avacuumholddown CD platter?)
Sealed Disc Drawer: Not anew Sony
feature—both Nakamichi and Meridian have
transports and players with asealed disc
section—the drawer assembly is fitted with
an air seal which, when closed, is supposed
to prevent airborne sounds from impinging
STEREOPHILE. JUNE 1993

on the disc surface. Well, if that can foul an
LP's sound, Isuppose it could affect aCD.
Everything else seems to.
Circuit Isolation: As much as possible of
the wiring is now on rigid, low-resonance
circuit boards, all of which are electrically isolated from one another for minimal noise
leakthrough. Separate, shock-mounted twincore power transformers serve the digital
servo and signal-handling sections. There is
only one AC cord. (Sony, you disappoint
me!)

GEAR &BREAK-IN

Other equipment used for this review included aRevox A-77 15ips 2-track tape
recorder, aSony PCM-F1, aThreshold FET10 line controller, Boulder 500AE amplifiers,
aHeath Company pink-noise generator, and
part of the Snell/Lexicon/Rane home THX
system that Ireviewed last December. If this
sounds like an odd lineup, here's my rationale:
The Revox and the F-1 were used to play
some of my original tapes which had ended
up on Stereophile's first Test CD, and atape
ofJA's that was transferred to Test CD 2. The
FET-10 and 500AE are my current reference
line controller and power amp. The Snell stereo speakers—small deficiencies aside—
appear to be among the most neutral (accurate) Iknow of, and the Lexicon CP-3 was
needed to drive their subwoofers.
To break the player in, Iput aCD on it,
programmed it to repeat indefinitely, and let
it cook for two days. Iused the Snell/Lexicon/Pane system with all ambience processing switched out and the center and rearchannel surround speakers disconnected. The
stereo signals were routed straight through
the FET-10, bypassing the Lexicon except for
its subwoofer outputs. This complicated
things abit by placing the front channels and
the subwoofers under separate control, which
meant that each time Ichanged the FET-10's
gain, Ihad to also readjust the subwoofer
level at the Lexicon. For that reason, Iset the
CD player's volume (at Zero recorded level)
at anominal average peak SPL of 95dB,
matched the subwoofer level by measurement and by ear (they agreed), and from then
on changed only the level control on the
pink-noise generator or tape player as necessary to match their levels to the CD source.
(The front channels operate full-range in this
setup, adding acertain amount of extra
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energy in the 70Hz range, but since this midbass coloration affected all signal sources
equally, it did not detract from the similarity
between them, which was what Iwas initially interested in.)

M E&CD PLAYERS
A word about me and CD players: Although
Irealize that musicality is the driving force
behind subjective audio magazines like Stereophile, Iam acutely nervous about using it
as the sole criterion for judging any kind of
record player, analog or digital. There is no
objective measurement for musicality; it is
necessarily ajudgment call, and avery personal one at that. Since no reproduction really
sounds like the real thing, averdict of musicality depends on certain sonic cues which
evoke in the listener memories of live concerts previously heard. When this happens,
the mind fills in what's missing and the
whole thing sounds real. Since different people pay attention to different aspects of sound,
the things required to evoke that illusion of
reality differ from one listener to another;
what sounds musical to one may not to
another.
The issue is further complicated by the
critical listener's natural tendency to assume,
because his reference system sounds neutral
and free from colorations, that the individual
components comprising it are equally neutral. He knows, deep down, that this is highly
improbable, yet when he substitutes another
component that makes the system sound less
musical, there is apowerful temptation to see
this as afailing of that new component, without even considering the possibility that his
reference component may have been, for
instance, complementing acoloration in his
speakers that the new, intrinsically more neutral one doesn't.
Then there's the question of program
material. Even if the listener actually made
the recording he's listening to, he doesn't
really know what it sounds like. Microphones don't hear sounds the way our ears do,
and there's no way oflistening to arecording except through asystem which is itself
almost certainly colored in ways we may not
know about. The fact that the reproduction
may sound like what is remembered of the
real thing can give some reassurance that
we're on the right track, but for all of the
above reasons, Ithink it presumptuous of
156

critics to base their opinions of aproduct
entirely on how it makes things sound in
their own systems.
But "presumptuous" is not how Ifeel
about "comparing" aCD with its LP release;
Ithink that is absurd. Colorations in CD
players are trivial when compared with such
differences between cartridges, arms, turntables, and preamps. The wholly unpredictable result of analog's mix'n'match roulette
is hardly areliable comparison signal, let
alone areference standard. An analog front
end can be afairly solid reference source if it
has proven itself capable of making alarge
selection of well-made LPs sound like their
original tapes, but few audiophiles have
access to any original tapes, and even fewer
who do have them have ever tried seriously
to assemble LP players that sound like them.
So as far as I'm concerned, the function of
aCD player is not to make musically pleasing
(or even realistic) sounds, but to replicate the
sound of the CDs' original master tapes.
Period. If it succeeds in doing that, but
doesn't sound "good" through the reproducing system, then either the original recording
was poor or the playback system needs work.
(There's also the possibility that the original
may have suffered some loss in transfer to
CD, but that happens less and less these days.)
Fidelity starts with frequency response. If
aCD player has built-in response errors, it
can never reproduce the original signal properly no matter how good it is in other
respects. Don't laugh; this has long been one
of the major differences between competing
players, even high-priced ones. I'm not talking about measured response, although (as
our published curves show) there are often
small differences there, too. No, I'm talking
about subjective response—how the thing
sounds.

LISTENING
A/B comparisons are scorned by the highend community because they don't reveal
most of the subtle differences between products. But one less-than-subtle difference they
do reveal [Perhaps the only difference they
reveal!—Ed.] is frequency response, and A/B'd
pink noise can be very revealing of response
differences, particularly at the high end. So
my first comparison was between an original pink-noise signal and one from aCD
(track 15 on Test CD 2). Ihad two pink-noise
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generators on hand, one made by the Heath
Company for use with their now-discontinued real-time analyzer, the other an
!vie 20B. Ichecked first to make sure they
sounded identical, which they did. (This is
no guarantee they weren't both off abit,
but the chances of two being out of spec in
the same direction arc slim. Besides, they
both measured flat on the Heath Spectrum
Analyzer.) Iopted to use the Heath because
it has avolume control. Iused aY-adaptor
to feed its mono output to apair of unoccupied FET-10L inputs.
Istarted the CD player, A<->B programmed it to repeat the first segment of the
track (the second is uncorrelated), and carefully matched the generator level to it to
within asmall fraction of adB. There was no
audible difference at all! A good start.
For musical comparison material, Ichose
first my chorus-and-organ Dubois track (7)
from Test CD 1. Istarted it playing, and hit
Pause right on the first note. Switching to the
Revox, Icued up my original tape of that segment to afew seconds ahead of its start point
and—finger on the Sony's Pause button—
pushed Play. On the first note, Ipunched in
the CD, and they were almost perfectly
synchronized. After matching levels at the
Revox, Iwas able to start comparing.
First, Imust say that Inever cease to be
appalled by how bad that Dubois recording
sounds. Original or not, it has all the earmarks of amediocre analog copy: It's rough,
gritty, hissy, veiled, muddy at the low end,
and the whole bottom range of the organ is
gone. (It was, in fact, recorded on an Ampex
601-2, whose low-end equalization ceased
at 40Hz. Even after all these years, Ican still
remember my dismay when, observing the
VU meters standing at 0during a16Hz pedal
note in the Seven Last Words, Iswitched them
to read Playback and saw the needle drop to
-20dB!) Why, then, did Iabase these stateof-the-art CD players with such garbage?
Because, as Isaid, it was the most highpowered of the three selections of which I
had access to both original and CD copy.
What did it tell me? Ithought, occasionally,
that Iheard differences at the top, but these
were inconsistent enough (one minute the
CD seemed to be toppier, the next the tape
seemed to be) that Ihad to attribute them to
self-deception. Low-frequency content and
quality from the two sources were identical!
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

Next, the Jârnefelt Praeludium (track 9), a
more recent (and less mediocre) Revox A-77
recording whose pizzicato strings uncover
the Wilmington, Delaware Opera House's
superb acoustics like no other recording I
ever made there:* Same result: the CD sound
was aspectral clone of the original.
But that's where the similarity ended. In
other areas—inner detail, depth, and breadth
—the CD playbacks sounded uniformly
inferior to their tape originals. Player deficiencies? Nope, but I'll get to that subsequently.
The next comparison was with JA's Dream
of Gerontius cut on Test CD 2(track 13), a
much more recent recording but one that had
also originated with aRevox A-77. Idid not
have the analog tape of this but aPCM copy
John had run off for me using the Sony
PCM-Fl. Here, the CD was clearly better
than the tape, all of which came as no great
surprise, and cleared the 779 of any complicity in the aforementioned tape/CD deterioration. The differences Ihad noted with the
tape of Gerontius are characteristic of the
PCM-F1, which is abit dry and abit soundstage-restricting. (My F-1 was once described
by Peter Mitchell as "the worst-sounding he
had ever heard"!) The other tapes had been
transferred to digital with the Nakamichi
1000 ADC, which was one of the better converters available back in 1989, but has been
revealed as sounding merely ordinary by
today's standards. JA's Gerontius recording,
by comparison, had been transferred to digital with the 20-bit Manley A/D converter
feeding aDAT recorder.
So much for the comparison tests. How
did the 779 sound? Ipromised Iwouldn't nitpick about recordings Iknew little about, but
Iwill say that I've spent countless hours now
listening to awide selection of good, bad, and
indifferent CDs, and I've found no reason to
fault this player. Although Ifelt it to be alittle
uninvolving for the first week or so, its sound
has steadily improved, to the point where I
can become really emotionally involved with
the music—something that isn't supposed
to happen with CD. The 779's sound is
detailed without being analytical, alive without being aggressive, sweet without being
veiled, and almost (but not quite) as liquidly
lush as the best analog sound Ihave heard.
4Some record company should investigate that hall as apossible recording venue.
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TJN had complained of acertain roundingoff of attack transients from the earlier X77,
but Iheard no such tendency from the 779.
A triangle at the back of the orchestra would
cut through the general hubbub as effortlessly as Ihear it when listening live.
Ican't assess the 779's soundstaging on an
absolute basis, because Ihave nothing with
which to compare it. (My own tapes tend
toward dryness, because Ifind a rather
upfront and immediate sound to be more
involving than the distant, awash-in-rewrb
perspective of many contemporary symphonic recordings.) But Iheard considerable
depth and breadth from CDs that do have it
(like Reference Recordings' recent efforts).
And my copy ofJA's tape was clearly less
deep and spacious than its CD transfer.
Ultimately, what impressed me the most
about the 779 was how often it gave me the
goosebump response that means the sound
has touched me on an emotional level. I'm
still not ready to replace all my favorite LPs,
because they often do the same thing for me.
But Ifind myself going to the LP shelf less
and less often these days as my collection of
decent-sounding CDs grows and my tolerance for surface noise and bass-muddying
acoustic feedback dwindles.
Before going on to other things, Iran afew
of the tracking obstacle tests on disc 2of the
Pierre Verany test set. The 779 was close to
its holding limit on track 33 (single 1.5mm
surface glitch), and fell apart on the 2mm of
track 34. On the double-whammy twoglitch test, it failed on the 1.5mm of track 48.
These are excellent test results, although—
according to P-V's blurb sheet—not unprecedentedly good. But then, not one of the
50-some music discs Ihave played on the unit
has ever mistracked audibly.

COMPARISONS
Where does the CDP-X799ES rank with the
competition? To get ahandle on this, Iborrowed from Santa Fe two higher-priced
players that garnered enthusiastic reviews
from TJN in February: aKinergetics KCD40 ($2295) and aProceed PCD 3($2995).
Also provided, for my enlightenment, was
the Theta DS Pro Basic II outboard DIA
decoder ($1995 plus whatever deck you use
with it, $2395 with the optional AT&T ST
optical input) that CG had reviewed in January. Ihad used an earlier version of the Pro158

ceed (the PCD 2) for some months, and
found it to be overly warm and rather lifeless. Ihad also auditioned the Kinergetics at
an earlier date but, because of my "reference"
system at the time, had judged it intolerably
cold and analytical. (Subsequently, amore
neutral system changed my perspective on
that judgment.)
Istarted with the pink-noise comparisons.
Spectrally, the Kinergetics and the Sony were
atoss-up with the pink-noise source, so similar that Icouldn't decide whether there were
any differences at all. Idecided there weren't.
The Proceed was less soft at the top than the
earlier PCD 2, but was still alittle more
closed-in than either the Sony or the Kinergetics.
For musical material, Iused my Dubois
recording (God, I'm getting fed up with
that!) to judge absolute tonal accuracy, and
JA's Gerontius for tonality, soundstaging, and
low-end weight and extension. Ialso used
several commercially available recordings for
making one-on-one comparisons between
the players: Reference Recordings' Malcolm
Arnold disc (track 3) for soundstaging, inner
detailing, and bass-drum heft, Bob Harley's
drum-set recording on Stereophile's Test CD
2 for articulation and rhythm, and the
Chesky Beethoven 9th (vocal section, track
4) for scrape-flutter assessment. (Scrape flutter, due to "violining," where the tape continually snags then releases, like aviolin bow
drawn across astring, is common to all
analog-mastered recordings, and it is exacerbated by any hint of "digititis" from aplayer.)
The Proceed and Kinergetics were found
to have slightly less low-end heft and
authority than the Sony. The Kinergetics
sounded ashade lean, while the Proceed had
extension but not much impact, sounding
almost alittle slow through the bass. The
Kinergetics was just ashade more forward
than the other two, and the Theta and Sony
threw the most convincing soundstage of the
bunch—a bit wider from the Theta and
deeper from the Sony. Scrape flutter sounded
the same from three of the players, but was
subtly softened by the Proceed, which didn't
surprise me abit. The crud sounded alittle
more agreeable, but at the cost of some musical detail. In terms of sit-back-and-relax
musical enjoyment, Ifound the Proceed the
easiest player to listen to but also the least
involving, while the Kinergetics sounded
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very fast and alive but also just ashade dry.
The winner here was the Sony, which managed to sound at once easy and alive.
All of the foregoing auditions were done
from the players' analog outputs, using their
own internal D/A converters and analog sections. What, if anything, did the Theta have
to contribute? Used as transports, feeding the
Theta from their coaxial digital outputs, all
three players sounded absolutely identical to
me. (I could not try the optical linkups because of interfacing compatibilities.) But the
sound was unquestionably better through
the Theta—spectrally the same as the Sony,
but with aslightly greater feeling of ease and
liquid transparency. The Theta sounded—
dare Isay it?—a bit more LP-like. But I'll be
damned if Iheard any of the "dramatic"
differences, either between players or between the analog and digital interconnections, that some other reviewers have
reported. Maybe my system doesn't have the
(exaggerated?) resolving powers of theirs, but
the more Icompared, the more Ifelt that the
price differences between these devices
(figuring the Theta's cost as including adeck
to drive it) were much more significant than
their sonic differences.
Don't get me wrong: There are differences
between these which were great enough that
they could make or break the sound depending on the rest of the system they are used in.
(An overly analytical system, for example,
could be abetted by the Proceed, alaid-back
one by the Kinergetics.) But the Sony is neutral enough that it would be agood bet for
use in any system that isn't badly colored. Is
the Theta outboard worth the additional $
outlay? That, Ithink, depends on how acutely aware you are of CD's current shortcomings. It does improve matters, but both your
system and your aural acuity will determine
just how much difference, and that is what
you must base your decision on. The wisest
move might be to buy an all-in-one player
first, and add the Theta (or an ever-higherrated outboard) if you feel you need it. Since
the Theta improves the sound of all of these
players equally, the logical starting point
would be the cheapest of the three: the Sony
CDP-X799ES. It's also probably the one you
are least likely to want to upgrade for awhilc

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N

The Sony CDP-X779ES had an output of
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2.49V (L) and 2.52V (R), unbalanced when
decoding alkHz, OdB (full-scale) sinewave.
The corresponding balanced outputs were
2.1V (L and R). Its output impedance, being
well below 1ohm, was actually too low to
measure on our Audio Precision test set in
either the balanced or unbalanced (fixed or
variable) modes. The Sony's DC offset was
0.1mV left and 0.2mV right. The '779 was
non-inverting from the unbalanced outputs,
with apositive-going impulse test signal
reproduced as positive at its outputs. Iverified
that the balanced output is configured with
pin 3positive, as specified (the opposite of
the AES/ANSI standard). Its frequency
response (fig.1) was almost ruler-flat, with
abarely perceptible rise above 10kHz. The
figure shows the unbalanced output; the
balanced output was dead flat to 20kHz. The
de-emphasis error, also shown in fig.1 (bottom curve), indicates that those few discs
which use pre-emphasis will be played back
with the spectral response inherent in the
recording.
The crosstalk shown in fig.2 is very low
even from the unbalanced outputs, and outMID Mtn»
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Fig.l Sony CDP-X779ES, frequency response
(top) and de-emphasis error (bottom) (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Sony CDP-X779ES, crossta k(from top to
bottom): L—R, R—L (unbalanced outputs);
R—L, L—R (balanced outputs) (I0dB/vertical
div.).
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standing from the balanced. With the latter,
separation from right to left is slightly better
than the reverse, but neither is significant in
any way. Fig3 shows the spectral analysis of
the Sony's decoding of atrack of "digital
silence" (all data words zero) from the balanced output. Note the very low overall noise
—dropping below our standard -130dB
graph floor below lkHz—and only amodest
rise at the 60Hz line frequency, still below
any conceivably audible level. The steep rise
Stœmill•
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in noise above 20kHz is typical of low-bit
noise shaping and not amatter of concern.
Using the same type of spectral analysis,
fig.4 shows the spectrum of a decoded
-90dB, lkHz dithered sinewave signal (unbalanced output shown, the balanced was
marginally better at 60Hz). Only minor
artifacts are visible above and below the testsignal frequency, with the latter showing
excellent linearity. Fig.5 shows the fade-tonoise with dither, again indicating outstanding linearity down to -110dB. Only the leftchannel balanced output is shown; the right
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Fig.3 Sony CDP-X779ES, spectrum of silent
track, 20Hz-200kHz, with noise and
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Fig.6 Sony CDP-X779ES, noise modulation, -60
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channel and the unbalanced outputs were
virtually identical.
Noise modulation as afunction of signal
level vs frequency is plotted in fig.6. (The test
signal used for this test was from Stereophile's
Test CD 2, which includes afull description
of this test.) The results shown here are for
six different signal levels decreasing from
-50dB to -100dB. The more tightly clustered
the results, the better; the Sony's grouping
is first-rate. Many of the curves in some of
our previous measurements of this characteristic in other players showed arise at the
lowest frequencies, leading me to suspect a
possible measurement artifact. The Sony,
however, except for the -50dB curve (which
increases below 600Hz to -110dB) and the
-60dB and -70dB curves (showing single
spikes at 420Hz and 310Hz, respectively) was
very well behaved down to the lowest frequencies, indicating that the low-frequency
increases measured on other machines were
most probably due to the players themselves.
Fig.7 shows the results of the Sony decoding alkHz, undithered sinewave at -9031dB.
The desired stairstep response is very clear—
superior to that which we have observed in
the majority of players and processors tested
to date.
Using afull-scale (OdBFS) lkHz squarewave to drive the Sony, we got aresult typical
of players using linear-phase digital filters,
but with clipping of the ringing on the top
and bottom of the squarewave noticeable.
Feeding afill-scale combined 19kHz+20kHz
signal into the Sony and performing an FFT
analysis of the output resulted in the plot
shown in fig.8. The artifacts are very low,
with the highest—the lkHz difference frequency—over 90dB down.
Jitter tests were not performed on the

X779ES because its digital circuitry is not
accessible with the player. Idid get apeek
inside this large, heavy machine, however,
which on whole appears well made, though
the reasonably neat layout does include some
not particularly tidy wiring bundles connecting the several circuit boards.
Altogether, the measured performance of
the CDP-X779ES was outstanding. Nothing
in the results would indicate anything but
first-rate performance across the board.
—Thomas J. Norton

J
GH SUMS UP

Igot completely hooked on the Sony's
crowd-pleasing features: its lightning-fast
responsiveness to commands, its remotecontrol versatility, its several auto repeat
modes (a godsend for anyone who routinely
uses test CDs), its choice of display modes,
and its near-intuitive ergonomics. (And while
Iaccept Madrigal's reasons for making the
Proceeds look the way they do, Istill think
their players look c-1-u-n-k-y.)
The Sony CDP-X779ES is ahoney of a
CD player, and Iremain, as of now, unconvinced of the necessity for paying more. But
if you're one of those quasi-digiphobes who
consider every out-of-place bit an insult
to your musical sensibilities (of course, areal
'phobe wouldn't even be reading this review!), then by all means spend the extra
$1400 or $14,000 for amore exotic and
analog-like two-piece CD system. Better
still, don't abandon vinyl at all until CD
reproduction gets even better than it is now.
Or wait afew years until today's $14,000 CD
sound can be bought for $2000.
But would Ibuy aSony CDP-X779ES?
You're damn right Iwould.

NAIM ARO TONEARM
Markus Sauer
Unipivot tonearm. Overall length: 11.42" (290mm). Effective length: 9.055" (230mm). Pivot center to platter center: 8.37"
(212.5mm). Overhang: 0.75" (I8mm). Effective mass: Ilgm. Optimal cartridge weight: 5.5-I2gm (standard counterweight:
other versions available). Cartridge mounting height: 1.6-2.2" (40-55mm). Price: $1695 (extra arm tops are $895). Approximate
number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer Naim Audio Ltd., Southampton Road, Salisbury, Wilts. SPI 2LN, England, UK. Tel:
(0722) 332266. US distributor Naim Audio North America Inc., 1748 North Sedgwick Street, Chicago, IL 60614. Tel: (312)
944-0217. Fax: (312) 944-0255.
When Iwas visiting Santa Fe last Easter,' one
of the subjects Iraised with JA was Naim's
STEREOPHILE, jUNE 1993

ARO tonearm. This unique unipivot design
has languished in Class K of Stereophile's
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Nairn ARO tonearm

"Recommended Components" fisting for far
too long. JA explained that the regular reviewers have quite enough to do, thank you,
just keeping up with speakers, electronics,
and especially digital. The esteemed Martin
Colloms is happily using an ARO on his
Linn Sondek, and wrote areview for the
English Hi-Fi News & Record Review in May
1991, but since there is avery small but
nevertheless vociferous overlap in US readership between the two magazines, it is Stereophile policy not to have two reviews by the
same reviewer ola given piece of gear.
When Iexplained that I'd been using an
ARO for some time, JA asked me to review
it for Stereophile—which is why someone
whose writing usually appears under an
"Industry Update" byline is making asurprise guest appearance in "Equipment
Reports:' I'll also (ab-)use the opportunity
to mouth off on some unrelated topics.

DESIGN &TECHNOLOGY

A few years back, strange and unusual products and statements started to issue from the
otherwise fairly conservative Naim company.
Whereas they had always advocated rigidbearinged tonearins and moving-coil loudspeakers, they now issued aunipivot tonearm
and talked about electrostatics under development. These were the brainchildren of
Guy Lamotte, aFrench designer who subsequently left Naim, leaving the electrostatic
project unfinished; the ARO remains. Its
name is taken from the precision aluminum1Nice folks, the Stereophik staff; my heartfelt thanks for a
wonderful week to everyone Ihad the pleasure to meet.
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alloy tubing of which the main tube is made.
Unipivots have traditionally been only
marginally stable, but much thought has evidently gone into the ARO's design. Lowering the counterweight to about record level
has given the ARO excellent stability. This
also lowers the center of gravity to below the
pivot point, providing about 6dB of mechanical damping of the stylus. Another 2dB or
3dB seem to come from the bearing cup,
which has asapphire insert. The bearing is
the ARO's stroke of genius. In other unipivots, asharp pin is mounted to the turntable and the arm carries acup which sits atop
the pivot point. The ARO's arm carries the
sharp tip, resting this atop astationary cup:
atrue mechanical ground, and the only
spiked tonearm Iknow of!
The headshell doesn't carry the usual slots.
It is pre-drilled with three holes for the Linn
Troika's and Arkiv's three-point fixing, other
cartridges making use of only two of the
holes provided. Naim believes that the extra
structural rigidity given by aless mutilated
headshell structure is preferable to the overhang adjustment possibilities afforded by the
slots. Paranoids can get agood machine shop
to (very, very carefully) drill some extra holes.
Linn cartridges have amounting-hole-tostylus distance of about 7mm; in most other
cartridges, this distance is about lOmm. The
new holes should thus sit about 3nun behind
the original ones. Imust admit, Idon't think
overhang is all that critical an adjustment. On
my own turntable, aPlatine Verdier, overhang adjustments can be made by simply
rotating the armboard. On other turntables,
the cutout for the ARO should be made at
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the correct distance from the record spindle
for the intended cartridge.
The ARO's alignment parameters are calculated for lower distortion on the inner
grooves than those of most other arms, a
claim that was borne out in practice. Due to
the arm's geometry, cartridge downforce
varies with elevation over the record. It
should therefore be set at about record level.
The (very good) manual explains this point
at length; astylus-force gauge is provided.
The arm assembly can be lifted from the
turntable once asmall plug for the electrical connections has been pulled. This makes
cartridge mounting easy and safe.
A cueing device, the AROmatic, is available, but the arm normally comes with just
afinger lift to be attached to the headshell.
It takes surprisingly little time to get used to
lowering the arm by hand.

AZIMUTH MATTERS

Azimuth is the angle at which, viewed from
the front, the stylus enters the groove; or, to
be more exact, the angle between the generator coil and the groove wall, whose wiggles
the coil will transform from mechanical to
electrical information. If you remember that
stereo LPs carry each channel's information
at a45° angle from the vertical, it should be
clear that an incorrect angle must mean distortion, as well as asymmetrical crosstalk.
This is at least as audible as VTA.
The preferred method for setting azimuth,
if your tonearm allows it, is to play acontinuous tone on atest record, hook up an oscilloscope, then rotate the cartridge until the
two channels' curves are as closely matched
as possible. [Or with atest record offering separate left- and right-channel tracks, adjust the azimuth for equal crosstalk in each direction.—Ed.]
But what do you do if you don't have access
to a'scope?
Here's aneat method Ipicked up from a
friendly dealer? Get yourself an integrated
amp or preamp with amono button. Hook
up one loudspeaker between the two positive
outputs of the power amp; with left and right
channels pushing equally hard, the speaker
cone can't move, so very little sound should
be heard. Play amono record. Rotate the balance control until the least sound is heard.
Release the mono button and check if the
2Volker Ochsner, Phonissimo, Erftstadt-Arem, Germany.
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volume increases. Then rotate your cartridge
until the least change in volume is heard, with
or without the mono button engaged. This
method works very well.
With the ARO, azimuth adjustment is
supremely easy. There is asmall outrigger
weight mounted on the metal cup that holds
the armtube and counterweight. This can be
shifted to and fro to change lateral balance,
and thus azimuth. A practiced dealer should
be able to do it in less than five minutes.

SYSTEM CONTEXT

In the over two years that I've had an ARO
on loan, my system has evolved quite dramatically. The turntable is aPlatine Verdier.
This French design, weighing about 45kg
(99 lbs), is very well suited to tonearm reviews because the arms are mounted on outrigger armboards; armboarcis can be changed
easily and with repeatable precision; arms are
accessible from above and below, greatly
facilitating VTA adjustments. In my humble opinion, the Verdier is aclear Class Acandidate?
Other tonearms used were the SME V and
3012, Clearaudio/Souther TQI, Manticore
Magician 12", and Shindo. Cartridges included Audio-Technica AT-95, Clearaudio Signature, Tubaphon TU2 (an EMT derivative),
Benz-Micro MC 200, Ortofon Vero, Lyra
Clavis, and Denon DL 103. Amplification
was by Naim Nait 2and Sugden A 48B integrateds, and Burmester 897/878, Rowland
Consonance/Model One, and Shindo Cathérine/L'Audiophile WE300B Legend pre/
power combos. Speakers included Epos
ES14,4Dynaudio Special One, and Roiene
RX 200. Cables were too numerous to
mention.
Many of these brand names and models
will mean little to most of this magazine's
readers. On one hand, this explains why
(with the exception of the above-mentioned
Martin Colloms, who regularly uses US stuff
anyway) there are no foreign writers on
Stereophile's hardware-review roster. On the
other hand, other countries have their own
(hi-fi) cultures and will often achieve similar
3Price: $7200. Available in the US from Audio Advancements, P.O. Box 100, Lincoln Park, NJ 07035. Tel. (201) 6331151. Fax: (201) 633-0172.
4My personal favorite in Stereophiles Class C recommendations, and one of the few designs in its price range that does
not seem to come straight out of The Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook.
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success in the reproduction of music, even
if pursuing adifferent path.
Iwas also able to audition the ARO in
other systems. At the German Naim importer's (a hardly disinterested party), Icould
compare it directly to the Linn Ekos in asystem comprising Naim 52/250 amplification,
Naim SBL speakers, Linn Sondek and
Phonosophie P3 turntables, and Linn Troika
cartridges. Iheard the ARO in the home of
an English manufacturer of turntable and
equipment supports, the system comprising
Linn Sondek, Transfiguration AF1 cartridge,
Naim amps, and Linn Isobariks. Ialso briefly
tried it in adealer system with aVP! HW19
Mk.III, Rowland Consummate/Model Three
amps, and Thiel CS2 2speakers.

REVIEWER CONTEXT

Ido fulfill "the one essential qualification
someone must have to review hi-fi components for Stereophile": 5My records are worth
alot more than my system. On the other
hand, I'm one of those totally crazy people
into "antique tube gear," my system being
powered by asingle-ended 6 300B triode
amp? Please disregard everything I'm going
to say in the rest of this text, therefore.

GRIPING
Writing this piece turned out to be unexpectedly hard. Ihad used the ARO for cartridge
evaluations (and boy, did it highlight their
differences), and then had simply continued
to use it. Ihad accepted its excellence; it was
an integral part of my system, astable fixture in an otherwise changing setup.
To be able to give you the specifics of the
ARO's sound, Ihad to de-familiarize myself
with its sound. Where Ihad kept the ARO
constant and changed cartridges, Inow had
to keep the cartridge constant and listen to
it in different arms.
5JA, Vol.15 No.8, p.21.
6Isometimes wonder if it isn't the single-ended part of the
specification that has most to do with the popularity of such
amps. At the Vienna High End Show 1991, some of the most
remarkable sounds came from an unassuming and surprisingly simple amp, with very few parts, called The End. This
single-ended transistor design sounded quite wonderful.
7CfVol.15 Nall, p.49. By the way, the address of Sound Practices, avery nice magazine devoted to triodes, horns, and their
paraphernalia, has changed. It is now Box 19302, Alexandria, VA 22314; subscriptions are $16/year in the US, $20/year
in Canada, and $26/year overseas. Oh, and when will JGH
deliver on his promise in Stemphile, Vol.12 No.1, p.4, to investigate "today's sophisticated horn systems"?
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Ahem. Ibelieve Inow know the real reason that none of the regular staff has been
reviewing arms for the last couple of years:
Whatever the reviewer gets for his effort, he
is woefully underpaid. The time and effort
it takes to install acartridge in atonearm and
align it perfectly is amajor disincentive for
cartridge reviewing. Having to fit atonearm
and then install the cartridge does not double,
but quadruples the annoyance factor. Compared to hooking up aspeaker, an amp, or
even (dare Isay it?) adigital transport or processor, we're talking heavy anal-retentive
behavior. I'm also convinced of this: Digital's success has been very much helped by
the fact that the analog industry has been
unable to get its act together to simplify and
standardize the setup process. To give just one
example: Why in hell do you have to install
four little wires to acartridge, when one plug
with four contacts would be easily possible
and so much more convenient?
Enough griping. One thing also became
very clear to me during my labors: No matter
what raves you read about the latest Mark
Levinson/Theta/Krell/Meitner/EAD/Wadia
or whatever, in terms of sheer overall believability and listener involvement, good analog
is still streets ahead of even the best current
digital designs.
And since the normal customer (as opposed
to the abnormal reviewer) only has to install
arm and cartridge once—or, better yet, can
have the dealer do it—the inconveniences
lamented above should be of little concern
to him or her.

LISTENING
"Very hard to describe"—that's how I'd (fail
to) sum up the ARO's sound. As with all the
best components, its own contribution to the
overall result was exceedingly hard to pin
down, changing chameleon-like from record
to record and from cartridge to cartridge.
Nevertheless, I'll cite some specific records
to illustrate what Iperceived as the ARO's
main strengths.
I'm avoice freak. Any piece of audio gear
that doesn't sing well gets short shrift from
me. The ARO's handling of voices was
superb, the best I've heard.
On the Roches' first album!' the last song
on the first side, "The Troubles," is about a
8Warner Bros. BSK 3298, "Produced in Audio Verity by
Robert Fripp" and adefinite candidate for next year's "R2D4!'
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planned trip to Ireland (where Maggie, Terre,
and Suzzy Roche will try not to get in the
way of the guns, and hope to find health food
and strawberry apricot pie in Dublin).
Toward the end of this song there is some
fake Irish folk harmonizing. With lesser
tonearms this soon breaks down into uninspired noodling; with the ARO, all three
voices retained their distinctive timbres (and
their positions in the soundstage), and it was
just as easy to follow each voice up and down
its strange lane as it was to take in the effect
of the voices combined—a deliberately disorienting yet funny moment of self-mockery
which gets all too easily lost with many vinyl
playback systems.
The ARO's handlings of small- and largescale dynamics were also excellent. On "The
Rhythm of the Heat," the first track of Peter
Gabriel's 1983 Plays Live (CharismaNirgin
302 529-420), the sound is faded up with an
insistent conga-drum pattern and some
friendly applause from the audience, which
is glad the concert has finally started. The
audience then gets reasonably excited as the
rest of the band walks onstage; things slow
down abit, then the audience goes wild as
Gabriel himself arrives. With the ARO, I
could hear deep into the applause, making
out individual handclaps. Ialso heard subde
variations in the force with which the congas
are struck, creating apositive tension to the
point where Iwas almost sorry to have
Gabriel start singing so soon. As Gabriel cut
in with one of those carefully crafted lyrics
which have made him such ahit with students ("oh-uh-oh-ho-ho-uh-oh"), Iheard
the (probably digital) reverb superimposed
on his voice. With the volume well up, Ifelt
areal physical impact, not only from the percussion, but also from that voice—which,
since voices usually have abuild-up time and
don't start at full volume out of nothing, suggests the presence of anoise gate between
microphone and tape recorder. And, oh yes,
there seems to have been acompressor. ..
or
maybe it was just the compression most noise
gates inflict on the signal.
This detailed breakdown of the sound's
constituent parts isn't meant to suggest that
the ARO had an analytical sound—far from
it. It just serves to show the degree of analysis
made possible by the ARO's dynamic (and
rhythmic) integrity. There was very little time
smear on transients, each transient starting
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

and stopping with startling precision. At least
over avery broad midrange, the ARO was
quite free from the compression that plagues
most other arms.
What made these dynamics so wonderful
was that they came with timbres left intact.
Some arms have ahigh-frequency resonance
which, in highlighting those frequencies,
subjectively sharpens initial transients (the
Linn Ekos, for example). It certainly makes
for an impressive sound, and can liven-up
systems which would otherwise sound alittle
dull. But Ifind unacceptable the price paid
in tonal and pitch accuracy. Play aclassical
guitar record on the ARO and the upper
strings will be made of the same material as
the lower. The sound is very coherent overall.
On Illinois Jacquet's The Blues; That's Me!
(OJC 614, Prestige 7731), this coherence was
illustrated by his (great) version of Monk's
"Round Midnight:' which he plays on abassoon. As Jacquet goes up and down the instrument's very large range, one can hear the
different radiation patterns of the sound
emanating from the instrument's bell, but the
tone and woody quality remain unmolested.
The bowed bass and the piano, played partly
in unison with the bassoon, retain their
individualities (provided the cartridge allows
it)—a very difficult feat.
Noisy records, like Nirvana's Nevermind
(Subpop/Geffen GEF-24425) or Neil Young's
Weld (Reprise 7599-26671-1), showed off the
ARO's superb composure: No matter how
much was going on in the groove, the arm
remained unflustered. Ioften had the impression of improved trackability with otherwise
critical cartridges. This translated into peace
of mind: no subliminal cringing when a"difficult" track came along.
As you'd expect from its parent company,
the ARO's sense of rhythm and pace was
excellent. Be it some jacked-up piece of rap
dreck or the lasciviously slow beat of Yo Yo
Honey's Voodoo Soul (Jive HIP 128), the ARO
coped. It was avery good arm to dance to,
with ahigh boogie factor; it certainly got that
part of the anatomy moving which, in White
men, often seems filled with concretel° (or
the toes a-tapping, depending on your mood).
9Most rap lyrics turn me off thoroughly; since I'm definitely
not one of the prime targets for this kind of music, it's probably only to be expected. Ido like some Tribe Called Quest
and Arrested Development tracks, though.
10 The lengths to which we reviewers must go to avoid
dirtspeak...
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Since this is areview for an audiophile
magazine, I'll also cover asubject whose
importance is vastly overrated: soundstaging.
Ibelieve one should pray to God, not to the
cathedral. As long as the music is reproduced
correctly, Idon't really care about pinpoint
imaging and spacing. The defense of the
soundstage proponents has been that it is a
heuristic tool: Not important in itself, soundstaging tells you something about the really
relevant criteria. I'm afraid the "soundstage
über alles" style of reviewing has given us
some of the worst-sounding stuff around:
no timbral resolution, no dynamics, no life,
but everything securely anchored in alayered
space.
So for those who care: The ARO's excellent detail and timbral resolution also meant
avery good rendition of space—for example,
on the Reiner/Chicago Lieutenant Kijé Suite
(Chesky RC10)." As regards dimensionality,
singers and instruments not only sounded
tonally full, but had visually discernible bodies as well.
Was the ARO without flaws? Unfortunately, no. (You knew that was arhetorical
question.) Its soundstage is bettered by
straight-line trackers, which pay aprice in
structural rigidity and, thus, freedom from
resonance. Of more importance were its limitations at the frequency extremes.
The highest highs sounded amite shut-in,
leading to avery slight lack of air on some
recordings. Experimentation with asolidcore alternative showed that this was partly
afunction of the tonearm cable that comes
with the arm. On the other hand, the degree
of improvement probably isn't worth the
hassle of substituting adifferent cable. Let
me stress again that the lack of air is slight.
At the other extreme, in the low bass, the
ARO seemed to pay aprice for its unipivot
construction; some rigid-bearing arms are
firmer here. This was, however, only really
apparent on non-acoustic instruments (read:
synthesizers). For acoustic instruments, the
rise time got longer the lower they went in
the bass. Ilearned from afriend who plays
church organ that, for the lowest registers,
you have to press the pedal quite some time
in advance if you want the note to come out
when it fits into the music. On apiano or an
upright bass, the lower strings are also much
11 This record could also have been cited for the ARO's handling of dynamics; there's ahigh starde factor here.
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heavier and need more time to leave the rest
position than do the other strings. The ARO
coped happily with these acoustic instruments; only electronically generated bass
could catch it out.
These minor foibles couldn't detract from
the ARO's overall excellence, though. It
sounded supremely unmechanical, letting the
music flow of its own volition.

COMPATIBILITY
As mentioned above, I've heard the ARO in
anumber of systems—and afriend has been
using it on aFtoksan Xerxes. In almost all systems, the ARO fit in without problems. The
one exception was on the VP! HW19.
Whether it was that turntable's acrylic mounting base, asetup error, or some other as yet
undiscovered factor, the ARO was excruciatingly bad on the HW19. Bloated bass with
no real extension, highly colored midrange,
shrill highs, and no dynamics at all suggested
amarriage made on one of the lowest levels
of hell.
With all other turntables (Linn Sondek,
Phonosophie P3, Roksan Xerxes, Platine
Verdier), terminated by either wood or metal,
the ARO excelled.
Cartridges loved the way the ARO let
them go about their business unflustered.
Within the limits of its effective mass (11gm,
which will make it abad match for ultrahigh-compliance pickups), Ifound no cartridge that didn't give of its best in the ARO.

COMPARISONS
Where does the ARO fit in the tonearm hierarchy? From the paeans of praise above, it
should come as no surprise that Iplace it
firmly in Class A—and Ido have experience
of all of the arms listed in Class A of the latest
rendition of "Recommended Components"
(Vol.16 No.4, p.139).
In direct comparison with the ARO, the
Linn Ekos, the ARO's obvious competition,
sounded brighter and sharper, and, to my
ears, considerably more "hi-fi?' The ARO
had amore natural presentation, with inore
body to voices and instruments, superior
intelligibility of song lyrics, and alower
fatigue factor, but lost out slightly in bass
tightness in the lowest octave of electronically generated music.
The SME V, in my experience, tends to
have an overblown and rhythmically mar-
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ticulate bass in many combinations (Pink Triangles being anotable exception), atendency
that seemingly can't be completely eliminated
by damping adjustments. It also has amidrange that is tonally very neutral but dynamically muted, and limited resolution of microdynamics. Voices just don't soar as they
should. The ARO's fun factor is considerably higher.
I've had less experience with the Eminent
Technology ET 2and Graham 1.5t than with
the other two arms, and so don't want to
make too strong astatement, but Idon't think
they can hold acandle to the ARO in the
boogie department. The ET 2, on the other
hand, presents an even more spacious soundstage and possibly even lower distortion, due
to its superior geometrical accuracy.
The Wheaton Triplanar has yet to be for-

mally reviewed by Stereophile in its latest
incarnation. In my—again, limited—experience, it seems free of the ARO's slight lowend limitations, but leaner tonally. Otherwise these very diffèrent designs sound surprisingly close.

CONCLUSION

In all the time the Naim ARO has been in
almost constant use in my system, it has
proved very reliable: Nothing has broken or
otherwise gone wrong, despite numerous
cartridge installations. The ARO is genuinely
fiat to listen to, compatible with awide range
of turntables, cartridges, and systems, and
belongs in Class A. That it comes at aprice
below that of most of its direct competition
is icing on the cake. Highly recommended.

CONRAD-JOHNSON PVIOA TUBE PREAMPLIFIER
Corey Greenberg

Conrad-Johnson PVIOA tube preamplifier
Full-function tube preamplifier. Phono stage gain: 48.5dB. Line stage gain: 18dB. Phono overload: I25mV (frequency not specified).
Distortion: less than 0.1%. Frequency range: 2Hz-100kHz (limits not specified). Dimensions: II" Dby 16" W by 3.75" H.
Weight: 12 lbs. Price: $995. Approximate number of dealers: 103. Manufacturer Conrad-Johnson Design Inc., 2733 Merrilee Dr., Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703) 698-8581. Fax: (703) 560-5360.
Last September, in Vol.15 No.9, Istarted my
quest for the Ultimate Kilobuck Tube Amp
with reviews of the $995 Panor/Dynaco
ST70-II and the $1695 Nobis Cantabile.
While neither really fit the bill—the Dynaco
fell abit short in terms of sonics, while the
Nobis was priced abit higher than athou—
they got me thinking of the Ultimate Kilobuck Tube Preamp. Because the greatest amp
in the world can only sound as good as whatever drives it, and there's no sense looking
for akick-ass affordable tube amp if you're
going to play Scrooge McDuck when it
comes to the preamplifier.
S
TEREOPHILEJUNE 1993

Now, the Conventional Audiophile Wisdom when it comes to slinging together a
Real World rig is to blow most of your carefully budgeted wad on speakers and amplifiers, leaving just enough for an inexpensive
preamplifier to link the whole thing together.
After all, how much does the preamp matter
if you're not really putting together astateo'-the-art system?
I'm here to tell you that it matters just as
much to have agood solid preamp in aReal
World system as it does in aFantasy Island
rig—maybe more so. If you've got big bux to
blow, there are plenty of cool-man Class A
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and B preamps to choose from, each and
every one capable of passing along true highend sound to your amp and speakers. But as
you start coming down in price, it becomes
harder and harder to find agood preamp that
won't strangle your system's sound.
For starters, forget the el-cheapo Budget
King preamps from the offihore names that
bring you the great inexpensive CD players
and amps. I've listened to anumber of them
recently, and, even with suitably lowered
expectations, Iwas not impressed. There isn't
a$500 full-featured preamp in the world
that's going to give you true high-end sound;
Steve McCormack could barely bring his
Standard Line Drive in for $650, and that was
just apassive line-stage! No, if you're putting together aReal World system with a
turntable and want better sound than a
receiver, you might not be able to afford a
Class A preamp, but you can't afford to
skimp, either.
So when C-J's Tor Sivertsen came to town
to deal with adealer, Itook him to Sam's
BBQ and he told me all about their $995 alltube PV10A preamp. Whether it was the
pork ribs or the tube-talk, my mouth was
watering, and Tor promised to ship me a'10A
as soon as he got back to Virginia. A subthou all-tube Conrad-Johnson preamp with
circuitry derived from the company's most
expensive models sounded like just the thing
for Real World music lovers who still cling
to their turntables. But Ihave to let you in on
alittle secret: /t was the pork ribs.
PVIOA: $995
On the face of the PV10A are three golden
knobs for source selection, balance, and volume control. The balance control can be
bypassed out of the circuit with asmall pushbutton switch located next to it. There's
another pushbutton for monitoring the tape
loop, but no, it's not that woo-scary-woo CJtrademark kind that will send speakerdestroying feedback to your amp if you push
it while your tape deck is recording and you
happen to mosey the selector switch over to
listen to the Aux inputs you hooked your
deck's outputs to.
Look. A lot of ink has been spilled in these
and other pages about how EVIL, Ah say, Ah
say EEEEE-VULL this tape-monitoring
arrangement of Ces is—how you could easily fry your speakers, how the tweeter168

searing feedback caused by the Doomsday
Scenario described above will temporarily
scramble your DNA code so you go on a
rampage, terrorizing innocent school kids
and eating all that gross baking chocolate in
your wife's cupboard.
C'MON! Why would anyone punch the
tape monitor button and then twiddle the
selector switch to the tape deck, too?! Even
Pm not that dumb, and Ilike the McRib
samwich.
The littlest C-J may be the cheapest fullfeatured tube preamp on the market, but it
sure ain't the ugliest! In fact, the suavelooking PV10A looks like higher-priced C-J
jobs, such as the Class B-ranked $1895 PV11
and $8950 Premier 7A? The brushed-gold
front panel and knobs give the PV10A a
much more polished look than any other
sub-thou preamp I've seen; there'll be no
need for apologies when hosting your local
audio-nut meeting.
It's when you reach the backside of the
preamp, though, that it becomes obvious
where C-J had to cut some corners to bring
this baby to market under agrand. The typical "Tiffany"-style precision gold RCAs are
nowhere in sight; instead, C-J fits the PV10A
with much less expensive RCA jacks that,
gold-plated though they are, are abit closer
to the typical el-cheapo Radio Shack and
Mouser types than the chichi Tiffanys. Five
pairs of these RCA jacks are provided for
Phono, Tuner, CD, Video, and Aux inputs,
while four more pairs source the Tape Ins 'n'
Outs and two paralleled Main Outs. The
nondetachable 18ga two-conductor AC line
cord sports anon-polarized plug; that is, both
prongs are the same width instead of one
being wider, so's you can only plug it in one
way. This allows the user to make sure the
PV10A is plugged into the wall with the
proper AC polarity?
Popping the hood showed the li'l C-J to
have decent, but hardly topnotch build quality. The bare-metal wire links from the RCAs
to the printed circuit board look like something out of an old Dyna, while most of the
audio signal path is carried on long pcb traces
that run the length of the preamp and back.
Still, for athousand clams, the parts quality
C-J's managed to achieve with their baby
preamp is pretty impressive. The volume
1Reviewed by RD and JE in Vol.14 No.2 and Vol.15 No.5,
respectively.
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control is ahigh-grade blue ALPS unit, and
low-noise Coming metal-film resistors and
polystyrene and polypropylene film caps
populate the audio stages.
The power supply is realized entirely without the use of electrolytic caps; ahandful of
big-ass film caps replace the typical gaggle
of power-supply 'lyrics, atrait shared by all
C-J gear. A medium-sized 16VA power
transformer feeds aquartet of 1N4007 rectifiers in afull-wave bridge, while the rectified B+ rail is smoothed by two physically
huge 20g/630V SCR polypropylene caps
and various small-value bypass caps before
the discrete regulation stage. Because of the
single-ended nature of the power supply, the
PV10A is AC-coupled at both the outputs
of the phono and line stages with 2µF/450V
SCR polypropylene caps. One layout detail
that looked like it could be cause for concern
was the closeness of the two line-stage coupling caps; physically large film caps like these
2µF SCRs can be fairly inductive, and the
left- and right-channel output coupling caps
are squeezed right up against each other.
Only TJN and his merry band of measurements will know for sure, but Iwouldn't be
surprised if caps placed this closely together
degraded the channel separation abit compared to the Rec Out jacks.
In terms of tubes, asingle 12AT7 and apair
of 12AX7s are used in the phono section,
while apair of the beefier 12AU7s are found
in the line stage. RIAA eqnalintion is realized
with apassive filter network samwiched
between apair of tubed gain stages. The line
stage is identical to the PV11's, with one
difference: While the PV11's 2µF output
coupling caps are bypassed with small-value
polystyrenes, the PV10A's are not. Both the
phono and line stages are direct-coupled to
cathode followers, which reduce the PV1ONs
overall output impedance to under 800 ohms.
2To measure this for the PV I0A—or for any other gear—
plug the unit into the wall and make sure it doesn't have any
interconnects or other signal cables connected to it. Now take
an AC voltmeter and measure the AC voltage between your
house's AC ground (the "third" or round hole on an AC outlet) and the ground of your component (any outer ground surface of an RCA jack), first with the unit plugged into the wall
with one plug orientation, then with the other. Whichever
orientation measures the lowest AC voltage is the correct onc
Puh-/eeu don't go sticking your voltmeter probes (or any
other probes of any type of your own, for that matter) in either
of the two thin slots in an AC outlet; you can easily shock the
bejesus out of yourself when diddlin' with alive AC outlet—
and we don't like to lose readers unnecessarily. (Michael Bolton: If you're reading this, please stick your probes in the two
thin AC slots.)
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While abit higher than most solid-state preamps, this is much lower than the majority
of tube preamps, and shouldn't present any
interfacing problems with any high-end
amps I'm aware of.
Be warned, Cherished Reader, that the
PV10A's line stage is polarity-inverting and
the phono stage isn't. This means that even
though phono playback will be polaritycorrect at the Tape Out jacks, both analog and
digital sources will have an inverted polarity
at the main outputs. This can be rectified by
swapping the + and -legs of both your
speaker cables at either the amp or the
speakers' end, or—in the case of systems like
mine where an active subwoofer precludes
this kind of thang—flipping your CD
player's or digital processor's polarity switch
and reversing your phono cartridge leads,
White for Blue and Red for Green (if the
shield ground isn't connected to one of the
pins).

SYSTEM

The PV10A did time in two rooms: my HeMan rig and my Real World system. The HeMan rig consisted of either the VTL Deluxe
225 tube amps or the cool-man Aragon
4004-11 solid-state muscle amp driving
ProAc Response Two speakers augmented
by the mighty Muse Model 18 subwoofer.
Analog source was Sumiko's butt-nekkid
Blue Point Special cartridge mounted on
Roksan's Radius turntable and Tabriz arm
(review to come). Digital delight was derived
from aduo of Thetas: the DS Pro Basic II
processor and Data II transport. Interconnects were Kimber KCAG and AudioQuest
Lapis, and speaker cable was abi-wired pair
of Kimber 4AG. The PV10A, as well as the
rest of the gear, was plugged into aPower
Wedge AC line conditioner.
The Real World system in my living room
was as follows: Rotel BB-960BX and Adcom
GFA-535 II amps (reviews as the crow flies),
Spica Angelus and Vandersteen 1B speakers
(review afore you know it), Project One turntable/arm/cartridge (another review, Ubetcha), JVC's XL-Z1050TN CD player, and
Mike Moffat's killer new $599 Cobalt digital
processor. AudioQuest's $50/pair Topaz
interconnects and $2/ft Type 4speaker cable
held everything together, and everything was
plugged directly into [shudder] the wall AC
sockets.
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SOUND
Listening to music with the PV10A in the
chain reminded me of nothing so much as
listening to music with C-J's Sonographe
SD22 CD player (which Ireviewed in Vol.15
No.2). Isaid the SD22's "got the warm
romance of tubes in spades," even though the
Sonographe doesn't have asingle tube in
sight. Well, the PV10A's gotfive li'l tubes
behind blue eyes, and the warm romance of
tubes in spades, diamonds, clubs, and hearts.
When Ifirst inserted the C-J preamp into
my He-Man rig after several weeks of burnin, Iwas struck by two things: 1) how much
different the overall sound became when I
switched to the C-J from either my own
buffered passive preamp or the Melos SHA-1
headphone amp, and 2) how little the
PV10A's immediately obvious colorations
bothered me. In fact, Ireally enjoyed listening
to music with the PV10A, even as Iwas aware
of its not-too-subtle shortcomings. Unlike
the problems of hardness and glare Ihear
with most inexpensive solid-state and digital
gear, the PV10A never once sounded offputting or annoying, instead sounding
friendly, round, and without atrace of glare
or grain.
In terms of basic character, the PV10A is
closer to the "classic tube" sound than the
best modern tube preamps. Warm and full
through the bass and with highs tending
toward softness, the PV10A evokes the
romantic yet musical sound of tube preamps
past rather than more strictly neutral designs
like Melos's SHA-1 and ARC's LS2B.
But you know what? It held the music
together. Even though Inever quite reached
the threshold where Istopped hearing what
it was doing to the music passing through
it, Ifound myself playing tons of records and
CDs while the PV10A was in both systems,
digging the music mightily and bathing in
the fine, romantic, tubey sound. Just like the
Sonographe CD player, the PV10A excels in
communicating the raw emotional essence
of the music playing through it, even while
making obvious deviations from that ol'
Straight'n'Narrow.

WHAT THE PVIOA DOES WRONG
The PV10A's most striking weakness is its
lack of detail in comparison with atopranked preamp like the Melos SHA-1. While
the budget C-J is no slouch in this area, I
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heard adistinct reduction in the amount of
recorded detail when switching between the
PV10A and the Melos. Things like the air riding on top of brushed cymbals, space between and behind instruments and voices,
and subtleties in complex mixes were consistently less clear with the C-J than with the
Melos. On rich sonic tapestries like Los
Lobos' Kiko and Jirni Hendrix's "1983: A
Merman IShould Turn To Be" from Electric
Ladyland, the always-musical PV10A nevertheless failed to resolve information that was
clearly obvious with the identically priced
but phono-stage-less Melos SHA-1.
The PV10A also fell quite short of the
Melos's rendition of depth and soundstaging,
which is the best I've heard from apreamp
and acruel comparison for preamps at any
price. As good as it was, the C-J just couldn't
give that sense of "reach out and touch the
performers" that Iregularly hear from the
Melos.
The unbelievable new Ry Cooder/Vishwa
Bhatt CD A Meeting by the River (Water Lily
Acoustics WLA-CS-29-CD, reviewed in
April), aBlumlein-miked ICavi Alexander
special that will utterly blow you away, is one
of the most yer-room-disappears recordings
I've ever heard. Through the Melos, with my
eyes wide open and staring over at the
ProAcs, Muse, and VTLs, Icould clearly picture Ry and Vishwa and their slide guitars,
as well as Ry's son Joachim on dumbek and
my homeboy Sukhvinder Singh Namdhari
on tabla; Ikid you not; the recording is that
scary!
With the PV10A, though, the recording's
startling sense of space was lessened. The
acoustics of the chapel in which it was
recorded sounded much smaller and seemed
drier, with less apparent ambience surrounding the instruments. The sound seemed
"rounded-off," with aloss of the living,
breathing air that surrounds the musicians
and their instruments when heard with the
Melos in the chain.
"Rounded-off" That's as good aoneword description of the PV10A as Ican muster. Even though it does absolutely nothing
in the world to irritate, bore, or fatigue, the
C-J rounds off the sound here, there, and here
again until the net result is asmaller, less alive
overall presentation.
But really, is it strictly fair to compare the
sound of the PV10A to that of the Melos
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when the C-J is afull-featured preamp with
atape-monitor loop, balance control, and
phono stage, while the SHA-1 has none of
those things, and only two (now three) inputs
to boot? Shouldn't the PV10A be compared
to something more, well, comparable? According to Gary Galo in Stereophile's "Recommended Components," the "best under$1000 preamplifier" on the market is Adcom's
Class C-ranked $800 GFP-565, so Iborrowed one from dealer Audio Systems of
Austin, Texas, to compare with the PV10A
in both my He-Man and Real World rigs.

W HAT THE PVIOA DOES RIGHT

Since the PV10A's line stage is inverting, I
swapped the phono cartridge leads when
listening to the C-J during the comparisons
with the polarity-correct Adcom; for digital playback comparison, Iflipped the
polarity-inversion switch on the Theta Basic
II. Listening to the PV10A and the Adcom
GFP-565 back-to-back at matched levels, it
was immediately obvious which preamp I'd
rather own: the PV10A. The C-J doesn't have
the line-stage performance of the cool-man
Melos SHA-1, but in the much more relevant comparison with the GFP-565, the
PV10A was dearly the more musical preamp.
For analog playback, the C-J had it all over
the Adcom. While the $800 solid-state GFP565 is anice preamp for the bucks, the $995
PV10A brought me alot closer to the kind
of sound Inormally hear from my reference
system. Phono playback through the C-J was
significantly warmer and fuller through the
low end than through the Adcom, which
tended toward alean, understated character
through the bass range. Compared to the
Exposure XVII preamp I'm using as aphono
stage with the Melos SHA-1, the Adcom
erred on the lean and analytical side, while
the PV10A swang to the warm and fat end.
Given my druthers, Iprefer "juuuuust right,"
but I'll tell you all about it when Iwrite about
the Exposure.
The Ces low-end warmth gave it amuch
more musical and involving character with
groove-heavy music than the Adcom preamp. "Angels With Dirty Faces," off Los
Lobos' Kiko,3 sounded faster and more
3Good luck finding this on LP; no domestic vinyl was
pressed. Ihad to wait for weeks before Waterloo Records got
aDutch pressing in, and Ipaid 20 clams for it once they did.
Maybe Chad "Pusherman" Kassem at Acoustic Sounds will
get hold of astash.
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dynamic with the PV10A. While the Adcom's
bass was tighter, it sounded abit pinched and
colder in overall comparison. In addition, the
C-J's sense of space was markedly better than
the Adcom's, which tended toward amore
distant presentation and amore recessed midrange. Listening to the Allman Brothers'
cover of Muddy's "Trouble No More" from
their very first LP (Allman Brothers Band,
Ateo SD 33-308), Iheard the same things I'd
heard on Kiko: The PV10A had amuch
warmer sound, with better rhythmic drive
and bounce, and the sense of dimensional
space was clearly better than the Adcom
GFP-565. The C-J seemed to integrate the
sounds of the electric and acoustic guitars into
more of aswinging rhythm, which reinforced my feelings throughout the comparison that the PV10A had amuch better sense
of pace and rhythm than the Adcom. While
tonally the more neutral of the two preamps,
the Adcom wasn't as effective at communicating music with astrong sense of
rhythm and drive.
The one area in which the Adcom's phono
stage beats the PV10A's is noise. The GFP565 has one of the most scarily noise-free
MM phono stages I've ever heard, while the
C-J has abit more noise than I'm accustomed
to from ahigh-end preamp. Depending on
each LP's intrinsic surface noise, the PV1ONs
own phono-stage hiss was either right below
the level of surface noise, or just audible above
it. It was never outright annoying, but the
C-J's performance in this respect was just on
the side of acceptable, and may bother you
more than it did me if CD silence has spoiled
you for phono-stage noise of any kind.
The Adcom's phono stage was totally
silent, enough to send the low-output Linn
Klyde MC cartridge in directly with less
noise than some highly touted MC stages
I've tried. The C-J's phono section will work
fine with MM and high-output MCs like the
Super Blue Point Iused, but was just too
noisy to use with the Linn MC. The PV10A
is also fairly rnicrophonic, especially in phono
mode; finger taps on the chassis and selectorswitch clicks could be heard from the
speakers at high-gain settings of the volume
control. Accordingly, the C-J definitely
benefited from some vibration isolation, and
both the Sims Navcom pucks and the AudioPrism Iso-Bearings gave the PV10A atighter,
more focused sound. The PV1ONs sound was
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much more improved by these high-tech
rubber thangs than was that of any other
piece of gear I've had through here.
Turning to the line stage, Ifelt again that
the C-J brought me significantly closer to
the music than did the Adcom preamp. The
Fairfield Four's Standing in the Safety Zone,
"My Lord Called Me This Morning" in particular, sounded much closer to what Ihear
with the Melos when the PV10A was in the
chain. The individual vocal lines were much
smoother and more clearly defined in space
than with the Adcom, while the solid-state
preamp bunched the gospel group closer
together toward the rear of the room, as well
as betraying abit of upper-midrange grain
on the clear-as-a-bell vocals—grain from
which the C-J preamp was refreshingly free.
About the only area where Ifelt the
Adcom was superior to the PV10A was in
the deep bass. The Adcom's bottom end was
tighter and stronger in the bottom octaves,
although the tube preamp did have amuch
better-developed sense of rhythm and
warmth than the solid-state Adcom. The
Adcom's slightly tighter low end was only
really afactor in the He-Man rig, where the
mighty Muse Model 18 subwoofer's speed
and extension show up even the most minute
differences in the low-end performance of
gear under review. In my Real World system,
which doesn't have nearly the bottom-end
extension or clarity of the Muse, the differences between the Adcom's bass and the Ces
were moot.
But it was in the Real World system where
the PV10A finally made the best sense. The
two sub-$400 solid-state amps Itried—
Adcom's GFA-535 II and Rotel's FtB-960BX
—both retain abit of the top-end hardness
that has traditionally characterized inexpensive solid-state gear. Using apassive preamplifier Ibuilt with aBourns stereo 10k ohm
pot did little to alleviate this hardness, while
the Adcom preamp slightly reinforced the
inexpensive amps' hardness with abit of
similar coloration of its own.
But swapping the PV10A for the passive
or the Adcom preamps made for ahuge
improvement in the listenability of the
Real World system. The C-J's warmth and
rounded-off character greatly reduced the
sense of strain in the affordable system, heavily cutting down the sense of disappointment
Isometimes feel when switching over to this
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setup from the rig in the next room. Inexpensive solid-state-based systems beg for this
kind of magic, and the PV10A really did the
trick. If this is more like what you've got or
are putting together in your own rumpus
room, you should definitely check out what
the PV10A can do to transform the somewhat fatiguing sound of inexpensive solidstate amps and sources into something more
akin to true high-end sound.

M EASUREMENTS BY T
J
N

The output impedance of the PV10A at its
line output measured about 690 ohms, give
or take less than 10 ohms depending on the
channel, the setting of the level control, and
whether the balance control was in or out of
the circuit. The line-level input impedance
varied between 39k ohms and 493k ohms,
again depending on the above conditions.
Phono input impedance measured 48k ohms
(L) and 52k ohms (R). The output impedance
at the tape output was 495 ohms with a25
ohm source impedance, 1051 ohms with a
600 ohm source impedance; there is apparently afixed resistance in the tape output circuitry, but no active tape-out buffering.
The DC offset at the PV10A's outputs
measured alow 1.6 to 1.7mV on both channels. The preamp inverts from its inputs to
its main outputs (the phono stage by itself,
measured at the tape outputs, does not
invert). Line-stage gain (aux input to line output) measured 16dB with the balance control
in, 17.1dB with it switched out. The gain of
the phono stage measured 48.5dB, higher
than usual for amoving-magnet input.
The frequency response of the PV10A is
shown in fig.!. This measurement was taken
at the aux input with the gain control set at
maximum. At lower settings, the response
was virtually unchanged; it was also the same
with the balance control in or out. The tracking of the level control was excellent, at its
worst (3dB down from maximum level)
varying no more than 0.27dB channel to
channel (measured with the balance control
out of circuit). The RIAA response of the
phono stage is also shown in fig.!; while it
is within ±0.25dB across the frequency band
(and even better in the right channel), it suggests avery slight warmth to the sound.
The line-stage crosstalk (balance in) of the
PV10A is shown in fig.2 (full gain). While less
good than that typically found in asolid-state
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Fig.I Conrad-Johnson PVIOA, line input frequency
response (top) and phono input RIAA error
(bottom) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Conrad-Johnson PVIOA, line input crosstalk
(from top to bottom): L—R, R—L (Balance
control in circuit); R—L (Balance control
bypassed) (5dB/vertical div.).

preamplifier, the channel separation is still
acceptable and very consistent in both directions (left to right and right to left). The result
is slightly better with the balance control out
(lower curve, right-to-left crosstalk shown).
In both cases the typical high-frequency
decrease in separation is likely due to capadtive coupling between channels. Via the
phono inputs, there was some asymmetry in
the crosstalk measurements (fig3, taken at
15mV input at lkHz). Though the separation in one direction is notably better than
in the other, the crosstalk on the worst channel is only afew dB lower than that from a
high-quality MC phono cartridge. There
should be no audible imaging problems,
however.
Distortion through the 10A's line stage
(the lower pair of traces in fig.4, taken with
100mV input, full gain, balance control in)
is very low across the audio band, and was
unchanged with the balance control switched
in—after compensating for the slight resulting change in gain (not shown). The PV10A
would accept asignal level of2.47V RMS at
its aux input before reaching 1% THD+
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993
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Fig.3 Conrad-Johnson PV OA, phono input
crosstalk at 15mV input at !kHz (from top
to bottom): L—R, R—L (5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.4 Conrad-Johnson PVIOA, THD+noise vs
frequency for line input (top, 100mV input,
volume control max, balance control in) and
phono input (bottom, 15mV input at 'kHz)
(right channel dashed).

noise. This gave an output of 17.8V, more
than enough to drive atypical power amplifier with asensitivity of 1V well into clipping. (Turning down the gain control, increases the overload margin and decreases the
output voltage, of course.)
The phono stage's distortion is shown by
the upper pair of traces in fig.4, taken with
a15mV input at lkHz. (This input level gave
the lowest THD +noise reading; at lower
input levels, noise predominated.) The result
is low across most of the range, with aslight
increase above 10kHz.
As is often the case with tube circuitry, the
PV10A's phono overload margins were good:
1% THD +noise was reached at an input of
91.5mV at lkHz, 731mV at 20kHz, and
6.4mV at 20Hz. The differences are due to
the boost and cut characteristics of the RIAA
curve and equate to overload margins of
25.2dB, 233dB, and 22.1dB, respectively,
referenced to 5mV input at lkHz.
There were no surprises in the measurements of the PVIOA; its measured performance is solid across the board.
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SUMMING UP
The $995 PV10A is not arival for the borderline Class A line-stage sound of the $1095
Melos SHA-1. If you're putting together a
CD-only system and don't mind the lack of
balance control, tape loop, and more than just
acouple of inputs, Idefinitely recommend
that you go with the Melos. For just another
hundred clams, it offers line-stage sound as
good as, or better, than that of any preamp
I've ever heard at any price.
But if you're putting together aReal World
system and want to hold onto your turntable,
or maybe buy one now and discover what
all the excitement is about, the Conrad-

Johnson PV10A would be my first choice in
afull-featured preamp for under athousand
dollars. It's not perfect, but the $995 PV10A
is the perfect partnering preamp to inexpensive solid-state amps, and can really ameliorate some of their more annoying sonic
shortcomings. More musically involving
than the Adcom GFP-565, the PV10A would
be the perfect heart of akiller Real World
system.
If you're looking for the most musicalsounding full-featured preamplifier for under
$1000, Ican easily recommend the ConradJohnson PV10A.
—Corey Greenberg

AIR TIGHT ATM-3
MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Air Tight ATM-3 power amplifier
All vacuum-tube mono amplifier, with output stage configurable for Ultralinear (UL) or Triode operation. Power output:
110W in UL mode (20.4dBVV) or 55W in mode mode (17.4dBVV) into specified load impedances (no distortion limit specified).
Load impedance: transformer taps for 2-4 ohm and 6-8 ohm loads. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz, ±IdB at full power.
Input impedance: 100k ohms. Input sensitivity: IV for full output. Measured voltage gain: 35.65dB (UL mode, 6-8 ohm tap);
34.4dB (Triode mode, 6-8 ohm tap); 33.4dB (UL mode, 2-4 ohm tap); 32.IdB (Triode mode, 2-4 ohm tap). Dimensions:
16" (405mm) W by 8.7" (220mm) Hby 13.4" (340mm) D. Weight: 55 lbs (25kg) each. Serial numbers of samples tested:
03033 8, 03034. Price: $10,500/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 9. Manufacturer MM Limited, Osaka, Japan. US distributor
Axiss Distribution Inc. (formerly Edge Marketing), 17800 South Main St., Suite 109, Gardena, CA 90248. Tel: (310) 329-0187.
Fax: (310) 329-0189.

When Iwas young and full of hormones,
transistor amplifiers seemed to fill my needs.
Their main attraction had to do with bass
response—when you're exuding testosterone, it's the music's primal urges that most
appeal. That means bass lines, bass punch,
and rhythmic drive. In these respects, solid174

state seemed adequate to the task.
Then afunny thing happened: Igot older,
wiser, and my musical palate evolved. When
Iheard aDynaco tube amp for the first time,
Iwas astonished to discover that it blew away
my solid-state Citation. The Dynaco was
more spacious, and much more convincing
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in the re-creation of the spatial bloom of
instrumental outlines. Spatial detail took on
apalpable presence within the soundstage.
The Citation, however, was content to
merely sketch primitive outlines, with minimal attention to the depth perspective Space:
the final frontier. The vacuum tube, on its
lifelong mission to boldly go where no transistor has gone before, appeared to conquer
space itself.
Even more fundamental were the tonal
differences: The Dynaco was texturally much
more liquid, while, in hindsight, the Citation could be said to reproduce music with
the glare and coarseness of aKlingon agent.
It was precisely in this area that the Air
Tight ATM-3 caught my attention. Its suave
delivery and purity of texture had me hooked
from the first musical phrase. The fidelity
with which an amp reproduces harmonic
textures tells much about its pedigree. It was
obvious that the ATM-3 belonged to arare
breed.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

The monoblock ATM-3 looks less like an
amplifier than most tube amps. No tubes or
transformers are visible; all the innards are
discreetly covered. Neither is the front panel
encumbered by handles. Finished in gray silver, the front panel's most distinctive feature
is acyclopean eye, in reality abias meter. Six
bias-adjustment pots are hidden under the
logo plate, which is readily removed by
loosening apair of thumbscrews. The bias
pots allow individual bias adjustments for
each of the EL34 output tubes (V1 through
V6) in turn, as each pot is connected to the
meter via arotary switch on the front panel.
The circuitry is straightforward, oldfashioned if you will, without flashy technical wrinldes. Input connection is via agoldplated RCA jack, a100k ohm pot (labeled
"Attenuator" on the front panel) allowing the
amp to be fed directly from the output of a
CD player. The attenuated signal taken from
the pot's wiper is DC-coupled to the grid of
one of the two triode sections of a12AX7
tube. (The other triode section is unused.)
The amplified signal is then DC-coupled to
a12AU7 acting as aphase splitter/driver stage
which feeds three pairs of EL34 power pentodes connected in apush-pull configuration.
This output stage is biased to operate doser
to class-A than class-B, so it runs quite hot.
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

The output transformer is tapped for Ultralinear operation. However, aswitch is provided (on the chassis) for changing from UL
to Triode operation. In Triode mode, the
switch connects each screen grid to its respective plate through a100 ohm resistor. Output
power drops from 110W to 55W when in
Triode mode. Can't remember what position
you left the Mode switch in? Not to worry.
When the amp is turned on, apair of LEDs
on the front panel keep you posted on the status of the Mode switch.
Output transformer taps are provided for
two ranges of load impedance: 2-4 and 6-8
ohms. The output binding posts, of the same
type used on Air Tight's stereo ATM-2 that
Ireviewed in Vol.13 No.5 (May 1990), seem
inadequate. They only allow spade lugs or
bare wire to be tightened finger-tight. [They
are alsofragile; Ibroke one off moving the amplifier—Ed.]
Global feedback is applied from the secondary of the output transformer to the cathode
of the input stage Local feedback is also used
at the input stage in the form of an unbypassed cathode resistor.
Solid-state rectifiers are used in the power
supply, followed by acapacitor-inductor
smoothing network featuring alarge ironcored choke. Filament voltages are unregulated. A soft-start circuit allows the filaments
to warm up before plate voltages are applied.
As with the stereo ATM-2 that Ireviewed
in 1990 (Vol.13 No.5), the ATM-3 dispenses
with circuit boards in favor of more costly
but sonically superior point-to-point wiring.
Air Tight's philosophy of using the best
components and construction techniques is
revealed in the heavy-copper chassis bottom, the quality of the transformers, and the
superb workmanship (excepting acouple of
glitches to be described shortly) under the
chassis. All of this Isaw for myself, if much
earlier than I'd intended to.
You see, shipping gorillas had managed to
rough up one monoblock to the point of
bending the tube cage and shearing off a
knob. The knob was easy to fix, but the amp
failed to fire up. An inspection of the chassis uncovered aloose resistor which had never
been soldered into place Soldering the resistor solved the problem and got me going.
Several weeks later, this same amplifier developed aproblem with its bias circuit: Iwas
unable to adjust the bias on one output tube
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Itraced the cause to acold-solder joint on the
tube socket. Because of the rough treatment
the amplifier had received during shipment,
it would be reasonable to excuse the manufacturer for the cold-solder episode. But, in
general, be forewarned that Igo into arage
over multi-kilobuck products that don't
work perfectly right out of the box.

ONCE UPON ATRIODE
There was atime in the '20s when singleended triode designs reigned supreme and
push-pull output stages were considered
mere laboratory curiosities. Designs were
simple and low in parts count—and, of
course, hard-wired. Switching the ATM-3
to Triode mode allows its owner to more
closely approximate what some consider to
be the zenith of tube sound.
Ihave never been afan of the UL output
stage, preferring, whenever possible, the
purer sound of "triodes"—even at the cost
of sacrificing some power—to the sound of
atriodeketrode blend. That's how Iused the
VAC 90W monoblocks—as 45W "triode"
amps. Imagine my surprise when the ATM-3
UL stage sounded very close, but not quite
equal to, the harmonic purity of the Triode
mode. Because the difference between the
two modes was slight, and the additional
headroom of the Ultralinear Mode was
essential for driving the Sound-Lab A-1 electrostatics, that's how Iused the ATM-3 for
almost all my auditioning.

SONIC IMPRESSIONS

The ATM-3s spent most of their time driving the Sound-Lab A-ls (via their 6-8 ohm
taps) in my reference room. The amplifier
appeared to be unmoved by the A-I's brutal load (see Vol.15 No.11, p.160). In fact, the
combination proved asynergistic one, garnering praise even from A-1 designer Roger
West himself. Okay, so on 1% of the program material Ithrew at it, the '3's power
reserve wasn't quite up to the task. But in
general it sounded more powerful than its
rating would suggest. The fourth movement
of Dvorák's Ninth with Horenstein conducting the Royal Philharmonic (Chesky CD31)
contains plenty of firepower. Iwas able to
attain realistic concert-hall-like playback spis
without driving the ATM-3 over the edge.
There was only ahint of compression when
the music soared from loud to very loud.
176

The ATM-3's real passion was in the
dynamic range from soft to loud. These
dynamic shadings were delineated dramatically. Whether it was asoprano voice swelling from awhisper to full voice, aflute ranging from delicate to emphatic, or asax solo
exploding in afrenzy of energy, the explosive
breath and bloom of the harmonic envelope
were faithfully captured. The music's pulse
and dramatic sweep were kept intact. This
was, indeed, reproduction of the highest
order.
What helped matters considerably in fleshing out abelievable illusion ola large orchestra was the ATM-3's innate accuracy with
tonal balance. It in no way slighted the power
range of the orchestra. The lower inids and
upper bass were reproduced with heft and
warmth that 'judged to be right on the mark
musically. This range is often mishandled by
solid-state amps, leading to alean or overdamped portrayal of what should really be
the beefy part of the orchestral range. The
older Iget, the more inclined Iam to regard
tonal balance as aprimary criterion for judging sound-reproduction systems. Maybe
JGH's philosophy is rubbing off on me. But
he's right: There can be no satisfactory illusion of alarge orchestra when the beef is
missing.
Beef lovers, rejoice: With the ATM-3, you
can have your beef and eat it, too.
In terms of soundstaging and imaging, the
news gets even better. One of the hallmarks
ola great amplifier lies in its ability to project
the listener deep into the hall. Such transparency is crucial to involving the listener in
the auditory event. Ifirmly believe that to
transcend canned music, the ear/brain must,
to the extent possible, be projected into the
original sonic event—something that isn't
easy to do with only two audio channels.
There's nothing better than being there; only
by heightening this feeling can agenuine feeling/gestalt with the music be achieved. In the
case of the ATM-3, the feeling of being
beamed into the performance was very
strong. Hall ambient information was readily
resolvable. Transients decayed unhindered
into the noise floor of the hall.
The soundstage was portrayed with realistic perspectives of width and depth. Image
outlines were tightly focused in space without the spatial smearing and blending that
afflict lesser amps. Iwas able to precisely pin-
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point individual voices in the fabric of the
large chorus that dominates the action during
Walton's Belshazzar's Feast (EMI SAN-324).
Image outlines popped into space in reasonable 3-D relief. However, this was not to the
palpable extent that the Fourier Components
Sans Pareil OTL Ireviewed last June (Vol.15
No.6) was capable of driving these same A-ls.
The difficult transition from the upper
midrange to the lower treble was navigated
without glare or grain. Unlike its smaller
brother, the ATM-2, which sounds closed
in at the top, the ATM-3's extreme treble was
open and airy. Treble transients were fast and
well-controlled, texturally only atouch on
the soft side of reality. There was always lots
of low-level information being resolved. Yet
the presentation never edged over to the analytical side of reality, nor was it overly soft
and toothless in the manner of classic tube
sound. Information seemed to bubble forth
gently and naturally, as if emanating from a
freshwater spring.
If there was arelatively weak performance
area, it was in the mid- and deep bass. Deep
bass extension and punch were somewhat
curtailed, timpani thuds lacking full conviction even when compared with other tube
amps (eg, the Berning EA-2101). Perhaps
even more seriously, midbass definition
wasn't up to snuff. Double bass sounded a
bit on the loose side, lacking the tightness and
pitch definition I've come to expect from the
Sound-Labs. Bass definition, though, turned
out to be afunction of speaker cable. Best
results in this regard were obtained with the
Ensemble Hotline Cable wired in parallel (le,
with four conductors per leg).
But Ikeep coming back to the textural
phrasing of the ATM-3. Its edgeless, silkysmooth caressing of textures was tonic to my
ears. Harmonics were unfettered by fuzz or
crud. The music's harmonic envelope was
allowed to ebb and flow with startling tonal
purity. Timbrai accuracy was remarkable. I
delighted in playing one female voice after
another. This is aweakness of mine; anything
that interferes with the truth of female vocals
gets no respect from me. Whether it was my
wife Lesley, Joni Mitchell, or Cleo Laine, the
end result was the same: immediate acceptance of the sonic signature as true and valid.

TUBE ROLLING

The ATM-3's original tube complement was
STEREOPHILE, J
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branded "Siemens," though it wasn't at all
clear to me what the actual country of origin was. Having asufficient number of genuine British KT77s on hand (lucky me: Gold
Lions and Genelex) to retube both channels
(a dozen KT77s ain't easy to come by), Iwas
naturally intrigued by the sonic prospects of
such asubstitution. The KT77 nudged the
ATM-3's performance arung higher on the
ladder to sonic heaven. The purity of harmonic textures and the resolution of spatial
textures both improved. The difference,
though certainly not night-and-day, was
nonetheless important.
Experimenting with the preamp tube
complement is certainly much cheaper. Here
Ifound that the Golden Dragon 12AX7
worked well, providing abit more air and
treble extension. However, Iwouldn't fool
around with 12AU7 substitutions. The "Siemens" worked as well as anything else I
could muster, including the Yugo version.
These two sounded so alike that Iwouldn't
be surprised if the Siemens tube had actually
been manufactured in Serbia.

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N

As has been the case with most of the tube
amplifiers I've tested, the Air Tight is not one
amplifier but several. In this case we have not
only two modes of operation (Triode and
Ultralinear), but two output taps: 2-4 ohms
and 6-8 ohms. All of my measurements were
made with the same tubes DO used for his
primary listening evaluations.
The input impedance of the ATM-3
ranged from 75k ohms to just below 89k
ohms, depending on the mode of operation
and the output tap from which the measurements were made.' The ATM-3's output
impedance in the Ultralinear mode using the
2-4 ohm output tap ranged from 0.78 to 0.83
ohms, depending on load and frequency;
from the 6-8 ohm tap it ranged from 1.5 to
1.6 ohms. In the Triode mode from the 2-4
ohm tap it varied from 0.77 to 0.96 ohms;
from the 6-8 ohm tap it ranged from 1.5 to
1.75 ohms. Largely because of the generally
1Our input impedance measurements are made by measuring
the change in the output as the source impedance of the test
generator is changed. Since the gain of the amplifier following
the input stage cannot vary, any change in the output is
directly proportional to how the (unknown) input impedance of the amplifier relates to the (known) change in the test
generator's source impedance The latter, combined with the
measured voltage change, enables us to calculate the amplifier's
input impedance.
—TJN
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higher output impedances of tube amplifiers
lent to aresonant frequency of 125kHz. This
compared to their solid-state counterparts,
is agood output transformer.
the former tend to be more sensitive to a
The manner in which the ATM-3's distorloudspeaker's impedance; je, their sounds
tion and noise MID +noise) varies with frevary more from loudspeaker to loudspeaker
quency in its Ultralinear mode is shown in
than do those of typical solid-state amps. I fig.4 (2-4 ohm tap) and fig.5 (6-8 ohm tap).
would expect the ATM-3 to be less sensitive
Stœecelle 0411341 AMPI.Car/ •• MAW
AZ la a 16:11.18
to such effects when operated from its 2-4
:!:
-,
,:1:ii
'
AP
ohm tap than from the 6-8 ohm tap.
Lien
.
1 Iüill
l 1- 110111
Imeasured no DC offset at the output of
the Air Tight in either operating mode. Its
S/N ratio was 65.4dB (wide-band, unweighted,
I.0
—
referenced to 1W into 8ohms) in the UltraI
1
-r j-r -linear mode, 66.2dB (same conditions) in the
1la
Triode mode. The amplifier was non-inverting, apositive-going input resulting in a
2.11111L
positive-going output.
/A
III
I
The top trace in fig.1 shows the ATM-3's
Fig.I Air Tight ATM-3, frequency response at I
W
frequency response in the Ultralinear mode,
into 8ohms (from top to bottom):
from the 6-8 ohm tap, at an output of 1W
Ultralinear mode, 6-8 ohm tap; Ultralinear
into 8ohms. With the same 8ohm load, the
mode, 2-4 ohm tap; Triode mode, 2-4 ohm
frequency response from either tap, in either
tap; Triode mode, 6-8 ohm tap:
mode, was essentially the same (within
(0.5dB/vertical div.).
±0.1dB from 20Hz-20kHz, ±0.2dB
10Hz-50kHz). With a4ohm load, the variations were somewhat greater, depending
on the output tap and mode; the bottom family of traces in fig.2 shows all four responses
(for the two output taps and two modes of
operation). The steepest rolloff at the high
•
I
iI.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1 l• 14.1. •1.1. 1.1. I. •
I.
end is for the Triode mode from the 6-8 ohm
tap, the second steepest for the Triode mode
from the 2-4 ohm tap. The curve which
shows asmall dip at about 800Hz and asmall
peak at 21Hz is for the Ultralinear mode
measured from the 6-8 ohm tap. The 2-4
ohm tap, Ultralinear mode, produced the best
frequency response overall under the test
Fig.2 Air Tight ATM-3, Ultralinear mode, I
kHz
conditions, but the frequency-response devisquarewave at IW into 8ohms (8 ohm tap).
ations from flat are unlikely to be audibly sig4
7
nificant in any of the cases considered, given
that the interaction of the amplifier's output
impedance with the impedance of the loudspeaker that's used will result in amuch larger
error.
Fig.2 shows the lkHz squarewave re41+11.1+14 1.1.1.1.1.s.t.e.i.u.s.i..iit.I.1.1.1.1.t.I.1.11.1.1.1..1.1.1.i..1.1.
sponse of the ATM-3 in UL mode. The shape
z
is excellent for atube amplifier, the flat tops
implying good LF response. There is just
a slight overshoot, indicative of awelldamped ultrasonic resonance. The sloped
verticals of the 10kHz squarewave (fig3) tie
in with the HF rolloff seen in fig.1, while the
overshoot can be seen to be awell-damped
Fig.3 Air Tight ATM-3, Ultralinear mode, 0kHz
oscillation with aperiod of around 8µs, equivasquarewave at IW into 8ohms (8 ohm tap).
F
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Note that the 2-4 ohm tap results in the
lowest distortion overall, though the differences are not dramatic, particularly into an
8ohm load. The corresponding distortion
vs level measurements (figs.6 and 7) indicate
performance fairly typical of tube amplifiers.
The amplifier meets its specified power output in the Ultralinear mode with no
difficulty—given the use of the appropriate
output tap.
It's in the Triode mode that the Air Tight
Stu...MU SUMO Mete v. ITISOta)

runs into problems. Fig.8 indicates areasonable distortion result into higher impedance
loads, but adramatic increase into 2ohms
(top trace, which looks suspiciously like
noise). Switching over to the 6-8 ohm tap
(fig.9) results in afurther general increase in
distortion—with an unacceptably high reading into a2ohm load. Noting that the 2ohm
curve is for a4W power output, the reason
for the increase becomes clear upon inspection of figs.10 and 11. With an 8ohm load
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Fig.4 Air Tight ATM-3, Ultralinear mode (2-4
ohm tap), THD+noise vs frequency at (from
top to bottom): 4W into 2ohms; 2W into 4
ohms; I
W into 8ohms.

Fig.7 Ar Tight ATM-3, Ultralinear mode (6-8
ohm tap), distortion vs output power, from
bottom to top into 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2
ohms.
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Fig.5 Air Tight ATM-3, Ultralinear mode (6-8
ohm tap), THD+noise vs frequency at (from
top to bottom): 4W into 2ohms; 2W into 4
ohms; I
W into 8ohms.
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Fig.8 Air Tight ATM-3, Triode mode (2-4 ohm
tap), THD+noise vs frequency at (from top
to bottom): 4W into 2ohms; 2W into 4
ohms; I
W into 8ohms.
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Fig.6 Air Tight ATM-3, Ultralinear mode (2-4
ohm tap), distortion vs output power, from
bottom to top into 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2
ohms
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Fig.9 Air Tight ATM-3, Triode mode (6-8 ohm
tap), THD+noise vs frequency at (from top
to bottom): 4W into 2ohms; 2W into 4
ohms; I
W into 8ohms.
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fed from the 2-4 ohm tap (fig.10), the ATM3will fiirnish its specified 55W output—but
with adistortion of around 4%. Switching
to the 6-8 ohm tap (fig.11) as one might
intuitively do with an 8ohm load, the distortion into 8ohms (for the same 55W) actually increases to avery audible 9%!
The results with lower load impedances
are worse. The ATM-3 will put out acceptably low distortion in the triode mode, but
only below a10W output level—well be-

low in some cases, especially with the 6-8
ohm tap.
Measuring the actual clipping levels of the
Air Tight further showed up the differences
between the Ultralinear and Triode operating
modes. In the Ultralinear mode, the 1% distortion level was reached at 135.8W (213dBW)
into 8ohms, 131.5W (18.2dBW) into 4ohms,
and arespectable 124.3W (14.9dBW) into 2
ohms (with the 6-8 ohm tap used for the 8
ohm load, the 2-4 ohm tap for the 2ohm and
4ohm loads). In the Triode mode, the outputs were 7.9W (9.0dBW) into 8ohms, 5.2W
(4.1dBW) into 4ohms, and apitiful 2.1W
(-2.8dBW) into 2ohms. If we change our
definition of clipping to 3% THD +noise,
the figures for the Triode mode increase to
20.2W (13.1dBW) into 8 ohms, 12.3W
(7.9dBW) into 4ohms, and 23W (-2.4dBW)

Fig. lo Air Tight ATM-3, Triode mode (2-4 ohm
tap), distortion vs output power, from
bottom to top into 8ohms, 4ohms, and
2ohms. (Note condensed vertical scale.)

Fig.11 Air Tight ATM-3, Triode mode (6-8 ohm
tap), distortion vs output power, from
bottom to top into 8ohms, 4ohms, and
2ohms. (Note condensed vertical scale.)

Fig.12 Air Tight ATM-3, S/N 3034, Triode mode
(2-4 ohm tap), distortion vs output power,
from bottom to top into 8,4, and 2ohms.
(Note condensed vertical scale.)
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Fig.I3 Air Tight ATM-3, Ultralinear mode (6-8
ohm tap), I
kHz waveform at IW into 8
ohms (top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom).

Fig. 14 Air light ATM-3, Ultralinear mode (6-8
ohm tap), IkHz waveform at 4W into 2
ohms (top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom).
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into 2ohms (with the 2-4 ohm tap used for
all the Triode-mode clipping measurements).
In all cases, the line voltage was aconstant
121V.
All of the above measurements were made
on one of the stereo pair of ATM-3 monoblocks (SN 03033). To see if the other amplifier of the pair would show improved performance in the triode mode (and judge if
perhaps SN 30033 was defective in some
way), Iran THD +noise vs level distortion
readings on the other amplifier of the pair
(SN 03034). The performance in Ultralinear
mode was not all that different from that of
the first amplifier. But the Triode mode
(fig.12) was dramatically worse, as can be seen
from the compressed vertical scale in the
graph. In its Triode mode, this sample basically clips below 2W output into any load.
The THD waveform shown in fig.13,
taken at 1W into 8ohms in the UL mode
(6-8 ohm tap) indicates the major distortion
harmonic to be the subjectively benign second, overlaid with noise Fig.14, taken at 4W
into 2ohms in the UL mode, shows higher
harmonics to be added at higher current
levels, though the order is still low. These
findings were also true for the Triode mode,
though the higher-order harmonics were
more dominant at high output currents.
That the distortion characteristic was relatively innocuous was reinforced by fig.15,
which shows the spectrum of the ATM-3's
output in response to a50Hz input, taken at
a70W output into a4ohm load in the Ultralinear mode (2-4 ohm tap). The second and
third harmonics are moderately high in level
at -44dB (0.6%) and -51.5dB (just under
0.3%) respectively, with the remaining harmonics well below 0.1%. Fig.16 shows the
results with the same 50Hz signal but with
a36W output into a4ohm load in the Triode mode (2-4 ohm tap). The high distortion here was no surprise—the second and
third harmonics are at 8% and 5% respectively—based on the distortion characteristics
previously noted for the triode mode, but the
amplifier's noise rose dramatically. (36W is
approximately 2/
3 of the ATM-3's rated output of 55W.) Backing off to 6.7W into 4
ohms (fig.17), also from the 2-4 ohm tap,
drops the distortion artifacts down below the
level of the (rather high) background noise.
Feeding acombined 19+20kHz signal into
the ATM-3 results in the spectral content
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

shown in Figs.18-21. Fig.18 was taken at an
output of 60W into a4ohm load, Ultralinear
load, 2-4 ohm tap. The IM artifacts are at
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Fig. IS Air Tight ATM-3, U tralinear mode (2-4
ohm tap), spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC—IkHz, at 70W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale). Note that the second
harmonic at 100Hz is the highest in level,
44dB below the level of the 50Hz
fundamental (0.6%), followed by the third
(150Hz) at —51.5dB (just under 0.3%).

Fig.I6 Air Tight ATM-3, Triode mode (2-4 ohm
tap), spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC—
IkHz, at 36W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale). Note that the second
harmonic (100Hz) is at 8% and the third
(150Hz) at 5%.

Fig.I7 Air Tight ATM-3, /Triode mode (2-4 ohm
tap), spectrum or 50Hz sinewave, DC—
IkHz, at 6.7W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale). Note that no harmonics
can now be seen above the very high noise
floor.
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Fig. 18 Ar Tight ATM-3, Ultralinear mode (2-4
ohm tap), HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 60W into 4
ohms (linear frequeney scale).

Fig. 20 Air Tight ATM-3, Triode mode (2-4 ohm
tap), HF intermodulation spectrum, DC22kHz, 19+20kHz at I4W into 8ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Fig. 19 Ar Tight ATM-3, Ultralinear mode (6-8
ohm tap), HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 60W into 8
ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.21 A rTight ATM-3, Triode mode (2-4 ohm
tap), HF intermodulation spectrum. DC22kHz, 19+20kHz at 6.7W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).

-35dB at 18kHz and 21kHz (just under 2%)
and about -49dB at lkHz and 2kHz (about
035%). The results are slightly worse at the
same 60W output into 8ohms (fig.19), taken
this time from the 6-8 ohm tap. Looking at
the results for the Triode mode, fig.20 shows
the spectrum at 14W into 8ohms (2-4 ohm
tap). The 181cHz and 221cHz artifacts here are
at close to the same levels as in the Ultralinear
mode (about -36dB); the lkHz artifact is at
-40dB (1%). At 6.7W into 4ohms, 2-4 ohm
tap (fig.21), the 18kHz and 21kHz artifacts
are abit lower (-41.5kHz and -43.2kHz, or
about 0.9% and 0.8% respectively); the lIcHz
artifact is at about -43dB (0.7%). Note that
in Figs.20 and, especially, 21, the intermodulation artifacts are accompanied by rising
levels of hash and noise at both ends of the
audible spectrum.
The measured performance of the Air
Tight ATM-3 in the Ultralinear mode is not
particularly impressive in light of its price,
but arguably adequate to avoid compromising its sound. Its performance in the Triode
mode is another subject entirely. Its power

output in triode, at any reasonable level of
distortion, is so low that Icannot recommend
this mode for anything other than asuperefficient horn loudspeaker system. Such horn
systems are extremely popular in Japanese
high-end, which no doubt explains the
ATM-3's triode configuration. But US
buyers should be aware that they are unlikely
to find the Air Tight able to drive their loudspeakers to any reasonable level in the Triode mode without noticeable distortion? As
DO found, use of the amplifier's Ultralinear
mode is essential to get any loudness from
it.
—Thomas J. Norton
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2When Iauditioned the ATM-3 in Triode mode (using the
Genesis Genre Il speakers that Ireviewed in January), rather
than find the sound gritty or obviously distorted, Ifelt the
distortion to manifest itself as aconsiderable brightening of
tonal colors and apushing forward of the soundstage. This
is probably because, as TJN's measurements show, the distortion is primarily second and third harmonic in nature, both
of which are musically consonant in nature (le, adding second harmonic is equivalent to doubling anote an octave
higher, something that happens naturally in music). Nevertheless, only in its Ultralinear mode did Ifind the ATM-3 to offer
sound quality which was non-fatiguing and that Iwould
begin to consider as being high-end in quality.
—JA
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FINAL THOUGHTS
The Air Tight ATM-3 dishes out amusically
precious blend of textural purity and tonal
integrity within the confines of aspacious
and transparent soundstage.
Don't be put offby what this amp does in
the bass. It puts the beef back where it
belongs: in the orchestra's power range.
Goodbye tonal anemia; hello warmth and
heft. Buy the ATM-3 for the flair with which
it pulls together the core of the music into a
seamless and edgeless tapestry. Or because

of the dramatic fire of live music which the
Air Tight re-creates with believable dynamic
bloom.
This amplifier will get you involved in the
musical event, drawing you into the original space and allowing you to get caught up
in the excitement of the moment. Idon't
know of amore suave, consummate musical partner in the genre of push-pull, transformer-coupled tube amplifiers.
In my book, afour-star product.
—Dick Olsher

S

M ERIDIAN 263 DÍA CONVERTER
&200 CD TRANSPORT
Robert Harley

Meridian 263 D/A processor

Meridian 200 CD transport

Meridian 263 DAC: Digital to analog converter with Delta-Sigma conversion. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz ±0.2dB.
Distortion: <0.004%. Conversion: 8x-interpolation filter, 64x Delta-Sigma DAC. Input sampling frequency: 32kHz-48kHz.
Inputs: One coaxial on RCA jack. Outputs: One single-ended stereo pair on RCA jacks. Dimensions: 6.25" W by 3.9" H
by 12.9" D. Weight: 8lbs (shipping). Price: $895.
Meridian 200 CD•transport: CD transport with remote control. Outputs: One coaxial (RCA jack), one optical (Toslink jack).
Communications: One 5-pin DIN jack for communications link to other Meridian products. Dimensions: 12.6" W by 3.9"
Hby 12.9" D. Weight: 14 lbs. Price: $1495.
Both: Finishes: black textured enamel and glass. Approximate number of dealers: 55. Manufacturer: Meridian Audio Ltd.,
14 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambs., PEI8 7EJ, England. Tel: (44-480) 52144. Fax: (44-480) 459934. North American Distributor.
Meridian America Inc., 3800 Camp Creek Paritway, Building 2400, Suite 112, Eastpoint, Atlanta, GA 30331. Tel: (404) 3447111. Fax: (404) 346-7111.

Whoever invented the adage "Good things
come in small packages" wasn't into highend audio. Most high-end products are huge
and heavy, with massive power supplies,
thick front panels, and battleship build quality. This dreadnought approach is justified
if it directly affects the unit's sonic performance (as in the Mark Levinson No31 transport, for example). In some products, however, the massive build can reflect ashotgun,
overkill approach by the designer, or amere
fashion statement.
But can flyweight products hold their own
STEREoPHILE, JuNE 1993

musically with the behemoths of the High
End? This question was on my mind after
opening the $895 Meridian 263 D/A converter and the $1495 Meridian 200 transport.
There is very little inside them in terms of
mass and weight. Indeed, the 263's single
printed circuit board, consuming the rear
third of the chassis, is about 4" by 5" with
very few parts mounted on it. Moreover, the
263 doesn't sport alarge toroidal transformer
and rows of power-supply regulation stages
as do many digital processors. Instead, it has
arelatively small transformer bolted to the
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chassis bottom near the front panel, and just
three IC regulators.
But looks can be deceiving. The 263 and
200 are filled with design innovations and
tweaky techniques to optimize their sonic
performance. There are many clever tricks
inside them that don't require sheer bulk to
achieve design goals. As we shall see, intelligent engineering can triumph over pure
muscle.

THE 263 TECHNICAL STORY
The 263 shares acommon appearance with
other Meridian products. It's asimple black
box with front-panel glass. In fact, the 263
looks nearly identical to its predecessor, the
very successful 203 digital processor. The rear
panel holds apair of RCA jacks (analog outputs), asingle RCA jack (digital input), an
MC AC jack, and apower on/off switch. No
Toslink or ST optical inputs are provided.
The front panel has four LEDs: Power On,
De-emphasis (which blinks randomly when
no input is connected), Lock, and one marked
"44.1kHz." This last indicator hints at the
unique technology inside the 263; it
comes on only when "double-locked" to the
incoming digital data stream. I'll have more
to say about this later.
The secret of the 263's apparently minimalist design is the use of Crystal Semiconductor's surface-mount devices (SMD).
These are much smaller than traditional components with leads that fit through holes in
the pcb. In addition, only two primary chips
are needed; the CS8412 input receiver and
CS4328 DAC. The CS4328 has an on-board
8x-oversampling (8fs) 18-bit digital filter and
a64x (64fs) Delta-Sigma DAC. Meridian has
abandoned Philips Bitstream DACs in all
Meridian products in favor of Crystal Semiconductor parts from Texas.
Only five additional chips (again, all
surface-mount) are required for housekeeping and glue logic. The reduction in parts
count and tiny surface-mounted devices
provided by the Crystal chipset account for
the 263's small pcb. This is the same chipset (but not in the SMD package) used in the
California Audio Labs Sigma converter I
reviewed in Vol.15 No.10, p.225. Unusual for
an inexpensive product, the 263's pcb is a
four-layer type.
The power supply consists of abridge rectifier and three regulation stages. There are
184

three 5V rails— +5V to the digital circuits
and ±5V to the DAC and analog stage—
compared with the usual practice of supplying the output stages with ±12V or ±15V.
Two very large (15,000e each) Nichicon
Muse caps, an electrolytic type designed specifically for audio, provide filtering and
energy storage These caps are each bypassed
with alarge Solen polypropylene type.
As with other Meridian designs, the 263's
output stage uses the NE5534 single op-amp
chip (one per channel). Unlike other Meridian products, however, the 5534 is followed
by adiscrete class-A stage; it is this discrete
stage that drives the outputs. Resistors in the
output stage are metal-film types, and capacitors are primarily polystyrene. The active
de-emphasis circuit is part of the output stage
and is switched in by JFETs. Rather than mute
the output with arelay when the unit isn't
locked to adigital source, the 263 uses aclever
trick: The DAC is held in "Reset" mode until
released by the PLL, when it achieves lock.
This technique was so effective Iwas able to
connect and disconnect adigital input without the slightest trace of noise or clicks.
Now, about that "double-lock" feature.
Rather than use the Crystal CS8412 input
receiver in astandard topology, the 263
employs an innovative dual Phase-Locked
Loop (PLL) to reduce jitter in the recovered
clock. As discussed in "The Jitter Game"
(Vol.16 No.1, p.114), adigital processor's
input receiver generates anew clock with a
PLL which is based in the incoming digital
signal. This technique results in sonically
degrading jitter being introduced into the
processor's master clock.
Designer Bob Stuart' has added asecond
PLL to produce arecovered clock with virtually no jitter. The first PLL can be rather
"sloppy," accepting awide range of input
frequencies—assuring that the 263 will lock
to any transport. The second PLL has avery
narrow acceptance window, taking the first
PLEs output and acting as ahuge digital flywheel. Just as amechanical flywheel resists
any change in its rotational frequency, an
electronic flywheel resists any change in its
signal frequency. To further reduce clock jitter, the PLEs crystal oscillator is shielded by
acan on the pcb.
If the transport's output has very high jitter
1See my review of the 203 in Vol.13 No.11, and the fascinating interview with Bob Stuart in Vol.14 No.9.
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or is clocked at afrequency departing from
the standard 44.1kHz sampling rate, the second PLL won't lock. A front-panel display
shows the lock status of the two PLLs: the
"Lock" light indicates that the first PLL is
locked, and the "44.1kHz" LED comes on
when the second, high-precision, PLL is
locked. An internal switch automatically
selects between the two PLL outputs; the first
PLL will lock to virtually any source, the second to most good transports. Note that the
second PLL won't lock to sampling frequencies other than 44.1kHz.
The result of this technique is reportedly
nearly complete immunity to jitter in the
S/PDIF interface (the primary source ofjitter)
and much better sonic performance. Bob
Stuart made dock-jitter measurements (using
an FM demodulator, similar to the Meitner
LIM Detector technique) with and without
the second PLL. Bob's measured results are
shown in fig. 1. The vastly lower jitter with
the second PLL (lower trace) and absence of
discrete-frequency jitter components is readily apparent. (The input signal to the 263
during these measurements wasn't specified.)
The second, high-precision PLL takes
about asecond to lock to the output of the
first PLL. Although the 263 will behave as
any other converter—locking instantly to the
data source—it won't sound its best until after
it double-locks to the transport?
The 263's compact, efficient design explains how the 263 can sell for $895 in the
US, even after the cost of importing has been
factored in. This is $100 less than the price
of the Meridian 203, aconverter that set a
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Fig.I Meridian 263, word-clock jitter spectrum,
DC-20kHz, from Crystal CS84I2 5/PDIF
data receiver output (top), and after
processing by second Phased Locked Loop
(PLL) (bottom) (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB = Ins). After data
supplied by Meridian.
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benchmark level of performance for under$1000 processors.
Build quality and appearance are excellent.
Potential purchasers should be aware of the
263's simple design: only one input, no
polarity switching, and no provision for
adding glass fiber input (this last feature may
be moot; see the jitter measurements later).
The 263 is the kind of processor you connect
and forget.

THE 200 TRANSPORT
TECHNICAL STORY

The 200 transport, which is the cosmetic and
electrical companion to the 263, has aunique
two-chassis construction. Each half is astandard Meridian size, the same width as the 263
DAC. The left half is the transport mechanism itself; the right houses the decoder, control circuits, and digital output electronics.
The rear panel holds the 200's coaxial (RCA
jack) and optical (Toslink) jacks, plus acommunication port for interacting with other
Meridian products. The front panel features
two rows of small illuminated rectangular
buttons. These provide the usual CD control and programming functions. A green
display above the buttons indicates track
number, track time, and other familiar CD
functions.
The 200 features aunique drawer mechanism: The entire transport assembly is
brought out for disc loading. A Philips CDM
4mechanism is mounted in alarge drawer
that consumes fully half the 200's front panel.
This design is said to offer the technical and
sonic advantages of top-loading without the
inconvenience of amanual disc clamp. Once
the drawer closes, an automatic clamp descends on the disc from above. The mechanism is mounted on Sorbothane, and the
drawer's top cover is suspended from the
drawer to damp vibration in the mechanism.
This is amuch more expensive method of
transport construction: Moving 3.3 lbs of
mass with high precision requires aheavyduty mechanism. It has several advantages,
however. Once closed, the drawer forms a
2The 263 review sample double-locked to the following
transports: Mark Levinson No31, Proceed PDT 3, Marantz
CD-11 Mk.II, Marantz CD-94, Muscat« CD-Deck, and
aJVC XLZ-1010. During our DCC listening tests at the Sterrophile High-End Hi-Fi Show in San Francisco in March, the
263 didn't double-lock to the Philips PASC encoder's output
until the digital cables were rerouted. Apparently, the digital interconnects were picking up some noise that prevented
the second PLL from locking.
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chamber that isolates the disc from acoustic, electromagnetic, and mechanical interference. Meridian has found that aCD's
mechanical resonant frequency range is
between 500Hz and 3kHz. They thus concentrate the acoustic and mechanical isolation
across this frequency band. The two-box
construction also helps to isolate the mechanical and electronic portions of the transport.
The 200 is also unusual in that Meridian
makes all the pcbs and wrote the control software. Most manufacturers buy ready-built
servo boards (and sometimes even the entire
decoder board) and use the standard control
software. Meridian has optimized servo performance with its own four-layer pcb (fourlayer boards are expensive) and its own laser
pickup control software. This is said to result
in better sonic performance. Moreover, the
200 uses sophisticated tracking strategies to
keep the laser on track, reportedly resulting
in less error correction having to be performed on the recovered data. The 200 also
features careful layout and shielding to
achieve aclean recovered signal (indicated by
the "eye pattern").3
In addition to improved sonic performance, custom software provides features not
found on standard units—the multi-room
capability built into all Meridian products,
for example. The 200 uses two microprocessor controllers, one controlling the servo systems, the other governing the input commands and front-panel display.
The digital output stage uses what is
reported to be avery low-jitter precision
reclocking circuit right at the output. The
main oscillator is next to the output circuit.
A toroidal transformer couples the digital
output to the RCA jack.
Appearance, build quality, and functionality are all first-rate. The 200 and 263 make
a visually attractive and ergonomically
appealing combination. The 200 had afew
quirks Iwasn't used to: When skipping a
track, the 200 continues playing the previous
track for afew seconds rather than instantly
seeking the requested track.

LISTENING

Iauditioned the 263 and 200 on their own
and together. Each was also compared separately to converters and transports Icon-

3See "Jitter, Errors, and Magic" in Vol.13 No.5 for acapsule
description of how data are recovered from aCD.
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sider to be the best in their price ranges.
The $799 Sumo Theorem has proven to
be the converter to beat under $1000, and
the PS Audio UltraLink and Proceed PDP
3set the standard afew notches up at the
$2000-$2500 price range. For an absolute
reference, Icompared the 263 to the Mark
Levinson No30 processor. The $2500 Proceed PDT 3transport, which Iraved about
in the last issue, was on hand, as was the
$8500 Mark Levinson No31 Reference CD
Transport.
Coaxial interconnect was used exclusively
in the auditioning—the 263 has only one
coaxial input. Digital cables were the Aural
Symphonics Digital Standard and TARA
Labs Digital Master.
The 263's analog output fed an Audio
Research LS2B preamp, which in turn drove
aMark Levinson No.23.5 power amplifier.
Loudspeakers were Thiel CS3.6es (also
reviewed in May), connected by an 8' run of
AudioQuest Sterling. Interconnects included
AudioQuest Lapis and Diamond, and Monster Cable Sigma.
The first thing that struck me about the
263/200 combination was its extraordinary
sense of ease and lack of treble hash. The layer
of white-noise-like digital grundge so often
heard riding over the music was noticeably
absent. This gave the presentation aremarkable smoothness and purity. The treble was
softer than I'm accustomed to hearing from
digital—particularly low-priced digital.
Moreover, the treble didn't have ametallic
or hard character. Instead, there was an
analog-like gentleness. Consequently, long
listening sessions were fatigue-free; there
wasn't the desire to turn the music down—or
off—after afew hours.
In fact, Irate the 263/200 combination as
among the least fatiguing digital front ends
I've auditioned, regardless of price. It's up
there with the Levinson No30 processor and
No31 transport pair ($22,500) and the Linn
Karik/Numerik CD player ($5850). No, the
Meridian system didn't have some of the
qualities that put the Levinson front end in
aclass by itself, but it had asimilar sense of
ease, comfort, and relaxation.
Compared with the Sumo Theorem, the
263 was softer in the treble, had awarmer
overall balance, and was less analyticalsounding. Although the 263 had agentle
smoothness, there wasn't the often concomi-
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tant lack of musical detail. Many processors
without an aggressive treble achieve their
smoothness at the expense of obscuring
musical information. The presentation isn't
offensive, but neither is it musically involving. The 263 struck agood balance between
revealing real musical information and not
sounding analytical. Icannot overemphasize
the value of this balance in aproduct's ability
to provide long-term musical satisfaction.
If the product errs on the side of the "ruthlessly revealing," listening quickly becomes
fatiguing. If the component turns the music
into abland, syrupy mess, the music is less
compelling. The 263 wasn't overtly soft.
Rather, Ifound myself being able to listen for
long periods at high volume and discovering
alack of fatigue and adesire to continue
listening.
Another characteristic that made the 263
and 263/200 pair so easy to listen to for long
periods was their natural portrayal ofinstrumental and vocal textures. The mids had a
complete lack of glare and hardness. The harmonic structure of instruments' timbres was
rendered with ease and smoothness. Violins
sounded as if played with bows instead of
hacksaw blades. Saxophone had awarm,
round, and fat texture, rather than sounding
thin, reedy, pinched, and metallic. The 263
was the antithesis of coarse, strident, and
aggressive.
Moreover, the grain overlaying the music
was gone, leaving asense ofharmonic "rightness" and warmth. The 263's ability to render
natural timbres produced acompelling palpability. I'm not talking about soundstage
immediacy, but the impression that the instruments were real, with natural rather than
synthetic textures.
Despite the 263's terrific sense of involvement, it had some weaknesses. These were
apparent both in single-presentation listening
and in comparison with the superb PS Audio
UltraLink (which is more than twice the
263's price) and the Sumo Theorem. First,
the 263's bass tended to be soft and warm
rather than taut and well-defined. The 263
lacked the solid, ironfisted presentation heard
from the Theta products or even from the
UltraLink, aprocessor that has good but not
outstanding bass. Again, this was less afactor
on classical music—particularly small-scale
or choral works—than with rock, blues, and
jazz.
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

Similarly, the 263 was less dynamicsounding than the UltraLink and Proceed
PDP 3, lacking the punch and slam of these
two processors. Rather than being visceral
and driving, the 263 was more polite, refined,
and subtle. Drums didn't have the explosive
kick and power heard from some processors.
Compared with the $300-less-expensive
Cobalt (by Theta Digital) 307 DAC, the 263
lacked deep, driving bass and the tight, punchy reproduction of bass drum. On the first
record by Bela Fleck and the Flecktones
(Warner Bros. 9 26124-2), the superbly
recorded bass guitar didn't have the depth,
tautness, power, or rhythmic drive of the
UltraLink or, especially, the PDP 3. How
great aliability the 263's soft bass and somewhat limited dynamics are will greatly
depend on individual listeners' sonic and
musical tastes (and associated components).
Soundstaging was excellent and unexpected at this price level. There was asolid
impression of images hanging in space, with
depth, air around image outlines, and separation of individual instruments. The 263 was
able to present music as acollection of distinct
images rather than as ahomogenized and
synthetic continuum. Many inexpensive processors fail in this area; the 263 was arefreshing change. Moreover, image focus, soundstage delineation, and transparency were all
superb. The 263 threw apalpable, welldefined spatial presentation between and
behind the loudspeakers. Compared to the
PDP 3and UltraLink, the 263 had less of that
"see-through" transparency, but was among
the best I've heard at this price level. The 263
was alittle more opaque and thick than the
UltraLink, slightly reducing the ability to see
back into the soundstage. The Theorem, a
processor that excels in transparency, was also
better than the 263 in this regard. Generally,
the 263's spatial perspective was less vivid,
immediate, and incisive than the other three
processors.
Overall, these characteristics added up to
apresentation that some will enjoy more than
others. Although Ihad specific criticisms of
the 263—particularly dynamics and bass
tautness—I found it immensely musical and
enjoyable. The 263's freedom from treble
hash, lack of midrange glare, and wonderful sense of ease made up for its shortcomings. This degree of smoothness, refinement,
and beautiful portrayal of midrange textures
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was unprecedented at this price Indeed, the
263 rivaled the Mark Levinson No30 in its
allowing me to enjoy the music without
being assaulted by it.
Interestingly, the 200 transport had many
of the 263's characteristics. The sense of ease
was heard with the 263 driven by all four
transports on hand: the Meridian 200, Levinson No31, Proceed PDP 3, and Marantz
CD-11 Mk.II. When auditioning the 263/
200 combination, the 263's best qualities
were enhanced.
Switching between the 200 and No.31
revealed the 200's strengths and weaknesses:
The Meridian transport didn't have the detail,
transparency, or soundstage depth of the
reference No31, but neither did it add grain,
forwardness, or etch—as did the Marantz
CD player used as atransport. Commendably, the 200's shortcomings were those of
omission rather than commission. Although
the 200 was excellent, Ifelt the $2500 Proceed PDT 3was the better transport. The
Madrigal unit had tighter, deeper, and more
powerful bass by comparison. The PDT 3
also had better dynamics, with more punch,
kick, and rhythmic drive The 200 tended to
be softer, more laid-back, and less incisive—
very much like the 263 DAC. On small-scale
clacical music—Gary Schocker, Flutist (Cheslcy
CD46) for example—the 200's more recessed
presentation was aplus, but on any music
with power and drive, the PDT was the
transport of choice On Robben Ford's Talk
to Your Daughter (Warner Bros. 925647-2),
the punch and rhythmic drive of drummer
Vinnie Colaiuta and bassist Roscoe Beck
were better conveyed by the PDT 3. The
PDT 3also had greater transparency and
soundstage depth. Nevertheless, the 200 fared
well in relation to the excellent Proceed transport, considering the $1050 price difference.
Beyond the specific analyses of various
sonic strengths and weaknesses, Ifound the
263/200 combination immensely involving
musically. The lack of electronic artifacts
made it so easy to forget about the playback
system and just enjoy the music. This is, I
believe, amore reliable indicator of aproduct's ability to provide long-term musical
satisfaction than adissection of individual
characteristics.

M EASUREMENTS

The 263's output when driven by afull-scale
188

(OdBFS) lkHz digital input signal was 2.2V.
Channel balance was excellent, with channel
matching of 0.07dB. Output impedance
measured alow 46 ohms across the band.
DC offset levels were minimal, measuring
13mV (left channel) and 0.7mV (right channel). The 263 had no problem locking to
32kHz and 48kHz sampling rates, although
as noted in the technical description, the double lock feature didn't engage at those input
frequencies. The 263 doesn't invert polarity.
Frequency response, shown in the upper
trace of fig.2, was perfectly flat, with virtually
no rolloff at 20kHz. De-emphasis error (bottom trace of fig.2) was negligible, particularly considering that de-emphasis is performed in the analog domain and subject to
component tolerances. Fig3 shows the 263's
excellent channel separation, which measured
107dB at 1kHz. Even at 20kHz, channel
separation was better than 90dB. This is
superb. The unusual bump in the crosstalk
measurement centered at 7IcHz may be noise
or an idle tone of some kind: It corresponds
exactly to asimilar rise in the noise floor seen
in the noise modulation plot shown later.
A1
/-octave spectral analysis of the 263's
2
output when decoding a-90dB, dithered

Fig.2 Mericf an 263, frequency response (top and
de-emphasis error (bottom) (right channels
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
118
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Fig.3 Meridian 263, crosstalk (right channels
dashed, 10dB/vertical div.).
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lkHz sinewave is shown in fig.4. There is a
relatively high level of 60Hz AC noise,
though this is still more than 100dB down
from full modulation. Note, however, the
good linearity (the signal peaks exactly at the
-90dB horizontal division) and matched performance of the DAC's two channels (seen
as overlapping left- and right-channel traces
at the test-signal frequency).
The same type of analysis, but this time
with the 263 driven by digital silence (all data
words zero) and awider measurement bandwidth, is shown in fig.5. Note the rapid
noise-floor rise above 20kHz due to the noise
shaping used in the CS4328. There are also
slight rises in the noise floor centered at
400Hz and 7kHz. I'll take acloser look at this
in the noise modulation plot.
When Imeasured the 263's low-level
linearity using the standard test, it appeared
to have severe negative linearity errors below
-80dB. Iquestioned this result for several reasons: The Crystal databook shows the
CS4328 to have excellent linearity; 1-bit
DACs excel in this area; and the -90dB peak
in fig.4 exactly reached the -90dB horizontal
division-indicating that the analog output
11118.8108 01.1.881.ne urge a fill
4080
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was indeed at -90dB. Bob Stuart suggested
that Irepeat the measurement at a48kHz
sampling frequency (instead of 44.1kHz).
Here's why: As the Audio Precision's signal
generator drops in level to make the linearity
measurement, its output glitches. This causes
the 263's second, narrow-window PLL to
lose lock momentarily. As it loses lock, the
DAC's output level drops, then comes back
to normal after the first PLL is switched in.
This proved to be the case: At 48kHz, the 263
had excellent linearity, shown in fig.6. The
DAC is virtually perfect to -105dB, and both
channds exhibit identical behavior. Note that
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Fig.4 Meridian 263, spectrum of dithered IkHz
tone at -90.3IdBFS, with noise and spuriae
(h-octave analysis, right channel dashed).
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ig.6 Meridian 263, departure from linearity (right
channel dashed, 2dB/vertical div.). 48kHz
sample rate, see text.
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Fig.5 Mer"dian 263, spectrum of silent track,
20Hz-200kHz, with noise and spuriae
octave analysis, right channel dashed).
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this will not be afactor in normal listening;
CD transports put out acontinuous S/PDIF
signal.
Capturing an undithered, -90dB, lkHz
sinewave produced the waveform of fig.7.
The signal is overlaid with audioband
noise—see fig.7 in the Sony review elsewhere
in this issue for an excellent low-noise
waveshape—but the 263's waveform symmetry is good.
The noise-modulation plot (fig.8) was
unusual in that the noise floor had an unusual
spectrum, with distinct peaks at 500Hz and
7kHz. These were hinted at in figs.4 and 5.
I've never seen anoise spectrum shaped like
this. Perhaps Meridian can address this in
their "Manufacturer's Comment!' Of most
importance, however, is that the five traces
are closely grouped and don't cross each
other. In this regard, the 263 was excellent;
the processor's noise floor, and the spectral
content of that noise, varies very little as a
function of input level.
Fig.9 shows the 263's reproduction of a
full-scale, lkHz squarewave. The shape is

typical of linear-phase digital filters, but there
is more overshoot than seen with the NPC
digital filters.
Performing an FFT on the 263's output
when the unit was decoding afull-scale mix
of 19kHz and 20kHz sinewaves produced the
plot of fig.10. The lkHz difference component (20kHz minus 19kHz) can be seen, but
is very low in amplitude. Other than minor
spikes at 14kHz, 16kHz, 17kHz, 18k1-1z, and
21k1-1z, the intermodulation spectrum is quite
clean.
Inext looked at the 263's audioband jitter spectrum by feeding the 256x clock
(11.2896MHz) at the CS4328 DAC into the
Meitner LIM Detector. An FFT was performed on the LIM Detector output, with
varying data input levels to the 263. The
resulting spectra, normalized to an 8xoversampling clock (see April'93, p.257), are
shown in figs.11 and 12. Fig.11 was taken
with afrill-scale, lkHz sinewave input signal
(best case), fig.12 with a-90dBFS, lkHz
sinewave input signal (worst case). The RMS
level at full scale was an astonishingly low
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45 picoseconds (again normalized to the 8£s
clock frequency). The worst case was 75ps,
meaning that the 263 had the lowest measured jitter of any I've tested. Moreover, the
spectra are nearly perfectly clean; there are
no periodic jitter components that would
appear as spikes in the plot. There are two
signal-correlated components (at lkHz in
fig.11 and at lkHz and 2kHz in fig.12), but
they are low in amplitude, and the rest of the
spectrum is perfectly clean. Overall, this is
exemplary performance, and, along with the
Meitner IDAT, the best I've measured. It is
perhaps no coincidence that the two
designers who devised their own jitter measurement methods (Ed Meitner and Bob Stuart) produced processors with the lowest
audioband jitter. The 263's dual PLL, and
careful handling of the clock, no doubt
account for this extraordinary performance.
Since we published the article on jitter in
January's Stereophik the Meitner LIM Detector has been significantly revised. The readings it provides no longer need to be scaled
to the dock frequency. Moreover, its intrinsic
noise floor has been lowered, and it has one
output derived from an FM detector (as with
the original) and another output derived from
atrue phase detector. The difference is a
6dB/octave change in the jitter's plotted
spectral tilt. There are arguments for both
methods of presenting the data. Ishould also
point out that the LIM Detector only looks
at audioband jitter (20kHz bandwidth), while
jitter up to 40kHz can produce audible
degradation. It is possible, though highly
unlikely, that adean-looking spectrum could
be very poor above 20kHz and aspiky spectrum very clean above 20kHz. Ithink, however, that in general, the audioband spectrum
is representative of sonically significant jitter.
There are several mechanisms that could
account for the slightly different jitter spectra
shown in figs.10 and 1, the jitter spectrum
measured by Meridian. These include: the
probe's loading effect on the word clock;
where the probe was grounded; the different
test instruments' intrinsic noise floors and
spectral distributions of that noise; and use
of different jitter measurement techniques.
Note also that the Meridian data are referenced to a ins OdB reference; we use a
226.8ns reference, which is 1% of the
44.1kHz sampling period, and normalize the
jitter to an 8fs clock frequency. Despite the
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

difference in absolute levels, there is acorrelation between the results in that neither test
instrument shows the presence of highamplitude periodic jitter components.
Finally, Iused the Pierre Verany Test Disc
to check the 200's error-correction and tracking abilities. One section of the disc has
dropouts in the CD's spiral data track which
increase in length. By listening to the tone
and noting at which track the tone is interrupted, you can get agood idea of how well
the machine tracks. The higher the track
number without mistracicing, the better. The
200 played perfectly until track 33, but
glitched on track 34. This is typical performance.
Ihad an interesting experience with the
200's error-correction abilities. A reader at
the Stereophile High-End Hi-Fi Show in San
Francisco lent me some discs he thought I'd
like, based on music I've written about. One
of the discs, Go Between by The New Percussion Group of Amsterdam (with special guest
Bill Bruford), produced alarge amount of
distortion that was correlated with the music
when played in the 200. When played on the
Mark Levinson No31, however, the distortion was still apparent, but at alower level:'

CONCLUSION
The Meridian 263 digital processor and 200
CD transport formed asynergistic pair that
rivaled many much more expensive digital
front ends. Their best quality was an extraordinary sense of ease, gentleness, and freedom
from fatigue. In this regard, the 263/200 is
among the best digital sources I've heard,
regardless of price. The 263/200 also presented midrange tenures with alack of grain,
glare, and hardness that was unique at this
price level. These qualities were apparent in
both the 263 and 200 when used separately
with other transports and processors. As a
combination, they brought out the best in
each other, and offered acompelling and
4This is ahighly unusual case. Looking at the inside ring of
the CD that reveals its place of manufacture, Isaw that it was
pressed at aplant that makes poor-quality discs. I've measured error rates and analyzed the signal quality from discs
made at many CD plants around the world, and this plant was
by far the worst. Many of their discs have BLERs (Block Error
Rates) far above the specified 220 per second. (Most discs are
below 20 per second.) Moreover, the "eye pattern" recovered
from discs made at this Midwest American factory was nearly
unrecognizable In fact, their discs violate Philips "Red Book"
standards for CD replication. This is the first time, however.
I've heard constant audible distortion (probably caused by
interpolations) from aCD.
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thoroughly enjoyable musical experience.
Compared with the Sumo Theorem, an
excellent $799 converter, the 263 had asofter
treble, warmer tonal balance, and fuller bass.
By contrast, the Theorem sounded alittle on
the etched and analytical side, as described
in my original review. The Theorem, however, had greater soundstage transparency and
superior dynamics.
Different listeners value different things
in music reproduction; the 263/200 will
appeal to some listeners more than to others.
If you're into driving bass and explosive
dynamics, the 263/200 may not be to your
taste. If, however, you value refinement, ease,
and lack of digital artifacts such as glare,
stridency, and fatigue, the Meridian combination holds some very pleasant surprises.
Ican say without hesitation that the Meridian 263/200 combination is the bestsounding digital front end I've heard any-

where near its $2350 price. It is quite simply asteal. Considering the 263 alone, it is
the best converter I've heard under $1500 and
warrants asolid Class C recommendation
in Stereophile's "Recommended Components:'
If you can spend $2000, Irecommend the PS
Audio UltraLink; it was dearly the better processor. At any budget below $2000, however,
the 263 should be on the short list of processors to audition. Further, the 200 transport
is an equally great bargain; it had many of the
same musical qualities heard from the best
transports, and enhanced the 263's best
characteristics. This enthusiastic recommendation must, however, be accompanied by
the caveat that the Meridian's type of presentation may not appeal to all listeners.
Give these new Meridian products an
audition. You may find yourself, as Idid,
happily playing music hour after hour and
forgetting about the hardware.

M IRAGE M -1SI LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton
Three-way, reflex-loaded, bipolar loudspeaker system. Drive-units: two 1" (25.5mm) titanium hybrid-dome tweeters, two
5" (127mm) injection-molded polypropylene-cone midranges, two 8" (203mm) Polyflex treated, carbon-filled polypnawlene-cone
woofers with 1.5" (38mm) voice-coils. Crossover frequencies: 400Hz, 2kHz. Frequency response: 25Hz-33kHz ±2dB (on-axis),
25Hz-20kHz ±2dB (30° off-axis). Usable bass response: -10dB at I7Hz. Sensitivity: 82d8 at 2.83V (I m), anechoic, 86dB
in-room. Nominal impedance: 6ohms, 4ohms minimum. Amplifier requirements: 150-500Wpc RMS. Dimensions: 59.8"
(I523mm) Hby 19.3" (491 mm) W by 9.5" (242mm) D. Weight: 185 lbs (84kg) each. Serial numbers of units tested: 003188
Left &Right. Price: S5500/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer Mirage Loudspeakers, Division of Audio
Products International Corp., 3641 McNicoll Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario MIX IGS, Canada. Tel: (416) 321-1800. Fax: (416)
321-1500.
Ionly found out after beginning my auditioning of Mirage's M-lsi loudspeakers that the
film 2001, A Space Odyssey was, at practically
the same instant, undergoing abrief theatrical
revival in major cities around the US. Imight
have known. Perhaps it was the persistent
Strauss melodies that rattled around in my
head as Iset them up. Perhaps it was the two
5'-tall monoliths that subsequently stared at
me as Isat in my listening chair. For whatever reason, the M-lsis were an imposing
sight, and the association with out-of-thisworld events was not adifficult one to make.
True, the shape is by now afamiliar one.
Mirage released the original M-1 in 1987.
The response was very positive—Larry
Archibald enthused over the speaker in
Vol.12 No.6, June 1989—and gradually a
succession of similar tall, black, M-series
monoliths appeared in the Mirage line. Now
192

the line is in its second generation—thus the
"si" designation. The look is the same for all
of them, despite differences in size, driver
complement, and price. GL reviewed the M3si in Vol.15 No.11 (November 1992). Here
we examine the newest version of the M-1,
Mirage's flagship M-1 si.
Externally, the biggest Mirage is virtually
identical to the M-1 which preceded it. The
M-lsi is marginally larger, but you'd have to
put the two models side by side to notice the
change. The cabinet configuration and bracing are also essentially the same, though the
cabinet construction techniques differ. The
M-1 si is a very heavy loudspeaker, but
despite its mass and rather high center of
gravity, it is quite stable, even on acarpet of
average thickness. Nevertheless, Irecommend use of the furnished spikes for enhanced physical and sonic stability.
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M-1 si look ordinary enough. The cones,
however, are injection-molded polypropylene impregnated with carbon and other
materials. This is said to increase strength and
rigidity (generally good things) without
increasing weight (usually not such agood
thing). The 5" midranges, in their own isolated sub-chamber, operate down to 400Hz.
The woofers are manufactured by Mirage;
the midranges (and tweeters) are made by
subcontractors to Mirage's specifications.
The M-1 si's crossover network is more
complex than that in the M-1, and computer
simulation was used in its design. The filters
are all second-order, and are conjugatematched—a technique which preserves (as
much as possible) aresistive load at the
speaker's inputs. Mirage appears to take
particular pride in its new tweeter—used
throughout the new M-Series line The dome
is pure titanium with acloth suspension.
Mirage refers to it as ahybrid design (dubbed
FTH, for Pure Titanium Hybrid), stating that
the combination of materials results in nearly
instantaneous transient response with aminimum of resonances or ringing (the literature says that the cloth suspension "prevents" resonances and ringing, but in the real
world such atotal preventative does not exist).
They argue that this new tweeter has the
transparency of aribbon or electrostatic,
without overhang. Heady stuff.
As was the case with the M-1, the M-lsi
is built in mirror-image pairs, with the
drivers slightly offset toward the center. It
is configured for bi-wiring, with the same
type of improved five-way binding posts
now found on its less expensive sibling, the
M-3si. The M-lsi is available only in its striking piano black with black grille finish.
Unfortunately, owners of the earlier M-ls
cannot get them upgraded to M-lsis; the
changes are too extensive.

ASSOCIATED STUFF
Mirage M-Isi loudspeaker

All of the Mirage M-series loudspeakers
are bipolar in design (see sidebar), using conventional dynamic (cone and dome) drivers.
As in the original M-1, the M-lsi is asixdriver, three-way system, with identical
drive-units radiating to the front and rear.
But the drivers in the latest version are all
new. The bass and midrange drivers in the
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

The M-Isis were set up in Stereophile's 15.5'
by 20' by 9' listening room. CD-based
material was used for most of the auditioning,
either original CDs or compilation CD-Rs
dubbed from my own CD collection. The
remainder of the system consisted of the
Mark Levinson No35 DIA converter, the
Pioneer PD-65 CD player used as atransport from its coaxial digital output (and also,
briefly, the C.E.C. TL 1 transport), the
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Rowland Consummate preamplifier, and the
Bryston 7B monoblock amplifiers in their
series mode. The digital interconnect was a
Kimber KCAG coaxial, the processor to
preamplifier link was TARA Labs' RSC
Master, the preamplifier to amplifier Cardas

Hexlink, and the loudspeaker leads were biwire TARA RSC. Also seeing brief service
were the Krell KSA-250 and Hafler 9500
power amplifiers and the Arcam Delta 290
integrated amplifier (the latter used with
Arcam's Delta 1703 CD transport and Delta

OFM ONOPOLES, BIPOLES, &DIPOLES
For the benefit of those who may not have
seen GL's recent review of the similarly
conceived M-3si (or our earlier reviews
of the original M-1 and M-3), abipolar
design differs from both conventional
front-radiating loudspeakers and dipole
designs.
The former, of course, describes 90%
of the loudspeakers on the market. One
or more drivers radiate from the front of
an enclosure, which may be configured
as arectangular box (usually), or—if the
designer is adventurous and the budget
open-ended—as any one of amyriad of
other shapes. The midrange and treble
sound is sprayed from the front of this
cabinet in agenerally fan-shaped pattern
while the low frequencies are omnidirectional—equally strong in all directions
due to the wavelengths at these frequencies being much larger than the loudspeaker dimensions.
In aperfect design the frequency response of the system would be the same
at every point on this frontal arc. Since
perfection does not exist in the real world,
this "ideal" is compromised in as many
ways as there are designers. To make matters more complicated, there is, in fact, no
real agreement among experts as to wile
this "ideal" radiation pattern should be.
How wide should the dispersion be? Or
should it, in fact, be limited at all—physical constraints permitting? The mostoften-heard criterion is uniform response
within a60° (j30°) forward arc—but
this is hardly universally accepted gospel. As Istated in my review of the original Mirage M-3, the lack of symmetry
between the record and playback processes, plus the essentially artificial nature
of two-channel stereo (it is really amazing
that it works as well as it does), conspire
against any one pattern being more
"accurate" than another with real-world
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program material.
Still, the reality of the matter is that the
wider the dispersion, the more the room
is brought into play. The resulting reflections from the off-axis radiation can affect
the perceived balance in any number of
very complex ways—the loudspeaker,
room, loudspeaker position, and listener
position all play apart. A wide dispersion
with significant off-axis response variations is probably worse than anarrow,
well-behaved dispersion pattern. And the
real world intrudes in other ways on any
attempt at "ideal" dispersion. As stated
earlier, woofers are essentially omnidirectional radiators at low frequencies (below
about 300Hz), and all drivers are increasingly directional at high frequencies (most
definitely above afrequency at which the
diameter of the driver equals the wavelength of the frequency being reproduced). Loudspeaker designers have
devised not only anearly limitless set of
variations on the front radiator theme, but
have branched off widely into other
directions as well. Ignoring for the sake
of brevity the various omni- and multidirectional radiators which have found
strong adherents in some quarters (the
Shahinian Diapason reviewed last month
by JGH is perhaps the most visible current high-end loudspeaker striving for a
limited form of full-range omnidirectionality—pardon the contradiction in terms),
the most common exception to the frontradiating design is the dipole.
Dipole radiation is the natural mode of
apanel loudspeaker—though by enclosing the rear of the driver it is possible to
make apanel which radiates only from the
front.' Nearly all dipoles are electrosta1If you wally want to get picky, even dynamic (cone and
dome) drivers are inherently dipoles, though we don't
think of them as such because their rears are (nearly)
always enclosed.
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Black Box 5D/A converter).

SETUP &LISTENING

Ibegan my listening with the M-I sis set up
in the same positions Iusually use for conventional, front-radiating loudspeakers.

tic or ribbon (or pseudo-ribbon) loudspeakers, though awhole new subset of
conventional-driver dipoles has arisen
recently for use in the surround channels
of Home Theater systems. The primary
radiating characteristic ola dipole entails
the equal production of sound from the
front and rear, with the energy generated
from the back of the loudspeaker 180°
out of phase with that from the front.
This results in little net output at the
sides, especially at low frequencies; the
front and rear signals simply cancel on
this axis. This unusual pattern produces
both benefits and problems for the user:
potential room reflections from the sides
(and top) are minimized, while reflections
from the rear are increased. The popularity of dipole panel loudspeakers in the
High End would seem to indicate that
many audiophiles find the benefits worth
the added complication?
To the best of my knowledge, the term
bipole (as contrasted to dipole) was either
unknown or obscure prior to Mirage's
introduction of the original M-1. A bipolar pattern differs from adipolar one in
that the front and rear outputs are in phase
with each other. There is no cancellation
at the sides, and the output from abipole
resembles that of apulsating cylinder. It
is not entirely dissimilar to adipole, however, in that the radiation is still stronger
directly to the front and back than to the
sides, -especially at higher frequencies.
And while it is certainly possible to construct abipole from electrostatic or planar
magnetic drivers—perhaps by mounting
two of them front-to-back and enclosing and suppressing the rear output of
each—no one to my knowledge has yet
felt an irresistible urge to do so.
—Thomas J. Norton

2There is alot more to this story, of course. The radiation pattern of dipoles is only one aspect of their appeal.

Moving them around in an attempt to finetune the response invariably improved some
aspects of the sound while sacrificing others.
So despite their bipolar radiation pattern, they
ended up in the same positions they started
in. (This result may have been unique to my
room; you should not assume your experience will be the same. Experimenting with
loudspeaker placement is always advisable—
even more so when the loudspeaker has a
dipole or bipole radiation pattern.) This positioning placed them well out from the rear
wall and at least 3' from the sidewalls. The
current layout of the listening room does not
permit easy placement in close proximity to
the rear wall (it could be done physically, but
the geometry of that wall—with its short,
diagonal corners—would make it difficult
to avoid other problems), so Iwas unable to
experiment with such placement. But my
experience with dipoles suggests that the
more flexibility you have in experimenting
with position (including the option of setting the loudspeakers up well spaced from
the back wall), the more likely you are to be
happy with the result. That's not abad
prescription for any loudspeaker, actually,
except perhaps for those few specifically
designed to operate near awall.
Ibegan with the Mirages aimed straight
ahead, with their tweeters to the inside edges
of the asymmetrical baffles. Ultimately, however, Itoed them in to face the listening position. This had the usual result—a tighter, if
narrower, soundstage. The wall behind the
loudspeakers has alarge, multi-paned window with drapes which may be opened or
closed (visible on the cover photo of our
October 1991 issue, Vol.14 No.10). With
most loudspeakers, Iprefer the drapes open.
When Ireviewed the original Mirage M-3
(Vol.13 No.11) Ifound that closing the drapes
eliminated acertain graininess from the top
end and smoothed the overall presentation.
Though the M-lsi has nearly the same radiation pattern as the M-3, Ifound that with
the newer Mirage Ipreferred the drapes
three-quarters open. Closing them fully
caused anoticeable loss in top-end air and
spaciousness.
The latter characteristic is as good aplace
as any to begin discussing the M-lsi's sound.
The superior sense of space apair of them
convey is probably their most appealing and
obvious quality. The bipolar radiation pattern
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opens up the sound significantly. When the
pattern is most pronounced, the rear wall
behind the loudspeakers simply melts away.
But the effect is not always all this dramatic—
it is very dependent on the recording. The
Mirages, in fact, have aremarkable ability to
bend to the demands of the program material, and, unlike most loudspeakers, have a
special way with both the intimate and the
bombastic. Small-scale program—vocals,
small instrumental groups, and the like—
sounds appropriately small. Large-scale
forces fill the room, but never—at least at any
reasonable level—sound oppressive. The
selections from the latest Harmonia Mundi
sampler (A Decade of Excellence, HMU 10)
demonstrated this superbly.
From the lute on track 5(from Lord Herbert of Cherbury's Lute Book, HMU 907068)
to the soloists and choir on track 6(Pelham
Humfrey, Verse Anthems, HMU 907053), the
organ on track 7(Bach, Trio Sonatas BWV
525-530, HMU 907055), the early Spanish
music of tracks 15 and 16 (Johannes Cornago, Missa de la Mapa Mundi and Secular Music
of 15th-Century Spain, HMU 907083), and
the Russian Church music on track 18 (Russian Church Music, HMU 907098), there were
no missteps with the Mirages. The organ was
spacious and airy, the chorus as big, wide, and
deep as it should be, the solo voices and
instruments as small as required.
The lateral imaging of the Mirages was
very good, if less pinpointed and holographic
than Ihave experienced with the best minimonitors. Iseldom heard imaging extending to outside the loudspeaker positions, but
this is arare occurrence in my listening room
in any circumstances.' Within the space
between the loudspeakers, the left-to-right
image precision was good rather than outstanding, though the central image was solid.
But no qualifier need be applied to the
Mirages' ability to convey asecure, at times
striking, feeling of depth and overall dimensionality. This certainly applies to the
Mirages' reproduction of the Chieftains' The
Celtic Harp (RCA Victor 09026-61490-2).
An early candidate for my next year's
"Records to Die For" selections, this occep-

tional recording (don't be put off by the
"Dolby Surround" logo on the front, suggesting perhaps agimmicky showpiece)
played over the M-lsis is big, generous in
scope, and yet intimate. The Mirages slightly
favor the ensemble over detailed separation
of each musical thread, but detailing is more
than convincing, the soundstage precision
not obviously lacking in any way.
Fans of choral music should be especially
ecstatic over the performance of the Mirages.
Listen for the lifelike sense of depth and welldeveloped ambience in the reproduction of
the excerpt from An English Ladymass from
the same Harmonia Mundi sampler described above (the full recording is HMU
907080). Or listen to the nearly ideal balance,
both spectral and spatial, from Testament,
Reference Recordings' first HDCD release
(RR-49CD). Icommented in my listening
notes, "balance of strengths just about ideal
for choral recordings. Fine depth and spread,
sense of size just right. The sound is detailed
yet at the same time silky-smooth and full.
Choral-music fans simply must hear these.
The depth is superb, the sense of height fine."
Ishould note here, following that inviting segue, that most loudspeakers don't seem
to do much with the height dimension. Ihave
long been askeptic of so-called image height.
It is difficult to fathom how two-channel stereo, defined by the lateral placement of loudspeakers, can create any sort of vertical image.
And Ihave never, to date, heard such aconsistent convincing vertical image from loudspeakers in my listening roomy even from the
Mirages. But what Idid get from the latter
was arealistic sensation of vertical spread and
space, and proper image elevation. The former
may have been afunction of the bipolar radiation, the latter simply the fact that the
Mirage's drivers are mounted quite high in
what is, after all, avery tall loudspeaker.
Another irresistible transition cue: my listening height was just about level with the top
of the woofer. Raising myself by several
inches, however, did not significantly change
the overall balance. Listening to the LEDIC
test on the Jazz Sampler and Audiophile Test
Compact Disc (Volume I) (CheskyJD37) on the

1This phenomenon is sometimes inherent in the recording.
Just as often, however, it is likely due to playback anomalies—
room, loudspeaker positioning, system, or any combination
of the three. In the latter case, of course, it is simply adistortion.

2Istill distinctly remember the experience of hearing music
and sound effects coming from directly overhead while viewing
a70mm, six-track presentation of Blade Runner at atheater
in downtown Frankfurt, Germany, however. But that's
another story.
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Mirages produced aconvincing illusion of
vertical positioning on the "Up" and "Over"
tests, certainly more precisely than with any
musical material Itried.
The electrostatic or ribbon tweeter has
long been held up as the paradigm of highfrequency reproduction. But Mirage argues,
as Ihave already noted, that the new tweeter
in the M- I
si is superior to electrostatic (and
ribbon) designs. This is actually not as rash
astatement as it seems. It is true that aproperly designed electrostatic or ribbon loudspeaker can achieve very high levels of performance, but in my opinion the best conventional designs are highly competitive and
even, in some respects, superior. It is true that
there is sometimes amagic to the midrange
of electrostatics and ribbons (the latter generally being planar magnetics rather than true
ribbons) which the best conventional radiators cannot yet achieve. But in the highs (and
also, perhaps even more so, in the bass) the
point is highly arguable. In any event, the
high-frequency performance of the Mirage
M-Isi was absolutely first-rate. Early in the
evaluation period—even after extended
break-in with moderate-level pink noise—I
did sense aslight graininess to the very top
end. But as time went on, it became more and
more elusive on good program material. Was
Ibecoming accustomed to it? Were the
Mirages becoming smoother the more they
were broken-in? Whatever the reason, Igrew
continually more impressed with the quality
of the Mirages' top end.
If Icould choose three words to describe
the M-lsi, they would be "sweet:' "silky:'
and "detailed!' There is no contradiction in
this. The detail seemed to be all there, but was
unforced and never intruded unnaturally.
Chieftain Matt Molloy's flute solo on "The
Parting of Friends/Kerry Fling" from The
Celtic Harp demonstrated the sweetness and
silkiness, along with clearly delineated breath
sounds which did not detract or dominate,
but merely contributed to the realism of the
whole in anatural, believable way. Vocal
sibilants did not spit, sizzle, or smear—unless
the recording forced the issue. The same was
true for any other sort of edge or irritating
quality.
Yet the Mirages were definitely not dull.
The percussive riffs in Mokave, Volume I
(AudioQuest AQ-CD1006) were neither
subdued nor edgy; not in any way analytic,
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

but not in any way veiled, either. While not
as subjectively "fast" as some of the highend competitors I've heard in my listening
room (most recently the much more expensive Wilson WATTs/Puppies), nothing seemed
to be missing.
Switching over from the Bryston 7Bs to
the Krell KSA-250 turned the subjective
speed of the Mirages up anotch or two,
revealing aquicker sound, but one with abit
less richness and finely graduated subtlety.
At least some of the sweetness in the M-Isis'
top end should, therefore, be credited to the
Brystons. The Krell also tightened up the
image somewhat—probably due to this same
enhanced sensation of speed. The Krell was
also tighter through the bass and midbass—
but more about that shortly. Idefinitely preferred the Brystons over the Krell in driving
the Mirages through the midrange. And the
performance of the Mirages in this region
was first-class. No, not as palpable—especially on solo vocalists—as, say, Apogees, and
not as precisely focused as, say, WATTs/
Puppies.
But the M-I sis took aback seat to no
loudspeaker Ihave had in my listening room
when it came to aclean, low-coloration midband. The individual voices of the King's
Singers on Good Vibrations (RCA Victor
09026-60938) were neutral (though with
perhaps just aslight excess warmth); the vocal
blend of their combined singing voices was
luscious. Chieftain Kevin Conneff, singing
"The Green Fields of America" acappella on
The Celtic Harp, was there in the room.
III have any criticism of the Mirage's midrange, it would be its slightly laid-back quality. This undoubtedly contributed to its lack
of irritation and its superb rendition of depth,
but it also tended to keep things just abit at
arm's length. Don't get me wrong—the last
thing Iwant is an aggressive sound. But there
are times when the music literally calls for an
in-your-face quality, and while the M-lsis
will make asatisfying stab at it, there remains
something unerringly refined about their
sound. Of course you can always push them
harder and louder—and the M-lsi will respond willingly (within reason, of course)—
but that's cheating, and doesn't actually
accomplish the same thing.
Idid have some initial reservations about
the M-lsi's bottom end—reservations more
than likely due to my recent experiences with
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the Entec and Muse subwoofers. And also,
perhaps, to my hearing the Mirage M-Isis,
àt the recent Stereophile High-End Hi-Fi
Show in San Francisco, supplemented by a
pair of Mirage's own BPSS-210 servo subwoofers. It was hard to shake either one of
those experiences in listening to the M-lsis
sans outboard bottom-end enhancement.
Nevertheless, as Iput the Mirages through
their paces, Isought to discover their bass
response on its own terms.
It was certainly very extended, and definitely tighter and quicker-sounding than
that from the last Mirage bipole loudspeakers
Ihad in my listening room—the original M3s. It didn't plumb the depths like the sound
from the Entec and Muse subwoofers, but
it is probably unreasonable to expect this
from apair of 8" drivers per side. It may not
be as tight or as well-controlled as the bottom
end from Mirage's own subwoofers (which
impressed me greatly at the Hi-Fi Show,
though due to the differences in room, system, and program material, this must be
taken as avery tentative and preliminary
observation), but it is not lacking in detail.
Pulling out my bass compilation CD-R
(used extensively in my subwoofer review),
Ifound little in the M-Isis' bottom-end performance to complain about. The bass impact
on Difos (Reference RR-12CD) was all there,
if abit less savage and startling than Ihave
heard it before. The drum whacks were
powerful, and although Iwould have preferred just abit more snap to them, the falling
drumset nevertheless shook the room convincingly. The large, dramatic soundstage of
the Mirages continued to impress here, as did
their clean, precise, detailed, yet relaxed top
end. Yanking my attention back to the bass,
the soundtrack from The Abyss (Varèse
Sarabande VSD-5235) shook the room in the
appropriate ways. The double bass on track
1, "Blues in the Basement:' from Staccato
(German Audio CD 101033) was just slightly
rich but not over-large or unnatural, and the
slapback transients of the strings were very
crisp and clean. The organ on Pictures at an
Exhibition (Dorian DOR-90117) was realistically deep and full.
Switching again from the Bryston 7B
amplifiers to the Krell KSA-250, the bass
became abit leaner and tighter, alittle less
full-bodied. Idefinitely found the bass balance from the Krell to be more neutral corn198

ing over the Mirages than from the Brystons.
Though Igenerally preferred the rather more
immediate and rich midrange and sweeter
highs of the Brystons on the Mirages, the
tighter, leaner bass of the Krell did bring the
overall sound of the Mirages into somewhat
sharper focus.
Toward the end of the evaluation period
Ibriefly drove the Mirages with the Hafler
9500 and the Arcam Delta 290, the latter an
integrated amplifier rated at 75W into 8ohms
(both channels driven) and 140W into 4ohms
(one channel driven).
The Hafler was an excellent match for the
Mirages. Its slight upper-midrange/lowertreble forwardness was evident, but this was
not aproblem on well-recorded material. It
also opened up the Mirages to awelcome
degree—more so than did the sweetersounding Bryston or the more laid-back
Krell. It had atauter bass than the Brystons
(and, arguably, even the Krell) over the Mlsis.
Some of my reservations about the
Mirages' bottom-end crispness were put
aside as they had been with the Krell; the
sound became decidedly more punchy and
well-defined. Istill found the bass very good
rather than astounding—a subwoofer (or
two) would not be out of place with the Mlsis for real bass freaks, but anything less than
afirst-rate one would be awaste. With the
Hafler in place, rock bass lines tightened up,
organ took on amore textured quality. The
Brystons still won out overall with their
sweetness, natural midrange warmth, and
easy detail, but the Hafler brought its own
sort of fun to the party, its price making it an
attractive partner for the Mirages.
The Arcam leaned abit in the direction of
the Bryston at the top end—unassuming but
naturally detailed—and though it lacked the
punch of the larger amplifiers overall, it was
not at all wimpy-sounding. Though certainly
not aprice-sensible combination (I probably
would not have tried it had not the Arcam
arrived for apreliminary audition at the same
time the Mirages were set up), it was by no
means astrained one. The M-Isis, even with
the modestly powered and priced Arcam,
remained relaxed yet finely detailed, involving, and agenuine pleasure.

M EASUREMENTS
The Mirage M-lsi's impedance curve in fig.1
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indicates aload which should be easy to
drive The magnitude of the impedance never
drops below 4ohms or rises above 83 ohms,
except at the lowest and highest frequencies.
The peak at 24.6kHz could be caused by a
"trap filter" to tame the high-frequency resonance of the tweeter. The average tuning of
the ports is 29Hz—indicated by the "saddle"
between the double peaks in the bass magnitude plot. The smaller peaks at 300Hz and
2.5kHz are areflection of the effective electrical crossover points, the former somewhat
different from the specified 400Hz. (Mirage's
printed literature gives the crossover as
300Hz, but information furnished to us just
prior to this writing states that the crossover
point is 400Hz.)
The (B-weighted) sensitivity of the M-lsi,
with 2.83V input, was 83 to 83.5dB at 1
meter. This is quite insensitive; but to put it
in perspective, it's about ldB higher than the
sensitivity of the LS3/5A and 15-2dB lower
than the recently reviewed Vandersteen 3.
While Inever had any trouble driving the Mlsi to the loudest levels Ifelt comfortable
with—which may not necessarily reflect
others' tastes in output level—even with less
than behemoth amplification, the Mirage's
low sensitivity may have been at least partially responsible for my observation that it
was at times reluctant to jump or boogie
Stoessells 119-111SI IIIIPL(U) I FIMSBIdel/ re MOW
Meer
Itz.t6
I 07.1274

enthusiastically when called for. A lowermidrange dip in the combined off-axis and
rear responses (discussed later here) may also
have contributed to this characteristic. It
should also be noted that our 7000' elevation
here in Santa Fe results in asomewhat lower
sensitivity measurement than at sea level,
which is the reason we relate sensitivities
measured here to those of other loudspeakers
—to provide abasis for comparison. (The
sensitivity difference is the only significant
measurable effect which we have found relative to our higher elevation. For more on this
subject, see JA's discussions in Vol.10 No.7,
p.137, and Vol.13 No.5, p.5.)
The impulse response of the Mirage, taken
on the tweeter axis, is shown in fig.2. The
pulse has afast risetiine, followed by ultrasonic ringing—often seen in metal-dome
tweeters. The step response, shown in fig.3
(see JA's review of the Vandersteen 3 in
March, p.140, for more background on this
test), indicates that the response of the tweeter
(the initial pulse) is positive-going, followed
by the response of the midrange—the latter's
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Fig.3 Mirage M-Isi, step response on listening axis
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Fig.2 Mirage M-Isi, impulse response on listening
axis at 45" (Sms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.4 Mirage M-Isi, anechoic response on listening
axis at 45" averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response (top), with overall loudspeaker LF
rollout below 200Hz, calculated by DRA
Labs MLSSA program by adding the complex
nearfleld responses of the woofers and ports
in the ratio of their diameters; anechoic
response on rear-facing axis 39" from
ground at 45", corrected for microphone
response (bottom).
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negative-going response indicating that it
is connected out of phase with the tweeter
(and with the woofer as well, whose contribution is indicated by the second, slower
positive rise at about 5ms).
Second-order (12dB/octave) crossovers are
generally connected in this manner. The electrical performance of asecond-order crossover inherently results in the inputs to the
drivers being 180° out of phase at the crossover frequency. Connecting the drivers to
this crossover electrically in-phase will therefore result in the drivers being acoustically out
ofphase at the crossover point—with aresulting dip in the amplitude response. Wiring the
drivers out of phase with asecond-order
crossover will give asmoother amplitude
response through the crossover region at the
expense of the speaker's time coherence.
The quasi-anechoic response of the M-lsi,
averaged across a30° window on the listening axis, is shown in fig.4 (top curve). The
response below about 200Hz is the complex
sum of the nearfield outputs of the two
woofers and the two ports, all of which will
be relatively omnidirectional below this frequency. This measurement was taken at 39"
from the floor—roughly at the top of the
woofer and the axis used during most of the
listening tests—and at adistance of 45" from
the loudspeaker. (Note that this is adifferent axis from that used in the corresponding curve in the M-3si measurements in GL's
review in November '92, Vol.15 No.11,
p.140. To make amore direct comparison,
refer to fig.5 in that review, which was taken
on the woofer axis.)
The Mirage's response is very linear from
400Hz to the limits of the audible range, with
aslight emphasis between 5-10kHz and the
more obvious resonant peak of the tweeter
just above 20kHz the only deviations worth
commenting on. The former was not obvious in the listening results, though it may
account for the slight grain Inoted early in
my auditioning. The response takes anosedive immediately above the ultrasonic resonant peak. My first reaction to this was that
it might be due to aslightly misaligned trap
filter designed to damp the metal-dome
tweeter resonance, but if so, it also exists in
the response we measured in the M-3si. The
bottom end of the response has aslight dip
from 200-400Hz (though the data are somewhat unreliable in this region) and apeak of
200

about +5dB centered at 50-60Hz, the latter probably at least partially responsible for
the warmth sometimes noted in the sound
(though room interactions certainly cannot
be cleared of suspicion in this). Though the
response drops rapidly below 50Hz, room
reinforcement should make the slope considerably shallower and the resultant extension significantly lower (recall that our measurements show anearfield, near-anechoic
response).
The bottom curve in fig.4 indicates the
response measured at the same height and
distance from the back of the M-lsi. Above
about 700Hz the response is virtually the
same as from the front. From 700Hz down
to 200Hz (the lower limit of the measurement) there is anoticeable dip. When combined with the smaller dip in the front measurement in aslightly lower frequency band
and the dip in the off-axis response to the
inside, drive-unit side of the baffle—see
later—the in-room soundfield will be deficient in midrange energy, which might
account for the Mirage's laid-back quality.
The rather busy graph in fig.5 shows the
individual contributions of all of the drivers
and ports to the total response of fig.4. Note
the slightly different tuning frequencies (and
output levels) of the two ports, which do not
show up in the impedance plot. The higher
output level of the lower port is perhaps a
function of proximity of the floor to the
microphone and port; even with the close
mike-to-port distance used, the nearness of
the floor to the port cannot be entirely discounted. Also worth noting are the smooth
rollout of the woofers and the fact that the
acoustical woofer-to-midrange crossover
appears to be closer to 300Hz rather than the
specified 400Hz point, apoint also noted in
the impedance measurements above.
The lateral response family of the M-lsi
is shown in figs.6 and 7, normalized to the
on-axis response. (that is, the on-axis
response deviations are subtracted from all
the curves, therefore showing only the
changes which result from ahypothetically
flat on-axis response as we move off-axis.)
Fig.6 indicates the response changes toward
the inside; that is, toward the center as the
loudspeakers would normally be set up (the
side to which the mirror-imaged drivers are
offset); fig.7 shows the response changes in
the opposite direction. In both cases the
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graphs show excellent treble dispersion up
to 30° off-axis and even beyond. Notice,
however, that the response toward the inside
(fig.6) shows anoticeable midrange dip in the
off-axis response, adip not visible to nearly
the same degree in the other direction.

This may indicate why Ipreferred the Mlsis aimed toward the listening position
rather than straight ahead. The measured dip
might also be due to the increasing contri-
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bution of the rear radiation to the frontal
response as the loudspeaker is rotated past
straight-ahead, and the resultant interference
pattern between the front and rear outputs.
The effect of this would vary in the two
directions due to the offset of the drivers.
While this interference pattern may be judged
ameasurement artifact when considering the
anechoic response of the loudspeaker, it would
nevertheless exist within the room in normal use and contribute to the loudspeaker's
overall room response.
The vertical response fámily of fig.8 (again
normalized to the listening axis at about 39"
above the floor, or at the top of the woofer)
shows avery consistent response from well
below the woofer height to just about the
midrange axis. Above this, the high end
increases significantly and asuckout develops
in the upper crossover region. This is important to note when auditioning the M-1 si:
Don't judge it critically while standing up!
While the design of the M-lsi results in a
physically high midrange and tweeter, Mirage
has thankfully tailored the response to be
optimum at atypical listening height—something too often ignored by otherwise competent loudspeaker designers, and apet peeve
of mine.
The waterfall plot in fig.9 is superb (ignore
the darkened ridge at about 15kHz; this is the
whistle from the computer monitor). Note
the rapid die-off on the time axis across
the band (especially above lkHz), the very
smooth overall response, and the lack of serious resonances. There is only asmall series
of low-level resonances around 8-10kHz,
which correspond with asmall irregularity
in the response of fig.4 at the same frequency.
The high-frequency response, in particular,
is notably free of hash.
The overall measurements of the M-lsi are
superb. They were taken, as is our usual practice, after the listening tests were completed.
Ifound nothing in the "bench" results to
contradict the evidence of my ears.

CONCLUSIONS
When Ireviewed the Mirage M-3, Ihad the
opportunity to compare it with the M-1. I
found them to have avery strong sonic family resemblance (their physical similarities
were self-evident), and in some ways Ifound
that Iactually preferred the M-3s. Unfortunately, Idid not get the chance to make a
202

similar comparison this time around; the M3sis currently in use by GL are in San Diego
—hardly ashort drive from Santa Fe. But I
did hear the M-3sis in GL's system while he
was in the midst of his review. Ifound them
to be very much as he described them, but
making comparative comments about the
two models under these conditions, given the
very different rooms, systems, etc., in which
they were auditioned, would be apointless
exercise. As Ire-read his review, however, it
is interesting to see where our opinions of
these two similar (but not identical) systems
coincide and diverge.
We definitely agree more than we disagree.
In the latter category, GL found that the M3sis kicked some serious butt. Ifound that
the M-Isis, while certainly not lacking in
output capability, were abit restrained in
boogie-power, abit hesitant to "get down."
Ialso felt that the M-Isis were not quite as
"fast" as he found the M-3sis to be—though
my impressions here depended very much
on the driving amplifier—or as precise in
their lateral imaging. Both of these differences
could be due as much to room and placement
as to the loudspeakers themselves. (It is interesting that we both wound up with very
similar relative positioning, however—
roughly athird of the way out into the room
from the short wall.)
But we definitely agree on the strengths
of our respective models: superior depth,
listening ease, alack of aggressive tendencies, and the ability to reproduce the appropriate scale of the performance and recording.
The point of this "indirect" comparison is
merely to emphasize that, based on my direct
experience with both the M-1 and M-3, and
indirect experience with the M-3sis, Ihave
astrong inclination to recommend that a
potential purchaser audition both models. If
you can't quite swing the M-Isis, you may
find the M-3sis, possessing many of the same
qualities, an irresistible buy. But if you can
swing the M-Isis, then by all means give
them aserious listen. If you find yourself
fighting an uncontrollable urge to jump up
and down and maybe even toss athigh-bone
into the air, don't say you weren't warned.
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M USEATEX HYBRID 6LOUDSPEAKER
Dick Olsher
Drive-units: a16" by 10" RTRE (Real Time Ripple Effect) panel transducer and a5.25" cone woofer. Woofer alignment: bass-reflex
(ported). Crossover frequency: 450Hz, with first-order slopes. Nominal impedance: 6.5 ohms. Sensitivity: 86dBIWIm (2.83V).
Frequency response: 55Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. Dimensions: 45.5" Hby 14.5" W by 12" D. Serial numbers of samples tested:
503 &504. Price: S1299/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 150. Manufacturer: Museatex Audio Inc., 1829 54th St. SE,
Calgary, Alberta T2B INS, Canada. Tel: (403) 273-2552. Fax: (403) 272-3860.
Ifind quite appealing the image invoked by
Museatex to describe its Real Time Ripple
Effect (RTRE) loudspeaker line: astone rippling the surface of a"still pond on awarm
summer afternoon." Replace the stone with
a voice-coil attached to the center of a
stretched Mylar diaphragm and you begin
to get aglimpse of the RTRE technology's
conceptual beauty and promise. The idea of
cohesively covering at least the midrange and
treble with asingle driver, without crossover
filters, quickens my audio pulse.

TECHNOLOGY
It has been less than three years since Paul
Burton and Highwood Audio of Canada'
were awarded US Patent No.4,924,504 for
a full-range speaker which achieves the
propagation of apeaked wavefront from a
large diaphragm—rather than aplanar wavefront, as is commonly the case when the
diaphragm is driven as apiston. A planar
speaker, by virtue of being driven uniformly
over its entire area, is constrained by the laws
of physics to launch aplane wavefront, at least
at those wavelengths that are small in comparison with the average dimension of the
diaphragm. Although aplane wave bestows
certain advantages upon the sonic reproduction, such as aless intense rolloff with distance (compared with that of apoint source)
and the re-creation of realistic image size,
there are practical problems that require resolution. The most annoying of these is the tendency of aplanar driver to beam the sound
with increasing frequency. Because the radiated sound is increasingly concentrated onaxis, the treble is not only focused into anarrow sweet spot but also rises in intensity.
Unless resolved (eg, via acurved diaphragm),
the result is aspeaker that is unnaturally
bright on-axis and requires ahead clamp for
proper alignment of the listener with the
speakers. By contrast, the RTRE approach
1For awhile, Highwood Audio made panel speakers sold
under the Sumo brandname.
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is intended to elicit point-source behavior
from aplanar diaphragm.
A low-mass voice-coil is glued to the center of astretched Mylar diaphragm. The pole
piece and the rest of the magnetic circuit are
anchored to aslotted frame behind the diaphragm. As it is applied to the center of the
diaphragm, the drive signal generates atransverse ripple in the Mylar. As the diaphragm
is mechanically displaced forward and backward by the passing ripple, sound is radiated
into the surrounding air (fig.1). The crucial
thing to realize is that the ripple generates a
time-delayed, lower-intensity image of the
central source as it spreads out across the
Mylar. The analogy of apebble rippling the
surface of astill pond is indeed physically
appropriate, and helps to visualize the mechanical energy propagating across the Mylar.
The radiated sound gets ahead start at the
center and lags increasingly with distance
across the diaphragm. The result is aspreading hemispherical wavefront similar to that
produced by apoint source. Thus alarge diaphragm is made to behave as asmall virtual
sound source; as aconsequence, it should not
suffer from treble beaming.
Actually, the basic idea of coaxing pointsource acoustic behavior from alarge diaphragm predates the RTRE loudspeaker.
Credit for this development must go to Peter
Walker, whose Quad ESL-63 electrostatic
loudspeaker also simulates avirtual point
source located behind the plane of the panel.
This is accomplished by dividing the signalbearing stators on either side of the diaphragm into annular rings. Each ring is fed
via adelay line so that only the central section is fed areal-time signal. The outer rings
are increasingly delayed with distance from
the center. The resultant wavefront propagated from the diaphragm is hemispherical—
as though apoint source of sound were at
work behind the panel. The main differences
between the two approaches are that the
Quad is driven over its entire area and the
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Fig.I Museatex Hybrid 6, RTRE drive-unit
principle of operation.

delay is achieved by electrical means, while
the RTRE is driven only at the center and the
delay is derived mechanically.
But as Mother Nature giveth, so she taketh
away. There are two flies that must be
plucked from the RTRE ointment: high-Q
diaphragm resonances and the formation of
standing waves due to edge reflections.
Addressing these problems is atough engineering challenge requiring considerable
damping. A slotted MDF panel is mounted
behind the diaphragm, which supports a
reticulated foam layer. (With frontal lighting you can see through the grillecloth and
the Mylar diaphragm to the damping material behind.) The air layer, together with the
foam, damps or "brakes" the diaphragm
motion. The slot pattern is such that more
damping is present around the outside edge
of the diaphragm as opposed to the central
region of the transducer. Foam tape is also
added to the periphery of the diaphragm to
mass-load and damp upper-frequency transverse waves that make it to the edges. The
nonuniform damping has the effect of reducing the total radiating area as frequency
204

Museatex Hybrid 6loudspeaker with grillecloth
removed to show drive-units.

increases, which contributes to the treble
radiating primarily from an annulus around
the coil. This behavior helps the RTRE maintain an excellent polar response into the treble.
Ed Meitner of Museatex tells me that more
than $1,000,000 has been spent refining
RTRE technology. Yet, even at this point in
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its development, satisfactory full-range operation has not been achieved. Below acritical frequency the diaphragm behaves like a
drumhead, which is, after all, what it wants
to be. At present, low-Q operation of the diaphragm can only be maintained down to
about 200Hz. This means that, at least for
now, speakers using an RTRE drive-unit will
need to use aconventional woofer to fill in
the bottom octaves.

THE HYBRID 6
Visually, the Hybrid 6strikes astunningly
elegant pose. Right out of the box, it reminded me of ababy Dahlquist DQ-30.
Measuring 44.5" tall by 143" wide, it is neither intimidating nor awkward. The gray
grillecloth, the beautiful oak veneer, and its
slim and well-proportioned looks give the
Hybrid 6 ahigh factor of acceptance by
wives.
The Hybrid 6combines asmall (16" by 9")
RTRE panel driver with a5.25" graphiteloaded polypropylene woofer. The crossover
frequency is nominally 450Hz, with firstorder (6dB/octave) slopes used for both the
high- and low-pass networks. The woofer
is mounted in its own vented enclosure below
the RTRE driver. The bass-reflex vent is
located on the back above asingle pair of
binding posts (there is no provision for biwiring).

PRELIMINARIES

Iused both the Fourier Components Sans
Pareil and VAC 90C power amps during the
evaluation. Speaker cable was TARA Labs'
RSC, while interconnect cable was primarily
the Expressive Technologies 1C-1.
No guidance is offered by Museatex concerning a specific break-in period. The
Hybrid 6was, however, broken-in for several
days before Icommenced serious listening.
Set up in my reference room, the Hybrid
6es proved non-fussy in terms of placement.
Getting them to reproduce convincing
soundstage width was apiece of cake. Positioned with amoderate toe-in in the classic
stereo configuration (with the speakers and
listening seat at the corners of an isosceles triangle), the soundstage materialized as an
organic whole. With some speakers, the left
and right sonic fields appear to hover in the
vicinity of the speakers, as if connected to
them via an umbilical cord. This was deliSTEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

nitely not the case with the Hybrid 6es. The
soundstage broke free of the physical location
of the transducers to float behind the plane
of the speakers with apanoramic vista of the
original space.

SONIC IMPRESSIONS
The realization came almost instantly that the
Hybrid 6just wasn't doing it for me. It was
as if the Stagemeister had drawn the curtains
shut and gone on vacation. The fire and passion of the musical message were lost. A fog
permeated the soundstage to the point that
Icouldn't see far—certainly not to the back
of the hall. Image outlines were fuzzy. The
crisp focus that I've become accustomed to
wasn't there, even compared to the much less
expensive Signet SL260—reviewed in January, Vol.16 No.1, p.192—which had just
recently vacated the premises.
One of the glories of Belafonte at Carnegie
Hall (BMG 6006-2-R) is its magical portrayal
of the acoustic of old Carnegie Hall. Normally, it's child's play for me to step into the
illusion of the hall. Now Ifelt on the outside,
disoriented, working hard to transport myself
to the original space. Scottie! Where are you?
Please, beam me up! Alas, Scottie couldn't
hear me. The audience in Carnegie started
applauding, and Irealized that something was
really not right about the speaker's midrange
and treble. When familiar sounds like applause sound wrong, something is seriously
out of order.
Listening more critically to the midrange
revealed just how messy it was. For one thing,
it was too laid-back. Jennifer Warnes's rendition of "Ballad of the Runaway Horse" (on
Rob Wasserman's Duets, MCA MCAD42131) normally rivets me to my seat for its
full 6:45 playing time. Heard through the
Hybrid 6, the tonality of Warnes's voice was
off The upper mids sounded wooden, lacking verve. Tragically, much of the life of the
performance and the sumptuous, reverberant
halo surrounding Jennifer were bleached out.
Massed strings fared no better. String tone
on Chesky's reissue of the Beethoven Ninth
with René Leibowitz (CD66) has been tonic
to my ears through many aspeaker. Here,
massed strings were decimated, taking on
an irritatingly threadbare texture. Nor did
Midori's violin (on Mani Live at Carnegie
Hall, Sony SK 46742) receive preferential
treatment: The loss of overtone sheen and
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sweetness were quite apparent.
The upper registers of soprano voice consistently sounded somewhat coarse. Kathleen Battle's Baroque Duet album with Wynton Marsalis (Sony SK 46672) is aperfect
example of what Sony's Super Bit Mapping
process is all about: She ought to sound
sweet, very sweet indeed. Instead, her entire
upper range lacked the proper degree of
"sunshine:' sounding dull. Also, the harmonic purity of her upper registers was compromised. In the same vein, Marsalis's trumpet lacked adequate bite. In general, the treble
lacked finesse and delicacy, transients being
on the slow and sluggish side of reality, and
at times not fully controlled.
And what happened to the upper bass and
lower mids? This region was so deficient in
energy that electric guitar sounded as if
it were being played on another planet.
Double-bass timbre was altered in apeculiar way: While the midbass was strong, there
was so little upper body that the overall effect
was to make this mighty instrument sound
hollow. Cello sounded disembodied, and
piano—track 10 of Stereophile's Test CD 1, for
example—sounded, well, tonally peculiar.
The Hybrid 6failed this crucial test for midrange smoothness.
The Hybrid 6's small woofer had not led
me to expect any deep bass, so at least in this
respect Iwasn't disappointed. The bass was
extended to about 50Hz. However, whatever
deep bass there was sounded overdamped.
Playing the solo drum track on Stereophile's
Test CD 2 elicited no sense of impact or
power. The power range of the orchestra (as
on Belshazzar's Feast, EMI SAN 324) failed
to generate aconvincing sense of bass foundation or afeeling of menace when the
double-bass section kicked in en masse.
The final blow came in the area of dynamic
shadings. The Hybrid 6was reticent in fleshing out dynamic contrasts from soft to loud.
Never mind pushing it hard from loud to
very loud; it couldn't sustain the dynamic
range of even intimate works. Whenever a
large orchestra revved up, the Hybrid 6was
incapable of keeping up, drastically compressing the orchestra's dynamic range. That
this also happened with small-scale works
is much more significant. After all, small
speakers will most often be called upon to
reproduce small-scale works. In the end, the
dramatic bite of the performance was dissi-

pated to the point that Ifound it especially
easy to disengage myself from the musical
message.

ADDENDUM

The word came down from Museatex:
Remove the grillecloth. "Why?" Iasked Ed
Meitner during the recent Stereophile HighEnd Hi-Fi Show. "Too thick:' he replied.
The only quick way to remove the grillecloth is to cut it off. JA did the honors on one
channel; the other was left to me. The surgery was painless and bloodless. The patient
survived, although, without its "bikini," the
Hybrid 6lost much of its elegance.
This time around Iused all Jadis electronics, with the JA-200 monoblock amps
complementing the JP-80MC preamp. Except for the power amp, the rest of the chain
was unchanged.
If by "too thick" Meitner meant that the
grillecloth was muffling the upper registers,
he was right. But the difference was small.
It wasn't as if someone had pulled cotton balls
out of my ears. Soundstage transparency
improved abit, but not enough to dispel the
impression of being outside the hall looking in through adirty window. Time and
again, Iwas frustrated by being unable to get
adecent feel for the hall. Ambient information was subdued to the point that Carnegie
Hall sounded no different from your average studio acoustic. Because much of ahall's
acoustic signature lies in the lower mids and
upper bass region, it's quite likely that the
Hybrid's tonal deficiency through this range
is the major reason it failed to communicate
aconvincing impression of being there.
The coarseness and grain of the upper mids
were in no way mitigated. Massed strings
and soprano upper registers still lacked the
smoothness of the real thing. If anything,
some of the upper-octave resonances (which
had apparently been damped by the grillecloth) were even more obvious now than
before. Not even some of the finest tube gear
money can buy could adequately soothe harmonic textures.
In short, removal of the grillecloth did little
to change my overall sonic impression.

M EASUREMENTS FROM J
A

The impedance magnitude and phase for the
Hybrid 6are shown in fig.2. (Both channels
were essentially identical.) The impedance
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never dropped below 4.2 ohms (the cursor
position). This, in conjunction with the.low
phase angle over nearly all the audio band,
means that the Museatex represents quite an
easy amplifier load, much like a5ohm resistor. In the bass, the valley between the twin
impedance humps defines aport tuning frequency of 44Hz. Normally these low-frequency impedance peaks are much larger in
magnitude, suggesting that the '6's bassreflex enclosure is overly damped.
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Fig.2 Museatex Hybrid 6, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).

Museatex lists the '6's sensitivity as 86dB
at 1m with the speaker driven by anominal
8ohm watt (2.83V). Using 20kHz-bandwidth MLS noise and B-weighting (our
standard practice), the resultant FFT-derived
power spectrum indicated arather lower
measured sensitivity, at around 83.5dB/W/m,
ldB/W/m higher than the BBC LS3/5a. Note
that Museatex recommends amaximum of
100W for driving the Hybrid 6, due to voicecoil thermal constraints, so don't expect to
crank out high spis with these speakers.
Fig.3 shows the nearfield responses of,
from left to right, the port, the woofer, and
the RTRE drive-unit. Apart from some
interference-type ripples in the bottom octave
of its passband, the response of the latter is
quite flat in the nearfield above its rollout,
while the crossover point to the woofer actually appears to lie nearer 400Hz than the
specified 450Hz. The port has abandpass
output centered on 50Hz, while the woofer
itself starts to roll out below 100Hz. How the
port and woofer outputs add is shown to the
left of fig.3, which is their vector sum
weighted in the ratio of their radiating
diameters. The speaker is flat down to 80Hz
or so, below which it rolls off, reaching a

811z
INfii
Iklz
181d:
Fig.3 Museatex Hybrid 6, nearfield responses of
midrange unit, woofer, and port.
8,11dB
Fig.5 Museatex Hybr'd 6, 'n-room response on
center of RTRE axis at Im (right channel
dashed).

-18dB
-29dE
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1811:
Fig.4 Museatex Hybrid 6, anechoic response on
center of RTRE axis (35" from ground) at
45" averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with overall loudspeaker LF rollout below
200Hz, calculated by DRA Labs MLSSA
program by adding the complex nearfield
responses of the woofer and port in the
ratio of their diameters.
STEREOPHILE, JuNE 1993

Fig.6 Museatex Hybrid 6, rght channel in-room
response at Dick Olsher's listening seat.
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-3dB point of 56Hz, -6dB at 49Hz, which
is quite respectable for such asmall driver.
To the right of fig.4, above 200Hz, is
shown the Hybrid 6's response averaged
across a30° lateral window at a45" microphone distance on a35"-high axis centered
on the RTRE drive-unit's voice-coil. Despite
the promise of the neartield measurement in
tig.3, out in the free field the speaker does,
indeed, suffer both from adrastic loss of
energy throughout the midrange, just as DO
heard, and from arather peaky low treble
region. While the balance is flat through the
mid-treble, the top octaves are peaky. (This
graph was made with the speaker's grillecloth
rcinoved, as per Ed Meitner's instructions.
Comparing the responses with and without
the cloth showed severe comb filtering in the
midrange due to reflections of the sound
from the cloth.)
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Fig.7 Museatex Hybrid 6, vertical response family
at 45", normalized to response on center of
RTRE tweeter axis, from back to front:
response difference 7.5° above baffle;
difference level with top of baffle; difference
three-quarters of the way up the RTRE unit;
reference response; difference one-quarter
of the way up the RTRE unit; difference level
with base of the RTRE unit (26" from
ground).

DO used the Loudspeaker Measurement
System (LMS) from ATI to characterize the
Hybrid 6's in-room frequency response onaxis at lm for both channels. His measured
responses (with 1
/-octave smoothing) are
2
shown in fig.5. Both channels measure similarly, ruling out the possibility ola single
"rogue" speaker sneaking through QC. The
same peak at 1100Hz as in fig.4 can be seen,
while again the 200-900Hz crossover region,
where the two drivers overlap, shows aconsiderable lack ofenergy. This implies that the
panel and midrange unit are out of phase in
this frequency region, yet their individual
impulse responses are both positive-going.
The right-channel frequency response at
DO's listening seat is shown in fig.6. The farther one moves away from the source, the
more significant becomes the room's contribution. Still, most of the nearfield features
of the response curve are recognizable. Note
the relative recession of the upper mids and
lower treble in relation to the core of the midrange. This is what probably accounts for the
Hybrid 6's lack of life and sunshine.
Fig.7 shows the manner in which the
Hybrid 6's response changes as the listener
moves up and down. (Only the changes in
response are shown in this graph, which
means that the response on the reference axis
appears as astraight line.) If the midrange
suckout is due to the drive-units being
acoustically out of phase in the crossover
region, it should be possible to find vertically
off-axis microphone positions where their
I
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Fig.9 Museatex Hybrid 6, impulse response on
center of RTRE axis at 45" (Sms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.8 Museatex Hybrid 6, horizontal response
family at 45". normalized to response on
center of RTRE axis, from back to front:
reference response; differences 15° off-axis.
30° off-axis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75°
off-axis, and 90° off-axis.
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Fig.I0 Museatex Hybrid 6, step response on
center of RTRE axis at 45" (Sms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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outputs do sum correctly. It can be seen that
the difference 7.5° above the top of the
speaker's baffle and the difference level with
the bottom of the RTRE panel (this axis alow
26" from the floor) feature abig hump in the
midrange, implying that the responses on
these axes will be much better balanced than
on the 35"-high listening axis. This proved
to be the case. A simple polarity reversal of
either the woofer or the panel driver, therefore, should change things so that the speaker
will sound more neutral on its main axis.
We have experienced the same problem
with other panel/dynamic woofer hybrid
speakers. Ican only conjecture that their
designers listen much farther away from the
speakers than either DO listens or Imeasure,
in which case the greatly increased contribution of the room sound at the listening
position could disguise this drive-unit
integration problem.
There is some good news in fig.7, which
is that the panel driver does have excellent
high-frequency dispersion in the vertical
plane. The RTRE principle does appear to
allow the panel to simulate apoint source in
the treble, something that is confirmed by
fig.8, which shows the changes in response as
the listener moves around to the speaker's
side. The top octave starts to roll off more
than 15° off-axis, but the lower treble output
remains strong to 60° off-axis. At these
extreme angles, however, the speaker's output
in the upper midrange is starting to suffer
from adipole cancellation notch.
In the time domain, the Hybrid 6's impulse
response on the listening axis at amicro-

phone distance of 45" can be seen in fig.9.
The generally symmetrical shape implies a
first-order crossover, but the ringing indicates some HE resonances. You can just make
out some lower-frequency undulations after
the 5ms mark. These are not due to room
reflections, but are afeature of the speaker's
output. Calculating the '6's step response
from fig.9 gives the graph shown in fig.10.
The step shape is not very good, presumably because the woofer output cancels that
of the RTRE panel in the first millisecond or
so after the initial up-down pulse. But note
again the lower-frequency ringing in this
graph, more prominent than in fig.9 due to
the integrating action of this calculation exaggerating the effect of the lower frequencies.
This ringing is strikingly revealed in the
cumulative spectral-decay or "waterfall" plot
(fig.11) calculated from fig.9 as the strong
ridge centered on 1150Hz. There are also
some other strong modes in the lower treble and the top octave. Despite the superbly
flat nearfield response of the RTRE driveunit, the promise of this new drive-unit technology has yet to be realized.—John Atkinson

FINAL THOUGHTS

Writing anegative review is not an easy matter. The temptation is to write it along the
lines of the world's shortest movie, Bambi
Meets Godzilla: Smash the critter and be done
with it. Instead, I've tried to give you ablowby-blow description of my listening impressions. It's also true that the negative ripples
of such areview have away of spilling over
to other products in the line. Please note that
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Fig.I IMuseatex Hybrid 6, cumulative spectral-decay plot on center of RTRE axis at 45".
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Iin no way intend these findings to be taken
as an overall indictment of Museatex's RTRE
technology. A couple of months ago, at a
Colorado Springs dealership, Ivery briefly
heard the Melior 2(with apowered subwoofer) playing an Anita Baker album. My
casual reaction was positive, the sound
impressing me as being far superior to what
Igot out of the Hybrid 6. In truth, Ifind the
RTRE approach to sound reproduction to be
both exciting and full of promise. Thus, my
reaction to the Hybrid 6should not be taken
out of context. It represents anew design, and
from where Isit, one that isn't yet ready for
the big time.
To loosely quote from the Wizard of Oz
poster that hangs in my listening room:
Music can take you anywhere—even over the
rainbow. But you need the right vehicle.
Unfortunately, the visually appealing Hybrid
6isn't it: It doesn't come equipped with the
necessary ruby slippers.
—Dick Olsher

POSTSCRIPT

Just before going to press, we learned that,
following the Canadian company's merger
with a/d/s/ (see "Industry Update April '93,
p37), Museatex was to discontinue all of its
loudspeaker models, including the Hybrid
6, and relaunch aredesigned range under the
a/d/s/ brandname (see "Manufacturers' Comments" elsewhere in this issue). There might
seem little point, therefore, in Stereophile publishing this review. However, Inever abort
areview once the final version—that has taken

into account points raised by the manufacturer regarding sample-to-sample consistency and possible failures in the field—has
been scheduled for publication. (In this case,
for example, Idelayed publishing this report
for two months while DO and Iinvestigated
Museatex's claim that the Hybrid 6samples
we were testing had grilledoths that were too
thick.)
Were Inot to have such apolicy, it would
be all too easy for any manufacturer about
to receive anegative review from Stereophile
to abort publication of that review. All they
would have to do would be to tell me, upon
receiving the preprint of the review for their
perusal and comment, that the product was
aprototype that never went into production,
or that the product has been withdrawn from
the market. In the first case, my policy is that
we do not review prototypes; manufacturers
are told that all samples received for review
are assumed to be representative of production. In the second case, Iassume that even
if the product is no longer available, there is
still apopulation of units in retailers' demonstration rooms, even if that population is
small (as Iunderstand it was in the case of the
Hybrid 6).
Ibelieve that Museatex's hearts are pure
in this affair. Nevertheless, given the apparently early stage of their RTRE drive-unit's
development, Ifeel it best to get our thoughts
on this technology out there for public discussion.
—John Atkinson

PSB STRATUS M INI LOUDSPEAKER
John Atkinson
Two-way, bi-wirable, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 0.75" aluminum-dome tweeter with apolyamide suspension,
6.5" woofer with amineral-filled polypropylene cone and a28oz magnet. Crossover frequency: 2.2kHz (fourth-order, Linkwitz-Riley,
24dB/octave, filter slopes). Frequency response on-axis: 55Hz-20kHz ±I.5dB. Frequency response 30° off-axis: 55Hz-10kHz
±I.5dB. Sensitivity: 86dBIWIm anechoic (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 4ohms, 4ohms minimum. Amplifier requirements:
10-150Wpc, "clipping less than 10% of the time." Dimensions: 16.5" (412.5mm) Hby 11.125" (278mm) W by 12.5" (312.5mm)
D. Weight: 27 lbs each. Serial numbers of units tested: 1011457 &1011458. Price: $850/pair (matching 26.5" stands cost 5150/pair).
Approximate number of dealers: 101. Manufacturer PSB International Inc., 633 Granite Court, Pickering, Ontario LIW 3K1,
Canada. Tel: (800) 263-4641. Fax: (416) 831-6936. US Distributor. Lenbrook Industries, 1600 Providence Highway, Walpole,
MA 02081. Tel: (508) 660-8300. Fax: (508) 660-8373.
Iwas recently accused by .I. Gordon Holt of
putting acomponent's soundstaging and
imaging abilities above all else.' In effect, as
Markus Sauer puts it in his Naim ARO reIStereophile, May 1993, Vol.16 No.5, p.109.

view elsewhere in this issue, Isupposedly
pray "to the cathedral, not to God." Now it
is true that Ivalue highly the virtual-reality
aspects of sound reproduction. A system's
ability to dissolve the end of my listening
room, transporting me to the recorded acous-
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tic, plays an important part in floating my
emotional boat. But Ihave always had little
patience for loudspeakers that destroy the
correct tonalities of instruments while doing
this. Yes, there might be the palpable image
oían oboe floating in front of me, with the
believable acoustic of, say, acathedral surrounding it. But if that oboe is made to sound
more like asoprano saxophone or aclarinet,
then, please, Ihave better things to do with
my life than spend any more time listening.
While Ican admire the ability of aloudspeaker
engineer to make apair of his creations sonically disappear, Ihave more respect for those
few individuals who can combine great soundstaging with atonally neutral response in
their designs.
Which brings me to Canadian Paul S. Barton, the onlie begetter of PSB loudspeakers. I
have followed his development as aspeaker
designer from afar, as first JGH favorably
reviewed the original PSB Stratus in 1988
(Vol.11 No3, p.106), TJN positively enthused
about the PSB Stratus Gold in 1991 (Vol.14
No.2, p.146), and JE raved about the PSB
Alpha last year (Vol.15 No.7, p.117). The PSB
40 Mk.II also emerged from our blind-panel
reviews of small loudspeakers (see Vol.16
No.1, p.238) as offering the best performance
for the money. When Tom Norton asked me
which of our writers Iwould prefer to review
PSB's smallest Stratus model, the Mini, I
volunteered my own services.

THE M INI
Costing just $1000/pair with its matching
stands, the Stratus Mini is areasonably small
two-way, combining a6.5" polypropyleneconed woofer/midrange driver with asmallerdiameter cousin of the aluminum-dome/polyamide-suspension tweeter used in the Stratus
Gold. Though awoofer with this small a
diameter will limit the speaker's sensitivity
and ultimate loudness, Ihave found that these
limitations are offset in awell-conceived design by the good match between the woofer
and tweeter in the crossover region. While
awoofer smaller than the Mini's might be
even better, in that its treble dispersion pattern
might more closely match that of the tweeter,
its bass output will be more limited. While
many two-way designs use an 8" woofer to
get apowerful bass response, this will nearly
always result in cone breakup at the top of
its passband before its output is rolled off by

PSB Stratus Mini loudspeaker
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the crossover. This harms the speaker's overall quality. And if the designer tries to ameliorate this by extending the tweeter's output downward in frequency, the tweeter will
be producing some serious distortion at the
bottom of its passband when the speaker
plays other than quietly. The optimal woofer
size for ahigh-quality two-way design—
because it allows both asensible crossover
point to the tweeter and areasonable amount
of low-frequency extension and power handling—is, therefore, a6" or 6.5" chassis sized
As with the Gold, the woofer is mounted
above the tweeter; the drive-unit phasing, baffle slope, and crossover filters-24dB/octave
acoustic slopes in this instance—have been
chosen to make the speaker sound most neutrally balanced on the woofer axis. Below the
tweeter on the front baffle is a2"-diameter
port some 6" deep.
The cabinet is made from ahigh-density
fiberboard, using tongue-and-groove construction. An unusual feature is the blackanodized aluminum extrusion that forms the
enclosure's four vertical corners. Beveled to
help with diffraction problems, this is also
used in the pillar of the matching 16.5" stand.
These extrusions, plus internal bracing, help
stiffen the Mini's cabinet, while all the internal surfaces of the cabinet are covered in felted
damping material. The black grillecloth is
stretched over aparticleboard frame that fits
between Vz" lips formed by the cabinet's top
and bottom and extending in front of the baffle. Though the sides of this frame are beveled, the inside edges are not, meaning that
the tweeter sees acoustic obstructions below
and to its sides if the grille is used.
Electrical connection is via two pairs of
4mm binding posts, these attached to aplastic
terminal plate recessed on the cabinet rear.
The crossover is mounted on aprinted circuit
board attached to the inside of this panel.

ANCILLARIES
Amplifiers used during this review included
pairs of Mark Levinson No.20.6 and Audio
Research Classic 120 monoblocks, while the
preamplifier was the Melos SHA-1 headphone amplifier used as aline stage. A Mod
Squad Phono Drive EPS amplifies LP signals from aLinn Sondek/Trampolin/Lingo/
Ekos/Arkiv setup sitting on an ArchiDee
2Notable exceptions to this rule, however, are Spica's it50 and Angelus.

table. Digital source components included
the Meitner IDAT and Theta DS Pro Generation III driven (via AudioQuest Digital Pro
and an ST optical link, respectively) by anewly
purchased Mark Levinson No.31 transport
and aPanasonic 3700 DAT recorder.
Interconnects included lm lengths of
AudioQuest Diamond between digital processors and preamps and 15' lengths of
AudioQuest Lapis between the Melos SHA1and power amplifiers. The speaker cable
was principally a5' bi-wired set of silverconductor AudioQuest Sterling All source
components, preamplifiers, and the tube
amplifiers were plugged into aPower Wedge
2, itself plugged into one of the room's two
dedicated AC lines.
My room measures approximately 19' by
16.5', with a9' ceiling. The wall behind the
speakers is lined with books and LPs, while
CDs and more books occupy the positions
on the sidewalls where the first reflection
from each speaker would occur. The room
is carpeted, and there are patches of Sonex
foam on the ceiling to damp primary reflections of the sound. The other wall has RPG
Abffusors behind the listening seat to absorb
and diffuse what would otherwise be early
rear-wall reflections of the sound that might
blur the stereo imaging precision. Tube Traps
are used in the room corners to even out the
room's bass resonances, the result being a
relatively uniform reverberation time of
around 200ms from the upper bass to the
middle treble, falling to 150ms above 10kHz.

SOUND
The Stratus Minis were bolted to their wellmade dedicated stands, the center pillars of
which were filled with amixture of dry sand
and No.8 lead shot. After some experimentation, the speakers were placed 42" from the
long wall behind them-27" to the front of
the record storage—and 67" from the sidewalls, which gave aspeaker-to-listener distance ofjust over 9'.
Ihad initially started off with the Minis
3It could be fairly argued that the Stratus Minis are unlikely
to be used with such expensive equipment. To reach consistent
value judgments, however, areviewer must change as little
in his or her reference system as possible. To keep the review
period within the bounds of what is feasible, Ichoose to stay
with my reference system, assuming that this will give inexpensive review components their best possible chance. Ihope
to then describe the components' sound as clearly as possible
so that readers can extrapolate the expected change to its
character when using their own ancillaries.
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noise that many modern rock engineers feel
farther out into the room, in the positions
to be an acceptable substitute—the sizzle of
where the Thiel CS2 2s Ireviewed last Janurivets and the high-frequency shimmer of the
ary had performed so well. The sound was
sound could be easily differentiated from the
not good, being lean and mean, with alack
metallic sound of ringing brass. The Stratus
of upper-bass bloom. The Mini's musical
Mini's extreme highs sounded smooth, but
presentation was also initially rather uninoverall there was aslight lack of top-octave
volving, though this slowly changed for the
air to its sound, despite its forward low-treble
better during the first three weeks. Changing
balance. (This was more noticeable with LP
from the solid-state Levinsons to the tubed
than with CD.) Even though the Mini
Audio Researches brought up the inidbass
sounded less bright with the tube amplifiers.
and made the speakers sound more laid-back
there was still some residual forwardness in
in the mid-treble. But not quite toeing-in the
the lower treble. In fact, this was its domispeakers all the way to the listening scat and
nant sonic signature, pink noise having alittle
moving the Minis 12" nearer the rear wall
fizz despite sounding very smooth and evenly
proved to be the long-term fix. The speaker's
balanced overall.
reflex bass alignment sounded intrinsically
Voices seemed particularly well-served by
somewhat over-damped, meaning that its
the PSB Stratus Mini. Whether it was James
low-frequency performance would benefit
from some boundary reinforcement. But be
Taylor's gentle tenor—his 1991 New Moon
Shine (UK Columbia 468977 1) has been
careful: If you place the speaker too close to
spending alot of time on the Linn—or Bob
the rear wall, it will sound boomy (as one SteKatz's superb new recording of New Jersey's
reophile staffer found when he auditioned the
Westminster Choir on 0 Magnum Mysterium
Minis).
(Chesky CD83)—the Mini's lack of upperThough you could never say that the Mini's
midrange coloration and slightly bright low
low frequencies were tight (in the manner of
treble presented voices with anatural tonal
those of the sealed-box Celestion SL700), it
quality but generally excellent intelligibildid offer agood combination of weight and
ity. The sound of the orchestra was appropridefinition, considering the small enclosure.
ately rich.
The low frequencies sounded fairly well
But as Ilistened longer, Ibecame aware of
extended, the speaker making areasonable
amusic-dependent lack of transparency in
stab at representing the power of the orchesthe lower midrange. Having been inspired
tral double-bass, while well-recorded kick
by the Taylor album to plow back through
drum—I'm talking here about the real thing,
earlier JT offerings, one track on theJT CD
not the sampled, anonymous thud that many
(CBS CK 34811), "Looking for Love on
modern rock engineers feel to be an acceptBroadway," revealed some notes in the lower
able substitute—was reproduced with agood
register of Sweet Baby James's voice to be
mix of "pat" from the pedal beater and
afflicted with an annoying hoot. Other tracks
"purr" from the drum's cavity. Even organ
were okay. Similarly, as Miles Davis dug into
came over with ahint of the real instrument's
the lower register of the trumpet's register
majesty. Again, even ahint is good going for
on the Musical Heritage Society LP reissue
asmall speaker like this. The bass warble
of his 1956 Cookin' album (MHS 9133211),
tones on Stereophile's Test CD 2were reprosome notes jumped unnaturally forward.
duced in full measure down to the 40Hz
And on that most revealing of sources, wellband. The 31.5Hz warble was still quite audirecorded acoustic piano, there was ageneral
ble, only the 25Hz and 20Hz warbles droplack of lower-midrange transparency. The
ping below the speaker's capabilities. And
finger was pointed at cabinet resonances,
the sound of the Fender bass guitar on Test
CD 2's channel-identification tracks had a something that did emerge when Icarried
out the measurements (see below).
good sense of the 41.2Hz fundamental on the
When it came to dynamics, the Mini would
instrument's open E string.
play loudly and cleanly—as long as that cabiTurning to the opposite end of the audio
net resonance wasn't excited—though it ultispectrum, once I'd found the optimal places
mately sounded too aggressive in the midin the room, the speaker's high treble didn't
treble if you kept on cranking the volume
draw attention to itself. On well-recorded
control.
cymbals—not the sampled, anonymous white
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Even with their toe-in not being all the
way to the listening seat, the speakers' soundstaging was excellent. The Minis had no
problem in pulling off the disappearing trick
mentioned in the introduction to this report,
allowing the end of my room between and
behind the speakers to take on the character
of the recorded acoustic. Using the tracks on
Stereophile's Test CD 2—whether it was the
rather subtle acoustic of David Manley's studio surrounding the Robert Harley-engineered
acoustic guitar track, or that of the small
Santa Barbara Church around Robert Silverman's voice and Steinway D piano, or that
of England's Ely Cathedral on my Elgar
Dream of Gerontius excerpt, or the artificial
ambience generated with aYamaha digital
rewrb unit on Corey Greenberg's Eden—the
Stratus Minis neither obscured nor exaggerated what was on the recording. They even
successfully decoded the rather bathroomy
acoustic of USC's empty Allan Hancock
Foundation Auditorium on Stereophile's Poem
flute and piano LP (STPH 001-1).
In track 10 of the second Stereophile Test
CD, Larry Archibald maps the soundstage
in the Santa Barbara church where we recorded our Brahms Intermezzo album (STPH
003-2). Though the Minis didn't project the
image of Larry's handclaps and voice beyond
the speaker positions, there was an unambiguous presentation of image position, as when
Larry walked from the rear of the church,
up to and around the microphone, then to
the piano. Similarly, the snare drum in Frederic Curzon's The Boulevardier (Marco Polo
8.223425, and amust-buy for lovers ofEnglish light classical music') was unambiguously set well back at the rear of the orchestra.
As Ilistened to the LEDR tracks on the
first Chesky jazz sampler (CD37), the "Lateral" images did move slightly beyond the
speaker positions, particularly on the righthand side of the stage. The "Up" and "Over"
test signals, however, demonstrated impressive height above the image plane, despite my
preconceptions that this would not be possible due to the presence of confusing early
reflections from the "lips" above and below
the baffle. My experience has been that speakers which throw good image height on this
4Don't tell me I'm the only one. And am Ithe only stereophile to have amoderately representative Leroy Anderson collection on my record shelves, filed between Abba and Malcolm Arnold?
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test tend to have avery flat response through
the upper midrange and low treble. They
therefore do not alter the careful psychoacoustic tonal shaping that the engineers have
used on these tracks to create the illusion of
image height.
One final point: Toward the end of the
review period, one of the speakers developed
an annoying rattle on its crossover board that
was particularly audible on solo piano recordings. PSB should make sure that their
QA procedures result in full tightening of all
nuts and bolts.

M EASUREMENTS
The PSB's impedance magnitude and phase
(fig.1) were measured using Stereophile's Audio
Precision System One test set. This speaker
is reasonably easy to drive, its minimum
value, shown by the cursor in fig.1, being 3.6
ohms at 212Hz. The port tuning is revealed
by the valley between the two bass humps
to lie at 39Hz, implying reasonable bass
extension. The Mini's B-weighted sensitivity
was on the low side, however, at only half a
dB or so more than the BBC LS3/5a. Note
the very slight wrinkle in the solid trace in
fig.1 between 300Hz and 400Hz. This could
correlate with some kind of minor cabinet
resonant problem in this region.
My frequency- and time-domain measurements were performed with the DRA
Labs MLSSA system, using acalibrated B&K
4006 microphone and an EAR preamplifier
Fig.2 shows the individual responses of the
port and woofer (taken in the nearfield) married to the quasi-anechoic responses of the
woofer and tweeter on the woofer axis at a
5Iplace the speaker under test on astand so as to place its
tweeter about halfway between the listening-room floor and
ceiling and midway between the sidewalls. Then, on the floor
between the speaker and microphone. Iconstruct an acoustic
"black hole" out of graded layers of acoustic foam and fiberglass damping material, which kills the forward floor reflections of the sound emitted by the speaker. The primary reflection in the MLSSA's calculated impulse response is, therefore,
that of the tweeter from the ceiling, which arrives about 4ms
after the direct sound. This 4ins reflection-free time window
results in ameasurement valid down to 300Hz or so.
The frequency response is calculated from this impulse
response using the Fast (Discrete) Fourier Transform and is
corrected for the measuring microphone's on-axis departure
from aflat response Ithen take the impulse responses of the
low-frequency driver(s) and port(s)/passive radiator(s) in the
nearfield, with the tip of the microphone capsule almost
touching the center of their cones/apertures, and append these
responses to the upper-frequency ones. To calculate the overall
low-frequency rollout, DRA Labs' MLSSA program allows
you to add the complex responses (amplitude and phase) of
the woofer and port or sub-bass unit in the ratio of their
diameters.
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distance of 45". The port output has abandpass response centered on the 35-45Hz region,
with alow-level, probably inconsequential resonance apparent just under 11d-lz. The woofer
is basically flat on-axis within its passband,
rolling off steeply and smoothly at approximately 24dB/octave above 2kHz. The
tweeter also rolls in at 24dB/octave, though
this is perhaps alittle too early in frequency.
There is also some peakiness apparent in the
mid-treble, and avery slight counterclockwise tilt in its top two octaves, this not nearly
enough to add any on-axis shrillness to the
speaker's sound. In fact, as Inoted in my
listening notes, there is actually aslight lack
of high-treble air to the speaker's character.
How do these individual driver outputs
sum at the listening position? Fig3 shows the
overall response averaged across a30° horizontal window on the woofer axis with the
overall calculated low-frequency response.
This extends to -6dB at 37Hz. Despite its
small size, the Mini should and does attempt
to reproduce the lowest notes of the bass guitar and double-bass, given alittle boundary
Stereo»Ile 51781111011 11110.1 1
4 I P11116812•81 « MO*/
0.
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reinforcement from the room. As suspected
from fig.2, there is aslight excess of energy
in the presence region, presumably due to the
overlap between the woofer and tweeter at
crossover. This correlates with the speaker's
rather forward low-treble balance experienced during the auditioning with the solidstate amplifiers. Given the speaker's impedance characteristic in fig.1, the higher source
impedance ola tube amp will tend to even
out the excess, as Ifound. The peakiness in
the mid-treble noticeable in flg.2 can still be
seen in fig3, but apart from this and the crossover bump, note the overall flat, well-balanced trend of the Mini's on-axis response.
Fig.4 shows the differences in the PSB's
response to be expected as the listener moves
to the speaker's side. (In other words, the
graph assumes the speaker to have aperfectly
flat on-axis response.) The treble is wellmaintained to 30° off-axis, falling off in the
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Fig. IPSB Stratus Mini, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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Fig.3 PSB Stratus Mini, anechoic response on
woofer axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with overall
loudspeaker LF rollout below 200Hz,
calculated by DRA Labs MUSA program by
adding the complex nearfield responses of
the woofer and port in the ratio of their
diameters.
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Fig.2 PSB Stratus Mini, anechoic responses of
tweeter and woofer on woofer axis at 45",
corrected for microphone response, with
nearfield responses of woofer and port
plotted below 200Hz and I
kHz,
respectively.
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Fig.4 PSB Stratus Mini, horizontal response family
at 45", normalized to response on woofer
axis, from back to front: reference
response: differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° off-axis,
and 90° off-axis.
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top octave at more extreme angles. The onaxis crossover bump smooths out off-axis,
but there's alittle too much energy off-axis
in the bottom octave of the tweeter's passband (2-4kHz). Again—and particularly in
smallish, lively (undamped) rooms—this
might make the Stratus sound alittle bright.
In the vertical plane (fig.5), with a4th-order
Linkwitz-Riley-type crossover, one gets a
symmetrical pattern with asuckout developing in the crossover region as the listener/
microphone gets significantly above or
below the design axis. Ionly looked at arelatively restricted window, however, which
means that these suckouts can't be seen in
fig.5. Note, however, that the speaker's
response only changes slightly between the
top and bottom of the cabinet. Ifyou do find
the Mini to sound alittle bright, sitting nearer
the tweeter axis will help.
To examine the speaker's real in-room
response, Iused pink noise and an Audio
Control Industrial SA-3050A 1
/-octave
2
spectrum analyzer to take nine sets of six
averaged measurements independently for
18,1B
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Fig.5 PSB Stratus Mini, vertical response family at
45", normalized to response on woofer
axis, from back to front: response
difference 7.5° above enclosure; difference
level with top of enclosure; reference
response; difference on tweeter axis;
difference on port axis; difference level with
base of cabinet.
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left and right loudspeakers at adistance of
just over 2m in awindow 72" wide and varying from 27" to 45" high. The result, shown
in fig.6, is the average of these measurements,
weighted slightly toward the sound heard at
the listening position. This spatial averaging is intended to minimize the effect of lowfrequency room standing-wave problems
(below 500Hz or so) on the measurement,
and gives aresponse curve that has proved
to predict reasonably well what is heard.
The slight excess of energy at the 2kHz
crossover region is still apparent; more important, the excess of lateral off-axis energy
in the octave above crossover leads to an inroom curve that is also too "hot" in this
region. Here, again, is the speaker's slight
brightness. This curve was taken with the
speakers in the lean-and-mean-sounding
positions where Istarted my auditioning.
Apart from the room-induced peaks and dips
between 50Hz and 400Hz in the graph, note
the overall overdamped nature to the bass.
Although Ididn't repeat the fig.6 measurement with the speakers moved 12" closer to
the rear wall, the sound was warmer, with
better extension. Don't place these speakers
too far out in the listening room.
Turning to the time domain, fig.7 shows
the Mini's impulse response on the woofer
axis, its shape typical of the high-order crossover filters used. The metal-dome tweeter is
free from ultrasonic ringing; there are some
early reflections of the pulse in the first couple
of milliseconds, however, which could be
I
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Fig.7 PSB Stratus Mini, impulse response on
woofer axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.8 PSB Stratus Mini, step response on woofer
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz

Fig.6 PSB Stratus Mini, '/3-octave, spatially
averaged in-room response.

bandwidth).
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from the "lips" at the top and bottom of the
baffle. (All the measurements were made
with the rather clunky grilles removed.) The
step response calculated from the impulse
response (fig.8) reveals the two drive-units
to be connected with the same acoustic
polarity, as is normal for afourth-order
Linlcwitz-Riley crossover, though the woofer
lags the tweeter by about 500µs. This is
equivalent to a 360° phase shift at the
approximate 2kHz crossover frequency,
which is what would be expected from the
acoustic crossover configuration.
Fig.9 shows the cumulative spectral-decay,
or "waterfall," plot calculated from the impulse response. Though the die-away of the
sound is generally clean, the cursor shows
that the 4.6kHz peak that can be seen in the

anechoic tweeter (fig.2) and the overall (fig))
responses is associated with aridge parallel
to the time axis in this graph. This implies
some kind of resonance problem at this frequency which, again, will tend to make the
Mini sound bright, even aggressive, at high
playback levels.
Finally, the impedance curve (fig.1) suggested acabinet problem between 300Hz and
400Hz. Using aaPVDF accelerometer,6 I
found that, indeed, the cabinet top and sidewalls ring at just under 370Hz (fig.10). Tihis
is quite high in frequency, however, due to
6 For my cabinet resonance tests, the speaker is placed on
upturned cones (which allow all the various modes to develop
to their fullest) and excited with a2kHz bandwidth MLS signal at alevel of 7.55V Ftiv1S. (See Stelrophile, June 1992, p.205;
and September 1992, p.162.)
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Fig.9 PSB Stratus Mini, cumulative spectral-decay plot on woofer axis at 45".
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the Mini's rigidly constructed cabinet. In
concert pitch, 370Hz is the frequency of the
F# on the first space of the treble staff, the resonance is of high Q, meaning that only if an
instrument or voice pretty much hits that
exact frequency for more than afraction of
asecond will audible coloration result. While
this resonance could easily be heard on music
with astethoscope pressed against the cabinet, only occasionally did Ihear notes hoot
at me from the listening seat. What did surprise me was that it could still be heard—
albeit at amuch reduced level—when the
stethoscope was applied to the central pillar of the lead-shot'n'sand-filled stand! This
implies that experimenting with amore lossy
interface—something like pads of Blu-Tack
between the speaker and the stand—would
be agood idea. The Mini would also appear
to be aprime candidate for experimenting
with resonance-altering devices 7 like the
Combak Harmonix dots.
Overall, however, this is agood set of measurements for what is fundamentally an inexpensive loudspeaker.

CONCLUSIONS

While its slightly forward mid-treble balance
will make it abit fussy when it comes to
choosing partnering amplifiers and digital
sources, and while its cabinet resonance
problem might be somewhat intrusive with
aminority of recordings, the PSB Stratus
Mini otherwise has aneutral tonal balance,
alow level of coloration, and both superb
soundstaging and superb representation of
recorded ambience. Yes, it does the soundstage thing, but with aconvincingly accurate presentation of instrumental tone colors.
Given care taken in breaking in the speakers
and positioning them in the room—balancing
"lean'n'mean" against "boomy"—the PSB
owner can end up with relatively weighty
but still quite well-defined low frequencies.
The well-made Stratus Mini offers agood
deal of quality for areasonable price—do get
the excellent-value stands and experiment
with the interface. The PSB Stratus Mini is
confidently recommended.
7Isay "altering," rather than "damping," as I
can't see how
these low-mass devices can have amajor effect on panel
behavior. What they might do, however, is change the frequency of aresonance slightly so that it might be less often
excited by concert-pitch music. Martin Colloms will be
reporting on the effect of these controversial devices in our
July issue.
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Introducing The Cable Jacket •A revolutionary new device that
enhances the performance of power
and signal cables.
•Amajor breakthrough technology that
maximizes the capability of existing
wiring rather than replacing them with
new ones.
•Asimple and easy to use device that
wraps around any cable, resulting in
expanded sound stage, clarity and
sharpness in imagery and total spatial
openness.
This extremely cost effective device
brings out the life of a recording and
takes you agiant step closer to the musical truth.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

The Original Cable
Jacket, Inc.
Tel (510) 893-8403 Fax 893-3818

You MAY HAVE HEARD ABOUT
OUR RECORD CLAMP AND SUPER
DIAMOND RESONATORS —
Now I
NTRODU CING -THE
SHUN MOOK M PIN GO DISC"'
THE WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE
RESONANCE CONTROLLED DEVICE.
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

SHUN 11/100K
AUDIO, INC.

Tel (510) 893-8313 Fax 893-3818
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original oil painting is displayed in aframe without glass. The artist's intent—the

emotion and interpretation, should never be filtered through any kind of veil.
Music is exactly the same. The closer you can get to the original, the more apparent
the truth and beauty of the emotion embodied in the music becomes.
That is the reason Bryston has always believed in accuracy above all in electronic
amplification. It is also why we have introduced our new generation of amplifiers. We
believe them to be, quite simply, the most accurate products of their kind, anywhere.
Distortion is easily measured; Bryston's performance numbers are second to none,
but we believe that this alone is not enough. True transparency is achieved only through
inherently flawless signal handling, rather than brute-force correction of non-linearity.
Bryston's new generation of amplifiers represent the culmination of 20 years of
research into the art and science of linearity as the best route to musical accuracy.
This is Bryston's way of removing the veil.
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Bryston Ltd. Tel (416) 746-1800 Fax (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel (802) 223-6159
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"I swore I'd never buy hi end audio
by mail order. Then afriend told me
the people at Audio Advisor made his
system sound better than ever.
So, what the heck, Icalled 'em.
They really knew their stuff.
Now my system sounds fantastic!"

Oisrover ilre optunurn speaker
¡kronen, for your IrsIonmg room
The Listening Room Soltwore
Program, Version 4.0.
, you °mime 1001110I0.1111
Eels
to learn opirmum speaker
placement
BM yernon 45 00

NEW $295 GRADO HEADPHON

....
iiii

AUDIO BOOKS &COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Good Sound by horn Dearborn
,
yet ro ver 412pp 12 95
b. wsfulebiÉS
%ALAI° Glossary by 1Gordon Holt
ee
soft toyer I
52pp
12 95
The Aucho Ontionory by Glenn 0Whrte
soh cover. 411pp
..79.95
_
_ i.
--,,,dThe Nosier Nondbook of Addis 2r91
.'
,
We
w
Ed sofi ion. 366pp
19 95
Handbook for Sound burners large
encyclopedra h/cover 1506pp 99 9S

el.; --

mminn....... '

New Grade OR-325 "Prestige Series" Headphones
teoturIng the dynamic driver technology of the famous
SIgnotee Series in new lore pyre metal homing 295.00

POWER LINE CONDITIONERS & POWER LINE FILTERS
'Power Wedge By Audio Power

New From Tice Audio:
ha Audio IMB 3nun braorh noteer conclatoner
mill 16 oudets

•Winner of StereophOe's Coveted
"Product 01 The Year Sword 1992"
Power Wedge 116 iv/ 10 ouilets .... .
Power Wedge 114 iv/ 8nullets
Power Wedge 113 w/ /owlets for video
Pacer Wedge 112 iii/ 6outlet:
Poorer Wedge 172 iv/ 6outlets for 20 amp denies
Purer Wedge 110 iy/ 6lir current outlet,
Nero Power Wedge Power [Monte ,Pi 1

569 00
449 00
•569 00
'319 00
'429 00
"139 00
"779 00

PAC IDOS Digital Filter Strip
INS I5ourktil 49 95 IDOS 29ourlets
.

19995

Low Price Power Filler From Audio POW«
Power Pock her hirer rechnology sob.or lu ine Power Wedge
conddlonets to oromper, low pyre dewgn tooth 4anolog nod
2riled stunt, Poet Park it
199 95

ANALOG IMPROVEMENT PRODUCTS FOR LPS, ARMS, TURNTABLES
&
. . ..
.STYLI
.. _
LAST Record Treodents
01 Power (learn, 19 9, ul Preset tan,
.3 Regulor Cleaner 14 93 MO Meg rope raiment
Torelahle Brice Belts
4815 Ibeh
12 95
YPI
19 belt
19 95

19 9S
2/.91

Rego Pi515 ,253 32 00
SOIA 8elis
19 95

1
e

Record Brush: Hum IDO MK 6dual omen

19 95

ROOMTUNES*

Stereophile's I
992 "Pram, of
the Year" Awords

Stylus Treatment, Hendshells, Toneorm Cables
1A51 ol Stylus tinning sol Apo rtett 1nude,
11 9>
LAO' ctS SlYtA515tylus preserymne colmen ..
.21 95
Sunk., Nk 12 offend type hedshell
.... _29.95
Surmise H5 19 ;newt,' hectdohell leads
._10.00
SAIE br/ Premium Yon den Mol 'ladder, Mod,
.
79.95
Cordo, flee 50 DIN ro MA ¡mud cable 'nth memo,
Condos tnietnol rare &rannertors 1PA
149 95

2
9 9,
119 9t
79 95
149,
11 95
99 95
119 95
199s

SONEX TREATMENT
.
:-:. -/e/—

The New Lew Price Way To
Tune Your listening Room.
'Winner. "Runners Up Award" In

?Arm Analog Arcessories
Nphason 4c midi auto 6615 tnandol tonearrns
Dennrson Meld1Soundtroctor alIgnmenr gouge
28 Systems Pro« olignmen, gouge
Anstohne Der imer oolnh &scrod remise,
Shure
544 2',yrer pressure go uge
SOIE
turylic Record Mar
SOIA
Refino domp Ids most turntables
Suer, dnolog Sur 4,0164

ti.

1
rholunes
39.95pf
Comerlunes
79 95,4i
Delde Roomlums"279 00/pr
RI limp Clomp '129 00
New lurung Strra '1o9 01'4

Soneg "En"
Acoustic Tiles.
14 1e24 riles
2deck

NEW GRADO HEADPHONES

,,, ...... -::"./.9----5.
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-'4•7 /
7/ --- "•
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7..71.

In block or creme
Mil>/ke-W,
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'
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''..y...!...t,er
"Natural" Sane,
Acousur Tiles:
2by 4>heth e1 354 thtdoetses
Choose block or berge
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-

Grodo "Pr esirge" Hemlphanes
54100
149 9,
SR "°
199 95
New —5R325
295 00
15h nt ruble

39 95

Grade Sigreature Series
HP 1
595 00
HP 2
49S 00
Headphone arm 09 5.00
5Ignoluge 191 headphone
extensor, roble 149 95

.
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RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & CLEANING SOLUTIONS
The Warld's Wool
•
Recommended"
Clewing Machine.
The Record Deer
-.In 141e the
edenum mod.,
but re. Ins becoee
ou turn record by
raed
Only "19995

EV3
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UPI Record Cleaning Modifies
I1W 165 delme deer kg mound
911 16 5•2201/for Euterpe& Ave
H1B I
/ molessonol model
.
HAI 1/F prolessranal model .91n
HA 1h 07 rep:amen ,ad fup mbe.
Mitt! Gritty Mach/me Accessories
NG Rod odium, add
MG (wan replatemenr Sc
.
OCI soh cover lor I0 158!he Retord Doom
NG Car weep urip reploiemeni ku

'399 91
19 9 95
•
/49 95
'819 93
11
2,

99i
II 95
17 9'3
1»2>

Record Cleaning Solutions
May Ghtm Perm*/ ',Hord cleaner
1
ant .
14.95 Igal
Iffy G,Ptycalla slrenglil (oeon«
bor
11.95 ISot
SuperIleaner 9ere/ yduy '<oil tr.*,
ik,
1293 3211
Igal
. 91 95 25gal
[NOW genie 0•0•9 day record clew ,
16o,
14 95 1gol .
YPIROA every day redid cleaner
83/
495 1gol

For Fast, Friendly Service Call Toll Free:
1-800-942-0220 or 1-800-669-4434
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"If you don't know what to buy, Audio
Advisor will be very helpful," reports Maria
Elena De La Iglesia in The Ultimate Shopper
Catalogue. "Whenever Icalled anonymously,
my questions have been answered carefully
and informatively..."

"Audio Advisor has the best, or
at least one of the most knowledgeable sales
staffs in the country. They can advise you on
sound quality of anything they offer"
—Frank Huang, NYC

JVC &PHILIPS CD PLAYERS NOW ON SALE!
Save On Advanced New AM CD Player,
01/15I

18 bit to oversampling (D ployer yeah &gaol output
and nth wed remote
SALE"279 95
11/1050 Wier (D ployer with rod yteody dome, ravel
output infrared emote Ism left/SALE '699 95

Philips Biotreom CD Play, Or Sole
(0905
F
(D plan oil 4194oloutpul
8'whored remote
Sole " tH 9)
(0950
Deluxe Ihtureom ID prayer w4h died Wool
&infrared remote Save 5100!
"499 95
00939
5disr, Rameam mouse' player wiragnal output
'Awed 'more Sore 550
"749 95

TAKE ADIGITAL DRIVE—AND SAVE $100-10-$179.

dab
Audio Akiry's mow (DI CD 'meat

.11/C /(12451 CD Mayer

Intioduong the world's first low pore CD transport Audio Mammy's (DI Not oID player.
the (DI rs on advamed CD trampoo wah oheavy duty, shodi mounted drawer assembly
and sprawl anti•iitter digaol tawdry The CD Imairhed vnth the DDIvl °Mortal processor
roods for 5699 Our sprawl introductory pore nonly 5599—plus we II olio nulude
Alchemy's CS 1dgtol oble—a 579 volue—FREEt Lao idol savings 51/9
Audio Akhemy (DI oDOEvl 0processor oCS 1coble '599.00

DIGITAL PROCESSORS—NOW ON SALE!

PS Audio Digitol Processors-On Sale!
PS Audio Divot link il Wm 5799
PS Audio Suberlink II Wm 51195
PS Audio Uhrohnk lop Rated!
NEW-PS Audio lombla CO Drive .

Now' '499 95
Now "995 00
Now 1995 00
.'169&00

DDEv1.0, Oidy SS49.90i

Anew killer tom/motion from Audio Myna; abeautifully mode PK 01/45I (D player
—*sib remote &digarit output—plus Audio Alrhemy yfamous DDEvl 0D/A prom.,
Purchased seporately, you could pay 4650 lor the rombnation For oIrmaed time get the
PK X11451 of1DE combinaban for only 5549 95—you save 5100.
01/451 CO player w/ remote. Audio tykhemy DDEvl Oprransor '549 95

**MELOS

Audio Alchemy Digital Components-On Sale!
The followmg model, Lome wall o1081 L5 1drgOol Looxiol
roble—a 519 value—Free with order
DDEvl DIlintream D/A processor
•*399 00
DOEv2 010 bit D/A processor
"499 95
DEI any per digaol filter
"349 00
XDP new «framed Bastreom processor
"499 00
MI new Audio Alchemy CD truism',
DOS II from load ID Pompon liii 5699 N. "599 00
005,1 1lop load rhcnsw model
How "799 00

S
HA-1

"•Winner StereoFele's 1991
"Product of the Peor" Avord
Melos SHA ISignature Headphone Amp
Headphone amp/reference line ,rage w/3 inputs '•I095 00

INTERCONNECTS, SPEAKER CABLES, VIDEO CABLES, &CABLE CONNECTION TREATMENTS
Audiophile Speaker Cables
(SI tor pores on Cordes Monster Coble Musearex 511,erh
TARA labs, and Ike AudM speaker cables
Audio 111.re...is (Pains)
TARA taby Quantum CO 1OM
49 00
(today 30013 MI(rownIC IOM
115 00
MRA baby Pandora "S• IC Was 5795/0
Now 169 95
Mew Toro RS( Referral. I( w/R5( conductor. IM 195 00
Digital Transmission Cables (Ea)
Monster Coble lightspeed 100 odool IM
TARA Lob, Quantum Digital II IM
New TARA Luminary AT&T Waal ruble IM
New TARA RS( Digital maid ruble IM
Siheth 411 6She, Noel rooxiol Lnble IN

.
39 95
(5 00
185 00
295 00
210 00

Block Digital Noise With
Coble-Clamping Stockers.
BLOCKERS--specal design
grip, rabies bener Mon,/
Regulor Etkakers 14 95
Erato Ibg 81odery 19 95

TARA Labs RS( Speaker Cable
411450 00 611630 00 811810 00
Premium Video Cables (ea)
Monster (able Video 7 I
M 14 95 34.1
Monster 5445 Video Coble I
M 15 95 3M
EARA Quantum Video table 16639 00 3M
Cardin High Speed video table IM 58 a)

MR *DNA's- The original
none Modem 14 95/pr

am

14 95
74 95
95 00
1
,80C

Electronic Contact
Conditioner/Enhancers
Noelok dune, senhoncer kit.. .. 49 95
Sumikolweek [priori coniktioner . 1495
Sonnet T(.1 wows concElinnet.. 14 95

VIBRATION 8. ISOLATION ACCESSORIES
Sims Novrom Isolation Feet
Liowom 5Lewrer5 141 59 95
Shop Novrom (D Feet14) 29,95
Mantes Cable Footers
CD hosier
(4) 49 95
Hear/ Duly Foote, (41 95 00
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e
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AudioPrism Isoklearings
Unique I
ound dommg globe ,
wIth Luppoo cup Three Iner
damping &isolating
Stondord ure
131 39 95
New (oigo sue
131 69 IS

Audio Selection "German
Acoustics" Cones IDiscs
Choose dark or brass hod
Isolation ones
14147 25
Support disks
16) 19 95
Combinarran set, 14.4/ 49 9í

For Information Or Knowledgeable Service Call Toll Free:
1-800-942-0220 or 1-800-669-4434
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Over the past 12 years,
in over 130 countries get the ,1 ,
1
—including hard-to-

ed more than 60,0001audiophiles
roBo components and accessories
t* leers carry.

DYNACO SATTELITE/SUB SYSTEM, ONLY $299

NEW LOW PRICE TURNTABLE FROM PRO JECT

NI

New Dyne's. Sonelne/Sub System

New Pro Jeri 1turntable
Only $34990 Complete.

New 3piece Dyne° system includes the A10 11 2way mini-monitor speaker, P
Pthe
Among Boss 11 ff subwoofer. System response os 40H, 20Khz Arno rotong 15 100 wons
Owing introductory offer get 50 hof TARA labs Omni pecker sable—a 050 robe—FRAI
Dynoro Sartelite/Subwoofer System—with Free Omni speaker roble—'299.00

The new Pro fen 1turntable, imported from Vienna, features ohandsome dense liber base,
sapphire bearing, ond ohigh polity arm with easy height (gunmen, Order now and you'll
also get oSumiko Oyster cornidge—o $-40 raise—freer
Pro Awl Iturntoble with orm, &Mover arde Dyne, cartridge 349.95

SAVE ON MONSTER, SUMIKO &GRADO PHONO CARTRIDGES
Monster Cable Moving
Cal (.3mol Cartridges.
Alpho Genesis 1000-11
om $430 no« 399 95
Sogrno Genesis 2000
was $1200 now 599.95

Sumiko Blue Point HighOutput 12.0inel MC,.
Blue Point MC
lot 5175
no« 99 95
Blue Point Special MC
. list 5295 no« 259 95

Geoda &Grado
Signature Cartridges.
ITE.1 . ..... 19.95
New Signature Jr . 99.95
Signature 8
Call
Signorine MCZ . Coll

SAVE ON PREMIUM GRADE AUDIO TUBES
Golden Drogan Tubes
Special rubes mode to British
Engineering specs
Grades . Regulor tow Noire
1211074 ..I4 00.. .24.00
124170 .14 00.
24 00
126170
14 00... .
24 00
6E118
22.00 ...... 32.00
6134/6CA/... .617/4230
11188
MP/96.00

I• I

IT"
New Sour te—Russion Tubes
5ARI/GL34 (pal Russian 50141 .....................2500
6972 (Russian military 601131 .....................1495
7075 (Russian industrial 12AX/1. ....................995
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"Elfic is.. highly recommended:reports J. Gordon Holt in Stereophile,
Vol 15, lia 6, June 1992

Sole Price
now 1199 95
novr 1279 95
now 1199.95
now 1249.95
now 1235 00
now 1199.95
now 1179.95

Target TIF Iomp
stond raises omp
fall floor Was

Looks Great—Hides Cables.
Stondesign Design" series rods
feature one piece welded steel
frame with on elegant swept
bock look. Rear tube features
holes to allow you to hide
cables. Block oni vinyl covered
shelves ride on cone points for
maximum iplaiion
i

5100, now S85

T1 51

—

STANDESIGN RACKS

'Shelves
5
ens 0399,
5
win 0369,
5
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5
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3
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.
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New Source—American Mode Power Tubes
65506
GE US mode 35.00eo
1AP/99.95
9134/6017 US mode
25.00ea
NP/69 95

Model
1151
115
113
Mho
IT5sa
GOP
IT3sa

,,, DO

FIX GROUND NOISE

--SAVE UP TO $100 ON TARGET RACKS
forget rocks horn England hold
equemen1 firmly to reduce intern&
and external vibrations larger racks
f
eoture rigd. all steel construction
with dense fiber beard shelves
covered with block ash vinyl Open
design provides maximum
ventiktion—your gem won't cook
-tr series lectures rigid welded
frames se series requite, some
assembly and n
less expenuve
Casten S25 extra per ser

t

Reduce background and digital noise by properly grounding
all your equipment The Elfix serer pawls if your gear is
properly grounded
The Ellis Moray Tester . 19 95

RAM labs o leading supplier of
premium audio tubes for decades
Grades.
T
:A' .. '5
2631
995
16 95 42 00
2617
995
19 95 45 00
2,11.17
995
19.95. 45 00
28117
17 95 27 00
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F07
17 95 27.00
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19 95 29 95...5500
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*Shirt He
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4 4 31•
3 3 74'

.

1399
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THÉ ULTIMATE ISOLATION SANDWICH FROM BRIGHT STAR AUDIO
Sian isolation by alining unte Rock "isolation
paean top of sensitive electronics—
espeadly CD players on D/A processors little
Rock. damps vibrations in the chassis and
shoelds circuits from Po borne RF interference
La. Rock on dark agonise hnisli •99 00

Big Foot isolation base uses one of rage's
ben vibration killers—sand—to remove
harmful vibrations from gear. Works gr eo t
with CD Payers, amps, preamp, tui mollies.
loser Diu players, etc
Bog Foot on dark granite finish '149 00

bi, Rook
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À
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SHIPPING CHARGES

CALL TOLL-FREE TO ORDER:
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Skipping Charges (UPS Ground, Insured, 48 States)
Accessories 1st dem
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I50 each
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uperlatives are usually dangerous,
especially where the arts are concerned, but it's probably safe to say
that the two initial measures of the Beethoven
Fifth comprise the most celebrated motif in
the symphonic literature. They are as familiar
as the most ubiquitous tune, even to those
who do not know their source. And longtime collectors may well recall the old Bruno
Walter recording having three dots and adash
and alarge V on its cover, suggesting the
theme's rhythmic contour and World War II
association with Allied victory.
To the audience at the work's 1808 premiere, those two initial measures, in their harmonic ambiguity, must have generated confusion. They suggest the work's tonality to
be E-flat; not until the fifth measure is the
"tonic:' or home key, of C-minor established.
As aresult, Beethoven's contemporaries must
have found measures three and four to be
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1993

shocking, rude, and abrasive. Equally shocking must have been the stark clash of the second movement's tonic key of A-flat with its
martial, brassy outbursts in C-major, outbests that anticipate the great C-major eruption with which the finale explodes out of
amysterious quiet that suggests muted labor
pains anticipating agrand birth.
Certainly one might consider this Beethoven's most economical symphony, every note
and every rest contributing to the whole with
aterseness that epitomizes Viennese Classicism. It is an economy not easily achieved,
as surviving sketches for the work with their
abundance of rejected material make clear.
The first movement may not be based exclusively on the opening motif, but its incessant
reiteration in that movement and its echo in
subsequent ones contribute to the work's
extraordinary compactness. Little wonder
that the well-known musicologist Paul
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Vacuum tubes
Music for
everyone
When was the last time, aside
from live music, that you got
"goose-bumps" listening to a
musical performance? When were
you able to reach out and touch
the performers of the musical
score in your own home? The new
30 Series of vacuum tube high
fidelity equipment will reveal the
delightful, sensual beauty of music
in your own listening room. The
SLP-30 preamplifier and matching
SLA-30 class Astereo amplifier
will keep you drawn into the music
hour after satisfying hour.

adioqesign
INC

Discover how afftedable vacuum tube hi-fi
from Cary Audio Design can be by contacting
your favorite high end audio dealer.
CALL 1-919-481-4494

FAX 1-919-460-3828

111 A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT, CARY, NC 27511
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Henry Lang could call the score "the most
miraculously concentrated symphonic structure in the whole musical literature."
And it is in this concentration that many
of the music's interpretive pitfalls are found.
The organic unity of the first movement must
not be violated by permitting the opening
measures to be unduly distended and thus
disconnected from the whole. And it must
be recognized that the initial motif actually
begins with ahalf-beat of silence, requiring
the accent to fall on its second note in order
to prevent asuggestion of "triplets."
Then there are problems of tempo. It might
well be argued that this work (like Beethoven's Symphonies 7 and 8) lacks aslow
movement, the second movement of 5, let it
be remembered, being marked Andante con
moto. Any lack of sufficient forward motion
and the music stagnates in sentimentality, its
martial outbursts purged of their grandeur
and anticipatory function in the whole. The
ritards at the beginning of the third movement should not be exaggerated, Beethoven's
qualification ofpoco being kept in mind. And
the finale should not be rushed by playing
its initial C-major eruption as if it were a
two-to-the-bar march instead of afour-tothe-bar expression of triumphant grandeur.
Additional problems concern instrumental
and formal balance The brass must cut through
in the first and second movements to provide
requisite color and contrast. Furthermore,
it should be remembered that, to the standard orchestra of Haydn and Mozart, Beethoven adds (in the finale) piccolo and trombones, creating atimbrai richness previously
absent from the symphony orchestra. Finally,
this work presents aprime example of how
common sense (not afundamentalist literalism) must be applied in observing da capos.
To omit the first-movement exposition repeat
would be to make the movement disproportionately short; conversely, to observe asimilar repeat in the finale would be to make it
too long and throw the music's emotional
progress into reverse Most conductors recognize this, and in the ensuing discussion it may
be assumed (unless otherwise noted) that
these practices have been followed.
Given the Fifth's extraordinary popularity,
it's not surprising that it was the first symphony to be recorded in its entirety—a 1913
acoustic production featuring the Berlin Philharmonic under Nilcisch. Sonically primitive,

it captures none of Nikisch's fabled sonority,
but as heard in arecent (not especially distinguished) CD transfer (Symposium 1087/88)
it does give some idea of the rhythmic freedom he sanctioned and the grandeur he could
suggest in the finale. Nikisch was not the
only conductor to record acomplete acoustic
5, Weingartner having done so in 1922. It has
never appeared in an extended-play reissue,
but his 1933 account—arguably the best of
his four 78rpm recordings of the work,
despite omission of afirst-movement repeat—
is listed in Schwann Opus (Music Memoria
30378). This is astraightforward, unaffected
performance stamped by apt tempos, emotional coolness, and rhythmic rectitude.
Among early electrical recordings, arecent
reissue ola 1928 effort directed by Richard
Strauss (Koch 3-7115-2) is interesting by virtue of the conductor involved, but hardly
reveals why many (including Toscanini) considered Strauss one of the great conductors
of the first half of this century.
When it comes to what were, perhaps, the
two most admired Beethoven interpreters of
that period—Toscanini and Furtwângler—we
have remarkably rich documentation, far better than either conductor might have ever
imagined would survive Although Toscanini
approved only two recordings of the Fifth
for release (a 1939 studio effort and a1952
live performance, both available on RCA
CDs, 60270 and 60155, respectively, with
the latter also issued on an RCA video cassette), neither is completely representative
of the conductor. The 1952 performance suffers from poor control; the earlier one—often
musically magnificent, especially in its powerfully broad finale—is hurt by the excessively dry acoustic of Studio 8H. But Victor recorded live Toscanini performances of
the work in 1931 and 1933 with the New
York Philharmonic, neither of which (given
his then rigid standards and distaste for
recorded sound) he approved. Both are now
available, and the later one (in Pearl set 9373
and on asingle Music & Arts CD, ATRA684) shines as one of the great accounts of
the work. Despite omission of afirst-movement repeat, it has ablend of flexibility,
majesty, and controlled intensity unequaled
in any performance Iknow, and the sound
is quite good for its time, having been optically recorded on 35mm film. Those with a
preconceived notion of Toscanini as febrile
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
each

Issues
VOLUME III, 1972-1978

Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

$5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981

Issues 3, 6, 10
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME V, 1982

Issues 1through 10

VOLUME VI, 1983

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5
Issues 3, 6

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME VII, 1984

Issues 3, 5, 8
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6, 7

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME VIII, 1985

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Issue 3

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME IX, 1986

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
Issue 7

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME X, 1987

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

5.00

VOLUME XI, 1988

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME X11,1989

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

5.00

VOLUME X111,1990

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XIV, 1991

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XV, 1992

Issues 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

5.00

VOLUME XVI, 1993

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

5.00

5.00
$500.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED
*Photocopies

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED
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and rigid will discover otherwise from this
performance.
And those who think of Furtwângler as
labored and mannered will find in his best
performances a5of tremendous power, tension, and harmonic pull. Of the several Furtwangler accounts available (including an
inferior 1926 recording, the first of his three
studio efforts), the best are his last studio version (of 1954, Angel 69803) and alive 1947
performance (available in good sound in
Rodolphe set 32522.24 and asingle, sonically
poor Fonit-Cetra CD, 1014). The 1954 studio product, very well recorded for its time,
is the most rhythmically steady and broadest
of Furtwângler's surviving performances,
and despite arather slow Andante, builds with
arresting cumulative power. The 1947 account
is freer, more volatile yet tightly reined. (It
was discussed in detail in "Building a
Library" in the September 1989 Stereophile,
where Icalled it "one of the most compelling, emotionally kinetic accounts of this
warhorse that Ihave ever heard:') If it violates some of the precepts set down at the
beginning of this article, so be it, artistic matters offering prime examples of how Emerson's "foolish consistency" can be the "hobgoblin of little minds."
Four additional monaural recordings deserve mention: a1954 concert performance
given by the NBC Symphony under Cantelli (AS Disk 616); a1937 studio account
featuring the Concertgebouw Orchestra led
by Mengelberg (Teldec 243725-2); another
studio product from 1953 with the same
orchestra under Erich Kleiber (London 417
637-2); and a1974 live performance with the
Leningrad Philharmonic led by Mravinsky
(Erato 2292-45760-2).
Shortly before his untimely death in 1956,
Cantelli had begun arecording of 5with the
Philharmonia Orchestra that was never completed. The NBC performance, in its strength,
control, and tight organization, suggests he
would have become one of the work's great
interpreters. Mengelberg's reading (like his
1940 live account once available from Philips)
is very free, but it shares with Furtwângler's
1947 version arhapsodic intensity that is
made to work by virtue of the conductor's
conviction and commitment; the 1937 sound
is amazingly good for its vintage.
Kleiber's reading (not to be confused with
an inferior live performance released by
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

Arkadia) has become legendary, some still
regarding it as the performance of the work.
Sonically it remains remarkable, blemished
only by aslight harshness of string tone that
can be easily tamed. Interpretively it has
many marvels: complete freedom from mannerism in the first movement, where the
famous motif is given minimal rhythmic displacement; athird movement in which the
horns cut through to italicize harmonic motion; and agrandly expansive finale held
under tight rhythmic control. Indeed, that
control is almost too tight at times, occasionally leading to unnecessary pomp. And the
brass in the second movement is buried in
excessive string tone, draining the C-major
fanfares of requisite color. Still, this is aperformance that anyone interested in this work
should hear.
The live Mravinsky account is arecent
release and commands attention because of
the mystique surrounding this conductor and
the stylish interpretation that justifies that
mystique This is asplendid 5that boasts taut
rhythm, freedom from sentimentality and
mannerisms, and afinale just broad enough
to convey its incipient grandeur. But the
recording suffers from poor balances and
metallic string tone, and the playing of the
Leningrad orchestra is marred by occasional
imprecisions that often occur in concert.
Among early stereo editions, those of
Walter, Reiner, Stokowski, Szell, and Klemperer also qualify as "historical!' Walter
recorded the work three times, and his only
stereo account (with arelatively small ad hoc
West Coast orchestra, Sony MK 42011)
reveals how tastes have changed. Indeed, it
is surprising today to hear arhythmic slackness, distortion, and freedom that was once
viewed as "profound," but that twists the
music out of shape to adegree that even such
improvisational conductors as Mengelberg
and Furtwângler never permitted. And
Walter's disdain for formal balance is evident
in his refusal to include afirst-movement
repeat.
Unlike Walter, Stokowski was never viewed
as agreat Beethoven interpreter, but in his
somewhat heavy-handed stereo 5(London
430 218-2) one hears how his style moved
with the times, becoming less mannered and
willful than in his two 78rpm recordings (a
1932 version with the Philadelphia Orchestra
is possibly still available on LP from the
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formances, only Abbado's includes arepeat
Leopold Stokowski Society, P.O. Box 26,
in the finale.)
Hampton, Middlesex, TW12 2NL, England).
Or perhaps another good starting point
Theoretically, Reiner and Szell, in their
would be to take Solti's recent Chicago Symrhythmic strictness and virtuosic discipline,
phony version (London 421 580-2) and listen
should prove ideal Beethoven interpreters,
to it in the context of my own prime choice
but their performances fall short of being
oía distinguished edition—Karajan's of 1963
recommended. Reiner's (with the Chicago
with the Berlin Philharmonic. Although
Symphony, RCA RCD1-5403) is sometimes
Schwann Opus lists the latter only in acomglib in its rushed finale. Szell's (with the
plete set of the Nine, asingle CD coupled
Cleveland Orchestra, Sony Essential Classics
with afine "Pastoral" was circulating and
47651) is better, and the CD transfer of this
may still be found in many stores. Here is the
1963 recording restores afirst-movement
lie to the specious generalization that Kararepeat excised from all LP editions. But afew
jan's concerns rested mainly with sumptuous
fussy moments and asmall-scaled finale
sonorities and legato smoothness. This is a
work against the reading. Szell, let it be noted,
brusque, brash, richly colorful 5, free of
left abetter-recorded, interpretively more
mannerisms, superbly paced, and very wellcommanding account of the score with the
recorded. And what separates aperfectly
Concertgebouw Orchestra; Philips's failure
good performance from a great one is
to reissue it is hard to understand.
immediately apparent in comparing the finale
Like Szell and Reiner, Klemperer was adisof this Karajan version to that in the aforeciplined musician with aclear grasp of the
mentioned Solti edition. Both conductors
Classical style. But his stereo 5(with the Philhave magnificent orchestras, both are acharmonia Orchestra, EMI 47187) bogs down
corded good engineering, and both adopt
in waywardly slow tempos. More incisive is
almost identical tempos for the movement.
his 1955 mono version with the same ensemBut what adifference between them! With
ble (Angel 63868). But both suffer from the
Karajan, accents are more forceful, contours
inclusion of arepeat in the finale and lack the
and textures more sharply etched, and the
intensity and color of the most compelling
care with balances far more judicious, the
accounts.
trombones cutting through to provide richer
In looking over the list of more than 70
timbre than Solti produces. The overall effect
recordings of this warhorse listed in Schwann
of these differences is to give the Karajan perOpus, Iwas surprised to discover that Ihave
formance far greater emotional wallop.
heard nearly all of them. Obviously, to inFor those who might find the Karajan
clude each in this survey would be countersonority
abit too weighty, the readings of
productive, swelling it to excessive length and
Carlos Kleiber (DG 415 861-2), Wand (RCA
giving attention to many versions that do not
60092), and Kletzki (Supraphon 11 0619-2)
deserve it. Thus falling by the wayside are the
may have greater appeal. Kleiber's account
far from competitive accounts of such familis similar to his father's celebrated version,
iar names as Marriner, Mehta, Munch, Muti,
with afew key differences: An exposition
and Previn, among others.
repeat is included in the finale, the brass cuts
Those coming to this work for the first
through more clearly in the second movetime and seeking amodern recording might
ment, and the opening movement is given
do well to gain familiarity with it from the
a shade more rhetorical inflection. The
editions of Abbado (with the Vienna PhilVienna Philharmonic proves especially reharmonic, DG 423 590-2), Doluiányi (with
sponsive, and DG's comparatively distant
the Cleveland Orchestra, Telarc CD-80163),
perspective suggests arealistic concert-hall
Haitink (with the Concertgebouw Orchesambience.
tra, Philips 420 520-2), or Ozawa (with the
A similar ambience exists in the Wand and
Boston Symphony, Telarc CD-80060). None
Kletzki versions. Wand's North German
of these is among the best to be had, but each
Radio Symphony may not quite match the
offers astraightforward, unaffected projectonal allure of the Berlin or Vienna Philhartion that is well-recorded and provides a
monics, but it is asolid ensemble, and his
good reference point from which the virtues
direction reflects his expressed admiration
of more interesting readings can be more
for Toscanini. Here is aperformance that
readily discerned. (Among these four perSTEREOPHILE,PNE 1993
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illustrates how it is not necessary to employ
period instruments in order to produce a
stylishly lean, appropriately colored sonority.
Tempos are generally well-gauged (I would
prefer aslightly broader finale), and Wand
displays exemplary taste in his minimal
inflection in the first movement and his making each successive statement of the C-major
fanfares of the second increasingly brassy. A
repeat is observed in the finale.
As Ihave noted previously in these pages,
the late Paul Kletzki was an unsung artist of
major talent, and his 5boasts anumber of
strong features: arelatively broad first movement enlivened by rhythmic solidity, stark
harmonic definition, and exceptional care in
clarifying its reiterated motif; an Andante that
gains in dramatic tension through its contrast of cantabile lyricism and brassy militancy;
and aboldly eruptive finale that is proudly
majestic without ever dawdling. The 1968
sound—having minimal hiss and just ashade
of brightness—is aptly distant and captures
the slightly nasal, wide vibrato wind playing
typical of the admirable Czech Philharmonic.
For acombination of one of the very best
performances in the most up-to-date sound,
one might well turn to the new Sawallisch
edition (EMI 54504, lauded in the April 1993
Skreophile). It benefits from the most virtuosic
of ensembles and an interpretation of exceptional force, coherence, and color. Anyone
who knows the conductor's previous Beethoven recordings will not be surprised by this,
but will surely welcome the Concertgebouw
Orchestra's responsiveness and the wide
dynamic range that preserves the brusque
Beethovenian contrasts Sawallisch produces.
A variety of reasons makes several other
versions—if not of the very first rank—
worthy of consideration. Those of Kegel
(with the Dresden Philharmonic, Capriccio
10003) and Jochum (with the Bavarian Radio
Symphony, DG 427 195-2) offer exceptional
musicality from two undervalued conductors. Kegel's, in its freedom from rhythmic
displacement in the first movement, recalls
Erich Kleiber's account, and save for afinale
that could be atrifle more expansive, stands
as aremarkably powerful performance whose
only shortcoming is the lack of tonal richness in the Dresden horns. As one of the first
releases to demonstrate that digital technology could yield thoroughly musical sound,
and for its inclusion of Kegel's splendid
STEREOPHILE, J
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Beethoven 8, this mid-priced CD comprises
fine value.
So, too, does Jochum's reading from the
early days of stereo. The second (and finest)
of his four recordings of the work, it features
ahighly inflected first movement that nonetheless preserves motivic integrity and benefits from pointed harmonic etching and a
finale (with exposition repeat) that is just fast
enough to provide thrust without diminishing grandeur. Once available on aQuintessence LP, this performance deserves to be
better known.
Worth investigating, though surely not
aprime edition to own, is Giulini's Los
Angeles Philharmonic account of adecade
ago (DG 410 028-2). Its opening movement,
typical of the conductor, is rhythmically rocksteady but atypically propulsive, so much so
that the opening motif comes dangerously
close to suffering from "tripletitis." The
'remaining movements, as one might expect
from this source, are uncommonly broad,
exposing awealth of detail often buried in
other readings. But many may find this unorthodox view (with all exposition repeats
observed) too wanting in energy; others,
however, may deem it revealing. In short, it's
an off-beat account of some interest.
Utterly different is the Leibowitz version
(Chesky CD17). This conductor's Beethoven
cycle, recorded three decades ago, is suddenly
gaining anew following in Chesky's superb
remasterings, some considering the sound
equal to or better than the best currently
being produced, and ranking the interpretations alongside those of Toscanini. Certainly the engineering is remarkably good,
and this 5often recalls the taut propulsion
of the older conductor. But the sound is a
bit hi-fi-ish in its glossiness, and musically
the performance merely suggests Toscanini
without duplicating the rhythmic suppleness
and dynamic contrasts that stamped his finest
efforts.
There is little to recommend in either of
Bernstein's fussy, labored versions for Sony
and DG, but the former cannot be ignored,
at least in the edition in which it is coupled
with the conductor's justly famous "Omnibus" talk on the work's first movement,
"How aGreat Symphony Was Written"
(Sony Classical SXK-47645). Drawing on
Beethoven's rejected sketches, Bernstein
orchestrates them, places them in the move-
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ment where he thinks they were intended,
and explains why they were discarded. The
result is amiraculous example of music education, one in which the process of selfcontained refinement and reduction so
characteristic of the Classical style is clarified with unique cogency. Bernstein exposes
the nerve-center ofBeethoven's creative process, and, in atalk that brought popular music
criticism to its maturity, left the first of what
were to be many examples of why he may
someday be more highly regarded as apedagogue than aconductor. (Note, incidentally,
that this and many other talks he gave for television are due for video-cassette release in
the spring and summer of 1993.)
Among the last of preferred editions is the
recent Harnoncourt account, currently available only in afive-CD set selling for the price
of four (Teldec 46452-2-ZL). In praising that
set in the April 1992 Stereophile, Inoted that
some listeners may be put off by the conductor's imposition of diminuendos at key points
in the first movement and by his insertion of
ada capo of the entire third movement. But
overriding these relatively minor shortcomings is the welcome clarity produced by the
50-piece Orchestra of Europe, in which
valveless trumpets and modern strings played
with virtually no vibrato yield atonal purity
and textural focus redolent of period instruments but purged of the latters' unattractive
nasality. And the performance (having all
exposition repeats) benefits from an intense, minimally inflected first movement,
aforward-pressing, brassy Andante, and a
finale that, if faster than some might wish,
remains imposing in its wealth of detail and
richness of color.
None of the period-instrument accounts
matches Harnoncourt's overall stylishness.
All are tuned to slightly lower (A =430)
pitch, all include every exposition repeat, and
none produces the emotional vibrance and
expressive range of the best modem-orchestra
editions. But for those with antiquarian
interests, the recent Brüggen/Orchestra of
the 18th century version (Philips 434 0872) stands out. It is the only one not to repeat
the entire third movement, and that seems
to be focused mainly on re-creating music
rather than history. Brüggen's fleet tempos
may not be to everyone's taste, and the
sonority of his orchestra may seem abit anemic, but at least his performance conveys a
STEREOPHILE, jUNE 1993

sense of moving from point A to point B
with acontinuity that projects adeveloping
symphonic drama.
In contrast, Norrington's London Classical Players (EMI 49656) and Hogwood's
Academy of Ancient Music (Oiseau-Lyre
427 615-2) sound shapeless and characterless,
suggesting little of the music's eruptive
impact and cumulative power. Roy Goodman's 37-piece Hanover Band (Nimbus
5007) produces afairly big sound for its size,
but the performance lacks nuance, and the
kind of detail that such asmall ensemble
should expose is swallowed in excessive resonance.
Finally, there are afew specialty items.
Under the direction of George Timer (Philips
426 487-2), the Canadian Brass, augmented
by players from the Boston Symphony and
New York Philharmonic, gives astringless
performance having all exposition repeats.
The execution is immaculate and virtuosic,
the recording of demonstration caliber, but
this is the kind of exercise that—if illuminating in terms of what the instruments can
do—is far more gratifying for the performers
than for the listener. Some passages, in fact,
suggest the kind of affectionate humor I
encountered years ago in Paris in hearing a
hilarious vocal quintet called Les Cinc Frères
"sing" the Turkish finale of Mozart's Piano
Sonata, K.331 to the words "deedle deedle
do."
Lacking such humor and of limited appeal
at best are three recordings of Liszt's piano
transcription of 5(Gould, Sony Classical
SMK 52636; Katsaris, Teldec 2294-449212ZK; and Badura-Skoda, Harmonia Mundi
901105). Pianists may find these interesting,
but such atranscription is meant to be played,
not listened to. As areduction ofBeethoven's
thoughts by another composer, it should not
be considered to have the same value, say, as
Brahms's own four-hand sketches of his
symphonies, which as preliminary skeletons,
so to speak, shed light on how his imagination dealt with the symphony orchestra.
This survey completed, the only thing I
can be certain of is that I've overlooked
someone's favorite version, one believed to
have greater merit than any I've cited. To anyone in this category, my apologies, and to
everyone my unflagging conviction that
there is aBeethoven Fifth for every conceivable taste.
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namove calculated to stir the interests of
audiophiles as well as mainstream collectors, BMG has embarked upon its most
ambitious CD reissue since the Toscanini Collection: the RCA Living Stereo series, from its
vintage vaults of early stereo masters. The initial
release has been greeted with brisk sales and
rave comments, at least at the informal level.
RCA Living Stereo CDs have yet to withstand
the withering blasts of audiophile journalism.
The series shares an obvious kinship with
Philips's Mercury Living Presence CDs: vintage recordings from master tapes only, released
in an effort to achieve audiophile standards that
can be embraced by the staunchest vinylogues.
Each recording in the initial offering, and in
those to come, must live up to some of the best
LPs ever produced by RCA in its heyday—not
to mention the early open-reel tapes issued
prior to the development of the stereo LP, the
incredible Japanese and other foreign pressings,
or the ear-opening Chesky editions.
Mercury and Sony were forthcoming with
technical information from the beginning of
their recent reissue launches. BMG's press
releases have been written more in the style of
corporate pop consumerism than that of
professional journalism: strong on promotion
and self-congratulation and short on detail,
with series producer and RCA veteran John
Pfeiffer virtually canonized. To be fair, Pfeiffer
has been with RCA since the early post-war
era; he knows where the bodies are buried, and
S
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why it's important to exhume them.
Closer scrutiny of the Living Stereo launch
has been further hampered by BMG's ongoing
move from its Avenue of the Americas headquarters in New York to asmaller building
nearby. BMG Studios, one of the finest facilities
in North America, is about to be partitioned
into office cubicles for the IRS. The remastering
crew itself faces possible reductions. A full
report on the nuts and bolts, preferably by the
operatives themselves, is awaited.
In the meantime, we have ten splendid midpriced reissues and abudget-priced sampler
to savor. Replete with original covers and the
Living Stereo logo, they seem to have jumped
30 years into the future, and the graphics have
not suffered from the inevitable miniaturization.
Naturally, our greatest concern is whether the
sound has survived as well. I'll concentrate here
on four recordings for which alternate editions
are available.
Richard Strauss in High Fidelity combines, for
the first time on asingle disc of any type, the
historic first stereo recordings of Ein Heldenleben and Also Sprach Zarathustra by Reiner/CSO
from March 1954. Both were issued in stereo
on half-track 71/
2ips open-reel tape in 1955, but
the stereo Zarathustra didn't make it to Living
Stereo vinyl until 1960. The stereo Heldenleben
wasn't issued on vinyl until 1967, when it
appeared in the budget Victrola line. Both
recordings were reissued on CD in 1985.
There's nothing quite like the sound of the
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early half-track open-reels. Although duped
at high speed and backwards in order to arrive
at the consumer head-out, their sound was
broad, spacious, and unrestricted in dynamic
and frequency range. Even the good stereo
vinyls seemed compressed in comparison. The
Living Stereo Strauss issue is aclear improvement over the 1985 CDs, which were alittle
shrill and tended to swallow details. The new
one is easy on the ears, and one hears into the
orchestra with far greater acuity. Because of
the original mike setup, the overemphasis on
strings, especially in Zarathustra, hasn't changed.
A spot mike makes the trumpets always clear,
but horns are alittle too distant. (It was experimental, after all.) The open-reels still impart
agreater sense of space, but Nat Johnson and
Jon Samuels got consistent tracking from the

master tapes for these CDs, so imaging and
phase remain rock-solid, and the sound of
Orchestra Hall remains only slightly less larger
than life.
One of the great superdiscs of all time, The
Reiner Sound was anatural choice for the first
release. The differences between the CD and
RCA's original vinyl are very slight, almost too
close to call. Possibly because of the virtually
silent vinyl obtainable at Vinyldâmmerung, the
Chesky provides an example of how analog
vinyl still rules the threshold of audibility. It
was arealm of great interest to Reiner, especially in the opening movement ofRavel's Rhapsodie espagnole with its pianissimo string
tremolos, and other nocturnal mysteries in the
inner voices. Otherwise, The Reiner Sound is a
remarkable success. The clarity of the percus-
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Princess
LISZP Totentanz*
WEBER/BERLIOZ: Invitation to the Dance
RACHMANINOFF: Isle of the Dead
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony; *Byron Janis, piano
RCA 61250-2 (CD only). Lewis Layton, eng.; Richard
Mohr, prod. ADD. TT 68:16
VIRGIL FOX: Encores
Virgil Fox, organ
Works ofJ.S. Bach, Handel, Boyce, Mulet, Purcell,
Schumann, & Widor
RCA 61251-2 (CD only). John Crawford, eng.; John
Pfeiffer, prod. ADD. TT: 47:20
BRASS & PERCUSSION
Marches of Sousa, Gould, Goldman, Bagley, Emmett,
& Meacham
Morton Gould and his Symphonic Band
RCA 61255-2 (CD only). Lewis Layton, eng.; John
Pfeiffer, prod. ADD. TT: 66:26
RICHARD STRAUSS in High Fidelity
Also Sprach Zarathustra, Ein Heldenleben
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony
RCA 61494-2 (CD only). Leslie Chase, eng.; John
Pfeiffer, prod. ADD. TE 75:35
BRAHMS: Violin Concerto
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto
Jascha Heifetz, violin; Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony
RCA 61495-2 (CD only). Lewis Layton, eng.; John
Pfeiffer, prod. ADD. 'VE 64:16
SAINT-SAËNS: Piano Concerto 2
FRANCK: Symphonic Variations
LISZT. Piano Concerto 1*
Artur Rubenstein, piano; Alfred Wallenstein, Symphony of the Air, RCA Victor Symphony*
RCA 61496-2 (CD only). Lewis Laytonjohn Crawford* engs.; John Pfeiffer, prod. ADD. 'VE 54:19
HI-FI FIEDLER
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Le Coq d'or Suite
ROSSINI: William Tell Overture
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TCHAIKOVSKY: Marche slave
CHABRIER: Espagna
LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsody 2, Rakoczy March
Arthur Fiedler, Boston Pops
RCA 61497-2 (CD only). Lewis Layton, eng.; Richard
Mohr, prod. ADD. TE 69:39
DVORÁK: Cello Concerto*
WAL'PON: Cello Concerto
Gregor Piatagorsky, cello; Charles Munch, Boston
Symphony
RCA 61498-2 (CD only). John Crawford,* Lewis
Layton, engs.; Max Wilcox,* Richard Mohr, prods.
ADD. TT 71:33
LEONTYNE PRICE: A Program ofSong
Songs of Fauré, Poulenc, R. Strauss, & Wolf
Leontyne Price, soprano; David Garvey, piano
RCA 61499-2 (CD only). John Crawford, eng.;
Richard Mohr, prod. ADD. TE 40:29
A HI-FI SPECTACULAR
SAINT-SAËNS: Symphony 3
DEBUSSY: La Mer
IBERP Ports of Call
Charles Munch, Boston Symphony; Berj Zamkochian, organ
RCA 61500-2 (CD only). Lewis Layton, eng.; Richard
Mohr, prod. ADD. TE 73:30
LIVING STEREO AUDIOPHILE SAMPLER
Excerpts from the above, plus excerpts from: Bartók, Concerto for Orchestra, Reiner/CSO; Liszt,
Hungarian Rhapsody 2, Stokowski & His Symphony
Orch.; and Copland, "Hoedown" from Rodeo,
Morton Gould & His Symphony Orch.; all to be
released soon.
RCA 61567-2 (CD only). ADD. TE 67:18
John C. Pfeiffer, Series Producer; Jon Samuels, digital
remastering engineer; Nathaniel S. Johnson,
remastering supervisor. Program ofSong, La Mer, Ports
of Call: Anthony Salvatore, remastering eng., Andre
Gauthier, remastering supervisor.
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The Living Stereo reissue team: John Pfeiffer, Reissue Producer (center, standing) with (L-R) Nathaniel Johnson
and André Gauthier, Reissue Supervisors, and seated (L-R), Anthony Salvatore and Jon M. Samuels, Remastering Engineers. To the far left is the Ampex 300-3, three-track tape recorder used in RCA Victor's "Living
Stereo" recordings during the '50s and '60s.

sion, especially castanets in Rhapsodie espagnole,
is especially impressive for the way it comes
through from the back of the orchestra without
apparent intervention from the very simple
mixing boards in use at that time. The Weber/
Berlioz Invitation to the Dance, and Liszt's Totentanz with Byron Janis, have been added to The
Reiner Sound to flesh it out to nearly 70 minutes
in length.
The Munch/BSO Saint-Saëns Symphony 3
(or A Hi-Fi Spectacular, as it was labeled), has
been combined with asomewhat underrated
superdisc in its own right (cited as such in
Stereophile's February 1992 "Records to Die
For"): The Sea, Munch/BSO's accounts of
Debussy's La Mer and Ibert's Ports of Call.
Although the Saint-Saëns has excited many
listeners with its overall dazzle, the recording
suffers from the decision to take the Boston
Symphony off the stage and onto the floor of
Symphony Hall for a"bigger sound." It's big,
all right—nearly to the point of cacophony.
Some inadvertent meter-pinning may have
been responsible for loss of focus in the
climaxes in the LP version. One acquaintance
of mine facetiously observed that the CD permits us to hear the distortion with renewed
clarity. Actually, this CD is the cleanest yet for
this recording, but the real calling card, even
more than La Mer, is the Ibert, in quintessential
Munch/BSO style and sound.
The Heifetz/Reiner Brahms Violin Concerto
available as an early half-track consumer tape
in 1956, while the Tchaikovsky was part of the
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

initial Living Stereo LP release of 1958. By
combining the two recordings on asingle CD,
RCA has given us the opportunity to compare
the differences between its earlier and later
approaches to stereo: 30ips two-track 1/
4"tape
for the 1955 Brahms, and 15ips three-track 1
/"
2
tape for the 1957 Tchaikovsky.
Each type of recording has its adherents. The
Brahms gives the impression of awell-centered,
main-floor seat, awell-spread string body,
generalized center wind location, Heifetz projecting from abelievable distance, and lots of
hall sound. The Tchaikovsky conveys amore
elevated position: everything in the orchestra
sounds more direct, and more specifically
located. The instruments don't luxuriate in
space quite as they did in the earlier recording
of the Brahms, but they are colored by the hall
in amore subtle, and ultimately more realistic, fashion.
It's safe to conclude that, sonically, these ten
reissues are of apiece. In every case, they reflect
substantial improvement over earlier CDs of
the same recordings. Personnel at every operational level deserve agreat deal of credit for
the dedicated skill which they have obviously
applied to this body of work. Hobbyists and
collectors of the originals will continue to treasure certain nuances and details, but these new
CDs offer users of the current technology the
opportunity to rediscover, in the same package, aperiod of recording and performance history which offers techno-tweak thrills, as well
as musical insight and inspiration.
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Henryk Mikolaj Górecki (left) outsells Madonna, Michael Jackson, and U2 in the UK, eh? Yeah, well, maybe.
But his Symphony No.3 is sure popular. Barbara Jahn ponders the phenomenon on p.25I. Meanwhile, Gordon
Sumner (Mr. Sting to you) tells Ten Summoner's Tales on his new CD (and LP!)—and he's quite atalespinner,
says Carl Baugher (p.275).

CLASSICAL
BACH: Mass in Is
Nancy Argenta, soprano; Catherine Denley, alto; Mark
Tucker, tenor, Stephen Varcoe, baritone; Richard Hickcec,
Collegium Musicum 90
Chandos 0533/34 (CD only). Richard Lee, eng.; Tim Oldham, prod. DDD. TT 108:08

It was just in January that Ireviewed Messiah
with Hickox and Collegitun 90. Now he's back
with the other monumental choral work from
the period, Bach's B-minor Mass. In his Messiah
Hickox, unlike so many of his British, periodinstrument compatriots, did not lose the sense
of grandeur and enthusiasm that characterizes
vital performances with modern instruments.
Perhaps this comes from the conductor's long
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

association with post-baroque music; Ican't
say for sure. In any case, Hickox does not
attempt to erase 250 years of performing tradition, and for this we should be grateful.
At the beginning, Iconfess Ihad my doubts.
Ididn't care for the opening movements, which
seemed abit swift and dry, but by the time I
reached the beginning of the "Gloria," Irealized
this performance would hardly be afaceless,
emotionless read-through. The big movements, "Glorie "Cum sancto," "Et resurrexit,"
etc., are thrilling—fast without being flippant,
brassy without being vulgar. In the emotional
moments like "Et incarnatus" Hickox allows
himself (and us) to feel and believe Bach's mes-
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sage, which is, after all, about faith and not performance practice. That said, the "Crucifixus"
is alittle too fast (shouldn't it be more somber
than the "Et incarnatus" which precedes it?),
and Ithink the ending should ritard more poignantly. (We're talking crucifixion here!) Hickox,
though, does not miss the opportunity of "Et
resurrexit," which should be just as startling
musically as it is theologically. Equally satisfying is his treatment of "et expecto" in "Confiteor." Again, Iwouldn't mind amore pointed
contrast, but at least Hickox brings conviction
and enthusiasm to the ebullient sections.
Soprano Nancy Argenta sings with good
intonation and ample vitality. She does, however, make her voice very lean in order to negotiate Bach's ornaments and runs. In "Laudamus ter which is often assigned to amezzo, she
sings the second vowel, usually the "ah" in
father, halfway between "ah" and the "a" in hat,
while the "te" becomes "tee:' and so forth.
Vowel modification is fine (and in fact is part
of proper vocal technique), but not when the
diction sounds affected. Catherine Denley has
arich alto sound, rather different from what
we usually hear in baroque music today, where
half the altos are men and the other half are trying to sound like boys. At any rate, Argenta and
Denley have quite different voices, but they do
blend admirably in their duets. And Denley has
just the right timbre for "Agnus dei," though
Iwish she would abandon the occasional pop
mannerism of starting long notes non-vibrato
and then easing into her regular voice.
Mark Tucker's "Benedictus" is done very
slowly (over 5minutes!), with lots of shading
from flutist Rachel Brown. The two bass arias,
"Quoniam" and "Et in spiritum," were written
for very different voices, and no single soloist ever does both equally well. In Stephen Varcoe's case, we really have abaritone, so the "Et
in Spiritum" sounds wonderful, the "Quoniam" uncomfortably low. He also has the
"solo" in "Et resurrexit," which he gets through
laboriously.
As in Messiah, Hickox uses achorus o124 (8,
5, 5, 6), which is perhaps surprising considering
the writing in 5, 6, and 8parts. Nonetheless,
the group sings with sufficient energy and heft,
though the effect, due to adroit engineering,
is more striking than Ithink agroup this size
could ever make in concert. In sum, this is
excellent choral work, and shows Hickox's
many years of choral experience.
And now the sonics. ..Usually we reviewers
are working down to the last minute just like
everyone else, but in this case Ibudgeted some
time to do some sonic evaluations at my nearby
high-end store. (The real reason is that Iam—
how to put this delicately?—"between systems," and wanted to hear some speakers with
STEREOPHILE,PNE 1993

what was, even in my disrupted listening room,
agreat-sounding recording.) The various planar/ribbon/electrostatic speakers (Magnepans,
Martin-Logans, Apogees) all sounded immediately impressive in terms of clarity and definition, but to varying degrees they all were
overlit. Iknow the B-minor pretty well, having
at various stages sung in the chorus, sung the
bass solos, and conducted the entire piece, and,
believe me, it never sounds like this on the
podium. To adegree, one could argue that these
speakers sounded better than the real thing, but
this gets into philosophy and Ihaven't that
much space.
Ifound the result more musical, truer if you
will, on more conventional speakers, settling
early on Vandersteens and Thiels. The Vandersteen 2Ce is normally awonderfully naturalsounding speaker (I listened to lots of other
stuff, too), though on this recording (and Isuspect other baroque music) the bass is slow and
unfocused (RL calls them "furry"). The Vandersteen 3(heard in adifferent room with different
electronics) sounded much the same, certainly
not athousand bucks better than the 2Ce. On
this recording Ipreferred what seemed to me
the tighter, more controlled sound of Thiels—
not so much the 1.2, which sounds fine except
for athin bottom, as the 22, which was just
"there" without being overbearing. Don't take
this comparison for more than it's worth: Iwas
listening in different rooms with avariety of
cables and electronics for periods measured in
minutes rather than hours. Besides, the speakers are not in the same price class. Perhaps more
to the point, the CDs are up to Chandos's usual
high standard. The sound is close and well
defined without being dry and clinical.
This is one of the finest B-minors available,
though no recording will be to everyone's taste.
Some years ago, Joshua Rifkin advanced the
theory that Bach's "choral" works were intended as one singer to apart; Riflcin's recording
(Elektra/Nonesuch 79036) has lots of vitality
and clarity, but Iregard it more as acuriosity.
Andrew Parrott (Angel 47292) uses (mostly)
two singers per part for aperformance which
is intimate and religious in tone; the result.is
great beauty, but the grandeur of Bach's largerthan-life work is short-changed. John Eliot
Gardiner has forces similar in size to Hickox's,
and his is the performance Ihave long.prized
among period-instrument versions (Archiv 415
514). Gardiner is more bracing than Hickox,
but Iwould make the choice on the basis of the
alto soloist. If you like male altos, Gardiner has
an excellent one in Michael Chance; if you prefer women, Hickox's Catherine Denley is no
less excellent.
We have good versions with modern instruments as well. Neville Marriner uses name
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soloists and responds more traditionally to the
text in movements like "Crucifixus:' while permitting aspirit of virtuosity in the fast choruses.
Michel Corboz's 1972 performance, recently
reissued on Erato 45442, is traditional in the
best sense; the soloists are so-so, but the choral
work is excellent. Robert Shaw's latest recording has rich Telarc sound (CD-80233) to complement his elegant, mature interpretation, but
joy and enthusiasm are in short supply.
If you've skipped to this paragraph for the
recommendation, here it is: Hickox isn't perfect, particularly in his soloists, but he would
be my first choice.
—Paul L. Althouse
BARBER: Kncowille: Summer of 1915e Essays I& 2, Adagio for Strings, Medea's Dance of Vengeance, Overture
to The Schoolfor Scandal
Sylvia McNair, soprano.; Yod lLevi, Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra
Telarc CD-80250 (CD only). Michael Bishop, eng.;
Robert Woods, prod. DDD. TT 65:29

Iwas instantly won over by this disc, its program, performance, and recording. Yoel Levi
and the Atlanta are so well-rehearsed, and the
sad, meditative First Essay is given with such
care and precision. The Telarc engineers, both
here and in the Second Essay, emphasize bass
lines and enhance some wonderful instrumental
timbres. The Adagiofor Strings is handled with
great delicacy, too, its long-breathed phrases
almost understated, but to tantalizing effect.
Both School for Scandal and Medea's Dance
show Levi to be equally masterly when turning
to the more insistent and aggressive pages of
Barber's scores, but, for me, the summation of
this disc is Knoxville, the piece for soprano and
small orchestra that so poignantly looks back,
through achild's eyes, to a"summer in 1915."
Sylvia McNair is the superb soloist here, her
pure, soaring voice wooing the listener into that
relaxed and comforted frame of mind rarely
recaptured as an adult. She seems to be able to
do whatever she wants to with the text, coloring words with subtle changes of tone and
nuance. Needless to say, balance with the orchestra is exemplary. Iurge you to try this disc,
if these are the works you've been looking for.
—Barbara Jahn
BARTÓK: The Miraculous Mandarin
WEINER: Hungarian Folkdance Suite
Neeme Jârvi, The Philharmonia; London Voices
Chandos CHAN 9029 (CD only). Ralph Couzens, eng.;
Brian Couzens, prod. DDD. TT 62:04

This is the finest combination of performance
and quality I've heard in arecording of The
Miraculous Mandarin. prvi and the Philharmonia
tread apath of moderation, allowing the brilliance of the score to dominate any exaggerated interpretive manipulations. Instead, they
rely on superbly expressive playing, as in the
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1993

almost salaciously seductive clarinet calls of the
decoy game, which in the action of the ballet
represent the woman's advertising her wares
in the feigned role of aprostitute. A bit later on,
as the woman dances for the Mandarin, the
playing very effectively communicates the
ambivalent hovering between fear and enticements which the woman is expected to portray. There is also afine sense of tension and
release throughout apiece that depends heavily
on such an effect for its success.
Of course, in aperformance of this temperament, one sacrifices afew things. Missing, for
example, is the sharply accented rhythmic vigor
displayed by Doráti and the Detroit Symphony
on London. The few moments of humor in the
composition are not as strongly emphasized
as they are in the more lyrical performance of
Schwarz and the Seattle Symphony on Delos.
Most of all, one misses the outright sense of
passion and drama so poignantly hammered
out in the finest interpretation Iknow of—that
ofBoulez/NYP. Ihave an old LP of this reading,
and the sound quality is many, many notches
above the general reputation of its 1970s Columbia vintage. Soundstage width, for instance,
is of the arctic-horizon variety. A CD version,
which Ihave not heard, is now available. Amid
this "competition," prvi's performance can be
warmly recommended based on the balance of
its virtues.
The companion piece by Le6 Weiner (18851960) is awork whose heart is in the 19th century, despite its 1931 composition date. Colorful and vivacious, this well-crafted piece has
agreat deal of appeal, though more as adiversion than as an object of contemplation. Jârvi
and the Philharmonia give it an exuberant performance.
As for sound quality, the Couzens team has
turned out another stunning bit of work.
Instrumental tone colors are especially realistic,
as is the excellent balance between spaciousness and orchestral detail. This delicate balance
is one of the elements most critical to establishing verisimilitude. In aconcert hall, one hears
all the natural reverberation the venue can offer,
but through that ambience, the detail remains
clearly delineated. This CD captures the effect
brilliantly. In addition, brass is smooth, yet naturally blatty and full-bodied. Cymbals are perhaps the most realistically captured that Ihave
ever heard. And the violin section, while just
atad on the thin side, never becomes shrill. This
is avirtuoso job of engineering. And it's a
recording you really should have if you are at
all partial to the music.
—Robert Hesson
BEETHOVEN: The Late Quartets lk Grosse Fuge
Opp.127, 130, 131, 132, 133, 135
Tokyo String Quartet
RCA Red Seal 09026-60975-2 (3 CDs only). Elite
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Recordings, eng.; joanria Nickrenz, Marc Aubort, prods.
DDD. TT: 3:25:22

The Tokyo has been in the forefront of worldclass quartets for some time, and this release
illustrates why. These are superb performances,
mixing individuality of approach with akeen
stylistic awareness of tradition. Technically the
Tokyo is as fine as any group today: intonation
is squarely on target, balances are exemplary
and gauged to complement structure and sense.
Sonority—colored by an expressive vibrato and
weighty bass—is opulent without being too
sweet or heavy.
In general (with some exceptions to be noted)
these are straightforward, unaffected readings
suggesting that the differences between "late-"
and middle-period Beethoven are not so great
as we sometimes assume. Listen, for example,
to the explosive opening E-flat chords of
Op.127 and you will be reminded of the whiplash eruptions that introduce the "Eroica," an
analogy that is maintained with the heroic
thrust the Tokyo generates in the ensuing Allegro. Equally impressive is Op.130, where the
group conveys the work's sharp emotional contrasts; particularly noteworthy in this regard
are the impish wit suggested in the second
movement and the sense of underlying strain
and tension conveyed in the graceful fourth
movement by the Tokyo's unusually careful
observance of Beethoven's (often tricky) dynamic indications. Some may feel that the group
equivocates in its decision to follow the Grosse
Fuge with Beethoven's second finale (the members of the quartet express their views about
this problem of two finales in uncommonly
detailed annotations). But the listener is, of
course, free to select whichever one he or she
prefers. And the account of the Grosse Fuge,let
it be added, is riveting in its sharply delineated
texture and the way in which it suggests how
Beethoven anticipated Bartók.
Op.131 is, perhaps, the most unorthodox
performance in the set in that its first four movements are played more quickly than usual. As
aresult, the opening fugue may lack some of
its conventional intensity, but the pacing lends
the movement an apt flow that integrates it better with what follows. Oddly, the fifth movement (a Presto, let it be remembered) does not
have all the dash one might expect, but it is
sharply articulated, and the overall conception
has aunity and cohesion matched by very few
groups.
The playing of the last two quartets, if still
distinguished, does not quite match that of the
others. In Op.132 the second subject of the first
movement and the Trio of the second lack the
ethereal lightness conveyed by other groups.
Similarly, the two opening movements of
Op.135 sound too calculated, little breathSTEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

pauses and minute hesitations undermining
rather than heightening expression. These
shortcomings stand out more than they might
in most other performances, however, because
of the Tokyo's unusually high level of execution. And the slow movements of both these
works are gorgeously sustained without affectation or distension.
On balance, then, this release can take its
place among the preferred editions of these
works. It combines the opulence of sonority
of the magnificent Smetana Quartet with
slightly faster tempos than those favored by that
group. It offers the weight of the Végh's probing readings with greater tonal allure, and it
suggests the modern, no-nonsense approach
of the juilliard without that group's (comparatively, at least) harsh leanness. The sound is
close and tinged with just abit of edginess easily
tamed with aslight treble reduction.
—Mortimer H. Frank
BRITTEN: 3Cello Suites
Pieter Wispelwey, cello
Globe GLO 5074 (CD only). CCS, Amsterdam, eng.;
Wijnand de Groot, prod. DDD. fl 78:46

These are impressive performances. Unaccompanied works demand aclear outlining of formal shape and structure and agreat deal of characterization, with empathetic variation of tone
color and an architectural approach to dynamics.
The young Pieter Wispelwey has undoubtedly
given much thought to every aspect of the construction of these unaccompanied Suites, and
the interpretations he has set down here do much
credit both to Britten's music and to himself.
The first Suite is atense, dramatic piece of
six widely differing movements united by recurring Canti. Wispelwey is alert to their changing emotions and responds with agripping
immediacy. By contrast, the third Suite, with
its homage to Shostakovich, is deeply personal
and thus more introverted, brooding darkly
with funereal overtones. Here the listener is
shrouded by Wispelwey's meditative and mournful mood, which reaches its apotheosis in the solemn passacaglia and the combination of three
Russian folk songs and aRequiem melody.
The second Suite, although the most abstract
of the three, is successfully clothed in an aura
of fantasy, the non-expressivo melody of the
Andante lento against startling pizzicato painting ahighly memorable, if unsettling, picture.
These works, as well as the Sonata and Symphony for cello, were written for Rostropovich,
and his accounts (London 421 859-2) of the first
two—he has not recorded the third—are well
worth hearing. But you can't go far wrong with
Wispelwey's interpretations, especially as they
have been judiciously (and generously)
recorded here on asingle disc. —Barbara Jahn
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CHOPIN: Piano Music
4 Scherzi; Polonaise in A-Flat, Op.53; Ballade No.4;
Andante Spianato and Grand Polonaise, Op.22
Alexei Sultanov, piano
Teldec 2292-46463-2 (CD only). Eberhard Sengspiel,
eng.; Friedmann Engelbrecht, prod. DDD. TT: 73:35

Winner of the 8th International Van Cliburn
Competition, the Uzbekistan-born Sultanov
was 22 when he made this recording. His is
clearly abig talent, yet, because of too many
calculated, exaggerated effects, Ican't help feeling that it is basically an undisciplined one. One
hears some extraordinarily brilliant passage
work (the end of the Op.22 Polonaise, for example), but dynamic contrasts tend to be violent ones, and there is woefully little spontaneity, the totality of any piece being submerged
to aseries of sectionalized moments. Ifound
little to enjoy here as astatement of Chopin.
The somewhat overly wide piano sound is
good, but not entirely free of constriction.
—Igor ICipnis
GORECKI: Symphony 3
Dawn Upshaw, soprano; David Zinman, London Sinfonietta
Elektra Nonesuch 79282-2 (CD only). Tony Faulkner,
eng.; Colin Matthews, prod. DDD. TT: 54:43

Elektra is one very happy record company. As
its enthusiastic blurb declares, its recording of
Górecki's Symphony 3had not only been at
the top of the UK classical charts for some eight
weeks (from the beginning of February), but
was also #8 in the pop charts. Sales are rapidly
approaching 100,000, they tell us, outselling
such artists as Cher, Michael Jackson, U2, and
Madonna! Well, you can take the hype or leave
it, but, whatever, sales certainly reflect ahealthy
growing trend toward classical music. So, predictably, Icouldn't wait to experience this piece
of cult magnetism.
The liner note by David Drew waxes lyrically
—if rather obscurely—about the impact of the
work in acertain live performance in the 13thcentury church of St. Magnus in Brunswick
some four years ago. He tells us that the work,
subtitled "Symphony ofSorrowful Songe was
partly inspired by the poem of awoman prisoner in aNazi concentration camp.
The first movement is ahuge, essentially harmonically static soundscape, building acanon
from hushed, low strings, de profundis, to the
center of an immense arc of full-string size and
volume. Here the soprano enters with a15thcentury Polish praycr, the Holy Cross Lament,
which lingers long in the mind as the eight-part
canon resumes and gradually descends through
its voices—virtually in reverse symmetry—to
the double-bass ground with which it began.
This is heady, meditational stuff, and the voicedominated second and third movements, cornSTEREOPHILE, JuNE 1993

bining in length to balance the first, continue
in this vein, although ending somewhat naïvely,
Ifeel, with the "transcendental radiance of Amajor" neatly hinted at at the opening of the
second movement.
The performance and recording are fine
enough, but if Iwere to be cynical Imight think
that this is all very contrived, appealing to the
emotions by the use of an emotive text, broad
gestures, and simple musical formulae, all set
in aconservative idiom. But Iwould be the last
person to condemn apiece that obviously has
huge appeal—for whatever the reason! Try it
and see what you think.
—Barbara Jahn
NYMAN: Songbook
Ute Lemper, soprano; Michael Nyman Band, Michael
Nyman
London 425 227-2 (CD only). David Cunningham, prod.
DDD. TT: 53:48
NYMAN: The Essential Michael Nyman Band
Sarah Leonard, soprano; Linda Hirst, mezzo; Michael
Nyman Band, Michael Nyman
Argo 436 820-2 (CD only). Michaelf. Dutton, eng. 8c
prod. DDD. TT: 67:18

Idon't mind admitting that Ilove Michael Nyman's music; whether instrumental or vocal,
it's quite the most inspiring modern sound I've
heard in along time. His pounding, insistent
rhythmic patterns and extended lines, combined with the distinctive sound of his amplified band, which is so much in empathy with
his style, are instantly recognizable.
And then there's Ute Lemper. She has such
an amazingly dexterous and versatile voice, it's
little wonder that Nyman uses her so much,
often writing specifically for her, as in the Celan
Songs on Songbook.
These six songs are dark-hued and emotionally loaded, and Lemper carries them with as
much color and tonal variation as the German
texts demand. To French texts are set two
boisterous songs from Rimbaud's L'Orgie Parisienne, while the 3Ariel Songs, in English, are
extracted from Peter Greenaway's film, Pmspero's
Books. Accompanied by Nyman at the piano,
with string interjections, Lemper's voice here
takes on alighter, almost child-like hue.
Perhaps the most interesting song on the disc
is "I Am An Unusual Thing," ariddle written
by Mozart and set by Nyman in classical pastiche, not dissimilar to his handling of the three
pieces from Greenaway's film, The Draughtsman's Contract, on the second disc.
This, The Essential Michael Nyman Band,
celebrates how the group has "developed into
an immensely polished machine," as writes
Annette Morreau in the superb accompanying liner notes, "performing with almost dangerous abandon within, paradoxically, asituation of phenomenal control." This sums it
up beautifully. All the music here is from Green-
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away films: A Zed & Two Noughts, Drowning by
Numbers, The Cook, the Thief His Wife & Her
Lover, Water Dances, and Prospero's Books. It demonstrates to perfection Nyman's versatility
in composing essentially concert music to
which Greenaway has been able to cut his films.
Anyone who has experienced the work of both
of these two great artists will have recognized
two immensely powerful and unique minds.
Iurge you to try this second, beautifully produced disc if you need an introduction to Nyman's music; Songbook is amust if you already
know and admire his music as Ido!
—Barbara Jahn
ROSSINI: La Cambiale de Matrimonio
Bruno Pratide, Tobia Mill; Alessandro Rossi, Fanny; Maurajo Comenici, Edoardo; Bruno de Simone, Slook;
others; English Chamber Orchestra, Marcello Viotti
Claves CD 50-9101 (CD only). Tony Faulkner, eng. rn
77:50
ROSSINI: L'Occasionefa il Ladro
Maria Bayo, Berenice; Natale de Carobs, Don Parmenione;
brio Zonnaro, Conte Alberto; others; English Chamber
Orchestra, Marcello Viotti
Claves CD 50-9208/09 (2 CDs only). TE 85:03
ROSSINI: La Scala di Seta
Alessandro Corbelli, Germano; Teresa Ftingholz, Giulia;
Natale de Carolis, Blansac; Ramon Vargas, Dorvil;
others; English Chamber Orchestra, Marcello Viotti
Claves CD 50-9219/20 (2 CDs only). TE 86:16
ROSSINI: L'Inganno Felice
Natale de Carolis, Batone; Amelia Felle, Isabelle; boric)
Zennaro, Bertrando; others; English Chamber Orchestra, Marcello Viotti
Cloves CD 50-9211 (CD only). TM 79:44
ROSSINI: Il Signor Bruschino
Natale de Carolis, Bruschino; Patrizia Orciani, Sofia;
Bruno Pratide, Gaudenzio; Luca Canonici, Florville;
others; IFilarmonico di Torino, Marcelo Viotti
Claves CD 50-8904/05 (2 CDs only). TE 82:39
All above: Telje van Geest, eng. DDD.
Note: These eight discs are also available boxed, for the price of
five, as Claves CD 50-9200/08.

Between 1810 and 1813 (when the composer
was 18-21 years old), Rossini composed,
among other operas, these five one-act comedies for the Teatro San Moise in Venice. They
aren't masterpieces—certainly not on the order
of his late, French works, or the non-comic
operas composed between 1815 and 1822 for
Naples' two theaters—but after they appeared,
there was no way the opera-going Italian public
(virtually everyone) could avoid Rossini or deny
his budding genius. There have been recordings
of at least four of these before (a couple pirated),
but this is the first complete undertaking in digital sound, and with any continuity. It's nice
to have them around, even if none of them is
an unchallenged success.
Viotti knows the repertoire and the style and
his readings are well-prepared and energetic,
without some of the exaggerated bluster we
tend to get in Rossini's comedies. (No one sputters here.) His singers are mostly young, and
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the freshness of their approach and sounds are,
for the most part, ajoy. There are exceptions:
One or two of the voices are really problematic
—brio Zmnaro, the whining tenor in L'Inganno
and L'Occasione, for instance—while others just
aren't world-class, such as the sincere but inexperienced-sounding Alessandra Rossi in Cambiale (does anyone remember the terrific old
Mercury Living Presence recording with a
baby Renata Scotto in this role?), and Maurizio
Comenici in the same opera, who is both uninteresting and miscast. In fact, Bruno de Simone
is out of his league in Cambiale as well; the
mediocrity of this set may sway you in the
direction ofbuying only acouple of these rather
than the whole box.
On the very positive side, you'll find baritone Bruno Praticà in Bruschino and Cambiale,
drawing lively characterizations and singing
the coloratura-laden music with abandon and
security. Natale de Carolis is similarly impressive in each of his four operas, exhibiting a
superb sense of line and rhythm. Luca Canonici
adds his handsome tenor to Bruschino and is
well-partnered by Patrizia Orciani. Amelia Felle
gives perkiness to her character in L'Inganno,
and Ramon Vargas proves himself invaluable
in the tenor role in La Scala. The English Chamber Orchestra plays superbly on four of the five
sets, with lightness of touch and fine ensemble; IFilarmonica di Torino is no less fine on
the fifth.
Recommendations: II Signor Bruschino and
La Scala di Seta are terrific; Cambiale is not,
despite Pratide's input; and whether or not you
want the other two will depend on your tolerance for the tenor, although Maria Bayo's contribution to L'Occasione is good enough to shift
the balance. Whatever you decide, these works
are delicious—not to be listened to one after
the other if you want to keep your sanity, perhaps, but worthwhile additions to what should
be agrowing Rossini collection.—Robert Levine
SCHUBERT-LISZT! Gretchen am Spinnrade
LISZT! Dante Sonata
SCHUBERT! Sonata in D, Op.53 (D.850)
Lilya Zilberstein, piano
DG 435 385-2 (CD only). Gernot von Schultzendorff,
eng.; Steven Paul, prod. DDD. TE 74:55

Born in Moscow in 1965 and now aresident
of Hamburg, Zilberstein won first prize at the
1987 Busoni Competition in Bolzano. With
her European and North American appearances, as well as two previously issued DG
recital discs, she appears from her publicity to
be well on the way to an international career.
Her style of playing, at least what Ican discern
from the present disc, is unrestrainedly postromantic without much stylistic awareness or
understanding. The slow movement of the
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Schubert Sonata reveals asensitive nature, but
the playing is far too heavy-handed and liltless. The worst: the Liszt setting of Schubert's
tender Gretchen at the Spinning Wheel, unbearably dragged out and woefully self-indulgent.
One cannot fault the fleet fingers, but the fortes
(in the Dante Sonata in particular) are massively
loud, the rhetoric singularly emptyheaded. The
somewhat neutrally colored piano reproduction is adequate, though the instrument spreads
across the speakers and is not always free of
congestion.
—Igor Kipnis
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Symphony
Gennadi Rozhdestvensky, USSR Ministry of Culture
Symphony Orchestra; T Smoryakova, soprano; B.
Vasiliev. baritone; Leningrad Musical Society Conductors's Choir (A. Vereshchagin, Artistic Director),
Rimsky-Korsakov Musical School Choir (B. Abablian,
Artistic Director)
Melodiya SUCD 10-00234 (CD only). I. Veprintsev, E.
Buneyeva, engs. DDD. IT 65:30

Taken from alive performance given at the
Great Hall of the Leningrad Philharmonic in
April 1988, this recording must epitomize the
spirit of Glasnost and Perestroika which had taken
hold of the former Soviet Union and its holdings during the 1980s. Here is awork which
is as language- and culture-specific as any symphonic work one could think of. Although
making its eighth appearance on recording, A
Sea Symphony is underrated to the point of
criminal neglect by conductors and concert
managers of the English-speaking world, let
alone everywhere else.
Gennadi Rozhdestvensky is arguably the
finest Russian conductor since Mravinsky, and
one of the few truly great conductors in the
world today. One of his key strengths is an
amazing catholicity of repertoire. His residency
in Britain with the BBC Symphony would
explain his exposure to Vaughan Williams, and
one could understand his eagerness to present
some of VW's music to Russian audiences. He
could have chosen any purely instrumental
work. Instead, Rozhdestvensky offered his performers and listeners astupendous challenge
in the text-driven A Sea Symphony. Rather than
use aRussian translation, he had them sing in
Walt Whitman's original English. Rozhdestvensky draws from the USSR MCSO's youthful personnel aVW rich in familiar idiom, with
an ardor which makes most British performances seem remote and pedestrian.
The English language is the obvious problem, especially for the choruses, which experience great difficulty singing with appropriate
spirit and conviction. The baritone Vasiliev
seems quite uncomfortable with English, and
his voice has atightness often associated with
constricted tenors. Despite her accent, soprano
Smoryakova sounds like aconfident English
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

speaker who can read and comprehend advanced English texts. Her approach to the
music is more that of opera than of oratorio,
but she makes it work on those terms.
Vocally, the best moments are the quiet ones:
the first-movement passage for soprano and
chorus beginning with the lines "Token of all
brave captains. ..," and most especially the
fourth-movement duet for soprano and baritone with chorus, beginning "0 we can wait
no longer..." In this instance, Madame
Smoryakova seems to bring the best out of Mr.
Vasiliev.
Sonically, the recording has amostly natural
balance in terms of size and spread. The presence of the tuba, which may have been playing directly into achorus mike, might overwhelm those listeners who are not themselves
tuba players. And there are moments where
telltale ringing in the decays reveals the misuse of DSP ambience, anasty habit picked up
in the West.
It would be reasonable to choose afavorite
Sea Symphony recording from among those for
whom English is the primary language. Mine
is the Handley/Liverpool on EMI Eminence,
ruthlessly taken out of print by EMI's mindless
bean counters. There's every reason for optimism regarding Slatkin's forthcoming recording for RCA, but let's not dismiss the Rozhdestvensky. If nothing else, this recording
proves that great works belong to everyone.
If the reputedly insular Russians are willing to
tackle apiece so far from their experience, why
can't US orchestras and choruses give it ashot?
On those terms, this recording may provide a
level of inspiration that the native English
recordings can scarcely match.
—Richard Schneider
WAGNER: The Golden Ring
The Making of Sohi's Ring
A BBC Production made in cooperation with the Austrian
Television Service
London 440 171 253-3 (mono b&w VHS), 440 071 253-1
(mono b&w LD). Peter Sargent, cameraman; Norman
Allen, sound recordist; Inman Hunter, film editor; John
Grummond, Walter Klepper, associate prods.; Humphrey Burton, prod., dir., narrator. AAA/ADD. TT
87:38

With more than ahalf-dozen fully authorized
"major label" Rings currently available, and
with about twice that many "pirates" and nonintegral productions, London has given us a
glimpse back to 1965 for the final stages of its
Gâtterdâmmerung recording sessions in Vienna.
These sessions concluded the penultimate
chapter of an historic project, the first integral
phonograph recording of Wagner's Der Ring
des Nibelungen.
To watch the five principals (Birgit Nilsson,
Claire Watson, Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau,
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Gottlob Frick, and Wolfgang Windgassen) at
work is to realize an unrivaled (aside from various pirate Rings in mono or otherwise compromised sonics) depth of casting. Though today's
opera world remains rich in supporting-cast
members, and can even find apassable heldentenor,
Birgit Nilsson's effortlessly produced Brünnhilde provides agrim reminder that the true heldensopranen remain asleep on a flame-girt
mountaintop somewhere.
A perennial success since the first installment,
Das Rheingold in 1960, the Solti Ring has been
criticized for the conductor's overemphatic and
occasionally vulgar gestures, and for overproduction in the sonic area. Solti, who has
never been subtle, didn't get where he is by
being pretty, precious, or facile. To watch him
work is to see apowerfully communicative
musician, meticulously prepared, certain of his
convictions, yet utterly spontaneous and ready
to take chances in arecording session. In frank
and straightforward interviews, he gives his
colleagues due credit with arefreshing absence
of obsequious flattery.
For producer John Culshaw and his team of
engineers, the Ring provided the opportunity
to establish anew order of opera recording. Not
opera from the opera house or about the opera
house, this was to be opera as aural cinema,
opera for the mind, to be accomplished by
means of alevel of multichannel mixing then
unprecedented in the classical field. (In terms
of production, the Ring's alter ego, Richard
Mohr's 1965 production for RCA of the LeinsdorfiBoston Lohengrin, relied primarily on mike
and player/singer placement, with minimal
console intervention.)
By taking us behind the scenes for afirsthand
view of history, The Golden Ring inadvertently
reveals the hype and hubris inherent in the technological 20th-century adaptation of a19thcentury masterpiece. Despite its validity for the
Solti Ring, watching the engineers pushing
those sliders back and forth is to witness the
birth oían approach to audio production that
would cast aruinous artificial pall over many
classical recordings of the '70s and '80s, especially in the hands of producers who lacked the
competence, sensitivity, and instincts of the late
Culshaw.
Rich in interview, anecdote, musical detail,
and informal moments, The Golden Ring provides afascinating look at anot-so-distant yet
strikingly different era. And how these 1965
people smoked! Somebody, open the window.
If you've been taking the Solti Ring for
granted, The Golden Ring is certain to renew
your appreciation for it. You may want to get
it out for afresh listen. If you don't own it, you
may finally realize that you must possess it, no
matter the cost.
—Richard Schneider
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BALTIMORE CONSOR'E The Art ofthe Bawdy Song
The Baltimore Consort, The Merry Companions
Dorian DOR-90155 (CD only). Douglas Brown, prod.;
Craig D. Dory, et al, engs. DDD. TT: 70:35

A lot of Renaissance bawdy song collections
are real disappointments; oh sure, there's an
innuendo here, adouble entendre there, but we
never get to the really good stuff. This one's
different—it bears agenuine, authentic Tipper Sticker! Yes indeed, folks, here we have anatomical songs, drinking songs, songs about
impotence, and some great farting and belching songs.
Erotic and scatological works have been a
part of art ever since some sculptors in Mohetijodaro started putting large, er, mammaries on
their statues; the late 16th and 17th centuries
are just one period in which such themes enjoyed awide popularity. Here we have afine
selection, from fairly refined pieces like Purcell's
"When first Amyntas sued for akiss" through
the famous one about the sexual prowess of Sir
Walter Raleigh to some truly clever catches and
finally down to some things whose redeeming social value may be minimal, but which are
ahoot anyway. The Baltimore Consort plays
with its usual skill and exuberance—strange
to say, but soprano Custer LaRue actually sings
"straighter" here than on some other releases,
to good effect—and The Merry Companions
(four in number) provide many avocal highlight, if that's the right word for it.
Sound is the usual exemplary Troy issue,
although the Consort and LaRue always sound
better to me live in smaller venues. Note particularly the precise spatial location of the
belches on track 22, as well as the brassy, blatty
sound of the fartophone.
Annotator and violist Mary Anne Ballard
makes aspirited defense of the late Robert Mapplethorpe in her fine liner notes; Ihope that
when Craig Dory and the Trojans (natural,
unlubricated) read this, they will let me know
if they have actually gotten any nasty letters,
threats from fundamentalists, etc. as aresult of
this release (for which no NEA money was
used, although the artists deserve it).
—Les Berkley
BOLCOM: String Quartet 10
JOHNSTON: String Quartet 9
NEIKRUG: Stars' the Mirror
Stanford String Quartet
Laurel LR-847CD (CD only). Herschel Burke Gilbert,
prod.; John C. Gilbert, eng. DDD. TT: 61:23

This fascinating and important recording presents two divergent trends in contemporary
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composition which, to my mind, illustrate that
the more "modern" trend is coming to seem
the more old-fashioned. On the "modern" side
we have Marc Neikrug, whose quartet Stars'
the Mirror is in the tradition oldie expressionists.
In the works by William Bolcom and Ben
Johnston, on the other hand, we have music that
sounds less like an exercise in theory and more
like the communication of emotion. You will
certainly not mistake Bolcom or Johnston for
traditionalists, but neither are they bound by
the intellectualism exemplified by Neikrug,
which is coming to seem like an artifact of the
ancien régime.
While clearly different from each other, the
Bolcom and Johnston works are true marriages of heart and mind. Neikrug's quartet is
more purely cerebral. Bolcom's String Quartet
10 comprises 17 very brief, continuous movements that form an arch structure in which the
17th mirrors the first, the 16th mirrors the second, and so on. Moods change rapidly from
furious to charming, with even—as in Johnston's work—a brief visit to the styles of centuries past. Most important, Bolcom's musical
ideas are intriguing and vibrant.
Johnston's String Quartet 9 is a fourmovement work of divergent moods and compositional techniques that achieves apleasing,
loose-fitting unity. The piece employs fresh
tone colors, infectious rhythms, and afull catalog of styles from both this and the last century. In the third movement, for example, a
graceful Romantic melody is gradually eased
into the 20th century through the use of mild
dissonances and microtonal writing. The final
movement moves repeatedly from aphrase of
almost Shostakovian angst to an unlikely though
brilliant march tune of disarming congeniality.
In short, the quartet is intellectually vigorous
while remaining refreshing and engaging.
With its leaping, disjunct melodies, shrieks,
and sharp dissonances, Marc Neikrug's Stars'
the Mirror seems ola kind of music that has
become moribund in light of works by composers such as Johnston, Bolcom, Argento, and
others in the counterrevolution against the past
six or so decades of atonalism. No doubt
Neikrug's kind of "modernism" will remain
with us, but it seems increasingly passé.
Throughout these three works, the Stanford
Quartet plays with precision and an alertness
to the characteristics of each composer. The
playing is assured, vibrant, and technically brilliant, and the ensemble is eminently worthy of
agreater exposure.
The differences in recorded sound on this
CD are as pronounced as those in musical style.
The Bolcom work transports the musicians to
your room, while the Johnston and Neikrug
works transport you to the concert hall. The
STEREOPHILE, J
UNE 1993

former is vivid, detailed, and immediate, with
alack of air and ambience. In contrast, the latter
two are full-bodied, warm, and naturally reverberant, capturing aconvincing amount of the
woody colors of the instruments. It is an interesting juxtaposition of sounds, each with its
own virtues.
Laurel Record and the Stanford String Quartet are to be applauded not only for producing
such an illuminating document of the current
state of chamber music, but also for doing it
so well. Highly recommended.—Robert Hesson
KRONOS QUARTET? Short Stories
Elliott Sharp: Digital; Willie Dixon: "Spoonful"; John
Oswald: Spectre; John Zorn: Cat O'Nine Tails; Henry
Cowell: Quartet Euphometric; Steven Mackey: Physical
Propeny, Scott Johnson: Soliloquy from How It Happens;
Sofia Gubaidulina: Quartet No.2; Pandit Pran Nath:
Aba kee tayk hamaree
Elektra Nonesuch 79310--2 (CD only). Bob Edwards,
Craig Silvey, engs.; Judith Sherman, Kronos, prods.
DDD. TE 74:58

After the stylistic homogeny of last year's Pieces
ofAfrica, Kronos returns to its familiar eclecticism with Short Stories. It's not necessarily a
step in the right direction, but there's still enough
astonishing new music here to justify investigation. While Kronos is to be applauded for
dedication to new works by mostly young
composers, one might question the amount of
attention it lavishes on these particular ones,
in light of the tremendous amount of superior
work that yearns for interpretation. When the
likes of Oliver Lake, Muhal Richard Abrams,
Leroy Jenkins, and Omette Coleman have all
written extensively for string quartet, the question arises, "Why John Zorn and Elliott Sharp?"
The suspicion is that Kronos sometimes
emphasizes style over content, thus the complaint of trendiness that sometimes creeps in
when discussing their repertoire. Still, the
Oswald, Mackey, Cowell, and Gubaidulina
works make this disc worth having; Short Stories
should be considered amixed blessing.
Elliott Sharp's Digital is anovelty piece which
explores the percussive possibilities of unconventional string technique. While it offers some
interesting textures, its static rhythms break little new ground. Composer Steven Mackey's
arrangement of Willie Dixon's blues classic,
"Spoonful," tries hard to avoid literalness, but
there's simply not enough thematic material
to put it over. It comes off sounding like little
more than acalculated attempt to garner attention. John Oswald's fascinating Spectre is a
slowly evolving transmutation of acoustic
sonority and electronic intensity that packs a
considerable wallop. Having heard Kronos perform this piece in concert last year at the University of California at La Jolla, Ican attest to
its visceral, as well as auditory, impact. John
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Zorn's overlong Cat O'Nine Tails takes his
familiar sampling method and translates it to
acoustic instruments, but the effect is unfocused. Yes, there's alittle ragtime, adash of
Paganini, etc., but the piece fails to establish a
coherent whole.'
Henry Cowell's Quartet Euphometric is short
but by no means sweet. This thorny little gem
is everything the Zorn piece is not. Kronos
dashes off the slashing accents and brittle edges
of Cowell's compact expression with postmodern brilliance. Composer/guitarist Steven
Mackey offers up asuitable vehicle for his own
electric guitar and the quartet's acoustic instruments that works surprisingly well—surprising
because electric and acoustic strings seldom
meld this effectively. At times reminiscent of
Penderecki's use of electric bass in his chamber music, Physical Property is arestless and
intellectually probing work that fits the quartet
like aglove. Scott Johnson's Soliloquy from
How It Happens transposes the voice ofl.F. Stone
over abroadly lyrical and uneasily eloquent
musical landscape. Stone's text is aprofound
and realistic, albeit somewhat cautious, commentary on the tenuous prospects of modern
humanism.
Under-appreciated Russian master Sofia
Gubaidulina creates asound world in Quartet No.2 that evokes both her national perspective and the artistic stance of today's Russian
aesthetic. Her affinity with the attitude, if not
the language, of Alfred Schnittke can be traced
back to the 20th-century icon of Russian composition, Dmitri Shostakovich. All three share
arestless and probing intellect and complete
mastery of inner detail. Here, Kronos lavishes
attention on the small nuances of phrasing and
technique (especially fingered harmonics) necessary to bring Gubaidulina's work alive. Quartet No.2 is acornucopia of sound, mood, and
creative thought. It's also the hands-down
winner in this collection. I'm tempted to recommend its 8:24 as the sole reason to acquire
this disc.
Finally, Pandit Pran Nath's Aba kee tayk hamaree (It's My Turn, Oh Lord) is notable for Terry
Riley's participation on tamboura and Krishna
Bhatt's tabla, but the composition is decidedly
cross-cultural and stream-of-consciousness,
and will either appeal to one's hunger for diversity or be viewed as merely an eclectic add-on,
which was how it struck me.
These digital tracks are of recent vintage and
are generally well-recorded, with aclose and
immediate quality. Although Short Stories does
contain afew tasty nuggets, it's beginning to
look like Kronos needs some stronger anis1Zorn is far more successful when he is concise, as on Spy
Vs. Spy, his excellent Elektra Nonesuch CD of Omette Coleman themes played at warp speed.

tic assistance in choosing its material. Perhaps
producer Judith Sherman's input is reflected
in the quartet's current programming choices.
liso, maybe these musicians need to work with
another producer. But despite serious reservations about the repertoire, Short Stories is
recommended for its bright spots and overall
sense of fearless adventure.
—Carl Baugher

SHOW Music
BRIGADOON: 1992 Studio Cast
Ambrosian Chorus, London Sinfonietta, John McGlinn,
cond.
Music by Frederick Loewe, Lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner
Angel 754481 2(CD only). John ICurlander, eng.; Simon
Woods, prod. DDD. TT: 79:10

It could be the music, which sounds as fresh
and tuneful today as it did 40-odd years ago,
or it could be the story, with its theme of alove
that transcends time and space. Maybe it's both.
Whatever the reason, Brigadoon is the favorite
musical of alot of people, including, iunderstand, Stereophile's hard-boiled Music Editor.
The show remains popular on the summer
stock/dinner theater/community theater circuits, and it must be about time for afull-scale
Broadway revival.
Considering its popularity, Bngadoon has had
aspotty history on records. The original cast
album (RCA 1001-2-RG) features fairly mediocre performances and not very good sound;
the recording of the London revival is nothing special (First Night CD16); there's an outof-print TV cast recording with Robert Goulet
and Sally Ann Howes (ruined by the "upbeat"
arrangements and Goulet's nightclub-style
crooning), and the movie diverges too much
from the stage version to be competitive. By
far the best performances are on the studio cast
recording from the early '60s, with Shirley
Jones and Jack Cassidy, conducted by Lehman
Engel, but it's currently available only on cassette (Sony Music Special Products BT-2540).
So now we have anew studio recording of this
classic musical, conducted by John McGlinn,
well-known for his "authentic" approach to show
music (see my interview with him in Vol.16 No.1).
In the past, I've found McGlinn to be occasionally
alittle conservative in his musical direction,
curtailing performers' natural expressiveness
in his adherence to the music-as-printed, but he
shows more flexibility here. At times, Istill find
him just abit uptight but he is improving, and
2Compare the slight pausetritard Lehman Engel allows at
the beginning of Fiona's "The mist of May. .." line in "The
Heather On the Hill" vsjohn McGlinds stricter time-keeping.
The former communicates the character's "maidenly" shyness
and hesitation, whereas the latter seems more concemed with
getting the note values right.
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his precision and attention to detail bring dividends in the complex ensemble numbers.
The cast features some of the most talented of
today's crop of young Broadway singers, most
of whom have worked with John McGlinn as
soloists in the pops concerts he conducts. Of this
"repertory company," Brent Barrett would not
have been my first choice as Tommy, his tone
being too tenorish rather than baritonal? Still,
he's afine performer, and achieves considerable
emotional intensity in "There But For You Go
Rebecca Luker makes asweet-voiced ingénue
and Judy Kaye contributes one of her distinctive
comic tour-de-force portrayals as Meg. Other
than an ill-judged approach to the B-flat in
"Come To Me Bend To Me:' Joiri Mark Ainsley
sings well as Charlie. The Ambrosians add their
sonorous best, and bit parts feature the likes of
Donald Maxwell (Hajj in the recent MHS Kismet),
Rosie Ashe (aka Rosemary Ashe, Carlotta in The
Phantom of the Opera), and Ian Caley, atenor
whose name is not familiar to me, who sounds
great in the small role of Stuart Dalrymple. (I
would have picked him to play Charlie but
nobody asked me.)
The recording is as complete as possible (note
the "Beyond Philips Red Book" total time), and
includes dance music, reprises, and quite abit of
dialogue. Does it make me want to junk my
Jones/Cassidy/Engel recording? No way! But I'll
keep this one right beside it. —Robert Deutsch
THE KING AND I: 1992 Studio Cast
Julie Andrews, Anna Leonowens; Ben Kingsley, The King;
Lea Salonga, Tuptim; Peabo Bryson, Lun Tha; Marilyn Horne, Lady Thiang; others; Hollywood Bowl
Orchestra, Members of the Los Angeles Master Chorale, John Mauceri, cond.
Music by Richard Rodgers, Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II
Philips 438 007-2 (CD only). Joel Moss, cog.; Michael
Gore, prod. DDD. TE 64:51

Although the advance word on the new King and
Iwas generally favorable Iplayed the CD for the
first time with acertain amount of trepidation.
You see, I've been in love with Julie Andrews ever
since Iheard the original cast recording of My
Fair Lady' Iwanted her contribution to The King
and Ito be really good. Alas, on the Tony Awards
show two years ago, Julie sang amedley of her
hits, and even though they were transposed down,
she seemed quite shaky. Then, last year Ipicked
up aCD called Love,Julie, which appears to have
been privately produced (it's not listed in Schwann
Spectrum), with Julie sounding quite uncomfortable singing pop songs to horrible synthesizer
arrangements. Anna Leonowens would seem like
3Davis Gaines, currently playing the Phantom in Los Angeles,
would have been ideal in this role.
4Note to Beverley: This is known as journalistic hyperbole.
Actually, Julie and Iare merely good friends.
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apart that she was born to play (another English nanny/teacher), but had she left it too long?—
ie, was she past it?
Ineed not have worried. Julie's back, and she
sounds wonderfuU Yes, she's singing in alower
range than before but the voice still has that perfectly focused quality, with crystal-clear diction,
and her involvement in the material is complete
When she sings "Hello, Young Lovers," it's not
just another "charm song"; she sounds like areal
woman, singing about her real life The recording
is worth buying for her performance alone.
That is not to say that Julie Andrews's performance is the only reason to buy this CD. Ben
Kingsley's King is akinder, gentler monarch than
Yul Brynner's, and perhaps lacks the authority
that comes from thorough identification with the
role but it's effective on its own terms. They could
have done alot worse (Can you imagine Samuel
Ramey in the role?)
Miss Saigon's Lea Salonga is perfect as Tuptim:
asweet voice and persona, with just atouch of
the exotic. Edmund Kingsley is abelievable Louis
Leonowens (it's only afew lines, but Ialways
cringe when Ihear them delivered by the young
actor who plays this role on the Broadway cast
revival recording), and there are some very brief
cameos from Martin Sheen and Roger Moore.
On the debit side, Peabo Bryson has too much
of apop rather than aBroadway sound to make
an ideal Lun Tha, and Ifound Marilyn Home's
rendition of "Something Wonderful" to be adisappointment, the otherwise-reliable John Mauceri
letting the tempo drag excessively.
The recording uses the movie's rather than the
stage version's orchestrations, which may earn
the disapproval of Broadway purists, but it seems
to me that this expanded musical palette is quite
appropriate given the show's setting. Recording
balance is similarly "cinematic," with arather
heavy hand on the reverb dial and with voices
looming larger-than-life in the foreground. Okay,
it's not exactly apurist recording approach, but
if somebody's voice has to loom large in the foreground, I'll take Julie's.
—Robert Deutsch

JAz z
DAVE BRUBECK: Tune Stnatures: A Canter &Impolite
Columbia/Lrgacy C4K 52945 (4 CDs only). Dave Brubeck,
prod.; Mark Wilder, remastering eng. ADD/DDD. TE
4:33:11
DAVE BRUBECK: Time Out
Dave Brubeck, piano; Paul Desmond, alto sax; Eugene
Wright, bass; Joe Morello, drums
5She also looks great, in the publicity pictures and in the
promotional video about the recording session. Be still, my
heart.
6The video of the recording session makes it clearjust how
involved she is in the performance: during the recording of
the King's death scene. Julie repeatedly wipes away tears.
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Columbia Master Sound CK 52860 (CD only). Teo Macero,
prod.; Fred Plaut, Robert Waller, engs.; Mark Wilder,
remastering eng. ADD. TI1 38:48
DAVE BRUBECK: Once When IWas Very Young
Dave Brubeck, piano; Bill Smith, clarinet; Jack Six, bass;
Randy Jones, drums
MusicMasters 65083-2 (CD only). Gary Clayton, David
Hancock, cogs. DDD. TT 58:45

In the '50s and early '60s, three of the most popu-

lar musicians in America were pianists Erroll Garner, Oscar Peterson, and Dave Brubeck. It may
be asign of the general truculence of critics that
each received acertain amount of bad press. Garner was frequently seen as primitive, Peterson
superficial, and Brubeck—Brubeck was heavyhanded or, in his own words as contained in the
notes to Time Signatures, bombastic.
The criticism of at least some of Brubeck's

RECORDING
of

the

MIKE GARSON: The Oxnard Sessions, Vohune Two
Mike Garson, piano; Eric Marienthal, alto & soprano
sax; Brian Bromberg, bass; Ralph Humphry, Bill
Mintz, drums
Reference Recordings RR-53CD (CD, LP to come).
Keith Johnson, eng.J. Tamblyn Henderson, prod.
DDD. "IT 73:50

Some listeners will remember Reference's
first volume of Mike Garson, recorded in
1990 by Keith Johnson in the Oxnard Civic
Auditorium. The Oxnard Sessions: Volume
One was rapturously received by an audiophile press eager for substantial music in
topnotch sound. This second volume, most
of which was recorded in 1992, is even better. Pianist Garson and his trio are more alert
and energized, and the sound, created by
ICeith Johnson's High Definition Compatible Digital (HDCD) process, is marginally
clearer and more precise than that on Volume One. The sound is, in fact, startlingly
good—the piano is full but not muddy, the
bass is tight, and the drums are accurately
portrayed with abit of zing. On his numbers, alto saxophonist Eric Marienthal plays
with abig, lyrical tone that stands out from
the band, which is carefully imaged without
exaggerated separation.
The 1992 sessions were meant to produce
merely afew numbers, which were to be
added to the outtakes from the original 1990
recordings. But, according to the producer,
the band got on aroll and produced enough
exuberant new music to create asecond disc.
We are given abonus—two numbers from
the 1990 sessions, which allow the listeners
to compare the HDCD recordings with
those made before the process was in use.
Ifind the new recordings superior, though
not radically so. Reference says that the
differences will be more evident once their
decoder is on the market—at least to those
willing to buy such an item! The producers
attribute the improved sound to their im-

MONTH
proved process—one wonders, though, if
other variables, such as microphone placement, have been accounted for.
Putting such questions aside, one can
revel in the vim and variety of the music.
Garson, who has played with David Bowie
for years, made his first album as aleader
in 1979. He's expanded his technique since.
Much of the music is tartly lyrical, as in the
seemingly misnamed "Rumble." Garson
decorates his melody with showy arpeggios and vigorous scales, then plays a
thumping chorus of two-handed scales in
doubletime before bringing in the band in
aswinging 4/4. After asimilarly exotic
introduction, he reinvents Miles Davis's

'All Blues,' with Brian Bromberg's bass
brought forward beautifully. Garson plays
Irving Berlin's "Count Your Blessings"
soberly, deliberately restricting his left hand
to square-sounding, on-the-beat chords.
Elsewhere, he flies, and his rhythm section
follows him ecstatically. Garson comments
in his notes that Oxnard Two is his favorite
of his recordings. It's afine disc by any standard.
—Michael Ullman
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playing was well-taken. When he became excited,
and he frequently did, Brubeck tended to produce stuttering block chords in ever-thickening
textures played with a pounding insistence
that seemed to rattle the keyboard. Brubeck's
longtime partner, alto saxophonist Paul Desmond, had auniquely light, lissome sound, and
arelaxed approach to the beat. He seemed to soar.
The more intense Brubeck became, the more
earth-bound—self-involved and, in acurious
way, predictable—he sounded.
It's no wonder that he made jazz critics uneasy.
The great jazz players have typically approached
the basic beat with studied insouciance, lurking
around its edges, producing phrases that breathed,
ebbed, and flowed with invigorating ease. Brubeck seemed to approach the beat mathematically. He liked to oppose three beats against two,
and in his most heavy-hitting solos, he seemed
to be slicing the beat like cold cuts into slimmer
and slimmer subdivisions. At their best, these
solos produced considerable tension—and sudden
bunts of applause But it was atension unlike that
of most jazz.
Brubeck carried his penchant for arithmetically complex juxtapositions in his playing over
to his compositions As everyone knows, Brubeck
liked to play pieces in odd time signatures, including the 5/4 of the quartet's famous hit, written by Paul Desmond, "Take Five." His pieces
sounded lyrical as well as advanced, and fans who
rarely responded to the often grim excitement of
the avant-garde flocked to his concerts.
And well they might have, for the Dave Brubeck Quartet that Iheard repeatedly—that with
Paul Desmond, bassist Gene Wright, and the estimable drummer Joe Morello—played an engaging variety of music with flair and enthusiasm,
and their boss did alot more than pound. They
were, in fact, aunique group. Desmond's tart
lyricism was an apt foil to Brubeck's chunky
piano style. The two had amusical empathy
that often resulted in daringly open-ended
interchanges, including mock fugues and informal counterpoint. Gene Wright had abig,
strong, Ray Brown beat, and Joe Morello, when
he wasn't laying down his sharp-as-a-tack beat
for the others, proved himself one of the great
drum soloists.
Now that he is in his 70s, Brubeck shows
signs of looking back. Good. He has produced
his own retrospective, Time Signatures. It has
pieces ranging from ashort fanfare he wrote
for classical composer-teacher Darius Milhaud
in 1946 to aduet version of "Star Dust" he
recorded with clarinetist Bill Smith in 1991.
The numbers were all chosen by Brubeck himself, and the results make this collection one of
the few that Iknow that is both entertaining
and illuminating. It contains the 1950 Brubeck
octet version of "The Way You Look Tonight,"
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

reminiscent of Gil Evans's experiments of the
day. It has an early lively interchange between
Desmond and Brubeck on "Look For the Silver
Lining," and several remarkable vocals by
Jimmy Rushing and Carmen McRae. There's
an occasional miscue: Brubeck wrote apreachy
musical, The Real Ambassadors, that featured
Louis Armstrong singing about his own accomplishments in aself-conscious way that
must have mortified the trumpeter. But there's
also aduet between Brubeck and Charles
Mingus, made for amovie that few ever saw,
and dozens of his best pieces for quartet, quartet
and orchestra, and other configurations. Much
of the set features the ineffably touching sound
of Paul Desmond. The last disc has several of
Brubeck's later groups, with his sons and with
Gerry Mulligan. It would be hard to come
away from this collection, with its admirable
notes by Doug Ramsey, without increased
respect for Brubeck.
Even more remarkabe is Brubeck's new disc,
Once When IWas Very Young, which has the "Star
Dust" also on Time Signatures, plus ten other
ballads Brubeck knew as achild, including
oddities such as "Shine On Harvest Moon!'
This disc is one of his very best recordings,
notable for its gentle lyricism, the restrained
interplay between Smith and Brubeck, and for
its occasional humor, as in the deliberately rigid
rhythms of "In aLittle Spanish Town!'
Finally, Columbia has remastered Brubeck's
most successful record, Time Out, with their
20-bit Super Bit Mapping process and pressed
the disc on gold. The result is that it sounds
cleaner, fresher, and more immediate than ever
before. These collections will not perhaps eliminate everyone's ambivalences about Brubeck
as a soloist, and may, in fact, bring those
ambivalences into sharper focus. But together
they prove him to be amajor figure in 20thcentury music.
—Michael Ullman
STEVE COLEMAN/FIVE ELEMENTS: Drop Kick
Novus 01241-63144-2 (CD only). Joseph Marciano, mg.;
Steve Coleman, prod. TT: 61:50
HENRY THREADGILL/VERY VERY CIRCUS:
Live at Koncepts
TMR 10292-2 (CD only). David Stone, eng.; David Stone,
Henry Threadgill, prods. TT 54:23

Steve Coleman has never officially explained
"M-Base," the name of his Brooklyn-based
community of musicians, but my guess is that
the "M" stands for "Manifesto!' Drop Kick, for
all its forced funkiness, sounds more like partyline than party-time music. The permutations
of odd-metered funk grooves may be interesting in an academic way, but there's no grease in
them. Add alack of distinguished melodies in
the heads and harmonic staticness, and the soloists have little to work with, their lines seeming
to follow some dogma that doesn't allow for
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such decadences as humor or personality.
A notable exception is non-party member
Don Byron, whose clarinet solo in "Tschanz"
is aneeded breath of fresh air. A brilliant musician in any setting, Byron stands out in this
crowd like adrunken poet at apolitburo meeting.
"The Journeyman" offers another respite
from the stagnation with Cassandra Wilson's
voice trying, with limited success, to push
Coleman's sax into warmer mid-eastern climes
over asparse arrangement. The recording doesn't
help, being as cold and sterile as the music.
If Coleman and M-Base are searching for a
link to the street (something he's talked about),
they're not even warm. If it's something else,
somebody call me when they find it.
Henry Threadgill's Very Very Circus is an
improvement in some respects. The grooves
are more spirited and greasier, if not as precise.
(Two—count 'em—two tubas are not arecipe
for atight bottom. And, let's get this right out
of the way, the sound stinks: muddy, dull, and
cramped.) There is, at least, an attempt at harmonic motion. But many of the elements that
mar Coleman's work are present. No memorable melodies here either. Oust to be clear: I'm
not talking about pretty pop melodies or happy
jazz themes, but memorable compositions like
those of Monk, Miles, Shorter, etc.) If the solos
here have more movement and structure, they
still sound too often like exercises. Miles may
have said it was OK to practice on the bandstand; myself, Iprefer the attitude of AC/DC's
Angus Young: "There is aplace to practice your
scales, but it is not in front of rue."
Threadgill has been lauded as acomposer,
but to my ears his compositions have all the
characteristics that drove the public away from
modern classical composition: afeeling of construction more than inspiration, academic exploration rather than personal communication.
All of this might be mitigated, if not forgiven,
were Threadgill or Coleman breaking new
ground. But Ihear nothing on these two discs
that hasn't been done before and better by
Miles, Omette, and tuba player Bob Stewart.
Lord knows there's enough reinvention of
the wheel going on in pop music. Irequire more
from jazz.
—Michael Ross
WYN'TON MARSALIS: Cid Movement (Griot New
York)
Wynton Marsalis, trumpet; Todd Williams, tenor &
soprano sax; Wes Anderson, alto sax; Herb Harris, tenor
sax; Wycliffe Gordon, trombone; Eric Reed, Marthaniel
Roberts, piano; Reginald Veal, bass; Heflin Riley, drums
Columbia C2K 53324 (2 CDs). Les Stephenson, Patrick
Smith, engs.; Delfeayo Marsalis, prod. TE 2:02:58

Ibelieve it was British critic Donald Tovey who
wrote of the opening theme of one of Beethoven's symphonies that the composer managed,
with asimple melody, to suggest the size and
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

weight of the large symphony to come.
One problem with large-scale jazz compositions is that their composers have rarely been
able to do something similar. Either we have
asuccession of small-scale themes that might
be attractive in ashorter jazz performance but
sound distended when developed at length, or
we're faced with pompous gestures such as the
big chords with which Ellington opened his
"Black, Brown and Beige," suggesting weight
without sufficient substance. The trick is to
imply size without pomposity, make agroup
of lesser segments and melodies seem to belong
together, and, on some level, add up to one
statement.
Wynton Marsalis has succeeded to aremarkable extent in doing the latter with his Citi Movement, aseries of three suites written for the
Garth Fagan Dancers. In Cityscape, Transatlantic
Echoes, and Some Present Moments of the Future,
he has wisely chosen abroad subject that makes
the variety of the music seem inevitable. Cityscape is about New York, opening with "Husde
Bustle" and its inevitable references to Gershwin's An American in Paris and Mingus's New
York Sketchbook. Iknow of nothing that sounds
quite like Marsalis's "Daylight Dinosaurs,"
with its eerie piano and cymbal beginning and
its plodding, sometimes chromatic, theme on
trombone. Ican imagine the dance it would
accompany. The boppish, lively "Down the
Avenue" that follows contains more obvious
scene-painting, and Marsalis's first extended
solo. Everywhere we note the variety of the
writing for his sextet.
The second suite, Transatlantic Echoes, is meant
to evoke, Ibelieve, different neighborhoods in
different cities. The haunting melody "I See the
Light" is both avocal and an instrumental—the
chorus sees the light, but this sounds like a
hymn from the catacombs. The conversation
of "Duway Dialogue" is equally surprising.
It begins between adrum and bass, with long
pauses between statements. There are other
oddities, and some jokes, including the circuslike waltz, "Cross Court Capers," with its
stolidly stated oom-pah-pah beat and its lazily
swooping trombone figures. "Marthaniel" is
at first astripped-down boogie-woogie.
Last, we have Some Present Moments of the
Future, Marsalis's tribute to jazz history and
mythology. It contains his salute to New Orleans trumpeter Buddy Bolden, said to be the
first jazzman. Bolden, who never recorded, was
remembered for his huge tone—it was said he
could be heard across Lake Pontchartrain—and
for his blues. Marsalis begins "Legend of
Buddy Bolden" with afanfare that suggests the
legend's power, and continues with smearing
figures that speak of Bolden's bluesiness. The
band continues with a convincing swing
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arrangement, "Swingdown, Swingtown," with
aslightly updated soul-jazz riffand some modern jazz, "Modern Vistas."
What makes all this work is not merely the
broad themes that allow Marsalis to connect
the various styles ofjazz he knows, important
though his choice of themes is. Most ballets
allow for arelatively casual stringing together
of styles and dances—Marsalis's parade of
Latin, blues, and jazz rhythms in individual
pieces might remind some of the succession of
dances in Swan Lake, for example. What Ifind
most satisfying is the variety in Marsalis's
writing—not merely in his invention of themes,
but in their scoring and the ease and naturalness
with which they are connected. Citi Movement
does not have the formal rigor of aclassical
symphony, of course—no ballet does. But it
is much more than arandom succession of
themes. As acomposer, Marsalis has taken a
great leap forward. And his septet has the technique, or techniques, to follow his lead and solo
convincingly in asuccession of styles. Citi Movement has been recorded closely, clearly, and with
relatively wide stereo separation.
—Michael Ullman

ROCK/ POP
ARRESTED DEVELOPMEN11 Unplugged
Chrysalis 321994 2(CD only). Alvin Speights, Speech,
engs.; Joel Colletti, prod. AAD. TE 67:39

They've created amonster, those dudes at MTV.
The same videodrones who unleashed Martha Quinn and Pauly Shore on an unsuspecting
world are party to the biggest scam foisted on
the unsuspecting American consumer since KTel stopped selling 8-tracks. Who needs to book
studio time anymore? Just get yourself booked
on Unplugged. Dust off your Ovation, buy an
acoustic bass, tune up, and voielt: Instant Album.
Imean, Ican understand that Paul McCartney
needed the cash. And Eric Clapton had some
things to work out. Mariah Carey? Well, who
cares? But now when alegit band with one—
count it, one—album has the audacity to cash
in on the acoustic craze, it's time to, well, pull
the plug. Imean, what's next? The Smothers
Brothers Unplugged? Milli Vanilli Unplugged?
Where's Ralph Nader when you need him?
Now Ifeel better. All ranting aside, this
acoustic album is alittle good news and alittle
more bad news. On the up side, Unplugged
proves beyond ashadow of adoubt that AD
is no Milli Vanilli. They actually play their
instruments—very well, too—and they even
add to their musical vocabulary with "The Gettin," aLewis Jordanesque jump-blues number.
And while frontman Speech may be trying a
STEREOPHILE, jUNE 1993

little too hard to be rap's answer to Bruce Springsteen, there's no denying his charisma. What I
mean is, if someone offers you Arrested Development tickets, you can just tape "Rescue 911r
But now for the bad news. There's nothing
here that wasn't said, as well or better, on the
studio album Three Years, Five Months, and Two
Days in the Life of. ..reviewed last month. It's
not bad, it's just not news. Unplugged is also
filled out with 15 minutes of avery superfluous
instrumental medley that worked alot better
on video.
Worst of all, this set doesn't include AD's signature song, the masterful "Tennessee." This
strikes me as acalculated Sorry-Sucicaa rYou'llHave-to-Shell-Out-for-the-Other-AlbumToo kind of move. In fact, the album's very existence smacks ola get-while-the-gettin's-good
kind of attitude that doesn't bode at all well for
the band's long-term future. Unplugged is 80%
product and 20% music. And remember that
AD's first album was named not for some
spiritual pilgrimage, but for the band's long and
winding search for arecord deal.
For the record, the sound isn't up to the high
standards of Three Years. .., and it doesn't even
live up to the middle-of-the-road McCartney
Unplugged.
Should you spend your own money on this
album? Idid, but I'm getting reimbursed. And
I'm awaiting AD's real second album with not
alittle trepidation.
—Allen St. John
RY COODER: Trespass (original soundtrack)
Sire/Warner Bros. 45220-2 (CD only). Allen Sides, eng.;
Ry Cooder, prod. TE 38:32
JEFF BECK/JED LEISER: Frankie's House (original
soundtrack)
Epic Soundtrax EK 53194 (CD only). Jed Leiber, Leif
Mases, engs. & prods.; Jeff Beck, prod. TE 41:14

Trespass is the latest in along line of collaborations between Ry Cooder and director Walter
Hill. Hill specializes in stylized American action
films that range from interesting failures (Streets
ofFire, Crossroads,Johnny Handsome), to lite entertainment (48 Hours, Another 48 Hours), to brilliant modern technology (The Warriors).
Trespass falls in the final category. A story of
urban greed and survival, this rough remake
of Treasure of the Sierra Madre pits two sleazy
suburban firemen against aband of drug dealers
in astruggle for turf and gold—sort of human
history in anutshell.
The first Trespass soundtrack featured rap
tunes by all the people in the movie named
Ice—Cube, T, etc.—and others. Cooder's incidental music was sensibly released separately.
Tracks 1-12 feature the textural roots-guitar
instrumental work that makes him the perfect
foil for Hill's American fables.
The primal nature of this violent (but never
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gratuitously so) film is enhanced by the processed trumpet of famed atmospherian John
Hassell, who creates wild animal cries for this
urban jungle movie. But the true hero of this
movie is the inimitable Jim Kelmer. His drums
and percussion provide adirect link between
the tribal rhythms of Africa and the hip-hop
beats of the inner city, aconnection often written about but rarely so spelled-out as here.
Not content to stop there, Keltner and Cooder
provide a fabulously ironic turnabout by
superimposing samples of various Ice-persons
on instrumental music for "King of the
Street"—payback is, indeed, agas.
The sound is as big and cavernous as the
abandoned factory in which the action takes
place. When it comes to painting aBosch-like
portrait of amodem hell, Cooder, Keltner, and
Hill are amatch made in heaven.
Jeff Beck has timed his entry into the soundtrack field perfectly. As last year's Beckology box
showed, he is an artist who has matured in the
best sense of the word. The talent that was there
from day one has developed into total mastery
of the instrument, and an ability to pull an astonishing array of highly emotional sounds out
oían electric guitar with aminimal amount of
processing. This direct contact with his instrument gives his sound adepth of humanity missing from the more affected guitaristics oía Vai
or aSatriani, and links Beck with most of the
guitarists involved in soundtrack work.
Frankie's House is amade-for-cable movie
about adifferent hellish jungle—Vietnam. A
potentially fascinating, true story about war
photographer Tim Page and his relationship
with Sean Flynn (Errol's son), it is marred by
poor acting in the two lead roles.
Beck's guitar provides all the shrieks and cries
one could want to evoke the chaos of war and
the cries of the dying. In addition, the depth
of his musical roots helps him to cover the
musical styles called for by the time span of the
film (early to late '60s)—from abrilliant "High
Heeled Sneakers" that sounds like Booker T
meets James Burton meets, well, JeffBeck, to
"Cat House," in which Beck is not too proud
to quote Led Zep and Hendrix licks in his evocation of the era.
Leiber's (son of the first half of Leiber &
Stoller) keyboards are well played, if abit too
cold and programmed to fit the time period and
the heat of events and emotions.
For Beck fans, the short cues may prove too
much Beckus-mterruptus, but for fanatics
(myself included), Frankie's House is amust. And
if our boy continues to do soundtracks, maybe
he'll find movies equal to his talent.
—Michael Ross
KING CRIMSON: The Great Deceiver, Live 1973-1974
STEREOPHILE,PNE 1993

Discipline CAROL 1597-2 (4 CDs only). Robert Fripp,
Tony Arnold, David Singleton, engs.; Robert Fripp,
prod. ADD. TT 4:55:26

Considered to be acompanion volume to last
year's Frame By Frame box, it's hard not to consider this live collection of almost five hours
from the fierce '73-'74 Crimson quartet as anything short of definitive. When one considers
that the mid-'70s USA LP and three tracks from
Frame By Frame offer the only comparison
points for this box outside of bootleg recordings, the depth and scope of this collection
becomes all the more impressive. The fact that
the sound has been tweaked via the latest digital
editing technology and is better than anyone
could rightly expect given the circumstances
under which these tracks were recorded only
serves to emphasize the bottom line: The Great
Deceiver is aCrimhead's dream come true. The
booklet is amarvel unto itself, Fripp, more than
amere archivist, is agenuine fanatic for details.
Including the most detailed, descriptive,
enlightening, and absorbing commentary Ican
ever remember seeing by arecording artist
regarding his own work, the 68-page Deceiver
booklet, with all its diary entries, rare photos,
and extensive commentary, is fully as magnificent as the music.
This particular incarnation of King Crimson
was surely the most excitingly intense live ensemble in the band's 15-year history. Their collective improvisations were frequently overwhelming, with an aggregate effect of roaring
catharsis. Bill Bruford, one of rock's most versatile and creative drummers, served several
stints during this time, and his skill at momentum was never compromised by his subtle and
exquisite talent for nuance and accent. He's the
piston that drives the music throughout these
live tracks. John Wetton was amonstrous electric bassist who has never received the acclaim
he deserves. Few bassists (jack Bruce is another)
combine his rock instincts and improvisational
abandon in the service of genuinely musical bass
work. David Cross was sometimes overlooked,
but his electric violin and Mellotron work was
an integral part of King Crimson's sound during this period. It's impossible to imagine this
music without his participation.
Of course, Fripp is the one constant in the
Crimson story. His unique, searing, often
other-worldly guitar is unmistakable, and his
compositions always bear his unique signature
Fripp is one of the few genuine giants of the
genre. He continues to offer up interesting
work with various groups, most recently with
The League of Crafty Guitarists. Most of all,
he's amusician.
Compositions are repeated throughout the
four CDs, but seldom do the versions resemble
each other. Most of the time, different tempos
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and distinctly unique solos characterize the various performances. For me, the most valuable
music in the set lies in the improvs. This is about
as close as it comes to agenuinely satisfying
blend of rock and free jazz. One of the most
amazing things about these often lengthy
improvisations is how focused and evolutionary they are, with hardly aminute of rambling
or groping. This band was as precise and
orderly in its improvisations as it was in the execution of the written material.
And what written material! "Larks Tongues
in Aspic" Parts 1and 2, "Easy Money," "Starless," "Exiles:' etc., are all here with avividness that studio recordings simply can't replicate. When these recordings are considered in
the historical context of the often pitifully simplistic and calculated rock fare of their day (or
any day, for that matter), they become that
much more phenomenal. With the exceptions
of Frank Zappa, The Soft Machine, and aprecious few other groups, no one could touch
King Crimson in their prime.
The sound quality of these analog recordings has been enhanced considerably, resulting
in tracks that are balanced, full, and detailed.
The bass and drums have been mixed to perfection, and seldom is one aware of the limitations of the source tapes. Of course, Fripp's
meticulous care for his music has always been
evident; few artists can approach his devotion
to presenting historical material with such concern and obvious affection.
Fripp's real value, however, is as acomposer/musician. His aesthetic is stated rather
eloquently in his own words in the booklet. He
says, "The only reward the musician receives
is music: the privilege of standing in the presence of music when it leans over and takes us
into its confidence. As it is for the audience. In
this moment everything else is irrelevant and
without power. For those in music, this is the
moment when life becomes real." The Great
Deceiver is atestimony to many such moments.
—Carl Baugher
PETER GABRIEL: US
Geffen GEFD 24473 (CD only). David Botrill, mg.; PG,
Daniel Lanois, prods. ADD? TT: 57:46

US could be subtitled "Peter Gabriel Gets
Simonized." Like Paul Simon, Peter has come
full circle from the political to the personal, and,
indeed, you can hear echoes of "Biko" on
"Come Talk to Me." With adivorce and another
breakup as baggage, the trip couldn't have been
fun, but it was educational. When Gabriel sings
"The further on Igo /The less Iknow:' he's
speaking from wisdom, not ignorance.
While Gabriel's Genesis-effect, "She canna
take n'more bagpipes, Captain" production
may be more suited to aposition paper than a
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

diary, the music on US is still stirring, the emotions raw and complex. "Love to be Loved" is
equal parts heart and brain: It serves as both the
album's statement of purpose and its central
pun. Concept songs like the hypnotic "Blood
of Eden"—with Sinead O'Connor and Lanois
helping out on the chorus—stay on the right
side of pretentious, while rockers like "Kiss that
Frog" and "Steam" are as subtle as asledgehammer (and just as tuneful).
As usual, Gabriel pays alot of attention to
the sonics. US was mastered on the Linn Numerik system, and sounds like it: ballsy when
it needs to be, delicate the rest of the time.
On US, Gabriel successfully treads that ohso-fine line between clinical detachment and
navel-gazing. This is one diary that's far too
interesting to be hidden 'neath the mattress.
—Allen St. John
JOHN MORAN: The Manson Family
Point/Philips 432 967-2 (CD only). Roger Greenawalt,
Clifford Lane, mix/prods.; various, engs. ADD. TE
53:26

If Philip Glass were the composer rather than
simply one of the executive producers, you'd
be reading about this in The New York Times.
As it is, while creative interpretations of vampirism, ghostly emanations, and shipboard
massacres have already been brought happily
to the boards, similar attempts on behalf of
serial killers and presidential assassins have yet
to prove entirely successful. Here, the compositional efforts of pop-oriented avant-garde cornposer John Moran, on his fourth opera and first
record, are an innovative blend of aria, song,
and monologue with acoustic and electronically treated classical musical forms, but the sacrifice of ironic distance to get up close and personal with the king of Helter Skelter fails to
move this listener, at least, to acatharsis of pity
and terror. Plus, you can't dance to it, Roman
Polanski and Terry Melcher didn't do the liner
notes, and there's no role for Rick Moranis. So
what's the point?
Still, Moran himself appears as Manson, and
the rest of the cast provides good value as similarly inclined Merry Pranksters of the nouveaumusique set: Iggy Pop as the prosecuting attorney, folk/ferninist/boho Terre Roche as Squeaky
Fromme, and soprano Paige Snell, reprising her
Lincoln Center Serious Fun! premiere role (July
'90) as Susan Atkins. Moran and Robert Fripp
are currently said to be talking to amajor label
about an operetta inspired by Ted Bundy's
mother.
—Beth Jacques
STING: Ten Summoner's Tales
A&M 31454 0070 2(CD only). Hugh Padgham, Sting,
prods.; Hugh Padgham, Simon Osborne, Pete Lewis,
Andrew Bradfield, engs. DDD. TE 48:39
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With anod to Chaucer's Canterbury Tales and
asly play on his own surname, Sting has chosen
atitle for his new album that is both revealing
and enigmatic. Despite what Sting has said in
recent interviews and the stated impressions
of several pop critics, Ten Summoner's Tales most
certainly reveals plenty about its creator. In fact,
although it does not dwell on the moody
introspection and inner turmoil of The Soul
Cages, it probably defines who Sting is as apop
artist more concisely than anything he's done
since his first solo record. It's also his most
polished and conceptually unified solo work.
The most immediately noticeable thing
about this CD is the compact, focused craftsmanship of both the songs and their messages.
"If IEver Lose My Faith in You" wastes no
time setting the pace, buoyed by Sting's pulsing
bassline and the chromatic harmonica accents.
The lyrics are an affirmation and acceptance
of one man's concept of maturity and insecurity, two qualities that are more closely related
than they might seem. "Love Is Stronger Than
Justice" effortlessly blends rock verses with
country choruses that would be startling if they
didn't work so well. Sting's mastery as asongwriter allows him to get away with what would
otherwise surely sound contrived. The funky
playfulness of "Heavy Cloud No Rain," complete with James Brown-ish punctuating horns,
is wrapped around some feisty, intelligent lyrics
that are far more serious than the accompanying
music suggests. Throughout this disc, Dominic
Miller's guitar work adds immeasurably to the
mix, and the band in general is excellent.
A track-by-track discussion of this disc
would certainly be justified if space allowed,
because there's not asingle piece of filler here.
Highlights include the collaboration between
Sting, Eric Clapton, and Michael Kamen, "It's
Probably Mer with its atmospheric muted
trumpet and disenchanted lyrics. To say that
Sting has arrived as amature songwriter is a
gross understatement, but one Ten Summoner's
Tales theme is the realization of man's mortality.
"Shape of My Heart" casts the same message
in symbolic card-game terms, but, as on "Saint
Augustine in Hell:' Sting often ponders redemption in one way or another. When he says "I
don't know if it's pain or pleasure that Iseek
/My flesh was all too willing, my spirit guide
was weak:' he transcends the subjective condition and addresses the dilemma we all face.
But he never allows the lyrics to become ponderous. These tracks are loaded with enough
hooks that anything here could easily accommodate pop radio (a fact that A&M is not
unhappy about, I'm sure).
The highlight of the CD, and one of Sting's
finest songs ever, is "Fields of Gold." The simple melody, with amelancholy, lonesome harSTEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

monica moving in and out between the acoustic
guitar and lush keyboard textures, supports the
poetic lyrics. With ayearning to simplify things
and walk with his lady love upon the fields of
barley, Sting cuts straight to the core of man's
desire for peace and tranquility in his awareness that life is finite and the good things must
be treasured. The lyrics are powerful: "I never
made promises lightly /And there have been
some that I've broken /But Iswear in the days
still left /We'll walk in fields of gold."
The CD was recorded at Sting's country
home in England and the relaxed atmosphere
and lack of pressure are evident. The tracks are
digital and heavily processed, but the bass is
warm and round, and there's plenty of detail.
A comparison with aGerman pressing of the
LP (picked up at the '93 Stereophile High-End
Hi-Fi Show in San Francisco at the wellstocked Pacific Vinyl booth) revealed aslightly
more open sound on the CD, with the LP sounding somewhat tame and less precise. There is
also alaserdisc version of the album which features an informal studio video of the core group
working on the tracks, with afew different
mixes and some alternate endings.
Ten Summoner's Tales is the best pop recording
I've heard in along time Even when compared
with Sting's uniformly excellent past albums,
it's the standard by which he'll have to judge
his future work. Here's the pop record of the
year, friends.
—Carl Baugher
LUTHER VANDROSS: Power of Love
Epic EK 46789 (CD). Luther Vandross, Marcus Miller,
prods.; Ray Bardani, eng. DDD. TT: 55:37

Out of the hundreds of soul singers on the market, Ifeel none to be as consistently superb as
Luther Vandross. His immense talents—musicianship, songwriting, and "feel" for atune—
are on alofty plain; all are showcased to great
effect on Power of Love. Expose yourself to the
strength of Luther. For asmooth-groovin',
catchy tune that sucks you into avortex of
swing, sass, and soul, cue up "Power of Love/
Love Power." Excellent lyrics grounded by solid
rhythms backed by insistent but never overbearing background vocals propel this tune into
aspecial groove zone. "Don't Want to Be a
Fool" and "Sometimes It's Only Love" reveal
amessage that any person who has ever been
in love or questioned the process of love can
readily identify: "Sometimes love is wonderful
/But sometimes it's only love."
Okay, Ilike this recording. There really are
no low points; only smooth transitions that
allow Luther to showcase his special talents in
several stylistic settings. The music is wellrecorded (though abit bright), never boring,
and possesses universal appeal. A bonus for
Vandrossians is his sparkling duet with Martha
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Pioneer PD-65
With Legato Link
Counterpoint DA-10 Dto A
User (namable DAC
Audio Alchemy OIL
Reduce that jiter!
Audio Alchemy X.D.P.
Uses Phillips DAC 7DAC
JVC XL/ -10507N
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Allis 131 Bit
A
Bit better...Call for other brands

Call for all your high-end audio needs!

Announcement:
Audio Outlet
long -awaited
newsletter is
now available.
Call for your
free copy.
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Sumiko Blue Point Special
Naked out ot the box
Sumiko Transfiguration AF1
Anew reference in M.C. Cartridges
Eminent Technology ET II
The affordable air-bearing tonearm
Graham 1.51.
Best tonearm in the world! IN STOCK
Rega RB300 Tonearm
The single best buy in audio
Nitty Gritty Record Cleaners and Fluid
The Cleaning Machine

Muse Model Eighteen
Tailor it to your speakers personality
Muse Model Eighteen 11"
The best, now balanced

NEW -Tice Audio MBF 3& 4
Affordable line conditioning from TICE
API Power Wedge -NEW PRODUCTS HERE
Isolates gear from wall and each other
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Great headphones from amaster
Beyerdynamics
Ultralight and comfortable
Grado Signature HPA-1
The portable headphone amplifer
Melos SHA
The best tube headphone amplder
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Nontak Contact Cleaner
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with dirty connectors?
McCullough Wood Products
Nice solid oak CO racks
Audioguest DM1000
Phono cartridge demagnetizer
Standwiches Speaker Interface Mats
A must for any mini-monitor owner!
Socket Saver
Precision tube socket cleaning brush
Laser Illusions Spatial Filter
Optical aperature to reduce jitter
Roomtunes
All shapes, sizes and colors
Sonex
Wall treatment that works
Sound Anchor,
Target, Arcici, Standesign
Supports and stores equipment
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Artemis COG ONE
A WATT killer
Genesis Genre II
Affordable High End
Call for other brands

Frank Huang, President
Audio Outlet, Inc.
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LINDSAY GEYER
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Acinus DIA 100
100w direct input amplifier
Magnum Dynalab FT101A
The Classic Analog Tuner
Counterpoint SA3000
Abest buy for the phono foyer
MUSE MODEL/60
Series II amps have arrived
Jadis Defy 7Mk II
Still the best!
Call for other brands

GROUND LOOP ELIMINATORS
mA.S.I C

AURAL SYMPHONICS

Eliminates cable TV-induced
audio hum and video noise

CARDAS TWINLINK QUADL 1
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TUBES
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Golden Dragon
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onginal-equipment tubes
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Sound Advice without the Price
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Wash (formerly of the Weather Girls and Sylvester). This tune is alesson in style, precision
of delivery, and controlled emotion that is
orchestrally superior. Isuggest the listener pay
close attention to the background work and
arrangements of Marcus Miller and Luther
Vandross; you will hear a powerful artist
delivering an exceptional collection of wellconceived songs.
—Atheil C. Lashley
NEIL YOUNG: Harvest Moon
Reprise 45057-2 (CD only). Tim Mulligan, John
Movvland, engs.; Neil Young, Ben Keith, prods. ADD.
TT 51:56

"'Heart of Gold' "—This song put me in the
middle of the road. Traveling there soon became
abore, so Iheaded for the ditch. A rougher ride,
but Isaw more interesting people there," wrote
Neil Young on the liner notes to Decade. Twenty
years after Harvest's brief detour into James Taylor territory, Neil's emerged from the ditch
again, and look who's waiting there to meet
him: Linda Ronstadt, Nicolette Larson, and the
program director from Easy 93.
If you listen from the next room, Harvest
Moon sounds like the best record the Eagles ever
made. This sequel has cutesy hooks catchy
enough for aCoca Cola commercial, more
pedal steel than the latest Garth Brooks album,
and even acameo from Sweet Baby James himself. Pass the insulin.
But don't turn the page yet. Harvest Moon
avoids being atotal waste because Neil, more
than anyone, is tuned in to the absurdity of the
whole situation. A 20th-anniversary album
from the guy who wrote "It's better to burn
out than to fade away," when he was plenty old
enough to know better? It makes you want to
send him acase of Miller. Or maybe Neil's just
schmoozing the voters from the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame.
Long-time Young fans can hear the tongue
firmly planted in Neil's cheek. "From Hank
to Hendrix" starts out like aslice of American
Pie, but by verse two Neil loses his nerve. "Old
King," believe it or not, ain't about Elvis, but
about areal hound dog. (Naaah, it just couldn't
be ametaphor.) Ably accompanied by Ms. Larson, he puts more passion in this ode to canine
love than any of the people songs here. Still not
convinced? Try this couplet from "Dreamin'
Man": "In the meadow dusk /Ipark my Aerostar /With aloaded gun /And sweet dreams
of you." Just remember that Ford Leasing tacks
on excessive wear charges for bloodstains.
To compare the sound of Harvest Moon with
its predecessor is to see how the art of recording
has regressed in 20 years. While the old record
featured outstandingly natural acoustic sound,
Harvest Moon is an overprocessed mess. The guitars are all overtone and no attack, and all the
S
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edge is reverbed out of Young's idiosyncratic
voice. Stick with the original.
Saccharine though it is, Harvest Moon is still
closer to Neil's best than his worst (listened to
Trans lately?), but it's just so darn predictable.
Which, coming from the most unpredictable
man in rock, therefore makes it unpredictable,
right? While you deconstructionists gnaw on
that one, let me just believe that Young is in the
middle of the road again for one reason only.
To get to the other side. See ya in the ditch, Neil.
—Allen St. John

UTTAKE

X-TRA LARGE: NOWiEATtltem
Giant 24469-2 (CD only). Warren Anthony Fitzgerald,
XL, prods.; various, engs. ADD.
49:52

Tr

What the Butthole Surfers did for the beach,
this scattering of Suicidal Tendencies and Rat
Scabies sidemen does for interpersonal relationships, the human condition (life's better
asleep), and Deep Thought (life's better when
the alien on your shoulder is asleep). Why put
your hi-fi through this? It will carve up your
speakers for firewood. If willful distortion's
your game, make atape for aKorean Walkman.
Use ferric.
—Beth Jacques

Before you invest your money,
spend some time with us.
NE Call us for expert advice on custom

home and theater sound systems at
affordable prices. We offer fast,
convenient shipping and provide
unparalleled service after the sale.
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New Jersey's
Place To Shop For
High End Audio...
Experienced, Knowledgeable and Courteous Service
Our staff has years of experience matching the right equipment
to your listening preference and environment

The Highest Quality Brands for
Every Budget and Taste

Proac Response Series, Including The New
Response 3Signature On Display

Conrad-Johnson, Proac, Kinergetics,
Proceed, Nakamichi, B&K, Rotel, Carver,
Mod Squad, AR, AMCNVeltronics, Audio
Alchemy, VAC, Cary Audio Design, JM
Labs, Sumiko, Unity Audio, Scientific
Fidelity, M&K, Energy, Denon, Near, Altec
Lansing, Roksan, Grado, MB Quart, Sound
Anchor, Target Straight Wire, Cardas,
Apex, Power Wedge, Audiophile CDs ... and
Many Other Brands.

We Have A Large Selection of Tube
Amplifiers, Preamplifiers and CD Players.

Conrad-Johnson
PV-11 Tube Preamplifier

We're Always Here To Help YouNo Appointment Necessary
Open 7Days A Week
Trade-Ins Accepted

Kinergetics
KCD-55 Ultra Platinum D/A

Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35 Middletown, NJ 07748 (908) 671-1559
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M ANUFACTURERS' C OMMENTS
AMC CVT-3 03 o

Editor:
All right, class. Your assignment is to write a
paper describing the superb qualities of AMC's
CVT-3030 vacuum-tube integrated amplifier.
Let's see. ..
we could use statements from customers' warranty registration cards, newsletter
subscription comments, or those special customers compelled to write us letters. Naw, that's
too easy. How about highlighting comments
from Ken Kessler's review in Hi-Fi News & Record Review last August? We could hire aGerman
translator and repeat the reasons why Stereo, Germany's largest enthusiast magazine, awarded
the 3030 "Best Buy," and borrow their photographs (visual seduction). Yeah, but all that info
is old news, after all; after eight months in the
market, there must be more. ..? All right, what
about describing ways of getting the very best
sonic performance out of the 3030? Yeah, that's
it, that's the assignment.
To be serious for amoment, Jack, we really
liked your opening remarks, and thank you for
the very thorough review of our CVT-3030
valve amp. We are pleased you found it "wonderfully satisfying" The design and marketing
of the CVT-3030 have been labors of love for
Peter Bath and the Weltronics team. You were
right on target when you stated our vision was
to "bring the sonic splendor of tubes to the
average music lover." Response from customers
and dealers has been nothing short ofphenomenal, nurturing that vision into reality. What
our first customers are saying is that they can
seriously consider speakers such as Thiel, Vandersteen, Wilson, and Avalon, for instance, knowing that they don't necessarily have to spend
megabucks on the electronics to drive them.
As you can well imagine, building apure
class-A tube-output integrated amplifier to sell
for under $900 was no easy task. However, because of our design experience, OEM history,
and facilities, we did have some advantages. For
example, the transformers used in the CVT3030 were initially made by our Weltronics
division here in the US (imagine hand-crafting
aviolin), and performed far better (at less cost)
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

than others we auditioned. Because of our size,
we were able to get favorable pricing from one
of the most respected manufacturers of tubes
in the world—Siemens. Our input stage sports
seven 240V MOSFET drivers per channel,
with matched output tubes soldered directly
to the printed circuit board complete with biasing circuit, allowing almost instant replacement. Modular construction, no less; our inboard DIA converter will be also. We are also
very proud of our host management system,
which forces cold air through achimney, giving
the EL34s optimum life. In fact, the 3030's conservative operating range is part of the overall design parameters. Avery Fisher would be
impressed with the 3030 design. Just as with
the early Fisher tube receivers, users should
have many trouble-free years of service.
Though not much of asurprise to us, until
they are told, "most people [are] unaware. ..
[that] the 3030 has tubes" As apleasant surprise, we have received several warranty registrations from women customers, who could
not resist the obvious sound quality even after
finding out about the tube nomenclature. Which
provides the perfect intro. We have not "aimed
squarely at the mid-fi market," or, for that matter, the esoteric market. We are, however, very
interested in effecting achange in the overall
offering by providing consumers with limited
budgets superior audio/video solutions. Although we are not concerned with the expensive packaging (faceplate) of our products, our
conviction is clearly demonstrated (no pun
intended) when the 3030 is used with high-end
speaker designs. The need for change we speak
often about is best illustrated by the numerous
user surveys (for example, Stereophile's own
readership survey). The number of new audio
buyers making the decision to purchase highquality affordable audio systems is agrowing
problem for specialty audio. After all, if we can
offer value and inspire interest with this special
group, how can we introduce them to the
elite/niche manufacturers? Exciting product,
preemptive pricing, and demonstrable performance advantages are needed.
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A Unique Combination...
at Ambrosia Audio.

THE VERY SOUL OF SOUND 7

F:1/Audioveet or Series

Audiovector VI is F3's top-of-the-line loudspeaker.
And as one of two reference speakers in the
prestegious AUDIOVECTOR line, it is a pacesetter for
others to follow. Chances are, until you've heard it.
you haven't heard all the music. We call it "the
music's loudspeaker". Not too analytical—yet ever so
sharply focused on placing each and every performer
right there, with you. in your listening room.
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Our answer to this void is our Valve Music
product line; the 3030 is the first member of
this very special family. Not more than 90 days
ago we introduced our second design, amatching CD player. We are continuing to work hard
to introduce even more Valve Music products
this year (not to mention two other categories of product under AMC).
In closing, Iwould like to say how proud we
at AMC are of your reaction to our product.
We will continue to release more affordable
high-end products, both valve and solid-state.
But make no mistake: We do not consider this
amid-fl product because of its price. Most of
our dealers display the CVT-3030 with Thiel,
Vandersteen, Sonus Faber, etc. to show off its
high-end performance in the "high-end room."
Once again, thanks to all at Stereophile for a
very thoughtful and thorough review.
M ARK SAMBRANO
US Marketing Manager, Weltronics

SONY CDP-X779ES
Editor:
We would like to thank both J. Gordon Holt
and Tom Norton for their insightful review of
our CDP-X779ES Compact Disc player.
As aleader in the CD-player category, it goes
without saying that Sony remains dedicated
to elevating the state of the art in music reproduction through the development of the latest,
most technologically advanced products. In this
regard, we were particularly pleased that your
editors utilized awide variety of criteria in
acknowledging the X779 for its superior overall performance.
You should also note that the Sony ES tradition of "attention to quality" continues this
year with the upcoming introduction of anew
series of single-play and carousel changer
models. These players will demonstrate significantly improved sonic and measurable performance, due to the incorporation of aselfdithering 20-bit ("SCORE") digital filter, along
with other refinements.
Once again, we thank Stereophile for its continued interest in our products. Vic PACOR
Vice President, Sony High Fidelity Division
NAIM ARO
Editor:
Ithink there are many areas of reciprocal
appreciation among British, American, and
German engineers (audio, test equipment, cars,
etc.), and Iwould like to thank Markus Sauer
for his thorough and diligent reviewing methods. Iam sure he will appreciate—from the
time-consuming nature of comparing toneartns
—that it took at least as much "perspiration as
inspiration" by Guy Lamotte and other support
staff in England under Naim founder Julian
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

Vereker's guidance to make theory become
reality in the development of this unique arm.
We at Naim Audio North America were involved in procuring the hi-spec aluminum alloy
"arrow" tubing in the US, which was akey part
of realizing the design.
Iwould like to forewarn those audiophiles
who are tempted to have holes drilled in the
headshell. Naim Audio made many attempts
at universal headshell designs, including those
with slots and extra holes. However, the stress
factors in the machined-alloy headshell were
always compromised, to the extent that Naim
felt that the ARO no longer sounded right.
Therefore, we have never offered an alternative "universal cartridge mount" ARO. As a
result, Iwould deter anyone from experimenting with this significant purchase! Especially
considering that the headshell is fused to the
armtube and can't be replaced by itself.
Markus points out that the unipivot ARO
tracks very well. It is also worth pointing out
that this actually has alife-preserving effect on
the delicate cartridge. This is of obvious benefit
when considering the expense of the bestengineered cartridges, and that many of them
have no re-tip credits anymore.
Finally, Iwould like to thank John Atkinson and Stereophile for continuing in an openminded vein and welcoming input from overseas writers such as Markus.
CHRIS WEST
Technical Manager,
Naim Audio North America
CONRAD-JOHNSON PVIOA
Editor:
We want to express our thanks to Corey Greenberg for the time and effort that clearly went
into his careful review of the PV10A. Like all
stereo components, the PV10A offers aflawed
rendition of the musical information it processes. Most importantly, however, what distinguishes the PV10A from most competitive
products is the fact that the unit's flaws do little
to detract from the enjoyment of recorded
music. Corey has provided the reader with a
clear description of the character of this unit,
and has gone on to note that it is nonetheless
"musical and involving." It is gratifying to have
our most affordable vacuum-tube product
appreciated for its notable musicality.
LEW JOHNSON
Conrad-Johnson Design
AIR TIGHT ATM-3
Editor:
Thank you, once again, for the opportunity you
have provided us by reviewing our ATM-3
monoblock amplifiers. Mr. Olsher's review
captures the essence of our amplifiers: handbuilt, high-quality instruments dedicated to
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CHANCE-OF-A-LIFETIME
MIT® CABLE SALE.
SAVE 33-66% On MIT Audio Sz. Digital Cables!
Dateline: March 1, 1993. Transparent
Audio, of Hollis, ME, has stopped distributing and manufacturing MIT cables created by legendary designer, Bruce Brisson.
Transparent Audio has decided to sell
their remaining inventory to Audio

e.

•

• ,

Advisor, of Grand Rapids, MI. "These are
new, factory-terminated cables—not used
or demos," reports Karen Sumner,
President of Transparent Audio, "The
prices are low because we needed to clear
our warehouse as quickly as possible."

e'

i4"• >.

•
MIT Adjustable Digital Cable

SAVE 45-52% on MIT ZAPchord.

MIT Digital Cables 59-66% OFF!

MIT ZAPchord interconnect has apatented network to remove "electrostatic
noise" from the music signal.
.5M was $55, now $29.95
1.0M was $75, now $36.00
1.5M was $95, now $45.00

Bruce Brisson created his own digital
cables which reduce digital jitter, reflections and eliminate RF interference.

SAVE 43% ON MIT PC-Squared.
MIT PC-Squared interconnect has a
patented design to produce phase-correct, 3-dimensional sound.
.5M was $70, now $39.95
1.0M was $90, now $49.95
1.5M was $115, now $59.95

SAVE 33% On MI-330 Interconnect.

Standard MIT Digital Cable—with built-in
fixed value network to match most D/A
processors-1.0M was $195, now $79.95.
MIT Adjustable Digital Cable—allows
adjustment to precisely match any D/A
processor-1.0M was $375, now $125.
HURRY! Quantities are very limited. Add
$4.95 shipping per order in US. Allow 2
weeks for delivery.

VISA, MC, DISCOVER & AMEX
ACCEPTED. CALL TO ORDER:

MIT MI-330, also called MI-500 & MIT
Music Link", is world-famous for being
phase-correct & harmonically accurate.
.5M was $140, now $89.95
1.0M was $180, now $119.95
1.5M was $225, now $149.95
MIT is oRegistered Trademark of MIT, Inc.
Music fink and ZAPchord ore Trademarks of MIT, Inc.
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Audio Advisor, Inc.
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Grand Rapids, MI 49503
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reproducing the magic of alive performance.
We are concerned about the technical performance of our monoblocks in the Triode
mode, and would like to inform your readership
that we have sent Mr. Olsher our test specifications to determine if our review amps are
within our quality tolerances. In defense of our
Triode mode operation, out of the many ATM3s we have sold, we have not received one comment about distortion in the Triode mode.
However your readership will listen to our
monoblocks, be it in Ultralinear or Triode
mode, we strive to bring them closer to what
music is all about: the re-creation of the musical
spirit.
ARTURO M ANZANO
Axiss Distribution
MERIDIAN 200 & 263
Editor:
We are delighted with Bob Harley's very positive review of both the Meridian 200 transport
and the 263 DIA converter. He explores many
aspects of the designs of both models, all of
which are, of course, fascinating to us as designers. On many of these Icould comment at
length; however, Iwill restrict my reply to three
main issues!
In the introduction, Bob—somewhat tonguein-cheek—suggests that for an audio component to be serious it must be heavy, bulky, and
overt in its construction. Imust say that,
although this exactly expresses market prejudice, it has very little foundation in engineering.
My firm belief is that, with both digital and
analog audio, the smaller the circuit can be made,
the better it will be, and the fewer overkill additions will need to be made In aprecision-mixed
analog-digital circuit like the 263's, the second
PLL is ahighly optimized design that simply
works better the smaller it is. If Ihad spread out
the PCB to a19" width and mounted the capacitors in ranks, "Manhattan-style," it would
certainly impress more, but it could never work
as well!
This point may seem more obvious when we
are discussing digital circuits where the internal
and external electromagnetic compatibilities
obviously benefit from short trace-lengths. The
same principle applies to the analog sections
of any audio component—with the possible
exception of aclass-B power amplifier. The
smaller the included area of adesign, the less
susceptible it is to external or self-induced electromagnetic disturbances. This argument is as
true for phono stages as it is for DACs.
As Bob points out, the 263 uses four-layer
printed circuit boards. This is not done for fun
—a four-layer pcb costs three times as much
as atwo-layer equivalent. Why do we use them?
The answer is simple: Using software tools
which we have developed at Meridian, Ican not
S
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only make afour-layer, surface-mounted design smaller (and therefore better), but Ican further improve the effectiveness of the power
supply. The four-layer pcb of the 263 uses partitioned power and ground planes to provide
atrue low-impedance supply for the analog
stages. My design notes show that the regulators and Nichicon capacitors deliver on this
pcb asupply impedance of <15 tnilliohms
throughout the audio band—a result not really
feasible, for example, with an external power
supply (which would seem to be more serious
and audiophile). Iprefer the design to stand on
its own feet and provide true value If you want
it heavier, we could add metal and charge more,
but why?
Your readers are probably aware that at
Meridian we have been closely studying the
jitter question for 10 years.' For some time, we
have been measuring jitter with an FM detector,
which, unlike the Meitner, operates only in
fundamental mode and produces results which
you show in fig.l. Iam delighted that the 263
is the best result you have yet measured for jitter.
Ido feel, though, that the measurement you
get-45ps in the 263—is high! Fig.1, by our
reckoning, gives, with respect to 44.1kHz, rms
jitter of 152ps for the first loop and 5.6ps for
the second. The peak:RMS ratio for this jitter
is improved from 6:1 to 3.5:1. Given that the
manufacturer's spec for CS8412 is <200ps
RMS, and that fig.1 shows adifference ofat least
30dB, we are fairly confident in this degree of
improvement. Incidentally, the measurement
of the second loop is indistinguishable from
one carried out on the master quartz oscillator in the CD transport—and that is true in the
sound.
Finally, Bob's response to the sound of the
200/263 was very satisfying. The real strengths
of this combination do lie in its ability to convey
anatural and satisfying long-term musical
result. Over the years, Ihave pushed the development of our digital replay systems, exploring
distortions and errors from measurement and
psychoacoustic viewpoints. It remains my firm
belief that the more of this we understand, and
the better that products like 263 behave in terms
of jitter, modulation noise and distortion,
differential linearity, etc., the more open and
natural these products will sound and the more
the sound will resemble live music. It is also true
that, in some competing technologies, we have
identified clear digital-distortion mechanisms
that will give the impression of trading some
of this natural quality we seek for an enhanced
"excitement" or apparent "drive" through
envelope-related distortions. Iam concerned
that anatural perspective of sound does not
1We designed the first MCD in 1983.
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become labeled as most suitable for classical
and small-scale music. The improvements we
have made to any DAC, including those internal
to CD players (and therefore bypassing any
S/PDIF questions) never made the sound more
natural at the same time that they provided
more "punch," "dynamics:' or "pacer
The review refers to other CD transports and
converters for reference that cost twice as much
as the 200/263. If that interests you, the Meridian 602 transport ($2750, Stereophile Class B
recommended) and Meridian 606 DAC ($2250)
should be auditioned.
BOB STUART
Chairman & Technical Director,
Meridian Audio

ADS Technologies

your readers be misled.
Corey explains the operation of digital roomcorrection systems as if they were simple equalizers. Analog equalizers do not change with
respect to time. They are known as "minimum
phase" devices because they alter phase by an
amount directly related to the change in amplitude. Sound in aroom changes dramatically
with respect to time, so, as many an audiophile
has experienced, analog equalizers usually do
more harm than good. Digital electronics allow
for completely independent amplitude and time
correction, along with excellent frequency resolution, over along time aperture.
Corey then makes the incorrect, and wholly
unsupported, conclusion that proper speaker
design would correct for room-acoustics problems '. .
more easily and much more effectively. .!' Roy Allison and Peter Snell were the
pioneers in defining this problem, and in providing practical solutions to optimize the
speaker/room interface. They were both able
to dramatically reduce the ill effects of nearby
boundaries on low-frequency smoothness. In
both cases this was achieved by placing the lowfrequency driver(s) close enough to the nearest
boundaries (the floor and one wall) that the
reflections from those boundaries would be
completely in phase with the direct sound. This
assured that the overall response was smoother,
and did not suffer as much as with other speakers from the irregular amplitude response
resulting from selective, constructive, and destructive frequency interference. These designs
also dictated the placement relative to two room
boundaries, making the combined response
more predictable.2Unfortunately, the distances
to the sidewalls, ceiling, and rear wall remain
unknowns. It is not possible for designers to
predict the effects caused by these unknown
boundaries, making acomplete solution to the
boundary problem impossible to incorporate
into aloudspeaker. The magnitude of the errors
seen from these unpredictable boundaries is in
the tens of decibels, far worse than the response
errors of any decent loudspeaker.
Corey, and your readers, need to understand
that standing waves are another problem which
cannot be corrected by speaker design. As people often do, Corey confused the issue of boun-

SNELL ON DSP ROOM COR—
RECTION
Editor:
My compliments to you for such an extensive
WCES report in the April issue. Robert Harley
deserves to be commended for his coverage of
digital audio from an obviously informed perspective. However, Ifeel Imust make corrections to issues raised in Corey Greenberg's
show coverage (Vol.16 No.4, pp.75 & 77), lest

2References:
1) RE Allison, "The Influence of Room Boundaries on
Loudspeaker Power Output," JAES, June 1974, Vol.22,
pp314-320.
2) K.O. Ballagh, "Optimum Loudspeaker Placement Near
Reflecting Planee JAM, December 1983, VoI31, pp.931-935.
3) G. Adams, "Time Dependence of Loudspeaker Power
Output in Small Rooms," JAES, April 1989, Vo137,
pp.203-209.
4) RV. Waterhouse, "Output of aSound Source in aReverberation Chamber and Other Reflecting Environments," J.
Acoust. Soc. Am., January 1958, Vo130, pp.4-13.

MUSEATEX HYBRID 6
Editor:
Thank you for sending us acopy of your intended
review of the Museatex Hybrid 6speaker.
As you are aware, Museatex has now merged
with a/d/s/ to form ADS Technologies Inc With
the merger, we have been able to commit to a
higher level of research into perfecting the
FtTRE speakers. In the meantime, we have decided to discontinue the present Museatex
speaker from the market, pending the upcoming changes.
We apologize for not informing you of this
fact earlier, but in the midst of the merger chaos,
we totally forgot to inform you. An early production version of the new aid/S/ RIRE speaker
was shown at the Stereophile Show in San Francisco. Our technical people inform me that,
except for the overall principle, this product has
very little in common with the product under
review.
We greatly appreciate the time that has been
spent with the speaker, and look forward to
sending you the new aid/s/ speakers in afew
months. As this product is no longer available
through the Museatex distribution, please indicate this fact in your publication to avoid confusion in the market.
Museatex will continue to produce and market under its own name all the Museatex electronics. All speakers and subwoofers will be
marketed under the aid/s/ name.
KURIEN JACOB
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dary effects with that of room modes. All listening rooms exhibit low-frequency standing
waves. Their audibility can be minimized through
the proper placement of both the loudspeaker
and the listening position. A loudspeaker cannot be designed so that it eliminates the colorations caused by standing waves in an unknown room. Optimum placement of both the
loudspeakers and the listening area typically
results in minimized response errors to the still
unacceptably high level of 5-10dB. This is a
greater source of low-frequency coloration than
agood speaker will introduce on its own. Time
and amplitude errors caused by the listening
room and its interaction with the transducers
and listener remain the greatest source of coloration in all high-quality audio systems. Properly
applied, digital-speaker and room correction
offer the first tools to tame the listening room.
Corey is misinformed regarding the size of
the "sweet spot" produced by adigitally corrected system. That is simply afunction of the
frequency range which is corrected, the data
collection method utilized, and decisions made
by the software programmer. Our beta test
units are switch-selectable between correction
which offers improvement over alarge listening
area, and correction which is optimized so a
single listener will hear less "room" than ever
before.
It is most certainly true that digital room correction is anew and rapidly evolving area, and
the correction software will evolve as our
knowledge increases. That is why we have gone
to great lengths to put everything under software control in our CQ-10 loudspeaker/roomcorrection system. Customers' room measurements will be archived, and plug-in software
updates will be offered at no charge for the first
year.
KEVIN VOECKS
Chief Engineer, Snell Acoustics
NOISETRAPPERS
Editor:
Ihave just received the April issue of Stereophile.
Needless to say, Iwas pleased to note the inclusion of the NoiseTrapper 2000 and NoiseTrapper PowerStrip as "Recommended Components."
Iwould, however, like to make two points
for your readers' edification:
1) The recommendation of the NT2000
implies that the unit is only available through
mail order. In fact, all NoiseTrapper Products
are available through adealer network. True,
we do some direct sales in areas currently without dealers, but the majority of NoiseTrapper
sales are made through our dealers.
2) The inclusion of the NoiseTrapper and
NoiseTrapper Plus in the "Deletions" section
due to these products being "no longer availS
TEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

able" is, in fact, strictly correct. Your readers
should know, however, that these products have
been upgraded, not discontinued. The current
model is the NoiseTrapper PlusCD. All
NoiseTrappers and Pluses currently in service
can be upgraded.
GERARD ALCALA
NoiseTrapper Products
XL0 TYPE 4.1
Editor:
XLO Electric wants to thank Robert Harley
for his courtesy in mentioning our new Type
4.1 digital interconnect as part of his WCES
report [Stereophile, April 1993]. There is, however, one point that we do need to clarify. The
Type 4.1 is one of our new Signature Series of
cables. Though it is an improvement on our
highly respected Reference Series Type 4, it is
not its replacement. The Type 4remains acurrent model, and, like all XL0 cables, it continues to offer best-in-the-world performance
at its price level.
BRUCE BALL
XL0 Electric
SOLO 323 & H500
Editor:
We would like to thank Mr. Thomas Norton,
Mr. Dick Olsher, and Mr. Guy Lemcoe for
their kind comments on the Solo 323 amplifier and H500 horn monitor in the WCES
report [Stereophile, April 1993]. It is very encouraging for all of us at Solo Electronics to
have afavorable initial report.
One of the major features of the 323 amplifier is the "user-selectable output stager The
amplifier can be easily switched from pure
class-A (8Wpc) to class-AB (50Wpc) by the
front power switch. At the WCES, we played
the 50Wpc most of the time, though, of course,
changing the mode and playing the 8Wpc was
also part of our demonstration.
CHRIS LAU, JOSEPH LAU
Solo Electronics

PSB STRATUS MINI

Editor:
PSB appreciates that you made note of consistency in quality and value throughout the
PSB models previously reviewed in Stereophile.
Iwould also like to comment on the excellent
technical data supporting Stereophile's reviews
and how well they seem to correlate with the
listening experience.
In response to those who might want more
low frequencies at higher levels when using the
Minis, Iwould recommend PSB's new powered subwoofer. This unit is being introduced
at the Summer CES and is applicable to virtually any PSB model from the Alpha on up.
PAUL D. BARTON
VP, R&D, PSB/Lenbrook Industries
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JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramaphone
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service
8Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Sliverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
Towson
An Die Musik
One Investment PI,
Annex Bldg
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision #2
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
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Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Everett
Everett Music Shop
30 Norwood St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike Rd
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Birmingham
Street Corner Music, Ltd.
17620 W. 13 Mile Rd
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Dearborn Music
22000 Michigan Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
290"/ Horton
Lansing
Contemporary Audio
3800 W. Saginaw
Niles
Michiana News Service
2232 S. 11th St
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
Traverse City
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
Waterville
The Music Gallery
35 E. On The Concourse
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
MISSOURI
Blue Springs
Seventh Heaven
600 S. Seven Hwy
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
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St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co
1341 5 Lindbergh #1
The Sound Room
747 N. New Ballas Rd
MONTANA
Kalispell
Audio Visions
136 Main St
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
3021 S. Valley View #103
Reno
High End Stereo
959 W. Moana Ln
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
47-51 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St
Peterborough
Old Colony Sound Lab
305 Union St
Ridge Center
DB Systems
Main St
NEW JERSEY
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Rt 41
Howell
Camera Video Showplace
4518 Rt 9, Friendship Plaza
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Rt 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight 8Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
Nutley
Bernhard DeBoer
113 E. Centre St
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo 8Video
US Rt 1at Texas Ave
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E.

Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE
Sound FX
10300 Menaul NE
Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Garcia Street Books
376 Garcia St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Records NSuch
Stuyvesant Plaza
Alfred
College Suppliers
15 Church St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1330 Front St
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Hudson Falls
Maple Street Video Variety
161 Maple St
Jamaica
RAF HiFi/Stereo
JFK Airport, Bldg 80
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8409-B Shallow Creek Rd
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
Trading Corp.
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Accent on Music
175 Main St
Fox 8Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
New York
Audio Arts
247 Centre St
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St
J&R Music World
23 Park Row
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e ENTERTAINMENT

THE SMART WAY
TO BUY & SELL
USED AUDIONIDEO
EQUIPMENT!

CENTERS
FACTORY DIRECT!

Equipment lists from dealers and individuals are
continuously updated on our computer and mailed to
our subscribers on the 1st and the 15th of each month.
Our alphabetized format and our frequency of
publication assures you of current, up-to-date
information.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
6 months/12 issues:S25
12 months/24 issues:S45

Send CK, MO or call with Visa/MC

AUDIO TRADING 'FINIES
PO Box 27, Conover, WI

54519

Ph (715)479-3103 Fax (715) 479-1917

Call Today To
Place Your
Free Ad!

Why pay more? Our modular oak units are

available factory direct at huge savings. Mix and
match various units to create custom wall systems.
'tin.tructed primarily of solid oak, our audio
I rnIt re is precision built to last alifetime.
'all for afree brochure.

NORTHWOOD DESIGN
PO Box 83, Conover, WI 54519 (715)479-7532

THESE FOUR NEW RELEASES REPRESENT OUR MOST DRAMATIC
ACHIEVEMENTS IN RECREATING A LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCE.
Peggy Lee
Moments Like This
(1)84
All new recording from
the incomparable Peggy
Lee featuring stunning
renditions of classic an
standards. The clarity of
sound matched with the
class of performance
make this ajazz
collector's dream.

Labambo & Rabello
Shades of Rio JD8S
l\L U1 li1111
)
11

ieâ

Romero Lubarnbo and
Raphael Rahello are two
of the foremost guitar
virtuosos playing
contemporary Brazilian
repertoire. Together.
these two masters
stimulate and inspire each
other to reach heights.
beyond their individual
limits, to challenge and be
challenged!

Orquesta Nova
Salon New York JD86
Critically acclaimed hybrid
chamber ensemble
Orquesta Nova plays
crossover Latin, classical
jazz mix. The group
creates aunique sound,
at once truly original
and firmly rooted in
the Latin American
musical tradition.

Cephas & Wiggins
Bluesmen JD89
Traditional acoustic
blues legends. Cephas
& Wiggins, play the
Piedmont blues with
absolute authenticity.
These Bluesmen are
preserving the blues—
the grassroots of most
of American music. A
sonic spectacular

CHESHY RECORDS
You Can Hear The Difference

0
if 1 11[SIR

P,

insas

F51

Chesky Records CDs are available in Fine Audio and Record Stores, or order direct with Visa/MasterCard by calling 1-800-331-1437
aillgala
or 212-586-7537 or send check or money order for CDs $14.98 (Gold CDs $29.98) plus postage and handling
=
\MY
(add 8.25% sales tax in NY State) to, CHESKY RECORDS Radio City Station, PO. Box 1268, New York, NY 10101.

»1.1
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Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E 16th St
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Queens
T. D Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Rockaway Park
Hi Fi Classics
115-09 Rockaway Beach
Blvd
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Superior Sight 8. Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E.
Walton
Audio Classics
U.S. Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy

NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Mr Audio
Rt 6, Box 21, Hwy 105 S.
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Mr, Audio
601 S. Kings Dr #F
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave

OHIO
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Stereo Lab #1
11419 Princeton Rd
Columbus
For The Record
1386 Grandview Ave
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2616 Col, Glenn Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave

Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi 8Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Boogie Records
3301 W. Central
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
Paragon Sound
5450 Monroe St
Westlake
New Image Electronics
31017 Center Ridge Rd

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N. May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St

OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
High Fidelity Unlimited
1428 SE 36th Ave
Sixth 8Washington News
617 SW Washington St

PENNSYLVANIA

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
1807 Bush River Rd
Greenville
American Audio
101 Verdae Blvd k800
Mt. Pleasant
Tunes Discs 8. Tapes
976 Houston Northcutt
Blvd k2
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galeria
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192

TENNESSEE
Gatlinburg
The Rhythm Section
118 Roaring Fork Rd #2
Hendersonville
Musical Elegance
111 Oak PI
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike #900
La Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heu -Quaker Blvd #31
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.

TEXAS

Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems Amarillo
1985 S. Fifth St
Don's Hi-Fidelity
7402 W. 34th St
Ardmore
Sound Systems
Denby Radio
2502 Paramount
15 W. Lancaster Ave
Arlington
Berwyn
Texas Audio
Soundex
4211 S. Cooper #111
747 Berwyn Ave
Austin
Carlisle
Audio Systems
Sound Solutions
1102 W. Koenig Ln
150 M.J. Mall
Austin News Agency
Doylestown
2830 Real St
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Center Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St
Erie
Custom Audio
Dallas
1550 W. 26th St
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
Harrisburg
#G441
I.P.D. Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn St
Fine Print Distributors
Jenkintown
6448 Hwy 290 E. NB-104
The Stereo Trading Outlet
Krystal Clear Audio
320 Old York Rd
4433 McKinney Ave
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. Third St
Levy United News Co.
850 E. Luzerne St
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Mook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8. Stereo Shop
19 N. Market St
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave De Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
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Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Preston Trail AudioNideo
3953 Beltline Rd
Shakespeare Beethoven
Galleria #3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. OD
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline
#32-B
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 a Loop 289 #13
San Antonio
Audio Concepts
8474 Fredericksburg Rd
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UTAH

Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr

VERMONT
Burlington
Chassman &Bum
Booksellers
81 Church St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Arlington
Needle In AHaystack
Ballston Metro Center
901 N. Stuart St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products
8. Services
215 Main St
Falls Church
Audio Buys
5177 Lisberg Pike
High Technology
Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
6477 College Park Sq

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth #33
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northup Way
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
307 N. Columbia Center Blvd
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way
Spokane
Recorded Memories
N. 1902 Hamilton

WASHINGTON, DC

Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
Tower Video #630
2000 Pennsylvania Ave

WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments
59 S. University Ave
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave

WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News 8. Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave

Eau Claire
Elite Audio
4060 Commonwealth Ave
Germantown
Nobis Technologies
W.114 W.18605 Clinton Dr
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S. Oneida St
Madison
Specialized Sound
621 S. Gammon Rd
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1

ALBERTA
Calgary
The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 Eighth St SW
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
222 S. Railway St SE

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
K8A Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
The Magic Flute
2100W. Fourth Ave
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morris St

ONTARIO
Chatham
Absolute Sound
725 St. Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
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The Critics
Had Their
30-Day,
No-Risk,
In-Home
Audition.
Isn't It Time
You Had
Yours?

Because Icon speakers are only available directly from our factory,
you'll save hundreds of dollars by avoiding the usual dealer markup!
The Lumen 2-way monitor -$795 per pair.
The Joule 2-way floor-standing speaker -$1295 per pair.
The Parsec 3-way floor-standing speaker -$1795 per pair.
"You'll fall in love with this speaker's clear sound. Ifeel that it can
compete with several prestigious loudspeakers costing many times
it's price."
-Bruce Bartlett, High Performance Review ,Summer 1991
"Close your eyes and you'd think you were listening to electrostatic
speakers... Iwas constantly reminded of the Quad ESL-63, with its
breathtaking transparency and impeccably true timbres...The Parsecs
are speakers for symphonic music; to the Sibelius Second they
brought a naturalism and presence simply unmatched by any other
design under consideration." -Lawrence Johnson, CD Review, Nov. 1991
"The Lumen is the best under -$1000 speaker Ihave heard."
-Kenneth Duke, The Sensible Sound, No. 43, Summer 1991
"The Icon Lumen is the best for it's price."

-Audio Art Magazine

"I think you will definitely fall in love with these American speakers!"
-Modern Audio, January 1992
also see the rave review of the Lumen in issue 81 (July/Aug. 1992) of
the absolute sound magazine. ...and many more!
For your own copy of our free 12-page color brochure
and review reprints please call us toll-free at:

C

c)

since 1989

— Boo — 669 — 9662
Icon Acoustics, 13 Fortune Drive, Billerica, MA 01821

GREEN CHAMELEON'S INVADE
THE APPLE!
ONE ON ONE WITH MICHAEL GREEN
HEAR THE CHAMELEON AND OTHER
EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS ONLY AT
ULTRA SYSTEMS APPLE SITE.

SYSTEMS 800-72/ -3305

MATCHED SYSTEMS ,QUALITY DEMOS ,UNBELIEVABLE SERVICE .

obe".
"1,
4
s,

Music Sites in NJ. PA. NY. OH. WY. Te1-215-297-0227/Fax-8661
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Essex
Audio Two
5Frances Ct
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
1280 Main St W.
Thompson's Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier's Cameras
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Mississauga
Laserland
2200 Dundas St E.
North Bay
Popular Audio
144 Main St W.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W. #3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics Audio 8Video
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Sudbury
Total Sight 8Sound
818 Barrydown Rd
Thomhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Timmins
Professional Sound
175 Third Ave
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Disticor
155 Gordon Baker Rd #213
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
71 McCaul St #E8/E9
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio Video
233 Brock St S.

QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St-Zotique
Montreal
Opus Audio
5181 boul. Décarie
Cluebec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio 0Imports
544 Burwood Rd, lot Floor
Pirimai Hi-Fi 8Video
Westfield Shopping Town
#54
Burwood Rd, Burwood
Melbourne, Victoria
McGill's Authorised News
187 Elizabeth St

BELGIUM
Hasselt
Ghijsens Hi Fi
Singruidersteenweg 14

BERMUDA
Hamilton
MU! International
61 Church St

CIS &BALKAN STATES
Russia
125171 Moscow
Nov Tek
Leningradskoe
Shosse 18 #212

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrtava 1

DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlottenlund OK-2920
Matrix Aps
Viggo Rothes Vej 23
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
KT Radio
MP. Bruunsgade 36
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Veils
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71

PHILIPPINES

ISRAEL

ITALY

National Distributor
Warsaw 02-743
Horn Distribution
UL Bacha 101303

JAPAN

PORTUGAL

National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku

National Distributor
2700 Amadora
Ajasom
Praceta Jose Regio N8-A
Damaia de Balm

MALAYSIA

SINGAPORE

National Distributor
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 Jln Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael

SPAIN

MEXICO
National Distributor
Col. Mixcoac C.P. 03910
Mexico 19, OF
Heaven Sound
Blvd Adolfo Lopez
Mateos 1384

National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Padre Joke, 22

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm 11438
HiFi Art
Grey Turegatan 24

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rijnstraat 142-150

SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
11 Rue Verdaine

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR Britton
3Sydney St

IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock

S
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National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Ln
Glasgow G2
Music Room
98 Bath St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berko
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade,
Fhar St

VENEZUELA
National Distributor
Caracas
Ardica
Centro Comercial
Concresa, Piso 1
Local 321 Prados
del Este

The Stereophile

RECORD- REVIEW
I
NDEX
is now available!

ICELAND

IRAN

Bangkok
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
SM8M3
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Rajprasong

UNITED KINGDOM

National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617

HONG KONG

National Distributor
Teheran CP 11316
Gramophone Company
Ave Djomhoun Eslarni
Rue Massoud Saad No 21

THAILAND

POLAND

National Distributor
Lucca 55100
Sound 8Music
Via della Formica 496

YK Audio Ltd.
Room 203. Man Yee Bldg.
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon

National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF. S Danielsson
Skulagata 61

TAIWAN

National Distributor
National Distributor
Quezon City
Taipei
Ramcar
Audio Vertex
78 Greenmeadows Ave
4F No.2 141 Ln
Greenmeadows Subdivision Chung Shan N. Road Sec. 7

National Distributor
Tel Aviv 61500
The Music Room Ltd
PO. Box 50087

Indexes every record review published in Stereophile
from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.15 No.12 (1987-1992).
Also includes indices to "Building A Library" and
musician interviews. Available as hard copy or on
51
/ "or 31
4
/ "floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
2
•

•

•

VVVVV

Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
208 Delgado St.
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(Please indicate hard copy or disk and disk size.)
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AUDIO NEXUS

STEREO COMPONENTS THAT HONOR MUSIC
MELDS The smoothness, clarity and sweetness of
their preamps, CD players, and D/A converters
make musicality available to all budgets. Highly
praised in TAS and Stereophile.
ROTEL Better sound best buys. Starting with the
RCD-955 and 965 CD players they crafted an entire
line of superb products!
VANDERSTEEN Legendary baffleless designs;
openness and imaging comparable to planar speakers. Superb values, outperforming competitors
twice their price. The awesome model 3must be
heard to be believed, as well as the fabulous model
2Ce!
APOGEE Sonically and visually stunning ribbon
speakers, frequent "best sound at show"-awards;
available in decorator finishes. Come hear the
acclaimed Stage and the affordable Centaur Minor.

EAD The word is getting out! The affordable
DSP7000 DIA Converter and DST Transport are
contenders for best sound at any price! Come
check them out

CARY Beautifully crafted tube and hybrid amps
possessing exceptional sonic performance. The
SLA and 300B set exciting new standards for musicality, affordability. Hot New Product—CARY SLM
mono blocs with 135W/CH, (100 W/CH Class A) for
under $3000."/pair!

JEFF ROINLAND World's finest electronics for the
audio connoisseur who demands the very best.
The Consonance and Consummate set the sonic
standard for remote control preamps.

Allis •AMC •Apogee •Audio Alchemy •Audioguesf •BEL •B& K•Cardas •Cary •Celesfion
Counterpoint •Dynaco •(AD •Eminent Technology •Esoteric •Fried •Forte •Fostex •Grado Headphones
Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Kimber Kable •Klyne •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack
Melos •MIT •Monster Cable •NEAR •Nifty Gritty •OCM •Ortofon •Power Wedge •PS Audio •PS8
Rotel •Scientific Fidelity •SME •Sony ES •Sota •Stax •Talisman/Alchemist
Tara Labs •Target •Tube Traps •Vandersteen •VPI •Wadia

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901—We Ship Anywhere

908-277-0333

?

a3Ondeue
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audio research
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A UDIO M ART
RATES: Private, 90it per word, $18 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $2.75 per word, $110 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMENTI All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card only: Master
Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified M Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106. DEADLINE: Ms are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

FOR SALE
STEREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX is
now available Indexes every record review published
in Stereophik, from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.15 No.12
(1987-1992). Also includes indices to "Building A
Library" and musician interviews. Available as hard
copy or on 51
/"or 31
4
/ "floppy disks (MS DOS, raw
2
ASCII only). Send $9.95 to Stereophik Record-Review
Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate
hard copy or disk and disk size.
LOUDSPEAKER IMPEDANCE DATA (magnitude and
phase) for 145 different loudspeaker samples, measured
from 10Hz to 50kHz with the Audio Precision System
I. Available on 51
/ "(1.2Mb) or 31
4
/ "floppy disks (MS
2
DOS only). Send $19.95 to Impedance Data (Attn. Debbie
Fisher), Stereophile, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501.
Please indicate disk size.
AR LIMITED, AUDIOSTATIC, NEAR, VAC, AR Classic, Enlightened Audio Design, Polyfusion, Scientific
Fidelity, Symphonic-Line, Coda, XLO, Eminent Technology, Klyne, Dynaco, IDOS, Definitive Technology,
Audio Alchemy, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Presence
Audio, Space & Time, Reference Line, Lyra cartridges and
turntables, Musical Design, Marantz, Arcici, Bright Star,
Well-Tempered, Transparent cables, Power Wedge, Wheaton, Fosgate THX, many more. Straightforward guidance.
Krystal Ckar Audio, 4433 McKinney Ave, Dallas, TX 75205,
(214) 520-7156.

APOGEE ACOUSTICS, INC.: DEDICATED
STEREO SUBWOOFERS to enhance the performance and dynamic range of Calipers, Duettas, and
Divas will be available mid-May. The suggested US
retail price including the Dedicated Active Crossover
is $3995 per pair. Call Apogee for the dealer nearest
you: Apogee Acoustics, 35 York Ave., Randolph, MA
02368, (617) 963-0124.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, LOS ANGELES—Franchised
dealer for: Naim, Roksan, Spendor, Creek, Rega, Epos,
Totem, Rotel, Sound Organisation, JPW, Dynaco, OC-9,
Sumiko, Goldring, Revolver, Target, and more. Always
lots of used gear. Established way back in 1979! (818)
307-6467.
DIGITAL ANTIDOTE (pat. pending). Passive design,
uses analog out of CD or D/A. Reduces time-domain
errors, restoring harmonic overtone integrity. Awarded
"Product of Merit" by Boundfor Sound. Be "DigititisFree"—send $169.95 to: Tadcleo Loudspeaker Ca, 2604 Elmwood Ave., Rochester, NY 14618, (716) 244-6027.
ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER CO., NY.
Linn, Naim, Rotel, Arcam, McCormack, Magnum
Dynalab, Rega, Creek, Epos, QED, JPW, Nitty Gritty,
Goldring, interesting LPs and CDs. Join us for our Friday
musical evenings from 6pm. We care about your needs,
regardless of budget. 175 Main St., Mount Kisco, NY 10549,
(914) 242-0747.

AN MART, INC. IN ALHAMBRA and Cucamonga,
So. Calif.: Audio Alchemy, Cardas, Dynaco, Kinergetics,
Esoteric, Sony ES, Pioneer Elite, Infinity, ParailiginJamo,
Parasound, Rotel, Monster, Bose, Onkyo, Velodyne,
Advent, Sumiko, BBE. Used equipment sale: McIntosh
MC2300 (mint), S1800; ARC SP-9 (mint), with 2sets
of spare tubes, 2faceplates, S999; Micro Seiki 1000 turntable with 2arms, Ortofon transformer, marble platform
(mint), $1099; Thorens TD150 Mk.11 turntable, S99;
Maranta 2500 250Wpc receiver, S530; Carver TX11A
tuner (mint), $289; Parasound HCA-1200 200Wpc amp,
(new) S845, now S592. Call Fred, (818) 282-0520, (909)
980-2008.

If you are an audiophile STRANDED IN IOWA—don't
despair. Audio Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose
from Audio Research, Martin-Logan, AudioQuest, Audio
Power, B&K, Celestion, Definitive Technology, Eminent
Technology, JVC (XLZ1050), NHT, Rotel, Sanus, and
more. (515) 254-0265.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-15, silver, mint, $2950. Terry,
(618) 667-1010.

DAHLIA SPEAKERS in teak wedges, 5100. (619)
453-4394.
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APOGEE FULL-RANGE RIBBONS (gray) with active
crossover, $4000. (216) 663-8824.
ATMA-SPHERE MA2, $8500 (S14,200); MAI, S3000
(S6800); VTL 45W 300B, S2500 (S6000); Cary 300B,
S1500 (S3000); Snell B, S2600 (S4500); ET LFT VI, S1700
(S3200). (215) 388-0310
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PHYSICS WINS AGAIN!
THE ONLY PATENTED* USE OF MAGNETIC CONDUCTORS IN
AUDIO CABLE "SWEEPS CLEAN A HOST OF ESTABLISHED
CABLES... LONG LIVE THE NEW KING!"

DICK OLSHER, STEREOPHILE,
VOL. 14,N0.2, FEB. 91
*Patent #4,964,738 &
5,099,518 covering the use of Mu-Metal
conductors in audio cables. LINDSAY-GEYER
interconnects $195/1m pair, speaker cable $249/10ft. pair
WORLD'S LARGEST CABLE-MATCHING DATABASE. CABLE & COMPONENT LENDING SERVICE.

cTc 800FA-W`RI-

THE CABLE CO

PO Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 TEL 215-297-8824•FAX-8661

Audio hile Electron Tubes
Premium Quaint' Tubes
Matched Power Tubes
PiN

EACH

PAIRS

6B05...................10.00
6CA7
25.00
6L6GC-PHILIPS....30.00
6L6GC-CHINA ......12.50
6LF6-USA
01.34-GERMAN .....15.00
EL34-CHINA ........12.00

QUARTETS

20.00
50.00
60.00
25.00

40.00
100.00
120.00
5000

30.00
24.00

60.00
48.00

PM

EACH

1(188-CHINA
.. _25.00
10'90-YUGO
35.00
3008
225.00
6550-CHINA
.19.00
6550A-GE......
_30.00
7591A-PHILIPS .......25.00

PAIRS

WARM"

50.00
70.00

100.00
140.00

38.00
6000
50.00

76 00
12000

Pre-Amp Tubes

z

5AR4/GZ34
5U4GB
6AN8A

15.00
15.00
13.50

6F07/6CG7
60J8
LM-6DJ8
12AT7
12007A

12.50
LM12AX7A
6.50
128H7A
12.00 LOW NOISE 5751
650
6922
650
LM-6922

ARS ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS

7110 DeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406
Fax' (8181 997-6158

(818) 997-6279

12AX7
LM-12AX7
12AX7A

Shipping Information & Terms
COO Cash Payment:
UPS 2day Air 512 00 /UPS Reg 510 00
Prepayment:
UPS 2day Air S8.00 /UPS Reg. S6.00
8.25% Sales Tax in CA

6.50
12.00 LOW NOISE
6.50
12.00 LOW NOISE
14.00
8.50
12.00
18.00 LOW NOISE

*WORLD WIDE SHIPPING *
MasterCard

PRICES SURJECI TO CHANGE
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KINERGETICS KCD-40 PLATINUM, latest version,
CD player; Philips and GE (National Gold Select) 6550s,
matched pairs and quartets; Telefuriken 12AX7s, matched
pairs. (801) 224-4809.
ONE PAIR THIEL CS3.5 speakers, walnut, mint condition, $1500; Spectral DMC6 preamp, mint condition,
$1100. Ben Barton, (615) 329-0929 days, (615) 383-5436
evenings.
REVIEW/LISTENING TEST EQUIPMENT for sale.
Mint, first-come only. Krell MDA-500, $9300; two
Rowland model 1amps, $2000 each; Barclay Cabernet
CD transport, AT&T, $2000; Wadia 2000 plus Digilink
40, $4000; Rowland Consummate line-stage and phono
Mk.II, $4000; Tice Power Block and Titan Mk.II with
PC-2 power cord, $1250. OBO. Call (201) 332-4249.
MAC 240 AMP, $1500; KEF 105.2 speakers, $1200;
NYAL Moscode Minuet preamp, $400; Sonographe SD-1
CD player, $300. Call (207) 786-5250.
AUDIOBALLS.' Why pay more? Get rid of unwanted
vibrations and greatly improve sound quality. Component
isolation hemispheres, set of 4, $29. Each one supports
weight up to 30 lbs. Higher weight capabilities available.
Joe, (201) 444-5291 alter 4prn EST
BACK ISSUES, Vols. Il and 12, $40 each; Vol.13 Nos, l-8,
$25; plus shipping. (203) 676-2860 evenings.
ADCOM 575 CD, recent alignment and factory-approved
tweak, $325. (203) 676-2860 evenings.

A Banquet For
Your Eyes & Ears
Acrotec •Air Tangent •Apex
Arcici •Athena • Air Tight
Audio Prism • AudioQuest
Audiostatic •Basis •Benz
Bitwise •Cardas •Chario
Chesky • Clarity Audio • Creek
CWD •Day Sequerra •Delos
Dorian •EAD •EKSC
Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •Ensemble
Epos •Essence •First Sound
Fosgate •Goldring •Grado
Harman Video

SONUS FABER EXTREMA LOUDSPEAKERS, $7500
($12,500); YBA Signature preamp, MC modules, $5800
($12,000); Cello Performance amps, Mk.II, $14,500

Harmonia Mundi •Kinergetics

($22,000); LA Audio DA-2 converter, $1650 ($2700); Basis
Ovation with Graham 13T arm, $5300 ($7250); Apogee
Centaur Minor with stands, $850 ($1500); Magnepan MG
Ill, new tweeters, mint, $780 ($1800); Well-Tempered Arm,
latest, with full Pederson mod, $650 ($1550); EAD T7000 transport, ATT out, $1450 ($2300); Straight Wire
Maestro speaker cable, 8' pair, $300 ($600); ConradJohnson Premier III preamp, black, mint, $1800 ($3000);
Conrad-Johnson Premier IV amp, black, mint, $1900
($3000); AudioQuest Dragon speaker cable, 8' pair, new,
$1500 ($2500); Forsell Air Reference turntable and arm,
$6700 ($12,500). (212) 925-9376, Fax (212) 941-8321.

Mod Squad •Mogami •Morch

APOGEE CENTAUR MINORS, stands, mint, original packing, $975. Rich, (719) 599-7883, 7-10pm MST
MARK LEVINSON NO.27, mint, with all packaging,
$2700, shipping included. Jay, (901) 523-1212 CST
ROWLAND NO.7/UPDATE, $3600; Coherence 1/
Update, $1800; Threshold FET-10e supply, $1550; ARC
CL60, $1975; SP14, $1500; Krell KSP-7B, $1450. (713)
728-4343.

Klyne •Last •Merrill
Nestorovic •Neutrik
Nimbus• Opus 3•Power Wedge
Presence Audio •Pro Ac
Proprius •QED •Rego
Reference Recordings
Revolver •Rockustics •Roksan
RoomTune •Sheffield Labs
Sims •Sound Anchors •Sfax
Symphonic Line •System Line
Tara Labs •Target •Tice Audio
Wadia •Water Lily •WBT...
Savor these pleasures... Call SAVANT.

APOGEE GRAND, BLUE marble finish, excellent condition, $35,000. Serious calls only. (619) 698-6015.

Nrrrv
- GRITTY 25H record cleaner, new in sealed box,
retail $539, sell $345 plus shipping, firm. (909)982-2386,
8am-10pm PDT

A

U

D

o

THRESHOLD FET-1OHL preamp with Epower supply,
factory upgraded to E series, mint, $1550. Also, FET-10
phono with Epower supply, mint, $1200. Original owner,
all papers and boxes. (704) 862-3338.

Custom Design 8( Installation

VANDERSTEEN 2C, $775; Proceed PDP 2D/A converter, $875. (503) 269-7742 or (503) 269-2525.

800 628 0627 •609 799 9664

Consultation •Interior Design

MIRAGE M-1 SPEAKERS, non-bi-wire, 3years old,
as new with boxes, manual, $2400 including shipping.
John, (313) 426-8586 evenings (M1).
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STFREOPHILE'S J
ACK ENGLISH WRITES THAT
DIFFERENT AUDIO CABLES ARE BEST IN
DIFFERENT SITUATIONS. WEAGREE.
I
NHora

This is why Synergisitc Research has developed four
interconnects and three speaker wires, each with its own
unique design.
By matching our cables to your components, asynergistic effect occurs. Your separate audio components, acting in concert, become atrue
music 'system.'

AUDMON PERIOD

Only you can
determine which of
our cables is best for
your system. Call us to
learn more about Synergistic Research audio
cables, as well as our
.
unique in-home audition period, and receive areprint of Jack
English's Stereophile article
(Vol 14, No.10).

Srausnc RFSFARCH

1(800) 578-6489

203 MAD; ST*Er, SurrE 104-525 Hi 'Nm.scioN Bui. Cveem 92648 •(714) 963-9556
Hand-cneal cablesfor audiophiles and music loters who listen with their ears

in the United States
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HI-FI CLASSICS—SR FCT USED HIGH-END components bought/sold/traded. Inventory list available. Helpful, competent sales department. The best prices in any
town!! Tel: (718) 318-9618. Fax: (718) 318-9623.
DIVA/DAX, factory-sealed, warranty, latest version,
$7400; Krel1KRC-2, immaculate, warranty, $2200; 300-S,
warranty, $5000; DAX crossover, factory-sealed, $2000.
(310) 456-0503.
SONIC OPTIMIZERS: Sonically enhance your speakers
and equipment. Spiked isolation cones, hexagonal top,
machined aluminum. Anticbud, black, gold, dear. Complete kit, 8Optimizers, wood inserts, studs, drill bit, hex
'
wrench, instructions. 1", $70; Ye", $65. Also sold
separately. The Kind Horn Co., (805) 654-0650.

Cardas

SYMPHONIC-LINE RG1 Mk.II amp, $2100. (415)
459-2642.

Arcici
Audioquest

LINN EKOS TONEARM, MINT, $1250; van den Hul
MC-10 cartridge, $375; Clearstream digital cable, $35;
DDE power supply, $35. Callieff, (312) 701-8046 days.
MOSCODE 600 MAXItube amplifier, original owner,
mint, $850. (412) 787-5596.
ARC DAC1-20 converter, $1900; ProAc Minitower
speakers, rosewood with bases, $950 ($2000); both plus
shipping. (303) 722-9771.
33 STEREOPITILE back issues, 1968 thru 1980, $4 each,
or all for $95. SASE for list. P.O. Box 498, Chester, NY
10918.

Avalon
Cardas
Golden
Audio Cable
Ryan Acoustics

B&K PRO 5preamp with full Sound Unlimited modification and optional B&K Gold Tiffany RCA jacks, retail
$700, asking $350,-mint condition. Call Tim, (715)
369-2958.

Graham

Dynalab
MFA
Nitty Gritty
Pioneer Elite
Power Wedge
Reference Line
Ryan

ARAGON 24K PREAMP, $800; California Audio Labs
Icon CD player, $500; TARA Labs Temporal Continuum
6' speaker cable, $250; lm interconnect, $250; Perreaux
SM3 preamp, $800. Call O'Bryan, (809) 778-8767 days,
(809) 773-5562 nights.

Sound Anchor
Sumiko
Wheaton Music
Model Four

and more

Come experience exceptional sound
in the hospitable warmth of ahome
with three dedicated listening rooms.
We offer uninterrupted appointments

a5M CARDAS GOLDEN FIVE interconnect, $265;
Belles 55 preamp, new/upgraded/warranty, 1/93, $485;
new AT&T computer printer, $145. P/F, (215) 370-2275.
KRELL SBP-64X PROCESSOR, warranty, $5200; Tice
Power Block & Titan, $1250; Magnan Type Vi cable, 4'
pair, $325. Bob, (716) 825-4962 evenings, Wednesdays, and
weekends (NY).
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Esoteric

Magnum

B&W 801 OWNERS: Our Complete Passive Crossover
Replacement represents the ultimate 801 performance
upgrade. Please call or write for our complimentary catalog and literature. North Creek Music Systems, 500B Route
8, Speculator, NY 12164, (518) 548-3623.

CET FS-110N 100 (mahogany), $780; Adcom GCD-575,
$320, Adcoin GFA-555 II, $425; Adcom GFP-565, $425;
Velodyne F-1000, $540; two 20' runs AudioQuest Indigo
speaker cable, $80. Call (218) 287-2588, ask for Robert.

Convergent

Kinergetics

STAX LAMBDA PRO MK.11, rarely used, $400; Signet EP700 earphones, $75. (216) 327-3330 evenings.

THRESHOLD 3.9E, $1950; Audio Research LS1, $950;
AudioQuest Topaz interconnect, 5m pair, $65. All prices
include shipping. Ali in mint condition. (405) 751-4925.

Classé

lmmedia RPM

GE, RCA, SYLVANIA, ZENITH, Amperes, Tung-Sol,
etc Vintage and hard-to-find tubes, over 3000 to choose
from, $10 each. Best price anywhere, guaranteed. (216)
747-0010, message.

THORENS TD-160 SUPER TURNTABLE, Linn IVX
arm, Shure VIS-MR cartridge, mint condition, $200. (216)
673-7158, leave message.

Altis

WorldRadioHistory

for your convenience.

209-298-8888
FRESNO

CALIFORNIA

Square Deal is Proud to

Feature...

The "New" Power Conditioner From Tice Audio
The New Multi Branch Filter MBF-3 has 1875 watts of Power Available
from Any Outlet, A Tice TPT Treated Power Cord, Hand Wound High
Current Toroid Filters, Polypropylene Capacitors, Full Spike and Surge
Protection, 3 Separate Isolated
Branches for Digital, Analog and Power
Amps. One Reverse Polarity Outlet for
each Regular Outlet. 16 Outlets in all.

We Also Carry:
Apogee *Audio Quest *C.A.L.
Classe *Genesis *Kinergetics

$550.00

Square Deal
456 Waverly Ave,

Patchogue,

NY 11772

Local .(516)
Others:1

475-1857
800 DEAL-441

"60 Years in Business, We Must be Doing Something Right."

HI•END VALUE =PERFORMANCE

PRICE

We're proud of our ability to create quality hi-end systems at real world prices.
How do we do it? By combining our 100+ years of total audio expertise
with Hi-Value, Hi-Quality manufacturers.
Nobody, but nobody, in Northern California offers abetter selection!
LINE-UP:
ACURUS •B&K •CARY AUDIO •ROTEL •SONY ES •SOUNDSTREÁM •VIL •SNELL
MIRAGE •SIGNET •DEFINITIVE •VELODYNE •PARADIGM •AR •SUMIKO •KIMBER
STRAIGHT WIRE •AUDIOQUEST •MONSTER "M" •POWERWEDGE •PAC IDOS

Mountain View
391 S. San Antonio
(415) 949-4000

Campbell
2627 S. Bascom
(408) 559-4000
WorldRadioHistory
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AMPLIFIERS, MINT Counterpoint SA-12, $625; Forté
3, 8595. (602) 749-2313.
AUDIO RESEARCH M-100 black monoblocks, $2300;
Spendor S100 speakers, black with Chicago stands, $2000;
CAL System 1with Indus DAC and Delta transport,
$2300. Call (914) 268-3642 daytime/weekends, (914) 3578105 weekday evenings; ask for Henry.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer friendly,
knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, quick, free
delivery. We carry: Mirage, Cary, KEF, Parasound, Philips,
ICinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Spica, many more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St., Charleston, SC 29403,
(803) 723-7276.
FOR SALE: Krell KBL preamp, $3200 080. (214) 6810821 after 7pm CST
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-11 Mk.II Silver, 82500;
Conrad-Johnson Premier Five 200W mono tube amps,
$2700/pair; sarA Star Sapphire black lacquer turntable,
$1000; Star Sapphire koa turntable, 8800; soTA Electronic Flywheel, 8150. Doug, (402) 289-0886 home, (402)
779-2531 work.
DELTEC LITTLE BIT D/A converter, $490; TG Audio
7' AC cord, 875; AudioQuest Quartz, 0.5m, $55. (309)
523-3168.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Audire Crescendo, $350 (D); Focus .7s, 8500 (D); Fried
Q-4s, 8350 (D); Focus HDM Towers, $1000 (N); Superphon SP100, $270 (D); and more. We represent best-buy
products from B&K, Parasound, OCM/Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts/Design, Fried, Linaeum, NEAR,
Audio Alchemy, Melos, many more! Stereo Consultants,
Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, 11-7pm EST

SOUNDINGS.

THE MOST

KNOWLEDGEABLE AUDIO SOURCE
IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS
OFFERS THE "CLASSICS" IN FINE
AUDIO EQUIPMENT:

California Audio Labs

KRELL }CRC LINE STAGE, as new, $4750; Krell KBL
line stage, $2290. (219) 264-9495, 6-10pm EDT
ENJOY AUDITIONING THE ACCURATE-, greatsounding Cormorant interconnect cable with the option
to return it within 30 days of receipt and actually profit
financially! Warning: You very probably won't want to
return it. $124/1m pair plus shipping. Call or write for
details. Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Ave, West Palm
Becxh, FL 33407, (40 842-7316 (800) 484-8271, code 7281.

JEFF

111;;NY 1
7.e.`.N.P

PLUS OVER 30 MORE!

MUSE MODEL 18 SUBWOOFF-R, 2weeks old, black
oak, Sterrophile Class A rating, perfect condition, full warranty, plus box, ($2750) $2150; XLO Type 5speaker wire,
two 2' pairs, ($640) $300 for both. Mark, (718) 338-0894.
WELL-TEMPERED TURNTABLE, WT Arm, Blue
Point, like new, $995 or B/O. Call Mark, (203) 327-9227
days, (203) 452-0811 evenings.
JADISJA-500 monos ($27,000 new), $15,000, call for
details; Snell Type C3i, $1200; Conrad-Johnson MF-80,
$950; Genesis Servo 10, $595; B&K EX-442, $695; Motif
MS-50, $1350. Sound Resource, (216) 791-6363, Fax (216)
791-3131.
FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Rotel, Onkyo, McCormack, Chicago Speaker
Stands, Kirnber Kable, PS Audio, Scientific Fidelity loudspeakers, Sonographe, AudioQuest, Acurus Electronics,
Power Wedge Line Conditioner, Audio Alchemy, Linn
turntables, cartridges, and loudspeakers, Arcici, Sound
Organisation, PSE Electronics, Conrad-Johnson, VPI,
Vandersteen, B8cW. Three Rivers Audio, (219) 422-5460
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• FREE

PHONE CONSULTATIONS

• EQUIPMENT TRADE-INS

• 30 DAY

EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE

• FREE SHMPING gr HANDLING

CALL US TODAY
(303) 759-5505

4697 E.EVANS • DENVIS, CO S0222
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Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes
Premium

vacuum

tubes

newly developed by British
audiophiles and engineers,
produced in China.
"Judging by the quality and
sonic superiority of the
Golden Dragon 12AX7 and
EL34, this venture is the
best thing to have happened
to tubes since the heyday of
the likes of M-0 Valve and
Mullard . . . the Golden
Dragon goal of premium
tubes rivaling the best ever
made appears to have been
realized."
Dick Olsher, Slereophile Vol. 14
rio. 11, November 1991.

Twin Triodes:
(singles)
I2AT7A
$14.00
I2AU7A
$14.00
I2AX7A
$14.00
pair matching for above
$ 6.00
6DJ8
$22.00
pair matching for above
low noise testing (each)

$20.00
$10.00

Gold l'in Series:
E81CC-01/ I2AT7A•
E82CC-01/12AU7A•
E83CC-01/12AX7A*

$22.00
$22.00
$22.00

EB8CC-01/60J8*

$29.00

Power Amplifier
Tubes:
6Q5/L84
7189/E841..*
6CA7/EL34

(matched
pairs)
$22.00
$28.00
$42.00

EL34 Super
$ 55.00
6L6GC
$ 42.00
65501
$ 72.00
KT66
$ 48.00
KT88
$ 96.00
KT88 Super*
$122.00
2A3
$ 96.00
213 Octal
$ 96.00
211
$134.00
300B
$264.00
8111
$ 54.00
845
$156.00
power tube quad matching
$ 8.00
power tube sextet matching $14.00
power tube octet matching
$20.00
Many types not listed above
available NOS
•NEW!

Tubes by Design
813-925-3483
PO. Box 48865, Sarasota,

34230 •Fax: 813-925-1220

...BECAUSE MUSIC SYSTEMS RESPOND DIFFERENTLY
VIRTUOSO-PLATINUM

VIRTUOSO-GOLD

lower capacitance
version works best
with solid state

lower inductance
version works
best with tubes
and planar
speakers.

VIRTUOSO

interconnects S450/1m pair
speaker cablesS950/8ft. pair

and dynamic
speakers.

=STRNGHT WIRE

recognizes that cables are interactive.
To help you match your system,VIRTUOSO
comes in 2versions.
WORLD '
S LARGEST CABLE MATCHING DATABASE .CABLE & COMPONENT LENDING SERVICE .

cR 800FAVVYZI

THE CABLE CO .
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PO Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 TEL. 215-297-8824•FAX-8661
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PROAC CLEARANCE—FACTORY-SEALED CARTONS. Tablette Mk.1, $495; Studio One Mk.II, $895;
Mini Tower Mk.1, $750; Response One Mk.1, $1050; Smdio Tower, $2995. FOB Champlain, NY. Call or Fax for
available finishes. Limited quantities. (514) 631-6448, Fax
(514) 631-1212.
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb mediummass archival tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources,
including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal.
SME owners: Upgrade through Exchange!!! Trade in older
Series II and Series Il Improved tonearms for significantly
updated 3012-R and 3009-R. Offer also applies to SME
Series Ill. SME headshells, SME Fluid Damper kits for
3012-R, 3009-R, Series II, Series II Improved, and Series
III-S; SME damping fluid, manuals, protractors, templates,
and parts. Audio "78"Arrhival Supplies,. PO Box 387, Pacifica, CA 94044. Tel: (415) 359-7431.

e

thefinest audio components
from around the world

Anodyne
Atma-sphere
Forsell turntables
Forsell digital
Klyne
Koetsu
LA Audio
McCormack
Micromega
Musical Design
NRG Control
OCM /Belles
Power Wedge
Purist Audio
Reference Line
Sonic Frontiers
Sound-Lab
Synergistic Research
Transfiguration
Unity Audio
Well Temperered

GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitor,
quote you on your ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Alón,
Aragon, Acurus, Audio Alchemy, ATC, Counterpoint
Dynaco, Kimber, Space & Time, XLO. Audio Chamber
(510) 549-217e
AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduce,
Ultra Resolution' El 2 Twin-Balanced' interconnect,.
$350/1m. The best at any price Write or phone for other
Ultra Resolution products, including custom-made amplifiers and preamplifiers. American Hybrid Technology, 549
Centennial Ave, Trenton, Ny 08629, Fax/phone (609) 599-3828
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH:' featuring: Apogee,
AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Classé Audio, Enlightened
Audio, Grado, Linaeum, McCormack, Magnum Dynalab,
Music Metre, NEAR, Power Wedge, ProAc, Straight Wire,
Target, Well-Tempered, WireWorld. Custom cable terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315) 451-2707
Visa/MC/Amex.
SELL FOR CASH, or trade your audio and video equipment. Authorized: Acurus, Sumo, Rotel, H/K, Denon.
Marantz, Signet, Energy, Niles, Monster, AudioQuest,
et al. Stereo Classics, 75 Church St., New Brunswick, NJ 08901.
(908) 220-1144, Fax (908) 220-1284. Buy, sell, trade, service
Amex, MC, Visa, Discover.
AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Acoustn.
Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audio Innovations, Audiomeca by Pierre Lumé, Audio Note, Aural Symphonies.
Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chario, Coda, Dynavector, Ensemble, Golden Dragon, Ikeda, JM Labs, Lazarus, Magnum
Dynalab, Musical Design, Muse, Ftoksan, RoomTunes,
SOTA, Tice, Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, and
more.. .CallJohn Barnes, (303) 698-0138, or Fax (303) 9220522. 2341 West Yale Ave., Englewood, CO 80110.
SAN DIEGO AREA: EPIK speakers; ceramic tweeter
and transmission-line woofer. CM. Promethean passives
and power-line conditioners. Cardas, Highwire (G-RE-A-T new cable!). Power cords from TG Audio. Sound
Anchors, Microscan, Bright Star. Appointments. Audio
Archives, (619) 455-6326.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK—"To keep you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles
nationwide." By modem, (818) 988-0452.
KRELL: KSA-150, 13300; KSP-7B, $1600. B&W Alignment Filter, $950; Theta Data II with AT&T, $1900; PS
UltraLink with AIM, $1500; Leman T-107, $350; B&W
802 III, black, $2950; Panasonic PT-101Y projector,
$3500. (313) 549-3100, 10am-6pm, ask forJohn.
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Ité also have access to most hard to
find components as well as most
equipment racks, and accessories

11124 Sunshine Terrace
Studio City, California 91604
818-762-1501 fax 818-752-9709
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Audio/Video •Compact Discs

Di ital

g Ear offers a distinctive blend of audio
hardware, displayed in four elegantly appointed
sound rooms.
Our audio/video specialists excel in personal,
professional service, offering consultation and
custom installation.
In addition, Digital Ear features over 30,000 CD's.
You'll find one of the most comprehensive selections
of classical, rock and jazz, as well as country, folk
and blues. Open 7 days.
— FEATURING —

gLIL

and Krell Digital

Acurus •Adcom •Air Tight •Altis •Apogee •Aragon •Audioquest •Audio Research
B&W •Cal Audio Labs •Day-Sequerra •Denon •Golden Dragon •Kinergetics
Krell & Krell Digital •Lexicon •Magnum Dynalab •Niles •OCOS •Pioneer Elite
Scientific Fidelity •Sony ES •Sound Anchors •Swans •Theta •Thiel
Valve Amplification Co. •Velodyne •XL0 Electric
— VIDEO —
Pioneer • Proton •Sony
Digital Ear • 13011 Newport Ave. •Tustin, CA 92680 •(714) 544-7903

Quickly Becoming The Reference
In High Performance Audio Cables.
Call
716-223-1520
To Order
or For Additional
Information
Interconnect Cables
System I $149/1 Mtr. Pr.
System 2 $249/1 Mtr. Pr.
Reference $379/1 Mtr. Pr.
Digital
•$149/1 Me.
Balanced Versions of
Above Available
Speaker Cables
System 6 $2C0/8 Ft. Pr.
System 4 $360/8 Ft. Pr.
Reference $680/8 Ft. Pr.
All Speaker Cables are
Terminated with Spades
Other Ends May Be Used
AC Products
4Ft. Power Cord with
Hospital Grade Ends $198
Multiple Outlet Strip $295

3011

The RC Audio system consists of world class interconnects,
speaker wires, digital cables, power conditioning cords
and outlet strips. Individually, or better yet collectively,
they will allow your system to transcend its limitations.
Surprisingly they are quite affordable.

Call Now To Order

30 Day No Risk Trial
716-223-1520
RC Audio /3349 Monroe Avenue /Suite 252 /Rochester, NY 14618
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1CRELL UNDER WARRANTY: CD-1, $1250; CD-DSP
(custom cover), $1700; MD-1 (with AT&T cable), $2800;
MD-W (with AT&T cable), $3300; Studio, $2300 (all with
Mirk KSL, $1300; KPA, $1300; KST.-100 (latest), $1700;
KSA-150, $2800; KSA-250 (latest), $3600; MDA-300,
$6000. All are immaculate. (718) 277-6123 (N11).

New HDCD —Releases!

PROCEED PDT AND PUP, mint, $1300; Roksan
Radius/labrit, Gold Ring 1042, $900; Linn Pretek, $400;
Linn Powertek, $400; Linn Nexus/Kustones, K400 biwire, $750; Sound Organisation 5-shelf, $100. All the
above, $3400. Yamaha nsR-ino Prologic. $250. Call (715)
532-6557 after 4pm.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1, black, 1year, $1050; Aural
Symphonies digital standard cable, $85; AudioPrism 6500
FM antenna, $40; NAD 7220PE receiver, $185.John, (210)
691-2933.
JEFF ROWLAND M7, $3000; Model 5B, $4395; Coherence One II (2), $1975; Nalcamichi CR-7A (2), $749; ST7
tuner, $349; sarA Star III, $969; Cosmos, $2395; SME
V (2), $1295; Sound-Lab Pristine II ESL, $2495. Call or
visit Scottsdale's oldest and finest audio salon for the best
selection, service, and pricing. 4120 N. Marshall Way, (602)
946-8128.
MAGNEPAN 1.4, $700; 03m Lapis, $200; 0.5mEmerald,
$150. (206) 473-3158 PST
MARTIN-LOGAN SEQUEL II, oak trim, LN, $1850
plus shipping; XL° Type 6speaker cable, 7' pair, $145.
(216) 798-0218.
ADCOM GFP-555 II, new in box, $300; Adcom GFP555, immaculate, $250; OCM by David Belles, 150Wpc,
new in box, $700; Merlin Signature 4B R.
speakers,
$1500. (919) 767-8206, 8am-5pm; (919) 595-3415 evenings,
6-10pm EST

FREDERICK FENNELL
The Godfather of Wind Bands is back, and
how! Hear the first recording of Trittico by
Nelhybel, sure to become ademo smash,
plus music by Albeniz, Dello Joio, Grieg,
and the Third Symphony by Giannini. The
Dallas Wind Symphony is inspired to new
heights in this latest and best recording to
come out of Meyerson Symphony Hall.
(RR-52CD, or Pure Analogue 2-LP set)

I

STOP IMPROVING YOUR STEREO SYSTEM. Start
improving your room. Acoustic Solutions presents innovative bass traps, controlling standing waves and room
resonances Bass clarity restored, depth and air retrieved.
Acclaimed at CES and Sterrophile shows 8500/pair. Satisfaction guaranteed. (213) 665-6274.

M

ACURUS A250, $739; L10, $479; Vandersteen 2W, $879;
Alón IV, $2560; Alón II, $1365; McCormack DNA-1,
$1570; DAC-1, $785; Prism CD, $1500; KEF 103.4, rosewood, $1120. Everything new, factory sealed. (601)
982-7054.
STEREOPH1LE 1987-91, TAS Vols 12-14, $200 OBO;
The Perfect Vision, misc, issues, best offer. Call (904) 2460020 9am-5pm, (904) 241-1262 mornings/evenings.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP11 MK.II preamplifier, $2600;
MIT cables, 8' 750CVT, $1295; 20' 750CVT, $1895; lm
Proline, $195; lm 330CVT, $750; 20' 330SG, $850; lm
330SG, $265; lm 330, $97; Nestorovic amplifiers, $4900;
Athena Polyphasers (line and phono), $495 each; Tice
Power Block II and Titan II, $1480; Microbloric II, $395;
Magnan Vi, lm interconnect, balanced, $495; singleended, $395. (509) 946-1529, West Coast.
ENSEMBLE PA1 SPEAKERS, $2200; Ensemble B-50
Tiger amp, $1400; HotLine speaker cables, excellent condition. (203) 298-8901, leave message.
ROOM ACOUSTICS HANDBOOK: "A wider,
deeper, more holographic soundstage," $14.95. 75 ohm
digital interconnect, $99. Vibration isolation feet, 24/$99.
Much more: speakers, amps, and the best DAC under
$2000. Dealer and field rep inquiries invited. MACH 1
Acoustics, RR2 Box 334A, Wilton, NH 03086, (603)
654-9826.
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MIKE GARSON
The fastest fingers in jazz are heard again,
with the hottest side men he's ever had:
Eric Marienthal (saxes), Brian Bromberg
(bass), and Ralph Humphrey (drums). If
you thought The Oxnard Sessions Vol. I
was good, watch out! Vol. II has more of
everything you liked, plus HDCD' sound!
(RR-53CD, or Pure Analogue 2-LP set.)
At better music &audio stores, or direct:
Single CDs $16.98; 2-LP sets $21.98
Check /Visa /Mastercard

TO ORDER: 800-336-8866
REFERENCE RECORDINGS
Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107
hi Canada: May Audio Marketing 514-651-5707
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* Acoustic Energy
* Audible Illusions
* Audioquest
* Cardas
* Fried
*Grado
* Kimber Kable
* Klima

* Lectron
* Linaeum
* Magnum Dynalab
* MFA
* Micromega
* Mod Squad
* Mórch
* Musical Fidelity

Tubes, Cables
Accessories

Be
reUil

nub

In fe. •

MAGN U Mnolob

.1

"nlyNacci MICUITIEG
9

*Spica
* Taddeo
* Target
* Tice
* Unity Audio
* Valve Amp. Co.
* Vandersteen
* XL0
*** and MUCH more!!

* Music Reference
* Parasound
* PSE
* Quicksilver
* Pego
* Ratel
* Signet
*Spendor

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07004 )
(201) 239-1799

())

SHURE

audiolechnica

AUDIO TECH AT-M1170

SHURE VIS V-MR

cHADo

sTaNTon

tte

GRADO SIGNATURE SERIES
NEW NGIEATURE
HEADPHONES

STANTON BUIS

VPI MARK N KIT
BLUE POINT SPECIAL

SUMIKO BLUE Poen

ted STAND ALONE
MOTOR ASSEMBLY

SIGNET AT-0C9

LYLE CARTRIDGES
CALL TOLL FREE FROM
U.S. OR CANADA FOR
PRICE QUOTES AND
VISA/MC ORDERS, N.Y.
STATE (5181599-1112

(800) 221-0906

signet
310

Since 1972
Dept. SI, Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Fax (5181 599-2027

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR

:tall
.,r,

,.

—.WV-

OUR FREE CATALOG.

Wr Mill awry 78 rpm
replacement styli for collectors.
DEALER INQUIRES INVITED.

Phones Open Mon-Sat 9 811141 plu

PICKERING

/Mike
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LOUDSPEAKER KITS: Our pre-engineered loudspeaker systems feature drives from Vila and SCANSPEAK, the world's best crossover components, and
exceptional musicality. Please call or write for our complimentary catalog. North Creek Musk Systems, 500K Route
8, Speculator, NY 12164, (518) 548-3623.
MARK LEVINSON NO.26 moving-coil phono, $2900;
Mark Levinson No.23, $2900; Krell KSA-100 Mk.II,
$1900; AudioQuest Diamond, 1m, balanced, $375. Call
(212) 677-1382.
QUAD FACTORY-AUTHORIZED SERVICE and
replacement parts. New/used Quad equipment bought
and sold. ESL/ESL-63 updates and stands available. For
all technical, service, parts, and/or equipment inquiries,
contact: QS&D Inc., 33 McWhirt Loop #108, Fredericksburg,
VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, Fax (703) 372-3713. MC/Visa
accepted.
AUDIOPHILE POWER ACCESSORIES! Hospitalgrade plugs and outlets, power cords, polarity checkers,
power filters, power conditioners, and uninterruptible
power supplies. Highest-quality plugs and wall outlets
available at bargain prices. Plugs are clear see-through
and duplex wall outlets are white, gray, or ivory. Plugs
or 15-amp outlets are $10. 20-amp outlets are $15. Every
audiophile should have these plugs on all of their components and these outlets to plug into, to have the absolute
tightest and best power connection possible Outlets and
plugs install easily with just wire-stripper and screwdriver.
Shielded superior-quality power cords in variable lengths
and terminations available at lowest pricing. Groundingpolarity circuit analyzers are $10 and $20. The superior
performance of the Absolute Power Series Power Line
Purifiers and Toshiba UPSes with batteries are both available in many sizes to handle your power-conditioning,
regulation, and protection needs. Call (800) 321-6512 now
forfree catalog, literature, or to place your order, 24 hours daily!
PC Expert Systems Corp.

Start Collecting
CDs NOW!
Searching for the best CDs at
a LOW price?
We specialize in only the best
and with unbeatable prices!
We carry:
Audioquest($12.99), Chesky($11.99).
Dorian($12.99), Harmonía Mundi($13.49),
Mercury Living Presence($9.99),
Ref. Recordings($12.99),
Sheffield($12.99), & Wilson($12.99).
For more information and FREE catalog:
Send mail:

P.O. Box 17038
Anaheim, CA 92817-7038

or FAX:

(714) 283-2857

o

udiophile
elections

MIRAGE M-1 SPEAKERS, mint condition, $2750. (714)
830-2651.

For 32 years we have provided

PS 200C, $875; Souther SLA-3 Improved arm, $275. Both
mint condition. (614) 486-2272, 5-10pm EST

the best quality, selection, and
advice to music lovers
throughout the central U.S.

WADIA WT-2000 TRANSPORT, $3250; Wadia 64.4
DIA. $2250; or $5000 for both, OBO. Call (614) 7664434, ask for Art.

at very competitive
prices!

KRF-LL SBP-32X D/A CONVERTER, $1595; Audible
Illusions S-120 power amplifier, $695. (410) 521-6238,
leave message.

106 Brands Available!
Acurus Adcom -ADS -Audio
Prism - B&W - Boston -CWD Denon -Esoteric Mafia Fineline -Forte -Kef -Ki-nber
Kable Klipsch -Martin-Logan Mitsubishi - Monster Cable -NAD
Nakamichi Onkyo -Paradigm Parsec -Phase Technology Phillips -Reyox -Santa -Sennheiser
Shtse -Signet -SME -Snell -Sony Sony ES -Stax Suyiko -Target Threshold Velodyne Yamaha & 66 More -Call for units not klieg

AUDIO RESEARCH D-400 amplifier, $3500; Apogee
Centaur Major, $2500; Proceed PDP 3and FTD 3, $3500.
(716) 266-3797 evenings.
SOTA SAPPHIRE WITH SUMIKO MMT toneann and
Talisman Scartridge, $525; Acoustat 3300, $1650. (402)
443-4450 days, (402) 443-5347 evenings.
NAKAMICHI CA7A PREAMP with SPC1 remote
power control, mint. Recently factory-reconditioned,
8900. (314) 298-8572, leave message.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS for audio projects! Silvercontact toggle and rotary switches/attenuators; MIT
MultiCaps, Rd-Cap, SCR, Solen, Wonder CapsIsolder/wire; Vishay, Mills, Caddock, and Holco resistors,
all types audio connectors, chassis wires, BUF-03 preamp
kits, tubes, isolation feet, custom cables and terminations,
hospital.grade AC outlets and plugs. tools aotl accessories.
Request catalog! Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937,
(415) 669-7181, Fax (415) 669-7558.
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Phone: 913 -842 -1811 Est-6
24th & Iowa. Lawrence, KS 66644
Mon-Thu: 10am-8pal, Fri & Sat: 10am-open
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18.000 Display of Woild Class Audio
12 Sound Rooms -25 000+ CDs

electronics
AUDIO RESEARCH
BRYSTON •DENON
MAGNUM •N.A.D.
ROTEL •THRESHOLD
loudspeakers
"Rock Solids" by B&W
M &K•MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM •THIEL
VANDERSTEEN
Phono &C.D.
ADCOM •Audioquest
GRADO •GRAHAM
ORACLE •PROCEED
SME •SOTA •SUMIKO
cables
Audioquest •A.R.C.
Aural Symphonics
Monster /Sigma
Straight Wire
other good stuff
C.W.D. •FOSGATE
NOISETRAPPER
SOUND ANCHORS
SONEX •Tube Traps
TARGET •L.P.s &C.D.s

The AudioVisions Customer
The AudioVisions customer truly loves music. It's abasic part
of his life. For him, audio components aren't expensive toys:
They bring the power, the thrill, and the joy of music into his
home. Video gear, no matter how good, will never give him so
much pleasure. The picture is flat, it lacks magic, and it fails
to compel or involve him. Stores now showcasing surround
sound "entertainment centers" cannot satisfy his needs. He
admires the Pursuit of Perfection (the guiding principle of the
best audio manufacturers AND the best dealers). Since he
doesn't necessarily have two Porsches in the driveway, his
audio purchases must represent real VALUE. He's learned
that he can hear the differences adealer can make. (How
many dealers have loaned awide variety of cables to you, or
made aspecial visit to your home?) He seeks out one of the
very few audio specialists in the country. In the New York
area, he comes to AudioVisions. We invite you to make an
appointment to visit us; our knowledge, honesty, frankness,
and concern will make the trip worthwhile.

eAudiebbm
MONTAUK HIGHWAY •W. BABYLON, N.Y. •(516) 661-3355

THE 70% SOLUTION*
Seven out of ten rooms (*the rest of us will have
to work a little harder!) can be acoustically
transformed with a new, unobtrusive
resonance control package we call,

"TunePak 01"
S

4x cornertunes
2x echotunes
4x tuning strips

$269
Take the guesswork out of effective room treatment.
Call for free consultation,
Only from The Cable Company.
WORLD'S LARGEST CABLE-MATCHING DATABASE. CABLE & COMPONENT LENDING SERVICE.

cTc 800FATVVYU

THE CABLE CO

312

PO Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 TEL. 215-297-8824•FAX-8661
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AUDIO BEST LA., Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Hot components: NEAR M-50, API Power Wedge,
Celestion 100, TARA, Counterpoint, PS UltraLink, Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hailer 9000, Musical Concepts,
Mod Squad, Acoustat, Spica, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate,
B&K, Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight
Wire, AudioQuest. (714) 861-5413. Appt.
AUDIOPHILE-GRADE PARTS: MIT MultiCap, WonderCap, Kimber, Solen, Wima, Siemens; Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Matsushita; Alps, Bourns, Noble, Grayhill, ShallCo custom mono ladder attenuators; Cardas,
Tiffany, Vampire, WBT, Edison-Price Music Posts, Neutrik; Cardas hook-up wire/shielded cable; Teflon wire
(multiple awg/color); Gold Aero tubes; RAM TubeWorks;
Curcio Daniel Mk.I and Mk.II preamp kits/Dynaco
rebuild kits; upgrade kits; PEARL Tube Coolers and
Isosockets; Analog Devices (AD827JN, AD847JN), PMI;
tube sockets; component modifications, etc.. .. Discounts
up to 30%. Call, write, or Fax for free 1993 catalog: Sonic
Frontiers Inc., 760 Pacific Road, Unit #19, Oakville, Ontario
L6L 6M5, Canada. Tel (416) 847-3245. Fax (416) 847-5471.
AUDIO RESEARCH DACI-20, black, $2300; Wadia
WT-3200 transport, $1550; Transparent Cable Music
Wave Super speaker cable, 10', ($1100) $630.Jerry, (303)
690-3790.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, or
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Super= Products Inc., CA, (209) 298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The best
upgrade is still less. Most Jaganese brands plus Philips,
Magnavox, and Rotel. Just $259. Stan Warren, (503) 3443696, 10am-6pm PST

Ep'

ZEONEX Coin act Di

s

DAY-SEQUERRA FM STUDIO tuner, Gold, mint condition, $2500. (314) 389-4658.
JADISJPL PREAMP, mint, 10 months old, 1year warranty, $3400 OBO; MIT 330 RCA, 1m, $80. (212) 9278689 after 4pm EST
INFINITY REFERENCE STANDARD ONES, choice,
must sell, moved, $1500. (612) 535-1122 between 7-10pm
EST
SCHOLARS AND AUDIOPHILES: AUDIO RESEARCH, Vandersteen, KEF, Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM
Labs, Paradigm, Pattern, B&K, Creek, Coda, YBA, Aragon, Boulder, McCormack, Symphonic-Line, Melos,
Parasound, Micromega, Audio Alchemy, EAD, Rega,
Oracle, Roksan, Magnum Dynalab, Stax, Grado, Power
Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, OCOS, XL0, Fosgate, Runco, Soundstream. University Audio Shop, 402 S.
Par* St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.
1993 DESIGN MANUAL AND CATALOG: includes
parts, kits, schematics, and how-to instructions for building/modifying solid-state and tube audiophile equipment.
Largest selection of parts and supplies. Now adistributor for the MIT MultiCap. Send $10 (US/Canada) or
$12 (International) for +160-page catalog. Welborne Labs,
P.O. Box 260198, Littleton, CO 80126-0198.
CLASSÉ DR-9 AMP, $180043500 pair. (412) 921-0850
ea 7pm EDT
PS AUDIO 4.6 PREAMP with 250W supply, mint, $380;
Audio Research D115 II amp, factory-checked, re-tubed,
111800. Prices OBO. John, (203) 872-9210.

LPs/CD s/TApEs
RARE POP/CLASSICAL, Mercurys, RCAs—many
Reiners, Halfspeeds, Oldies. (412) 462-1364.

Our component rack systems are the result of

serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.
We will even design apiece to your
exact specifications!'
Mr. Bags (Design Department)

N

LEA E•KEVIN

CLARITY RECORDINGS are
available at Selected Audio

Stores or call 415-626-7540 Fax: 415-641-1734. Distributor
& Dealer Inquires welcome.
See us at CES: Hilton #673.

•Tubular Steel Construction
•Tube Flex Kits
•High Pressure Laminated Shelving •AMP Stands
•Cut Corners and Beveled Edges
•Big Screen Pedestals
•TV/Recorder Tables w/ Swivel Tops •Superior Rigidity
•10-day Delivery on Most
•Made in the USA
Pre-design Models in US
B.M.I.P./BILLY BAGS
•Isolation-Tips, Optional
•Leg Vibration Dampers
CALL USF
OR
YOUR L
OCAL DEALER

4147 Transport St. •Ventura, CA 93003 •(805) 644-2185 Fax 644-0434
WorldRadioHistory
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New Arrivals —
Classe' Audio Thirty Remote Preamp.
Unity Audio • NBS • Vpi
Vimak DT-1000 & DS 1800 MK II
Avalon Acoustics
Artemis EOS
BEL 1001 MK II Amplifier
Meridian 263 D/A & 206DS CD
Muse 18 & Series II Amplifiers
Reference Line • Power Wedge
Van Den Hui LSC • Siltech

SOUND
RESOURCE
Ohio's Exclusive Dealer For:
Air Tangent •Avalon •Basis •Dynaudio
Enlightened Audio •Graham •Gryphon
Hales Audio •Jadis •Klyne •MFA
Oracle •ProAc •Quicksilver
leí! Rowland Model 9's •Wadia Digital

Also On Display:
Audio Quest •Cardas •Eminent Technology
Genesis •left Rowland Design Group
Koetsu •Lyra •Magnum Dynalab
Mod Squad •PS Audio •OCOS •Rotel
Sanus Systems •SME •SOTA
Sound Anchors •Sound Lab
Sumiko •Tice •vPI

Cardas •Audioquest • 'amber
Tara Labs •ATC •NALO • PSB
Acoustic Energy •Aegis •B&K
Esoteric • Celestion •Linaeum
Lexicon •Magnum lb nalab •PSE
Rega •Stax •Sonrise • Target
Tice • Velodyne • V.A.C. & More!

301-989-2500

JS

Larchonere Blvd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44120
12621

A •1.1 •D

216/791-6363 FAX 216/791-3131

0

15454
Old Columbia Pike

Burtonsville,
Maryland 20866
FAX (301) 989-2552

VISA, MASTERCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS

Introducing an old friend of
the Los Angeles audiophile:
Sound Factor
For the last 19 years, owners Jack and
Murray have been quietly and enthusiastically representing both high and mid
priced audio in their three conveniently
located stores. Now the secret is out this is the place to shop in LA for
knowledgeable advice, friendly service &
great selection: Apogee, B&W, CJ,
Magnum, NAD, Nakamichi, P.S. Audio,
Roxsan, Tara Labs, Threshold and
Veiodyne. Open Monday -Saturday.

the Sound Factor
Threshold 3.9 power amp

17265 Ventura BI, Encino(818)501-3548
13065 Victory BI, N. Hollywood 980-1161
2 S. Rosemead BI, Pasadena 577-4945
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CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP
REPRESENTING,
AUDIO QUEST •
AUDIO RESEARCH •EMS AUDIO
8 d W •BASIS •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CELESTION •CLASSE •
CONRAD-JOHNSON •
DAY SEOUERRA •GRAHAM •
LINN •LYRA •MIT CABLE •
MOD SOUAD •ORACLE •
REGA •ROTEL •
JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP •
STAX •STRAIGHTWIRE •
SUMISO •TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •VANDERSTEEN •
V A C •WELL TEMPERED •
WILSON & MORE •CD's d LP's •
CREDIT CARDS •DELIVERY •
SET UP •MON -SAT 11-6

LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking,
occellent cleaning. See Stereophile review, December 1986,
p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co.,
Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.
AUDIO. ..BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield recordings, and Chesky
Records. And we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. To receive acurrent list without charge, call (716)
377-0432.
AUDIOPHILE LPs: MFSL, CBS, Nautilus, Direct-Disk,
Quint, American, imports, collectibles, and others. William
Everett, 52 Pumpkin Delight Road, Mirord, CT 06460-4238,
(203) 877-3911, 24 hours, 5th ring, machine.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-ofprint direct-to-disc, halfipeed, Quiet II, and import pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346
N. Guirord Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317)255-3446.
CLASSICAL RECORD SALE. Our latest classical catalog is available. Many audiophile collectibles and import
LPs: Large selection of mono, stereo, and digital. Write
or call for catalog. First Chair Records, PO. Box 629, Walkersville, MD 21793. (301) 845-8997.

4119 HILLSBORO PD •NASHVILLE, TN 37215
(615) 297-4700

Serious
Sound
Spica
PSB Speakers
Martin Logan
Adcom
NAD
Sennheiser
Calif. Audio Labs

$50 PAID FOR MINT STEREO LPs: Mercury SR90212
(Chabrier), RCA LSC 2225 (Witches' Brew). Others
wanted! Randall Goldman, P.O. Box 2806, Rancho Mirage,
CA 92270, (619) 323-2000.
WE BUY AND SELL LP VINYL RECORDS. Over
100,000 tides in stock. Mail orders and most major credit
cards accepted. G&A Rare Records, Ltd., 139 West 72nd St.,
New York, NY 10023, (212) 877-5020, Fax (212) 595-2941.

U)• IMPORT

LP'S AND CD'S

(33

o
YOUR ONE STOP SOURCE

B& IN
Hales Audio
Conrad -Johnson
Snell
Classé Audio
Vidikron
Reference Line

FOR AUDIOPHILE LP'S,
CD'S & ACCESSORIES
AG •Make.. Produces. •ATR •Ananquoul 114. dims •C.
•Connory •Cheeny •Partly
•MAP •Guinn •End YAM •&nanny •Garrisl •
0.6,01cle •Kannorin Mum" •10•Mer •Unn •
MIS •Motile neleolly •NOW.. •Pants. •My
Ortly •Role Stu •Odn •Opus 3 •Presents •
Reler•nne •9,•01•13 Lab •Super Analogue •
Talmo •TB6A •W.« Lily •NW«, And rnany rnsvel

•
New Location!
1362 Sorotoga-Sonny•ale Rd., San Jose, CA 95129
Call Steve or Keith at:

CALL, WRITE OR FAX
FOR FREE CATALOG

408.255.0735

The Elusive Disc

BayAreaAudio

Indianapolis, IN 46229

5346 N. Guidord
, (317)255-3446

=

- 'FAX (317) 255-2826
TO ORDER: 1400-782-3472

•RECORD CARE PRODUCTS •
STEREOPHILE,PNE 1993
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eExclusive
t111111.11"-•
Upstate

,

New York s
Dealer For..•

z1 APOSEE •
NO LEVINSON 1
IIIIEL '
1CLASSE •
INEIA •
illork Winton 030 Digital Processor NowOn

DOH

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA

ACURUS
ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOOUEST
GRADO
MAGNEPAN

VANDERSTEEN

8

MAGNUM DYNAL A

(psE")

11111PR OCE ED

MIRAGE

MARTIrROGRfl

SDICO MIT

eassé No Infinity IRS Series

NAO
NAKAMICH1
PROCEE D

ADCOM

8 C AUDIO

oudloquest

YELOWN E

WELL RRRRRRRR LABS

COUNTERPOINT

/1 ".z.---r-

Adx310
aurrioresearch

THE
3 -Eat
SAOPPE

21 N Markel St.. Selinsgrove. PA •717.3740150

LOOKING FOR
MAJOR IMPROVEMENT
WITH A
MINIMUM INVESTMENT?
BUY THE ONLY UPGRADE AS SOLID AS GOLD.
THE GOLDEN FLUTE
ACTIVE BASS ALIGNMENT FILTERS,
AVAILABLE FOR
KEF, DEW AND THIEL
LOUDSPEAKERS, EXTEND BASS RESPONSE
PERFECTLY FOR EACH MODEL,
GIVING YOU THE BEST SOUND POSSIBLE.
AFTER YEARS IN BUSINESS,
HUNDREDS OF HIGH-END CUSTOMERS
WOULDN'T BE CAUGHT LISTENING
WITH ANYTHING BUT
INK GOLDEN FLUTES.
RCA VERSION ONLY $349/pr.
(S&H INCLUDED).
BALANCED ALSO AVAILABLE.

ABS

jÇIIP oa

The Cube

by Lorentz Design

ABSOLUTE
REFUND

190 DWYER STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14224
PHONE OR FAX
(716)1322.0159

NEw I

To order or for free brochure

800-933-0403

Lorentz Design, Inc. • P.O. Box 277
209 Parkway Ave. N. •Lanesboro, MN 55949
FAX 507-467-2468
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Available in Ugh), Medium, Dark Oil Stain ($225) &
Black ($235) -Plus shipping and handling.

RCA or XLII INTERCONNECT
flflnt
MONEY SACK 011E1Ac'en«TEZ
LDIGDW

or any c

•Featuring our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM. no slots.
no plastic molds, no wasted space •Full-extension drawer
slides •From high quality oak veneers and hardwood •
23 1 Hx19 1/2' W x17 1/2' D •Fully assembled •Stockade •

PLEASE CALL OR FAX
ANYTIME
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
NEVER ANY SALES PRESSURE,
ONLY EXPERT ADVICE.

JPS

Stores

306 CDs
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RCA LSC "SHADED DOGS:' Mercury 90000, London
FFSS "Bluebacks:' Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca,
rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, Fax (212) 496-0733, Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th St., Apt. 1B, New York, NY 10023.

The FINEST in British Hi-Fi
Equipment:
Spendor Loudspeakers
World renowned for sonic accuracy.
Chord Power Amps
Fast becoming aWorld Standard.
DPA Digital Products
Simply the best!

IBUY SEALED AUDIOPHILE LPs (Mobile Fidelity,
Nautilus, etc.). William Hesler, 8765 Radburn Dr, Baldwinsville, NY 13027, (315) 635-2506 after 6pm EST
The TREMENDOUS SOUND RECORDS catalog,
including Classical, Jazz, Rock LPs, is available. Write:
Suite 184,835 Deltona Blvd., Deitona, FL 32725, or call (407)
668-5 706.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factorysealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative catalog ($3
overseas). LG's Jazz, 53 Bellefontaine, Framingham, MA
01701.

Elegant Simplicity.

MY ENTIRE COLLECTION of well-cared-for LPs,
dating back to 1958, is up for sale. Mostly Classical. No
rubbish or silly prices. For list, call (619) 724-3348, or write
P.O. Box 1766, Vista, CA 92085.

For Further Information Contact:

LIQUIDATING CLASSICAL AND ROCK record collection. (513) 232-0186.

Onix Electronics

RCS Audio International
3881 Timber Ln., Verona, WI 53593
(608)-833-6383 FAX (608)-829-2686

[Visit our booth (Hilton Rm 509) at
the Summer CES in Chicago.]

SIMPLY TI-IE BEST RECORDS! Large private collection
Living Stereo, Mercurys, EMI, etc. Call toll-free, (800)
995-8436, Mel Surdin, 23647 Aster Trail, Calabasas, CA
91302.

WANTED
WANTED: PHOTOCOPY OF SONY TC-K60
instructions. Box 2051, Shingle Springs, CA 95682.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.

AUDIO arts
MIER. Loudspeakers & Electronics
Basis Turntables
Graham 1.5T Tonearm
Air Tangent Tonearm
Benz-Micro Cartridges
Transfiguration Cartridges
Crown Macro Reference
Reference Line Preeminence
Timbre DM Converter
Cable Jacket
Purist Audio Cables
T.G. & Grace Power Cords
Mapleshade Cables
Shun Mook Acoustic Resonators

Audio Arts
Dedicated exclusively to high-end
components for music reproduction.
247 Centre Street
New York City 10013
212 925 9376

STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1993

FAX 941 8321
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Ireally am not interested in making the
quick, one time, sale.
Rather, Iwant you as a
long-time repeat Customer. Earning your
confidence is the key
to this philosophy, and that Ido by offering honest,
knowledgeable service tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space on the warehouse floor.
Maybe that's why the vast majority of our business
comes from repeat customers and the friends they refer.
Join our family! — Galen Carol

ONCE
IS NOT
ENOUGH

Classe' Audio, Wilson WATT, Convergent Audio, Hales. VAC,
Basis, Acariarelon, Wadia, VPI, Eminent Technology. Quad,
Jadis, Sound Lab, Graham, Genesis, Enlightened Audio, Spica,
SOTA, CAL, Quicksilver, Celestion, Meridian, Magnureynalab,
SME, Bihvise, Lyra, Musical Design, Berning, McCormick,
Arcam...and many more! We carry virtually all cable, cartridge, and
accessory lines.
Free informative Newsletter. Monthly specials on new,
used, and demo equipment.
P.O. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217
Voice: 210 /805-9927 FAX: 210 805-9928

Galen Carol Audio
Audio One To One

e

In Southern California

Proffluina

le/e/
IMP
Ir/.71•01FMPI
II
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WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
•Adcom
•AKG
•Aragon

•Arcam
•Audio Alchemy
•Audio Research
•Audio Static
•Beyer
•Bee
•Cardas
•Celes/ion
•Creek
•CWD
•Dynaco
•Energy
•Grado
•H/K
•Janis
•Noim
•Paradigm

•ProAc

•Quad
•Reference 3A
•Rego
•Roksan
•RoomTune
•Ratel
•JRowland
— —

•Sound Lab
•Spendor
•Spica
•Sumiko
•Target
•Tesla
•Theta
•VTL

Accessories
AudioQuest
CWD Furniture
Signet
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty
Kimber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
Esoteric Audio

Speakers

Thorens
Sonogrophe
Denon

Acoustat
M&K
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

Turntables

Video
Proton

15600 Roscoe Boulevard

EXPERT ASSISTANCE •
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

Van Nuys California 91406

2236 N. CLARK •CHICAGO. IL 606M •312 883-9500
1
4
/
1
5701W. DEMPSTER •MORTON GROVE •708 581-1900
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Electronics
Counterpoint
Bryston
Fosgate
Morantz
McCormack
McIntosh
Mod Squad
Sonographe
NAD
Luxman
Denon

ste
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WANTED: OLD AND NEW McIntosh, Marantz,
Dynaco, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Levinson,
Krell, Berning, Electrovoice, Jensen, JBL, Citation, Fisher,
Rowland, Klyne, Dahlquist, Eagle, Quicksilver, Fulton,
Sequerra, Cello, Robertson, Tannoy, Linn, Ariston, Quad,
Western Electric, tube and solid-state. (713)728-4343, Fax
(713) 723-1301, Maury Cork, 12325 Ashcroft, Houston, TX
77035.

Sonic Frontiers
Tube Integrated Amp

SYNTHESIS REFERENCE LOUDSPEAKER system
by Conrad-Johnson. Dan, (604) 931-3434.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We buy
and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers for
B&K, Maton, AR, Celestion, Parasound, Counterpoint,
etc. The Stereo Wading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown, PA 19046 (215) 886-1650.

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
•SONIC FRONTIERS
(Tubes Pre/Power Amps, Phono Stage &
Integrated Amp)
•MONITOR AUDIO SPEAKERS

WANTED: MAGNUM DYNALAB ETUDE tuner in
black, must be mint; Lapis lm interconnects; Adcom 545
II amp. (212) 255-4891.

•JANIS SUB WOOFER SYSTEMS
•AUDIO ALCHEMY CD TRANSPORT/

WANTED: MITSUBISHI DAU-520 amp. Scott, (509)
327-9842.

DA PROCESSORS
•GOLD AERO & RAM TUBES
•DISCOVERY CABLE

COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/stereo)
old tube Maranta, McIntosh, Tannoy speakers, Sequerra
tuners, Krell, Levinson, ARC, Goldmund, Apogee. Also
used wristwatches: Rolex, Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc.
For trade: Krell MDA-300. Traveling often, NY-FL. (718)
387-7316 or (718) 384-4667, NY.

Room acoustics and audio consultant
B.S., M.S., in Aerospace Engineering
A specialized service for music lovers
Hours are by appointment only

ACOUSTIC CHAMBER INC.

WANTED: KRELL USED KSA-150/250/80B/200B.
CD-DSP, KSL, KSP-7B, 801 filter. At less than half retail.
(410) 521-6238, leave message.

Greenbelt, MD
PHONE/FIX (301) 552-9157

WANTED: MARANTZ tube gear: 7C, 8B, 9, 10B. Randall Coklman, PO Box 2806, Rancho Mirage, CA 9227e (619)
323-2000.

A UMOCENTER

AUDIO

LabI
IF—Mee

Dr. H Presents:

5TH ANNUAL
SPRING CLEANING
DEMO &CLEARANCE SALE
AVALON ASCENT
AVALON AVATAR
MARTIN-LOGAN AERIUS
PRoAc RESPONSE SERIES
(Selected Models)
PRoAc TABLETTE 2
SME 309 TONE ARM
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
CALI. OR WRITE FOR DETAILS

ROWLAND Models 8 & 9
S.E. U.S. Exclusive
4134 N. Federal Highway
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33308

(305) 566-0233
S
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VIDEO, Inc.

•Authorized Dealers for •
•ACROTEC
•ACURUS
•AMC
•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIOQUEST
•B K
•(_A.L
•CARDAS
•CElfST1ON

•EMINENT•PIONEER
TECHNOLOGY •QUAD
•GOLDENDRAGON• ROGERS
•GOLD AERO
•ROOMTUNE
•GRADO
•SHARPVISION
•KEF
•SOLID by B&
•LINAEUM
•SONIC•MELOS
FRONTIERS
•MERIDIAN
•SONY
•MONSTERCABLE •TANNOY
• COUNTERPOINT •M&K
•THORENS
•DENON
•NAKAMICHI
•V.A.C.
•EPOS
•ONKYO
•YAMAHA
and much more...
Home Theater Specialists!
137-72 Northern Blvd, Flushing, N.Y. 11354
Tel (718) 321- 15001 Fax (718) 321-1078
MC •VISA •AMEX •DISCOVER Accepted
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Audio Images
Audio Research
%,....\t>
Threshold
Classé Audio
Nairn Audio
Melos
PS Audio
Sony ES
Eastern Pa's Premier High End Denon
Audio Speetaficts
Thiel
imiumoo)

ProAc
Vandersteen
Martin-Logan
Velodyne
Esoteric
Theta Digital
Purist Audio
Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab
California Audio Labs
VPI • PSE • XL0 • Straightwire

Cardas •Sumiko •M & K.. .& more!
Fl.

Atividabday, and Len. with A Poland Tina-i:

215-391-1200

WANTED: 1PAIR USED B8cW 802 speakers, Series II
or III, mint condition preferred. (504) 641-3991 CST
VIRTUOSO DTI CARTRIDGE, new, sealed in box.
(412) 921-0850 after 7pm EDT
WANTED: MICROPHONES BY NEUMANN, Telefunken, AKG, Schoeps, Sony, B&K: tube, condenser, stereo, etc. (201) 656-3936.

Coming Attractions (continuedfrom p3)
cago, etc., can still buy vinyl. Accordingly, the
July Stereophile features aguide to mail-order
LP stores from Guy Lemcoe. Dick Olsher
reports on life with aBasis Ovation analog
turntable, while other components auditioned
next month include the Martin-Logan Aerius
and Counterpoint Clearfield Metropolitan
loudspeakers, the Mark Levinson No.27.5
power amplifier, and the intriguing Combak
Harmonix "Tuning Devices!'
The July, August, and September issues of
Stereophile will contain more articles on how
to describe/understand what you hear, including acombined glossary and reverse glossary
for subjective terminology by the man who was
most responsible for developing it in the first
place, J. Gordon Holt.
—John Atkinson

5980 Hamilton Blvd. •Allentown. PA 18106

AUDEICDIMARIr
fletz*.s ye4.44,
eme 41,44leiel STEREOPHILE CLASSIFIED
(505) 983-9106

The best disc, tape, component
storage system in America
Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
320_
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A DVERTISER

I NDEX

11-1E STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson lk Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

Acarian Systems
80
Acoustic Chamber
319
Acoustic Image
307
Acoustic Sounds
125
Adcom
108
Ambrosia
282
APC
90
ARS Electronics
300
Artech Electronics
248
Audio Advisor
220-222, 284
Audio Arts
317
Audio Center
319
Audio Connection
310
Audio Den
318
Audio Ensemble
317
Audio Gallery
303
Audio Haven
318
Audio Images
320
Audio Influx
246
Audio Nexus
298
Audio Outlet
278
Audiophile Selections
311
Audio Plus Services
244
Audio Power Industries
256
AudioQuest
228, 324
Audio Research
24
Audio Trading Times
294
AudioVisions
312
Aural Symphonics
254
B&K Components
232
B&W Loudspeakers
19
Bay Area Audio
315
Billy Bags
313
Bose Express Music
128
Bryston Manufacturing
219
Cable Company
266, 300, 306
CAIG
266
Cardas Audio
76
Cary Audio Design
224
Celestion
52
Cello
126
Chesky Records
294
Clarity Recordings
313
Classé Audio
38
Conrad-Johnson
86
Counterpoint
95
Creek
92
Crown International
242
CSA Audio
274
Cumberland Audio
315
Digital Ear
308
Duntech
246
Elusive Disc
315
Energy
10
Enlightened Audio
70
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Epos
Esoteric Audio
Euroson
Exposure Electroncis
Fanfare International
Fried Products
Galen Carol
Golden String
Gryphon
Hafler
Headroom
Highwire Audio
Hsu Research
Icon
lmmedia
Innovac America
Jadis
JM Labs
JPS Labs
JS Audio
KEF
Kief's Audio/Video
Kimber Kable
Krell
Listening Room
Lodestar
Lorentz Design
Lyle Cartridges
Madrigal Audio
Magnum Dynalab
Martin-Logan
May Audio
McCormack
Melos
Meridian
Mirage
Monarchy Audio
Mondial
Monitor Audio USA
Monster Cable
Muse Electronics
NAD
Naim
Nakamichi
NBS
NEAR Loudspeakers
New World Audio
Nimtec
NoiseTrapper
Nordost
Nuts About Hi-Fi
OCM
Original Cable Jacket
Panamax
Paradigm

86
45
120
88
16
69
318
137, 250, 258
236, 264
54
132,268
264
264
296
110
230
90
260
316
314
6
311
258
12-13
286
319
316
310
50
250
39
262
58
262
26
122
252
2
32
84
254
22
64
74
276
270
248
28
266
114
298
260
218
238
14
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Paul Heath Audio
Per Madsen Design
ProAc
Progressive Audio
Pro Musica
PS Audio
RC Audio
RCS International
Reference Audio/Video
Reference Recordings
Resolution Audio
RoomTune
Rotel of America
Rowland Design
Savant Audio &Video
Sennheiser
Sonic Frontiers
Sony Music
Sound & Music
Sound by Singer
Sound Concept, The
Sound Connections
Sound Dynamics
Soundex
Sound Factor
Sound Goods
Soundings
Sound Resource
Square Deal
Stereo Dynamics
Stereo Shoppe
Stereo Shoppe, FL
Straight Wire
Synergistic
TARA Labs
Theta
Thiel
Threshold
Transparent Audio
Tubes By Design
Ultra Systems
Univocal
Valve Amplification
Vandersteen
Velodyne
Vero Research
Wadia Digital
Weltronics
Westlake Audio
WireWorld
XL0
Xponent
Yakov Aronov

292
320
256
288
318
34
308
317
279
309
290
312
72-73
52
301
56
40-41
106
302
116-117
316
264
102
272
314
304
305
314
304
280
316
292
48
302
134
36
60
96
240
306
296
254
92
30
66
98
323
104
79
136
46
234-235
252
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nalegal situation in which two litigants
are adamantly opposed, and neither side
appears either completely right or completely wrong, the judge will throw up his or
her hands and split the difference. This is referred to as "dividing the cloth."
Iwas reminded of this recently when trying to figure out why some people say that Stereophik continually takes potshots at one of its
competitors, The Absolute Sound. Such accusations mystify us—we have an informal, but rigorous, editorial policy of trying to avoid publishing negative comments about publications
that compete with us. But Ifigured it out. As
long as there is any perception of our ever having taken potshots at TAS, our readers intuitively add the potshots that TAS takes at us
(which have been numerous in their last few
issues) to the potshots we've taken at them at any
time, and divide the sum by two to determine
how many shots have been taken by whom.
To our regret, it is true that Stereophile did
publish some negative comments about The
Absolute Sound in 1989, in the transcript of a
writers' conference back in Vol.12 No.11. [Ironically, most of those comments were made by Gary
A. Galo, who is now aTAS contributor—Ed.] And
we did respond in our December '92 issue to
Michael Fremer's and Les Linton's comments
on Bob Harley's Stereophile EAD DSP-7000 review. But other than that, we've had nothing
but positive words for our friends from Sea Cliff
Why is that? Why not join the battle? First,
we don't spend alot of time worrying about
what they're writing and doing—we're too
busy trying to get our own 276-page magazine out every month. Second, to asignificant
degree, we have no problem with what they
write. (Though we don't agree with their criticisms of us, that's to be expected.) After all, they
have ears and we have ears; they love music and
we love music. I'm not stunned to read that they
don't think the same way we do, or like exactly
the same products. To the greatest degree, we
believe in publicizing what we do and what the
high-end industry does, not what our competitors are doing, regardless of its content. This
column, therefore, is adeparture from policy.
322
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Why respond at this time? Well, predictably,
after the last round of attacks in TAS, mostly
directed at John Atkinson, we received several
angry letters from devoted readers who had
apparently divided TAS's attacks by two and
attributed half of them to us. The subject also
came up at our 1993 Hi-Fi Show during "Ask
the Editors" sessions, though Iwas relieved to
see that our San Francisco audience was discriminating enough to correctly see the onesidedness of the non-exchange. (The best question put to me was, "Why does Harry Pearson
attack you with such virulence?" Iattempted
an answer, but could only think that the question had been misdirected.) So, check the actual
record before you accuse Stereophile of apolicy
of attacking our journalistic colleagues. We
think attacks are unnecessary, we frown on it,
and we keep it out of our pages whenever we can.
The tendency to "split the difference:' or
announce that the truth is "probably somewhere in between:' is anatural human tendency, but an important one to overcome if
truth is actually to emerge. One of the sole
important things Igained from auniversity
education was the realization that, in many situations, one side in an argument is completely
screwed up and the other, while perhaps not
100% right, is the sole possessor of any truth
in that particular matchup. In other situations,
neither of the poles of an argument has any
truth to it—truth lies outside of the plane of disagreement which has been set up.
In fact, when trying to divine the truth in a
situation of harshly opposed views, there is a
question that must be answered prior to considering the two sides: Will the truth be found
anywhere along the spectrum encompassed by
the warring factions, or does it lie somewhere
else? Only after this question is answered does
it make sense to split the difference or decide
to take one side or the other.
This is both unfortunate and fortunate. The
unfortunate part is that, in order to know anything, you have to become deeply involved in
the actual stuff of the debate. The fortunate
part is that this can, on occasion, lead to real
knowledge.
—Larry Archibald
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FOUNDATION FOR THE FUTURE

The Wadia 7CD Transport signals a
new era in the history of the Compact
Disc.
From the highly acclaimed P2S
transport mechanism, to the vault-like
stability of the enclosures and the
standard setting separate power supply,
no aspect of information retrieval has
been left to chance. Even the remote
control is machined from asolid block of
aluminum to provide the ultimate in user
convenience and satisfaction.
The position of industry leader is not
something that we, or our customers,
take lightly. It is hard earned through
innovation, reliability, and absolute
musical satisfaction, all of which explore
the boundaries of what technology and
human imagination allow.
We invite you to contact your Wadia
Dealer for an audition.

Wa43ia DIGITAL
624 TROY STREET

WorldRadioHistory
RIVER FALLS, WI 54022
PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

Push the envelope!
FIBER OPTIC CABLES

—TOSLINX &ST STANDARD—
INTERCONNECT CABLES—

—

CARTRIDGES, ARMS &ACCES=

In the world of high technology
the term "envelope" is used to describe the performance limitations
of the equipment. In the world of
music and wonder, adiverse
group of technically competent
products from AudioQuest lets
you expand the performance
envelope of your audio or video
system.
The common thread running
through all the AQ products is
that they offer the most improvement for the least money. No
system is so poor or so perfect
that using AudioQuest products
won't make awonderful improvement. The only proof is in the
products themselves —please put
us to the ultimate test —listen and
look for yourself.

SEVEN MODELS
VIDEO CABLES

—COMPOSITE AND S-VIDEO—

ouckquest.
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